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Abstract
The multi-day continuous flight capability of solar-powered Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) can be of significant benefit in large-scale aerial sensing missions such
as search-and-rescue support, border patrol and industrial or agricultural inspection.
However, today these UAVs suffer from small payload capacity, low energetic safety
margins and high operational complexity. This cumulative doctoral thesis therefore
contributes models, design methods and algorithmic frameworks which improve the energetic robustness, ease of use and versatility of low-altitude solar-powered perpetualflight-capable UAVs. The thesis follows an applications-driven approach and therefore
also presents first real-life missions in complex environments.
The first part of this thesis discusses modeling, design and flight testing of solarpowered perpetual-flight-capable UAVs. We contribute energetic system models and
a novel formal conceptual design methodology with a derived design software to devise
solar-powered UAVs for energetically-robust perpetual flight in suboptimal meteorological conditions. Our design approach is applied to AtlantikSolar, a small handlaunchable 7 kg perpetual-flight-capable solar UAV. The detailed airframe, power system, propulsion and avionics design is described. In addition, we present simple yet
robust attitude estimation and flight control approaches which are specifically optimized for the challenging flight dynamics of solar UAVs. Finally, a novel extended
Kalman filter-based method for fully autonomous tracking of thermal updrafts is presented: In contrast to solely vertical-velocity based estimation approaches, it improves
the problem’s observability by fusing the thermal-induced roll moment measurement.
It is therefore especially suitable for solar UAVs given their large wing span. Extensive
flight campaigns demonstrate the effectiveness of the contributions. First, AtlantikSolar’s continuous 81.5 h (4 days and 3 nights) and 2338 km solar-powered flight,
which broke the world record in flight endurance for all aircraft below 50 kg mass, is
presented. The minimum battery state of charge during the night is increased from
the 10% of previous UAV designs to 39% for AtlantikSolar. A significant increase
in the energetic robustness to deteriorated weather is thus achieved. The results indicate that AtlantikSolar allows perpetual flight in a 6-month window around June
21st at mid-European latitudes and throughout the whole year at latitudes smaller
than 27◦ . Second, the first-ever fully-automated multi-day flight of a low-altitude solar
UAV with a day/night-capable sensing payload is presented: This 26-hour search-andrescue mockup mission is also the first-ever combined use of solar-electric propulsion
and autonomous thermal updraft tracking. The fact that the flight did not require
a single pilot intervention demonstrates the improved ease of use of the developed
aerial system.
The second part of this thesis covers algorithms for the environment-aware navigation
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Abstract
of UAVs. We present two frameworks: First, the Meteorology-aware Trajectory Planning and Analysis Software for Solar-powered UAVs. MetPASS is the first planning
framework in the literature that considers a system model, the terrain, and all meteorological effects that are of importance for typically fragile solar UAVs (e.g. thunderstorms, rain, winds, clouds) and can therefore plan safe and cost-optimal routes
even for remote missions in complex environments. MetPASS is leveraged to plan a
hypothetical Atlantic crossing with AtlantikSolar. It is also employed to both plan
and execute AtlantikSolar’s 81-hour world record flight and its first real-life mission, a
large-scale 230 km glacier scanning operation above the Arctic Ocean near Greenland.
MetPASS however performs all its computations offline on a ground-based computer.
In contrast, the second contribution covers online environment-aware navigation: A
real-time wind-aware sampling-based path planner is developed and combined with
initial work on the first-ever 3D wind field prediction method that can run directly
onboard a UAV. The potential-field-based wind prediction is verified with 1D LIDAR
data. While the vertical wind errors are still significant, the overall wind error is
reduced by 23% with respect to a zero-wind assumption that is mostly used in smallscale UAV path planning today. Together, the planner and wind prediction framework
provide an initial basis for real-time fully environment-aware navigation in cluttered
terrain and complex wind fields. Overall, as demonstrated with the first real-life
mission in remote Arctic terrain, the presented algorithms significantly increase the
versatility of solar-powered UAVs.
This thesis concludes with the remaining research challenges and a suggested way
forward towards more real-life missions with perpetual-flight-capable solar-powered
UAVs.
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Zusammenfassung
Die Fähigkeit solargetriebener Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), kontinuierliche
mehrtägige Flüge (s.g. perpetual flights) durchzuführen, kann in Anwendungen wie
der Unterstützung von Rettungseinsätzen, der Grenzkontrolle und industriellen oder
landwirtschaftlichen Inspektionsaufgaben von grossem Vorteil sein. Heutige Nachteile
solcher UAVs sind allerdings geringe Nutzlast, niedrige energetische Sicherheitsmargen und eine hohe operationelle Komplexität. Diese kumulative Doktorarbeit
entwickelt daher Modelle, Designmethoden und Algorithmen zur Verbesserung der
energetischen Robustheit, Benutzerfreundlichkeit und Vielseitigkeit solargetriebener
perpetual flight-fähiger UAVs. Diese Arbeit verfolgt einen anwendungsgetriebenen Ansatz und präsentiert somit auch erste reelle Einsätze unter komplexen
Umgebungsbedingungen.
Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit behandelt die Modellierung, Entwicklung und Flugerprobung solargetriebener perpetual flight-fähiger UAVs. Wir stellen energetische Modelle,
eine neuartige formelle Designmethodik und eine daraus abgeleitete Entwicklungssoftware vor, die UAVs im Hinblick auf energetische Robustheit gegenüber suboptimalen
Wetterbedingungen optimiert. Unsere Designmethodik wird auf die Entwicklung von
AtlantikSolar, einem kleinen solargetriebenen 7 kg UAV das sowohl Handstart- als
auch perpetual flight-fähig ist, angewandt. Das Design von Flugzeugstruktur, Energiesystem, Antrieb und Avionik wird detailliert erörtert. Zusätzlich werden einfache aber
robuste Methoden zur Lageschätzung und Flugsteuerung präsentiert und speziell auf
die herausfordernden Flugeigenschaften solargetriebener UAVs optimiert. Ebenfalls
wird eine neuartige, auf einem extended Kalman filter basierende Methode zur vollautonomen Schätzung und Einkreisung thermischer Aufwinde präsentiert: Im Gegensatz
zu Ansätzen, die ausschliesslich Vertikalgeschwindigkeitsmessungen nutzen, verbessert
diese Methode die s.g. Observability des Schätzungsproblems durch die Einbeziehung
des thermisch induzierten Rollmoments. Die Methode ist daher besonders gut für solargetriebene UAVs mit ihren typischerweise grossen Spannweiten geeignet. Ausgiebige
Flugversuche bestätigen die Effektivität der entwickelten Methoden. Erstes Resultat
ist AtlantikSolars kontinuierlicher solargetriebener Flug von 81.5 Stunden (4 Tage und
3 Nächte) und 2338 km, was den aktuellen Langzeitflug-Weltrekord für alle Flugzeuge unter 50kg Gesamtgewicht darstellt. Der minimale Batterieladestand während der
Nacht erhöht sich von 10% bei vorherigen UAVs auf 39% bei AtlantikSolar. Somit
wird eine deutlich höhere energetische Robustheit gegenüber Schlechtwetterphänomenen erreicht. Die Flugresultate zeigen, dass AtlantikSolar innerhalb eines 6-monatigen
Fensters um den 21. Juni auf mitteleuropäischen Breitengraden sowie über das ganze Jahr auf Breitengraden kleiner als 27◦ perpetual flight-fähig ist. Zweites Ergebnis
ist die Demonstration des weltweit ersten vollautonomen mehrtägigen Flugs eines solargetriebenen UAVs mit einer bei Tag und Nacht operierenden Nutzlast auf geringer
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Zusammenfassung
Flughöhe: Diese 26-stündige Nachbildung einer realen Rettungsmission stellt ebenfalls
den ersten Flug eines solargetriebenen UAVs mit vollautonomer Nutzung thermischer
Aufwinde dar. Die Tatsache, dass während des Flugs keine einzige Intervention des Piloten nötig war demonstriert die verbesserte Benutzerfreundlichkeit des entwickelten
Flugsystems.
Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit umfasst Algorithmen, die ein UAV unter Einbezug umfangreicher Umgebungskenntnis navigieren. Zwei verschiedene Methoden werden vorgestellt: MetPASS, die Meteorology-aware Trajectory Planning and Analysis Software
for Solar-powered UAVs, plant sichere und optimale Routen durch komplexe Umgebungen in dem es als erste Methode überhaupt ein mathematisches Modell des Flugsystems, das Gelände sowie alle für typischerweise fragile Solarflugzeuge relevanten
Wettereffekte (Gewitter, Regen, Wind, Wolken) in die Planung mit einbezieht. MetPASS wird zur Planung einer hypothetischen Atlantiküberquerung mit AtlantikSolar
sowie zur Planung und Durchführung des 81-Stunden Weltrekordflugs und des ersten realen Einsatzes von AtlantikSolar, einer 230 km langen Mission zur Inspektion
arktischer Gletscher über Grönland, eingesetzt. MetPASS führt alle Berechnungen offline auf einem bodenbasierten Computer durch. Im Gegensatz dazu bietet die zweite
vorgestellte Methode umgebungsbewusste Echtzeitnavigation: Wir präsentieren einen
s.g. sampling-based path planner der Pfade in räumlich inhomogenen Windfeldern
in Echtzeit plant und kombinieren diesen mit initialen Forschungsarbeiten zur Echtzeitvorhersage von lokalen 3D Windfeldern. Die Windfeldvorhersage basiert auf der
Potentialströmungstheorie und kann, als erste Methode in der Literatur überhaupt, direkt auf dem UAV berechnet werden. Die Validierung mittels 1D LIDAR Daten zeigt,
dass die vertikalen Windfehler noch signifikant sind, der Gesamtfehler im Gegensatz
zu der heutzutage für die UAV-Pfadplanung meist genutzten Null-Wind Annahme
aber um 23% reduziert wird. Gemeinsam bieten der Pfadplaner und die 3D Windfeldvorhersage eine erste Lösung zur Echtzeitnavigation von UAVs in komplexem Terrain
und Windfeldern. Wie mit der ersten realen Mission in abgelegenem arktischen Gelände bestätigt, erreichen die vorgestellten Algorithmen somit insgesamt eine deutliche
Erhöhung der Vielseitigkeit solargetriebener UAVs.
Den Abschluss dieser Arbeit bildet eine Zusammenfassung der verbleibenden Forschungsfragen sowie ein Ausblick auf den weiteren Weg hin zu realen Einsätzen mit
perpetual flight-fähigen solargetriebenen UAVs.
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Preface
This is a cumulative doctoral thesis and as such consists of the most relevant work
published by the author during the course of his doctoral studies. The five individual
research papers presented in this thesis are framed by the introduction and conclusion sections, which provide an overview of the work and illustrate how the different
publications are part of a coherent research framework.
Chapter 1 is an introduction into the matter and states the motivation, state of the
art and goal of the research. Chapter 2 explains the overall structure and contributions of this thesis. The contributions of each paper are presented together with an
explanation of how they fit into the broader research context. Chapter 3 briefly summarizes background information that is helpful to understand the scientific papers.
The research papers I–V are then attached directly into the thesis as post-print copies.
They are ordered by increasing complexity in the sense of flight autonomy: From very
basic flight automation, to full flight automation with very limited environment awareness, to fully autonomous and environment-aware operation of aerial vehicles. Finally,
Chapter 9 concludes the work by summarizing the overall contributions, remaining
research challenges and possible future research directions.

1

Chapter

1

Introduction
A single lifetime, even though entirely devoted to the sky, would not be enough
for the study of so vast a subject. A time will come when our descendants
will be amazed that we did not know things that are so plain to them.
— Seneca, Naturales quaestiones, Book 7 (65 AD)

1.1 Motivation
Solar-powered aircraft leverage sun radiation to partially or completely power the
aircraft systems. The reduced load on batteries or other energy storage systems
increases both flight endurance and range. When properly designed, the aircraft’s
solar panels can generate excess energy that recharges the battery over the day. In
suitable environmental conditions, the batteries are recharged enough to keep the aircraft airborne throughout the night. This continuous discharge-recharge cycle allows
solar-powered multi-day flight and, from an energy perspective, leads to a perpetual flight capability. Robotic technologies optimally complement this long-endurance
flight capacity: By providing the aircraft with accurate and robust automatic flight
control and guidance, the workload of the operators is reduced significantly. While
multi-day solar-powered flight is technically feasible on manned aircraft, solar-powered
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) make multi-day flight a realistic operational mode
in real-world applications.
All applications that require data to be collected or distributed consistently or on
a large scale can benefit from the long-endurance flight capabilities of solar-powered
UAVs. In today’s data-driven society, many such applications exist [27, 180]: Solarpowered UAVs could therefore be of pivotal societal and commercial use in largescale disaster relief support e.g. after earthquakes or floods [138], meteorological surveys in remote and otherwise inaccessible areas [139], continuous border or maritime
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Figure 1.1: The AtlantikSolar solar-powered ultra-long-endurance Unmanned Aerial Vehicle operating over Switzerland in May 2015. AtlantikSolar was developed within the
context of this thesis. It broke the flight endurance world record for all aircraft below 50 kg
mass in 2015, performed the first-ever fully autonomous solar-powered multi-day flight with
a day/night-capable SAR payload in 2016, and was — among other international missions
— deployed for glacier scanning operations above the Arctic Ocean in 2017.

patrol [134], telecommunications relay [164], or large-scale agricultural or industrial
aerial inspection [52].

1.2 State of the Art
Solar-powered flight is not a new concept, but dates back to the 1970s. A comprehensive historical overview is provided by Boucher [16] and Noth [100]. Sunrise
(Figure 1.2a) performed the first solar powered flight in history, whereas Gossamer
Penguin (Figure 1.2d) performed the first manned flight. Solar aviation remained in
a niche in the following years, but more recently advances in structures, batteries,
solar cells and avionics have lead to accelerated progress. In manned solar aviation,
the 5-day flight across the Pacific [19] by SolarImpulse (Figure 1.2e), which is part of
an around-the-world flight [135], is the current state of the art. In unmanned aviation, the High-Altitude Long-Endurance (HALE) capability and the prospective use
of solar-powered UAVs as atmospheric satellites, e.g. for telecommunications relay,
has received significant interest. The ground work in this area was laid by NASA’s
ERAST programme [27]. Notable current examples of this trend are Solara [2] and
Zephyr (Figure 1.2b). The latter holds the current overall world record in flight endurance with a continuous flight of 14 days [127] in summer, has also shown an 11-day
flight in winter [150] and is the first solar-powered HALE UAV to enter commercial
operations [118]. However, due to the physics of the upper atmosphere solar-powered
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1.2 State of the Art
HALE vehicles are comparatively large (wingspans > 20 m), complex and thus expensive.

The focus of this thesis is therefore on small-scale perpetual-flight-capable solarpowered UAVs that are designed for Low-Altitude Long-Endurance (LALE)
applications. Although faced with the more challenging meteorological phenomena
of the lower atmosphere (clouds, rain, wind gusts and thermals), low-altitude UAVs
provide the advantages of higher resolution imaging with reduced cloud obstruction,
lower complexity and cost and simplified handling e.g. through hand-launchability.
As a result, solar-powered LALE UAVs aiming to reach flight times up to 14 hours
have been studied in academia [84, 172] and industry [3, 20]. However, research
targeting perpetual endurance in these small-scale robotic aircraft has been relatively
sparse. Most research focusses on conceptual design studies without extensive flight
experience [93, 94]. Projects that have demonstrated perpetual flight are SoLong [26]
(Figure 1.2c), which performed a continuous 48-hour flight using solar power while
actively seeking out thermal updrafts, and SkySailor [101], which demonstrated a
27-hour solar-powered continuous flight without the use of thermals. However, these
UAVs were mainly developed for demonstrating the feasibility of perpetual flight for
the first time, but not for performing actual applications.

(a) Sunrise (1974).
First-ever (b) Zephyr (2010). Current (c) SoLong (2005). First-ever
solar-powered flight (20 minutes). flight endurance world record perpetual solar-powered flight
for all aircraft (14 days).
in history (24 and 48 hours).

(d) Gossamer Penguin (1980). (e)
Solar Impulse (2016). (f)
AtlantikSolar
(2015).
First solar-powered manned flight. Manned solar flight endurance Flight endurance world record
world record (118 hours).
for aircraft <50 kg (81 hours).

Figure 1.2: Selected milestones in solar-powered flight history. The date indicates when
the specified flight performance was achieved.
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1.3 Open Research Challenges
While low-altitude solar-powered UAVs have demonstrated the feasibility of perpetual
flight, they have not been deployed to real-world missions yet. The reasons are:
• Issue 1: Low energetic safety margins and low payload capability. During
its 48-hour flight, SoLong [26] needed to use thermal updrafts to reduce
the power expenditure, had no payload except for an RGB camera used for
control by the pilots, and crossed the night with only two hours of battery
reserve power [53]. Similarly, SkySailor [101] only had 5.8 % of battery
energy remaining. These low energetic safety margins do neither provide
robustness against deteriorated weather (e.g. clouds or downdrafts) nor
do they allow flights through the night with meaningful payloads.
• Issue 2: High operational complexity. The requirement for low power consumption but significant battery and solar-module capacity results in slow,
undamped and coupled flight dynamics that require very skilled pilots. For
example, SoLong’s 48-hour flight required eight trained pilots.
• Issue 3: Limited autonomy without environment awareness. UAVs, and
solar UAVs in particular, are susceptible to environmental influences. In
addition to terrain, local weather effects can quickly damage the aircraft
(e.g. through wind gusts, precipitation or thunderstorms) or reduce its
performance (e.g. through clouds). However, the literature does not contain planning methods that properly consider these effects. As a result,
most UAVs can only be operated in closely controlled environments and
not in fully autonomous remote missions yet.
Today’s challenge in low-altitude solar-powered perpetual flight clearly lies in solving
these issues to transfer the technology from the research stage into real-life missions.
In the end, UAV operators and end-users such as search-and-rescue teams will require
systems that, first, guarantee reliable day/night-operation with a meaningful sensing
payload and, second, provide ease of use through full autonomy from launch to landing
even in suboptimal weather conditions or adverse terrain. Robotic technologies are
suited to answer this end-user need.

1.4 Goal
The overall goal of this thesis is:
Improve the energetic robustness, ease of use and versatility
of perpetual-flight-capable solar-powered Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
and thereby enable first real-world applications
in complex environments.
Three kinds of improvements for perpetual-flight-capable solar-powered UAVs shall be
achieved: In response to Issue 1 of the previous section, we seek increased robustness
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1.4 Goal
against deteriorated weather (e.g. clouds, downdrafts) by increasing the energetic
safety margins. At the same time, this allows more more payload capacity. In response to Issue 2, we target improved ease of use through a high degree of flight
automation and autonomy. In response to Issue 3, we aim for more versatility and
safety of perpetual-flight-capable solar-powered UAVs by implementing environmentaware navigation algorithms. Only with these improvements will operators consider
perpetual-flight-capable solar-powered UAVs as valuable assets in multi-day aerial
sensing operations.
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Contributions
Based on the goal defined in the previous chapter, Section 2.1 presents the overall
approach and contributions of this thesis. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 discuss the detailed
context, interrelations and contributions of the individual publications in order to
show how they fit into a coherent research framework. It should be highlighted that the
work for many of the publications described below was done in very close collaboration
with all members of ASL’s fixed-wing aerial robotics team. This thesis would not have
been possible without their contributions.

2.1 Overview
The overall approach and contributions of the underlying thesis are shown in Figure 2.1. An incremental approach which adds more flight autonomy with every step
(i.e. every publication) is chosen. The thesis is split into two parts. Part A, entitled
Modeling, Design and Flight Testing of Solar-Powered UAVs for Robust Multi-Day
Continuous Flight, initially applies down-to-earth aerospace and electrical engineering
to develop energetic aircraft models and design methods and to subsequently design
the solar-powered perpetual-flight-capable AtlantikSolar UAV. The aircraft is then improved with more advanced estimation and flight automation techniques. In this part
of the thesis, all flight control algorithms still exclusively run on the microcontrollerbased aircraft autopilot. In Part B, entitled Path Planning for Environment-Aware
Navigation in Dynamic or Cluttered Environments, methods from applied robotics
are leveraged to implement advanced autonomy in the form of environment-aware
navigation in adverse terrain and weather. These systems run either on groundbased computers or a dedicated UAV onboard computer. The whole thesis takes an
applications-driven approach and emphasizes the verification of major research contributions via comprehensive flight test milestones.
In short, the major contributions of this thesis are as follows:
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2 Contributions
Part A: Modeling, Design and Flight Testing of Solar-Powered UAVs for Robust
Multi-Day Continuous Flight

Part B: Path Planning for Environment-Aware Navigation in
Dynamic or Cluttered Environments

Paper I:

Paper II:

Paper III:

Paper IV:

Paper V:

Design of Small HandLaunched Solar-Powered
UAVs: From Concept Study
to a Multi-Day World Endurance Record Flight
(Journal of Field Robotics,
2017)

High-Fidelity Solar Power
Income Modeling for SolarElectric Aircraft: Development
and Flight Test Based Verification
(European PV Solar Energy Conference and Exhibition, 2017)

Robotic Technologies for SolarPowered UAVs: Fully-Autonomous Updraft-Aware Aerial
Sensing for Multi-Day Searchand-Rescue Missions
(Journal of Field Robotics,
2018)

Meteorology-Aware
Multi-Goal
Path Planning for Large-Scale
Inspection Missions with SolarPowered Aircraft

Towards Fully Environment-Aware
UAVs: Real-Time Path Planning
with Online 3D Wind Field Prediction in Complex Terrain

(Journal of Aerospace Information
Systems, 2018, submitted)

(arXiv, 2017)

2

First fully-autonomous multiday
flight with day/night capable
SAR payload and thermal tracking. Switzerland, 2016 .

Milestone

1

First multiday flight (28 hours).
Then continuous 81-hour
world record flight. Switzerland, 2015.

Milestone

Milestone

Increasing flight autonomy

3

First real-world applications:
Fully-autonomous glacier scanning mission above the Arctic.
Greenland/Arctic, 2017.

Figure 2.1: The approach and organization of this thesis: The two separate parts contain
a total of five research publications. Apart from Paper V, the results of every paper were
verified with a flight testing milestone. Note that further related work was published
(Section 2.4) but is not included in the thesis because the journal papers make it obsolete.

• In Papers I+II, we develop models and design methods for solar UAVs and
apply them to AtlantikSolar, which has demonstrated greatly improved
energetic margins in perpetual flight (39% vs. ≤10% minimum state of
charge for previous UAVs), and has also broken the flight endurance world
record for all aircraft below 50 kg with an 81.5-hour solar-powered flight.
• In Paper III, we develop and implement methods that allow solar UAVs to
be operated fully automatically (i.e. without any pilot intervention) from
launch to landing despite their challenging flight dynamics. With the
help of platform optimizations and fully autonomous updraft exploitation
methods, we demonstrate the first-ever fully-automated multi-day flight
with a day/night-capable sensing payload on a small solar UAV.
• In Paper IV, we develop MetPASS, the first-ever both terrain- and fully
weather-aware path planning framework in the literature. It allows solarpowered UAVs to not only be used locally under optimal weather conditions, but extends their operational scope to remote missions by planning
optimal paths through cluttered terrain and suboptimal weather. The
framework is leveraged to plan the 81-hour world record flight, an Atlantic Crossing from Canada to Portugal, and large-scale glacier scanning
missions above the Arctic Ocean near Greenland. AtlantikSolar successfully completed two of these missions.
• In Paper V, we approach full UAV autonomy through real-time environment awareness: We develop the literature’s first 3D wind field prediction
method that runs onboard the UAV’s onboard computer and combine it
with a real-time terrain- and wind-aware path planner to achieve safe and
efficient navigation through cluttered terrain and winds.
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2.2 Part A: Modeling, Design and Flight Testing of SolarPowered UAVs for Robust Multi-Day Continuous Flight
Part A has a modeling and system design focus. Papers I+II present the energetic
models and design processes used for the AtlantikSolar UAV, which at this stage only
has automatic waypoint following. Paper III adds full flight automation from launch
to landing via simple yet effective rule-based scripts that run on the microcontrollerbased autopilot. No 3D environment awareness is implemented yet, but the exploitation of single thermal updrafts is added.

Paper I
Philipp Oettershagen, Amir Melzer, Thomas Mantel, Konrad Rudin, Thomas Stastny,
Bartosz Wawrzacz, Timo Hinzmann, Stefan Leutenegger, Kostas Alexis and Roland
Siegwart, “Design of Small Hand-Launched Solar-Powered UAVs: From Concept
Study to a Multi-Day World Endurance Record Flight”. Journal of Field Robotics
(JFR), 34(7), pp. 1352-1377, Wiley 2017.
Context
This is the main AtlantikSolar UAV system design paper: It describes system modeling, conceptual design, detailed design and flight testing of perpetual-flight-capable
solar-powered UAVs and uses AtlantikSolar and its continuous 81.5-hour world record
flight in July 2015 as a showcase. The paper has an aerospace engineering focus.
It is motivated by Cocconi [26] and Noth [101], who showed that perpetual flight is
feasible but only at very low energetic safety margins (2 hours of reserve power for
SoLong and 5.8 % for SkySailor in the morning) and thus low robustness to deteriorated weather. Instead of only focusing on the feasibility, this paper therefore focuses
on achieving energetic robustness in perpetual flight via increased energetic safety
margins. The paper thereby aims to establish the state of the art in low-altitude
perpetual-flight-capable solar-powered UAV design.
Contribution
This paper presents a complete development process and extensive flight results for
perpetual-flight-capable solar-powered UAVs. The specific contributions are:
• A conceptual design software framework that is based on comprehensive
energetic system models and implements a novel formal methodology to
design solar-powered UAVs for energetically-robust perpetual flight in suboptimal meteorological conditions.
• The detailed design approach and characteristics of the AtlantikSolar
UAV, which combines efficient aircraft systems with simple yet robust
avionics and algorithms for automated flight. More specifically, wellknown techniques such as an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) for state
estimation and a Proportional Integral Derivative (PID)-based flight
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controller are implemented and optimized specifically for the challenging
flight characteristics of high-performance solar UAVs.
• Extensive flight results, including the analysis of a continuous solarpowered 81.5-hour (4 days and 3 nights) and 2338 km world record
flight by AtlantikSolar AS-2. The results validate the design approach
and the 39% remaining battery energy during perpetual flight indicate
significantly improved energetic margins and thus robustness.
• A performance outlook which analyzes the exact conditions (day-of-year,
latitude, meteorological conditions) and sensing payloads with which today’s technology allows specific solar-powered perpetual flight missions.
A sensitivity analysis answers which technological improvements promise
the largest future gains in solar-powered UAV performance.

Related publications, software, datasets and videos
Papers III–V rely on the design of AtlantikSolar presented in this paper, but extend
it with much more advanced flight autonomy. Note that the paper is a journal paper
that combines and extends contributions from the following conference papers:
[107] P. Oettershagen et al., Int. Conf. on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), 2015.
[108] P. Oettershagen et al., Field and Service Robotics (FSR), 2015.
[109] P. Oettershagen et al., IEEE Aerospace Conference, 2016.
Dataset or software releases:
[102] Dataset: 81-hour flight autopilot log file.
[103] Software: Conceptual design and analysis framework for solar UAVs.
Video releases:
[V1] Video of the 81-hour world record flight of AtlantikSolar:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8m4_NpTQn0E
[V2] An autonomous sensing and mapping mission (Test Flight #24):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDu5rHYCDkg

Paper II
Philipp Oettershagen and Roland Siegwart, “High-Fidelity Solar Power Income Modeling for Solar-Electric Aircraft: Development and Flight Test Based Verification”. In
33rd European PV Solar Energy Conference and Exhibition (PVSEC), 2017.
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Context
This small conference paper accompanies Paper I. During the more advanced design
stages of AtlantikSolar, it became clear that more accurate solar power income models
were required both for aircraft design and the proper analysis of flight test data, including the identification of power system problems. This paper therefore contributes
high-fidelity solar power income models at varying degrees of complexity to help facilitate the design of future solar-powered UAVs. The models are used during all design
and flight testing stages of Paper I.
Contribution
To answer the need for high-fidelity solar power income models for solar aircraft, this
paper contributes three models: First, the Full Solar Power Model (FM), a fully
time-resolved high-fidelity model that considers aircraft attitude, aircraft geometry,
and physical effects such as temperature and the sun radiation’s angle-of-incidence.
Second and third, the Conceptual Analysis Model (CAM) and Conceptual Design
Model (CDM), which require less input data and are therefore more appropriate for
the earlier UAV design stages. An extensive comparison to data from AtlantikSolar’s
28-hour flight [109] is performed and the errors are characterized.
Related publications, software, datasets and videos
This is a companion publication to Paper I. It extends the solar power modeling
approaches which were first presented in our previous work [109].

Paper III
Philipp Oettershagen, Thomas Stastny, Timo Hinzmann, Konrad Rudin, Thomas
Mantel, Amir Melzer, Bartosz Wawrzacz, Gregory Hitz and Roland Siegwart,
“Robotic Technologies for Solar-Powered UAVs: Fully-Autonomous Updraft-Aware
Aerial Sensing for Multi-Day Search-and-Rescue Missions”. Journal of Field Robotics
(JFR), Wiley 2018.
Context
Papers I+II showed that a properly designed UAV can achieve perpetual flight with
sufficient energetic safety margins. However, during the record flight of AtlantikSolar
AS-2, the autonomy was still very limited (manually-flown launch and landing) and no
payload was installed. The goal in this paper is to improve the UAV for effective use in
real-life missions: It should still be multi-day flight capable, but should also be easy-touse through full flight automation from launch to landing, should automatically exploit
simple weather features for increased energy income, and should carry a meaningful
payload.
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Contribution
This paper extends the low-level automation of AtlantikSolar AS-2 with more advanced robotic capabilities that are motivated by the goal to achieve the first-ever
fully-autonomous energetically-perpetual flight with a day/night-capable sensing payload on a small solar-powered UAV. This goal was achieved with a 26-hour searchand-rescue mockup mission — which did not require a single pilot intervention — by
AtlantikSolar AS-3 in July 2016. The individual contributions are:
• Day/Night-capable SAR payload: A lightweight, power-efficient yet day/night-capable search-and-rescue payload with automatic human detection
algorithms is presented.
• Platform optimization for perpetual flight with the SAR payload: The
UAV’s energy storage system is optimized such that multi-day flight with
constantly operating SAR payload becomes possible.
• Autonomous launch and landing framework: The control structure is extended with an automatic launch and landing framework that addresses
the fragility of solar aircraft through preventive features (e.g. flare before
touchdown), safety checks and contingency measures (e.g. go-around).
• Autonomous thermal updraft tracking framework: The paper yields the
first combined flight results of solar-electric propulsion and autonomous
thermal updraft tracking in the literature. As a main theoretical contribution, our approach improves the estimation problem’s observability by
introducing a second measurement (the thermal-induced roll moment) into
the Kalman filtering process.
Related publications, software, datasets and videos
This paper extends Paper I. The released software is a significant extension of the
open-source thermal updraft tracking simulation framework by Samuel C. Tabor which
was pushed back into the original repository at https://github.com/samuelctabor/
Soaring_simulation. The released video is:
[V3] A fully-autonomous 26-hour flight with day/night-capable SAR payload:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8m76Mx9m2nM

2.3 Part B: Path Planning for Environment-Aware Navigation
in Dynamic or Cluttered Environments
Part B has an applied robotics focus. It presents path planning methods for the
environment-aware navigation of solar-powered UAVs that consider terrain, weather
and system constraints. Whereas Paper IV uses comprehensive weather data but
performs its calculations offline, Paper V only considers winds but runs onboard the
UAV in real time.
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Paper IV
Philipp Oettershagen, Julian Förster, Lukas Wirth, Gregory Hitz, Jacques Ambühl,
and Roland Siegwart, “Meteorology-Aware Multi-Goal Path Planning for Large-Scale
Inspection Missions with Solar-Powered Aircraft”. In Journal of Aerospace Information Systems (JAIS, submitted), 2017.
Context
Papers I–III have shown that a well-designed UAV has energetic safety margins that
provide some perpetual flight robustness to deteriorated weather. However, a designfocussed approach alone is not sufficient to guarantee robust real-world operations
because many weather effects (wind gusts, rain, thunderstorms) are severe enough to
damage the aircraft or to reduce its performance beyond what the energetic margins
can compensate. Such weather thus has to be avoided. The question asked in this
paper is: How can safe and efficient solar aircraft paths that (a) stay clear of terrain,
(b) are cost-optimal trajectories through certain weather and (c) consider the aircraft
characteristics be planned for real-world missions?
Contribution
This paper presents the Meteorology-aware Trajectory Planning and Analysis Software for Solar-powered UAVs (MetPASS), the first path planning framework in the
literature that considers all safety and performance relevant aspects (terrain, system
state, meteorological environment) of solar-powered flight. It is able to optimize largescale station-keeping, point-to-point and multi-goal missions and focuses on real-world
applications. The specific contributions are:
• an optimization approach that yields cost-optimal aircraft paths by combining an extended A*-algorithm for multi-goal order optimization, a dynamic programming based point-to-point planner and a local scan path
planner that guarantees area coverage based on a simple camera model.
• a cost function for solar-powered aircraft which assesses the terrain collision risk, the system state (time since launch, battery charge, power
consumption and generation) through an energetic model, and up-to-date
meteorological data (thunderstorms, precipitation, humidity, winds, gusts,
sun radiation and clouds) through global weather models.
• a full software implementation that features ease of use through a GUI and
is optimized for computational speed via a custom-designed heuristic. As a
result, the framework can be used for detailed mission feasibility analysis,
pre-flight planning, and in-flight re-planning with updated weather data.
• an extensive flight test based verification of the planning results for the
81-hour flight of AtlantikSolar, two multi-goal glacier inspection missions
above the Arctic Ocean near Greenland and a hypothetical crossing of the
Atlantic Ocean from Newfoundland to Portugal.
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Related publications, software, datasets and videos
The point-to-point path planning approach was already presented in our previous
work [176]. The novel aspects extended in this paper are the terrain avoidance, the
local scan path planning that guarantees coverage using a camera model, the multigoal path optimization approach and the flight test results. A video covering the
deployment of AtlantikSolar to the Arctic that was released by the respective project
team can be found at:
[V4] Sun2Ice — When solar drones meet Arctic glaciers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyS6W1t_ryQ
(video produced by G. Jouvet)

Paper V
Philipp Oettershagen, Florian Achermann, Benjamin Müller, Daniel Schneider and
Roland Siegwart, “Towards Fully Environment-Aware UAVs: Real-Time Path Planning with Online 3D Wind Field Prediction in Complex Terrain”. In arXiv, 2017.

Context
Paper IV demonstrated how terrain- and weather-aware optimal aircraft paths can
be generated offline on a ground-based computer. This offline calculation has two
disadvantages: First, it cannot react to dynamic obstacles or changed weather in real
time, and second, the weather data used in Paper IV is of relatively low resolution and
does not correctly resolve the complex 3D wind fields in cluttered terrain. To be of
widespread societal and commercial use, UAVs however need to be able to operate fully
autonomously — i.e. without constant operator supervision or constant connection to
a ground-based computer. Wind prediction and path planning capabilities that run
directly onboard the UAV and avoid both terrain and weather risks are thus needed.
Contribution
This paper presents a path planning framework which integrates local 3D wind field
predictions to guarantee the safe and efficient operation of fixed-wing Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles in cluttered terrain. The framework can run in real time on the
limited computational resources of the UAV’s onboard computer. Two central research
contributions are presented:
• Local 3D wind field prediction: Our downscaling method receives lowresolution Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) data as an input via lowbandwidth data links (e.g. satellite communication) and then leverages
potential flow theory to generate a high-resolution 3D wind field close to
the UAV. The method is assessed in simulations and with LIDAR wind
profiles from Swiss Alpine regions.
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• Real-time wind-aware path planning: A sampling-based path planner that
plans optimal collision-free paths in the predicted non-uniform winds is
presented. The planner considers the vehicle dynamics through Dubins
aircraft primitives and is optimized for fast planning via obstacle-aware
sampling, heuristics for faster nearest neighbor search and fast collision
checking on a pre-processed 2.5D map.
This is the first implementation of 3D wind field prediction from onboard a UAV
in the literature. The paper is therefore considered very initial work on the path
towards full UAV environment awareness. To conclude on the appropriateness of
the chosen approach, the paper performs a detailed assessment of the accuracy, path
cost advantages and computational demands of our simple method. The paper is
considered a basis for further research in this area.

2.4 List of Publications
2.4.1 List of Included Publications
The following publications are included as Papers I–V in this thesis. They are listed
as they appear in this thesis.
• P. Oettershagen, A. Melzer, T. Mantel, K. Rudin, T. Stastny, B. Wawrzacz,
T. Hinzmann, S. Leutenegger, K. Alexis, and R. Siegwart. Design of Small
Hand-Launched Solar-Powered UAVs: From Concept Study to a Multi-Day
World Endurance Record Flight. Journal of Field Robotics (JFR), 34(7):
1352–1377, 2017. doi:10.1002/rob.21717
• P. Oettershagen and R. Siegwart. High-Fidelity Solar Power Income Modeling for Solar-Electric Aircraft: Development and Flight Test Based Verification. In 33rd European PV Solar Energy Conference and Exhibition
(PVSEC), 2017. doi:10.4229/EUPVSEC20172017-6BV.2.46
• P. Oettershagen, T. Stastny, T. Hinzmann, K. Rudin, T. Mantel,
A. Melzer, B. Wawrzacz, G. Hitz, and R. Siegwart. Robotic Technologies
for Solar-Powered UAVs: Fully-Autonomous Updraft-Aware Aerial Sensing for Multi-Day Search-and-Rescue Missions. Journal of Field Robotics
(JFR), 2018. doi:10.1002/rob.21765
• P. Oettershagen, J. Förster, L. Wirth, G. Hitz, J. Ambühl, and R. Siegwart.
Meteorology-Aware Multi-Goal Path Planning for Large-Scale Inspection
Missions with Solar-Powered Aircraft. Journal of Aerospace Information
Systems (submitted), 2018. https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.10328
• P. Oettershagen, F. Achermann, B. Müller, D. Schneider, and R. Siegwart.
Towards Fully Environment-Aware UAVs: Real-Time Path Planning with
Online 3D Wind Field Prediction in Complex Terrain. arXiv, 2017. http:
//arxiv.org/abs/1712.03608
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2.4.2 List of Relevant Publications
As first author (sorted by year)
The following are peer-reviewed conference publications that are relevant for this
thesis, but were not directly included because their content is mostly contained in the
more comprehensive journal papers listed above.
• P. Oettershagen, T. Stastny, and R. Siegwart. Solar-Powered Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles. In M. H. Ang, editor, Encyclopedia of Robotics (submitted). Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, 2018
• P. Oettershagen, T. Stastny, T. Mantel, A. Melzer, K. Rudin, P. Gohl,
G. Agamennoni, K. Alexis, and R. Siegwart. Long-Endurance Sensing
and Mapping Using a Hand-Launchable Solar-Powered UAV. In Field and
Service Robotics: Results of the 10th International Conference, pages 441–
454. Springer International Publishing, Cham, Switzerland, 2016. ISBN
978-3-319-27702-8. https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/9783-319-27702-8_29
• P. Oettershagen, A. Melzer, T. Mantel, K. Rudin, T. Stastny, B. Wawrzacz,
T. Hinzmann, K. Alexis, and R. Siegwart. Perpetual Flight With
a Small Solar-Powered UAV: Flight Results, Performance Analysis and Model Validation.
In IEEE Aerospace Conference, 2016.
doi:10.1109/AERO.2016.7500855
• P. Oettershagen, A. Melzer, T. Mantel, K. Rudin, R. Lotz, D. Siebenmann, S. Leutenegger, K. Alexis, and R. Siegwart. A Solar-Powered
Hand-Launchable UAV for Low-Altitude Multi-Day Continuous Flight.
In IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA),
2015. doi:10.1109/ICRA.2015.7139756
• P. Oettershagen, A. Melzer, S. Leutenegger, K. Alexis, and R. Siegwart.
Explicit Model Predictive Control and L1 -Navigation Strategies for FixedWing UAV Path Tracking. In 22nd Mediterranean Conference of Control
& Automation (MED), 2014. doi:10.1109/MED.2014.6961532
Co-authored (sorted by relevance)
• L. Wirth, P. Oettershagen, J. Ambuehl, and R. Siegwart. Meteorological
Path Planning Using Dynamic Programming for a Solar-Powered UAV. In
IEEE Aerospace Conference, 2015. doi:10.1109/AERO.2015.7119284
• A. Bircher, K. Alexis, M. Burri, P. Oettershagen, S. Omari, T. Mantel, and
R. Siegwart. Structural inspection path planning via iterative viewpoint
resampling with application to aerial robotics. In 2015 IEEE International
Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), pages 6423–6430. IEEE,
2015. doi:10.1109/ICRA.2015.7140101
• A. Bircher, M. Kamel, K. Alexis, M. Burri, P. Oettershagen, S. Omari,
T. Mantel, and R. Siegwart. Three-dimensional coverage path planning via
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2.5 List of Supervised Students
viewpoint resampling and tour optimization for aerial robots. Autonomous
Robots, pages 1–20, 2015. doi:10.1007/s10514-015-9517-1
• R. Siegwart, M. Hutter, P. Oettershagen, M. Burri, I. Gilitschenski,
E. Galceran, and J. Nieto. Legged and flying robots for disaster response. In World Engineering Conference and Convention (WECC), 2015.
doi:10.3929/ethz-a-010643912
Further publications that are not related to the content of this thesis but were created
during previous work of the author are listed in the CV at the end of this thesis.

2.5 List of Supervised Students
The following students have been supervised during the author’s doctoral studies.

Master Thesis
Master student, 6 months full time
• Florian Achermann (2017): “Real-Time Optimal Path Planning for Fixed
Wing Aircraft in Non-Uniform Wind”
• Benjamin Müller (2017): “Terrain-Based 3D Wind-Field and Meteorology
Modeling for Environment-Aware Operation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles”
• Jongseok Lee (2017): “High Fidelity Modelling for High Altitude Long
Endurance Solar Powered Aircraft”
• Nicolas El Hayek (2017): “Ridge Lift Exploitation for Small Unmanned
Fixed-Wing Aircraft”
• Bastien Chatton (2017): “Thermal Updraft Prediction for a Fixed-Wing
UAV”
• Pavel Vechervsky (2016): “Development of a Comprehensive, Hardwarein-the-loop Simulation Environment for Fixed-wing Unmanned Aircraft”
• Daniel Schneider (2016):
Aerial Vehicles”

“Path Planning for Fixed-Wing Unmanned

• Markus Thurnherr (2015): “Model Predictive Control for Fixed-Wing
UAVs Using LPV Models”
• Lukas Wirth (2014): “Meteorological Path Planning Using Dynamic Programming for a Solar-Powered Atlantic-Crossing Unmanned Aerial Vehicle”
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Semester Thesis
Master student, 3-4 months part time
• Julian Förster (2017): “Multi-Goal Meteorological Path Planning for a
Solar-Powered Unmanned Aerial Vehicle”
• Ricardo Zurfluh (2015): “Robust Airspeed Sensing in Harsh Environmental Conditions”
• Robin Oswald (2014): “Stall Detection and Prevention for Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles”

Bachelor Thesis
Bachelor student, 3-4 months part time
• Maximilian Boosfeld (2014): “Fixed-Wing Mode Control of a Dual-Flight
Envelope Unmanned Aerial Vehicle”
• Luca Della Ca (2013): “Load Modeling and Reliability Analysis for Actuators on Solar Powered UAVs”
• Simon Kober (2013): “Aerodynamic Analysis of a Tri-Tiltrotor VTOL
UAV”
• Daniel Lehmann (2013): “Mechanical Design of a Rotor Tilt Mechanism
for a VTOL UAV”

Focus Projects
6-8 Bachelor students, 1 year project full time
• Basil Weibel, Daniel Lehmann, Felix Winkler, Simon Kober, Sebastian
Verling, Julian Zilly (2012-2013): “Development of a Small Scale VTOL
Capable UAV”

2.6 Miscellaneous Contributions
AtlantikSolar’s record attempts and deployments to project demonstrations or missions received significant interest from TV agencies (SRF1 - Switzerland’s prime TV
channel, Discovery Channel, BBC Arabic), print media (Unmanned Systems Technology, Swiss AeroRevue, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 20 Minuten, etc.) and online media
(SUASNews, WIRED UK, Robohub, IEEE spectrum, DIYdrones, etc.). A full list
of media coverage is available at http://www.atlantiksolar.ethz.ch/?page_id=790.
The full list of released videos is available via the youtube channel: https://www.
youtube.com/user/AtlantikSolar/.
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3

Background
This chapter is a brief prelude to Papers I–V. It summarizes background information
about solar-powered UAV types and their development process to help the reader
understand the following papers more easily.

3.1 Solar-Powered UAV Design and Operation
Solar-powered UAV development and operation is highly interdisciplinary. As shown
in Figure 3.1, two high-tech sectors are involved: Aircraft design and robotics. Of the
classical aircraft design fields, developing a reliable yet lightweight structure is obviously the basis for safe flight. However, as indicated by the recent crashes of Google’s
and Facebook’s high-altitude solar-powered UAVs [80, 117], this is less trivial than
one might expect given the constant trade-off between weight and structural stability.
The system design has a clear electrical engineering emphasis: Efficient solar modules
and the respective power conversion electronics are required. Energy storage systems
with high energetic density have to be developed, for example by combining novel
but, as also experienced on modern commercial aircraft [61], potentially-hazardous
Lithium-Ion batteries with comprehensive Battery Management Systems (BMS). Reliable avionics, i.e. sensors and autopilot, are especially important for multi-day continuous flight. Overall, the aircraft and system design emphasize low weight as well
as aerodynamic and electrical efficiency. Paper I describes this optimization process
and, in Section 5.4, discusses which mass or component efficiency improvements bring
the largest benefit to solar UAV performance.
Robotics are merged with aircraft design to create more advanced autonomy. As
presented in Papers I–III, simple flight automation can be achieved with standard
estimation and control techniques. However, full 3D environment awareness requires
a combination of perception, mapping and path planning. As highlighted in Papers
IV and V, these capabilities become more important for flights in remote or cluttered
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terrain. In addition to the technical skills, experience and clear procedures in flight
testing are required especially because the room for error is so low when operating
aerial vehicles. See Paper I for more details. Flight regulations are beyond the scope
of this thesis, but are one of the biggest ongoing concerns when attempting to perform
large-scale missions in potentially remote terrain with UAVs. In addition, as described
by Paper IV, weather analysis before and during a mission is crucial.

Aircraft Design
Structures
Aerodynamics
Energy Subsystem
Propulsion
Avionics
Payloads

Electrical
Engineering

Software
Engineering

Solar-powered
UAVs

Mechanical
Engineering

Robotics
Estimation
Control
Perception
Mapping
Planning

Project Management
Flight Testing
Flight Regulations
Weather Analysis

Figure 3.1: Disciplines involved in the development and operation process of solar-powered
UAVs. The figure is based on Leutenegger [77].

3.2 Solar-Powered UAV Classification
Solar-powered aircraft leverage the radiation of the sun to partially or completely
supply the electric systems onboard. They can be classified as:
• Non-battery-augmented/battery-augmented: Solar-powered UAVs either
only use the power of the sun for propulsion, or also use a battery for
energy storage. Examples of the former are the final versions of Gossamer
Penguin and Sunrise (Figure 1.2) and SolarExcel [100]. Most current
solar UAVs are of the latter category.
• Low-altitude/high-altitude: Solar UAVs are either designed for low-altitude
long-endurance (LALE) or high-altitude long-endurance (LALE) operations. Given that the air density is lower at higher altitude, the power
consumption is higher. The two main resulting differences are that, first,
HALE UAVs are mostly larger to leverage respective scaling effects (larger
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solar cell area, less relative avionics mass) and, second, HALE UAVs store
significant amounts of excess energy collected during the day in potential
energy which is then used in conjunction with an onboard battery during
the night. Examplary LALE UAVs are SoLong [26], SkySailor [101] and
AtlantikSolar, whereas Helios [27], Zephyr [127] and Solara[2] are HALE
UAVs.
• Perpetual-flight/non-perpetual-flight-capable: As shown in Figure 3.2, depending on its level flight power consumption, the battery size and solar
panel size, a UAV is either perpetual-flight-capable (in the right environmental conditions) or not. While solar-powered UAVs without perpetual
flight capability cannot fly as long, they are usually smaller, less complex,
less expensive and more robust. As a result, industrial interest in such
UAVs has increased considerably in recent years [3, 20, 84, 172].

Power

Power
Endurance Tend
Solar
power

Charge
margin Tcm

Required E
bat
power

0h

12h
Solar time
(a) Non-perpetual flight

24h

Charge margin Tcm
Solar
power

Required
power

0h

Ebat

12h
Solar time

Excess Time Texc

24h

(b) Perpetual flight

Figure 3.2: Solar power income (green line), required power (red line), energy taken from
the battery (red fill), energy charged into battery (light blue fill) for a UAV which is not
perpetual-flight-capable (left) and one that is perpetual-flight-capable (right). In this visualization, only the battery size determines the perpetual flight capability. More detailed
information on the performance metrics excess time Texc , endurance Tend and charge margin Tcm can be found in Paper I.

3.3 AtlantikSolar UAV Versions and Field Deployments
The individual papers of this thesis cover slightly different design revisions of the
AtlantikSolar UAV because the aircraft was incrementally improved over time. This
section therefore gives a brief design revision and field deployment overview. Table 3.1
presents the four AtlantikSolar versions and the date of their first flight: While AtlantikSolar AS-P (prototype) and AS-1 are described in our previous work [107], Paper
I describes AS-2 and Paper III describes AS-3. In total, the four AtlantikSolar UAVs
have so far completed 102 flights in 328 flight hours and 11814 km distance. As shown
in Table 3.2, the aircraft have been employed in research projects, flight demonstrations and real-life missions in Europe and world wide. Note that the Lessons Learned
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of Paper I present the flight testing process and the in-flight emergency situations and
crashes that occurred over all flight testing phases.
Table 3.1: AtlantikSolar aircraft and flight statistics over the duration of this thesis.

Aircraft

First flight

Flights

Flight time

Distance

Ref.

AS-P
AS-1
AS-2
AS-3
Total

14.11.2012
21.07.2014
17.06.2015
08.07.2016

62
9
16
15
102

90.48 h
30.58 h
132.40 h
74.70 h
328.16 h

3257 km
1101 km
4766 km
2689 km
11814 km

[107]
[107]
Paper I
Paper III

Table 3.2: Deployments and flight milestones of AtlantikSolar in the scope of this thesis.

Year

Location

Aircraft

Project

Purpose

2014
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2017

Spain
Belgium
Switzerland
Switzerland
Portugal
Brazil
Switzerland
Greenland

AS-P+AS-1
AS-P+AS-1
AS-2
AS-2
AS-P
AS-P+AS-2
AS-3
AS-P+AS-3

ICARUS
ICARUS
AtlantikSolar
AtlantikSolar
ICARUS
AS@Brazil
SolAIR
Sun2Ice

SAR research demo.
SAR research demo.
First perp. flight (28 h)
Flight end. world rec. (81 h)
Maritime SAR demo.
SAR, Aerial Scanning
Auton. 26 h SAR mission
Large-scale glacier scanning
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Modeling, Design and Flight Testing of
Solar-Powered UAVs for Robust Multi-Day
Continuous Flight

Paper

I

Design of Small Hand-Launched Solar-Powered
UAVs: From Concept Study to a Multi-Day
World Endurance Record Flight
Philipp Oettershagen, Amir Melzer, Thomas Mantel, Konrad Rudin, Thomas Stastny, Bartosz
Wawrzacz, Timo Hinzmann, Stefan Leutenegger, Kostas Alexis and Roland Siegwart

Abstract
We present the development process behind AtlantikSolar, a small 6.9 kg handlaunchable low-altitude solar-powered Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) that recently
completed an 81-hour continuous flight and thereby established a new flight endurance world record for all aircraft below 50 kg mass. The goal of our work is
to increase the usability of such solar-powered robotic aircraft by maximizing their
perpetual flight robustness to meteorological deteriorations such as clouds or winds.
We present energetic system models and a design methodology, implement them in
our publicly-available conceptual design framework for perpetual-flight-capable solarpowered UAVs, and finally apply the framework to the AtlantikSolar UAV. We present
the detailed AtlantikSolar characteristics as a practical design example. Airframe, avionics, hardware, state estimation and control method development for autonomous
flight operations are described. Flight data is used to validate the conceptual design
framework. Flight results from the continuous 81-hour and 2338 km covered ground
distance flight show that AtlantikSolar achieves 39 % minimum state of charge, 6.8 h
excess time and 6.2 h charge margin. These performance metrics are a significant
improvement over previous solar-powered UAVs. A performance outlook shows that
AtlantikSolar allows perpetual flight in a 6-month window around June 21st at midEuropean latitudes, and that multi-day flights with small optical- or infrared-camera
payloads are possible for the first time. The demonstrated performance represents
the current state of the art in solar-powered low-altitude perpetual flight performance.
We conclude with lessons learned from the three-year AtlantikSolar UAV development
process and with a sensitivity analysis that identifies the most promising technological
areas for future solar-powered UAV performance improvements.
Published in:
Journal of Field Robotics (JFR), 34(7), pp. 1352-1377, Wiley 2017
DOI: 10.1002/rob.21717
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1 Introduction
1.1 Solar-Powered Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
Solar-electrically powered fixed-wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) promise significantly increased flight endurance over purely-electrically or even gas-powered aerial
vehicles. A solar-powered UAV uses excess solar energy gathered during the day
to recharge its batteries. Typical UAV applications such as industrial and agricultural sensing and mapping clearly benefit from this increased flight endurance. Given
an appropriate design and suitable environmental conditions, the stored energy may
even be enough to continuously keep the UAV airborne during the night and, potentially, subsequent day-night cycles. This so called perpetual flight capability makes
solar-powered UAVs great candidates for applications in which data needs to be collected or distributed either continuously or on a large scale. Large-scale disaster
relief support missions, meteorological surveys in remote areas and continuous border
or maritime patrol would benefit in particular from this multi-day continuous flight
capability [27].

Figure 4.1: The AtlantikSolar solar-powered low-altitude long-endurance (LALE) UAV: a)
After take-off b) exposing the solar cells and engaged spoilers c) after a night flight d) during
hand-launch in a search-and-rescue research mission with the sensing and processing pod
attached below the left wing. Images a) and c) are from the continuous 28-hour perpetual
endurance demonstration flight on June 30th 2015.

Solar-powered flight is not a new concept, but dates back to the 1970s. [16] and [100]
provide a comprehensive historical overview. One important facet of solar-powered
flight is solar-powered High-Altitude Long-Endurance (HALE) operation. The ground
work in this area was laid by NASA’s ERAST programme [27]. Recently, interest in
employing similar large-scale (wingspan above 20 m) solar-powered HALE UAVs as
atmospheric satellites — i.e. stationary/loitering platforms e.g. for telecommunications relay — has peaked. Notable examples of this trend are Solara [2] and Zephyr,
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which has already demonstrated a continuous flight of 14 days [127] and is the first
solar-powered HALE UAV to enter commercial operations [118].
In contrast, smaller scale solar-powered UAVs are mostly designed for Low-Altitude
Long-Endurance (LALE) applications. Though faced with the more challenging meteorological phenomena of the lower atmosphere (clouds, rain, wind gusts and thermals),
low-altitude UAVs provide the advantages of higher resolution imaging with reduced
cloud obstruction, lower complexity and cost and simplified handling e.g. through
hand-launchability. As a result, solar-powered LALE UAVs aiming to reach flight
times up to 14 hours have been studied in academia [84, 172] and industry [3, 20]. However, research targeting perpetual endurance in these small-scale robotic aircraft has
been relatively sparse. Most research focusses on conceptual design studies without
extensive flight experience, e.g. [93, 94]. Projects that have demonstrated perpetual
flight are SoLong [26], which performed a continuous 48-hour flight using solar power
while actively seeking out thermal updrafts, and SkySailor [101], which demonstrated
a 27-hour solar-powered continuous flight without the use of thermals. However, these
UAVs were mainly developed to demonstrate the feasibility of perpetual flight for the
first time, and do neither provide sufficient robustness against deteriorated meteorological conditions (e.g. clouds or downwinds) nor the capability to fly perpetually
with common sensing payloads. For example, the SkySailor UAV crossed the night
with only 5.8% of remaining battery energy.

1.2 Contributions of this Paper
Succeeding the work by [26] and [101], this paper represents the next evolutionary
step in the development of solar-powered LALE UAVs by not only focusing on the
already challenging task of demonstrating the feasibility of perpetual flight, but —
for the first time — on achieving energetic robustness in perpetual flight. We present
the complete development process behind our 6.9 kg AtlantikSolar UAV (Figure 4.1)
and present extensive flight results from its recent continuous and solely solar-powered
flight of 81 hours (4 days and 3 nights) and 2338 km ground distance — the flight which
holds the current flight endurance world record for all aircraft below 50 kg mass. This
paper consequently aims to establish the state of the art in solar-powered perpetual
flight of low-altitude robotic aircraft by introducing and extending relevant aspects
from the two central disciplines — solar-powered aircraft design and aerial robotics —
that together have enabled this achievement. The specific contributions of this paper
are:
• Section 2 presents energetic system models as well as a derived conceptual
design and analysis software framework and contributes a novel formal
methodology that allows to design solar-powered UAVs for energeticallyrobust perpetual flight in sub-optimal meteorological conditions.
• Section 3 presents the detailed design of the AtlantikSolar (AS-2 ) UAV.
The focus lies on combining efficient aircraft systems with a simple yet
robust and efficient infrastructure for robotic flight. This paper introduces
the chosen avionics hardware and contributes on-board state estimation
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and control algorithms that have been tailored specifically towards solarpowered UAVs.
• Section 4 presents and analyzes the continuous solar-powered 81-hour
flight by AtlantikSolar AS-2. The results validate the design approach and
indicate significantly improved energetic margins (perpetual flight with up
to 39% remaining battery energy). This flight of AtlantikSolar also represents the current world record in flight endurance for all aircraft below
50 kg mass.
• Section 5 contributes an outlook into the exact conditions (day-of-year,
latitude, meteorological conditions) and sensing payloads with which today’s technology allows specific solar-powered perpetual flight missions. A
sensitivity analysis answers which technology improvements promise the
largest future improvements in solar-powered UAV performance.
This paper extends our previous work, which presented the initial system design and
flight results of the first prototype AtlantikSolar UAV [107], introduced aerial sensing and mapping applications [108], and demonstrated AtlantikSolar’s first perpetual
flight [109] of 28-hour duration. Sections 2 and 3 have been significantly extended
with respect to this prior work, and sections Sections 4 and 5 are completely new
contributions. In conjunction with this paper, we release both the conceptual design
and analysis software framework at [103] and the 81-hour continuous flight dataset at
[102].

2 Conceptual Design
The conceptual design phase represents a multi-dimensional optimization of aircraft
design variables that aims to improve the aircraft performance metrics under certain
user-specified environmental conditions and user-imposed design constraints. As described before, the central design paradigm in this paper is that we aim to increase
aircraft performance in the sense that the solar-powered perpetual flight robustness
with respect to changed operating conditions (latitude or time) or deteriorated local
meteorological conditions (e.g. clouds or wind) is maximized. The vehicle realized towards that goal, the AtlantikSolar UAV, is designed using the methodology shown in
Figure 4.2. This Matlab-based Conceptual Design and Analysis Framework (CDAF)
for solar-powered UAVs was developed at ETH Zurich and is based on [78, 101]. In
conjunction with this paper, its source-code has been released at [103]. This paper
and our CDAF use the following terminology:
• Design variables are varied to optimize the aircraft performance. For solarpowered UAVs, we chose the wing span b, aspect ratio λ and battery mass
mbat as design variables.
• Performance metrics represent the aircraft performance, and shall thus
be optimized. We choose the excess time Texc and the charge margin Tcm
as the central performance metrics.
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• Technological parameters are material- or technology-properties (e.g. solar
module efficiency) that are assumed to be given, i.e. they are generally
fixed.
• User inputs are requirements on the aircraft design specified by the user.
This can be technical (payload mass or size) or operational (altitude, latitude, time) requirements.
The CDAF architecture and its main modules, the Core Module and Performance
Evaluation Module, are shown in Figure 4.2. In the following, Section 2.1 presents
the equations behind the aircraft sizing and performance simulation. Section 2.2 introduces the performance metrics and contributes extensions to existing optimization
methodologies that allow to maximize perpetual flight robustness, Section 2.3 applies that extended methodology to the conceptual design of the AtlantikSolar UAV,
and finally Section 2.4 investigates the expected vehicle performance in deteriorated
operating conditions.
Design variables
Technological parameters (inputs)
User parameters (inputs)
Performance metrics (outputs)

Design variables
Wing span, aspect ratio, battery mass

Technological parameters
Efficiencies, mass models, rib
or shell wing, etc.

Core Module
Aerodynamics
Power Train Mass Estimation
Structure Dimensioning

Payload
Mass, power consumption

Masses
Environment & Operation
Altitude, latitude, longitude,
day of year, atmospheric
clearness and turbulence

Run iterative analysis
or (constrained)
optimization

Polars

Performance Evaluation
Simulation of the day (forwardintegration of state equations)

Mode of Operation
Variable altitude yes/no

Performance metrics
Endurance, excess time, charge margin

Aircraft Design

Aircraft optimization using performance
metrics as fct. of design variables

Aircraft Analysis
Performance metrics as fct. of day-of-year, latitude,
or meteorological conditions (clouds, winds, etc.)

Figure 4.2: The solar-powered UAV conceptual design and analysis framework (CDAF).
The framework can be used either for aircraft design using a simple graphical performance
optimization or for aircraft analysis e.g. in the form of a robustness analysis against
different operating- or meteorological-conditions.

2.1 System Models for Solar-Powered UAVs
The simple quasi-static energy input/output-models used for solar-powered UAVs (e.g.
[78, 101]) typically neglect the UAV’s kinetic energy and only model the electric energy
Ebat in the aircraft batteries and the altitude h as a representation of the potential
energy Epot . The two resulting state equations are forward-integrated to assess the
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energy flows and the energetic safety margins that a solar-powered UAV provides with
respect to perpetual flight. A typical simulation result is shown in Figure 4.3. The
combined state equation may be written as
dEbat
= µbat · Pbat ≈ µbat · (Psolar − Pout )
dt
1
dh
=
· (ηprop · Pprop − Plevel )
dt
mtot · g

(4.1)
(4.2)

In Eq. (4.1) µbat considers charge- and discharge-losses and thus µbat = µchrg
bat ≤ 1
for Pbat > 0 and µbat = µdchrg
≥ 1 for Pbat < 0. In Eq. (4.2) we have dh/dt = 0 for
bat
the special case of level flight. The equation does not yet consider the fact that for
Psolar > Pout the charge-power going into the batteries needs to be limited. Using the
maximum relative charge factor fmrc , we define the absolute maximum charge power
chrg,max
max as a percentage of the maximum battery capacity. Knowing
Pbat
= fmrc · Ebat
chrg
that Pbat > 0, we now propose
chrg
Pbat

=


0


if σbat ≥ 1

cl
σ
−σbat
chrg,max
) · Pbat
exp (−c1 · bat
cl
1−σbat
chrg,max
min(Psolar − Pout , Pbat
)

cl
if σbat > σbat

(4.3)

otherwise

Equations (4.1) to (4.3) form an extended energy state equation that implements
exponentially-decreasing charge power limiting (Figure 4.3) as generally suggested
for the Lithium-based batteries [123] that are in use on the majority of solar-powered
max
, the SoC
UAVs today. The battery State of Charge (SoC) is σbat = Ebat/Ebat
cl
(or Ebat ) where the exponentially decreasing charge limiting begins is σbat
(or
cl ), and c is a constant that is determined from the desired final charge power
Ebat
1
chrg
chrg,final
max using c = − ln(f ). The total required
limσbat →1 Pbat
= Pbat
= ffrc · Ebat
1
frc
electric output power in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3) is
Pout = Pprop + Pav + Ppld .

(4.4)

Pav and Ppld are user inputs and represent the required avionics- and payload power.
The main contribution comes from the required electric propulsion power Pprop . In the
important case of level-flight, Pprop = Plevel/ηprop , where ηprop includes the propeller,
gearbox, motor, and motor-controller efficiencies. To derive the required level flight
power Plevel , we use the static equilibrium of lift force FL and drag force FD
2
FL = 1/2 · ρ · CL · Awing · vair
= mtot · g

(4.5)

2
.
FD = 1/2 · ρ · CD · Awing · vair

(4.6)

Here, g is the local earth gravity, ρ is the local and thus altitude-dependent air density,
Awing is the wing area and mtot is the total airplane mass. Combining and inserting
Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) into Plevel = FD · vair and minimizing with respect to the airspeed
vair yields the minimum required aerodynamic level-flight power
Plevel =

CD (vair )
3
2

CL (vair )
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Figure 4.3: Energetic simulation of the AtlantikSolar UAV configuration with b = 5.6 m,
λ = 18.5 and mbat = 2.9 kg showing input power, output power and battery energy over a
2-day flight. The performance metrics (red) are the excess time Texc , charge margin Tcm
min
and the minimum state of charge σbat
. The characteristic times (blue) are the sunrise
and sunset times tsr and tss , the power equality times where Psolar = Pout after sunrise
sr
ss
teq and before sunset teq , and the times when the charge process has reached σbat = 90 %
and σbat = 100 % are t90%
and tfc . Parameters governing the battery charge process are
fc
printed in black. In the simulation, the charge rate limiting is active, but altitude changes
are not allowed.

The airplane lift and drag coefficients CL and CD are both a function of airspeed. They
consist of, first, the wing profile lift and drag coefficients CL,wing and CD,wing that are
retrieved as a function of the Reynolds-Number Re from 2-D airfoil simulations using
XFoil [35]. In a second and third step, the airplane fuselage and stabilizer parasitic
drag CD,par and induced drag CD,ind are added through
CD,par = 0.074 · Re−0.2
CD,ind

CL2
.
=
π · e0 · λ

(4.8)
(4.9)

The former equation represents a simplification assuming flat-plate friction. In the
latter, e0 ≈ 0.92 is the Oswald efficiency and λ the wing aspect ratio. The total
airplane mass in Eq. (4.7) is represented by
mtot = mbat + mstruct + mprop + msm + mmppt + mav + mpld .

(4.10)

In our approach, the battery mass mbat is considered a design (i.e. to be optimized)
variable and mav and mpld are user inputs based on pre-determined requirements.
All other variables are automatically sized by our conceptual design environment:
The structure mass mstruct is automatically calculated as a function of the aircraft
geometry, the total mass and pre-specified maximum load cases according to [78].
max ,
Automatic sizing is applied to the propulsion system mass mprop = kprop · Pprop
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the solar module mass msm = ksm · Asm and the maximum power point tracker
max . Here, P max is a function of the maximum
(MPPT) mass mmppt = kmppt · Psolar
prop
max is the maximum expected solar power income,
climb rate desired by the user, Psolar
Asm = fsm · Awing is the exposed solar module area with relative fill-factor fsm and
the other variables are constants defined in Table 4.1. The power income through
solar radiation is modeled as

nom
Psolar
= Isolar (ϕlat , h, δ, t, ~
nsm ) · Asm · ηsm · ηmppt .

(4.11)

Here, Isolar (ϕlat , h, δ, t, ~
nsm ) is the solar radiation on a unit (1m2 ) area and is modeled
after [37]. It is a function of geographical latitude ϕlat , altitude h, current dayof-year δ, local time t and solar module normal vector ~
nsm . For the conceptual
design, the solar module area Asm = const is considered a horizontally-oriented area
given that the exact orientation of course depends on the specific mission profile
(see Section 3.3.1). Thus, assuming an inertial aircraft-centered North-East-Down
(NED) frame of reference, we choose ~
nsm = [0, 0, −1]. The solar module efficiency
STC · cbr includes an efficiency reduction factor due to the wing camber, and
ηsm = ηsm
sm
the maximum power point tracker efficiency is ηmppt .
Table 4.1: Technological parameters used during the conceptual design process of AtlantikSolar. While all parameters were at first estimated or based on previous projects [101], the
parameter set presented and used in this paper is already augmented with measurements
on initial small-scale component prototypes.
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Name

Value

Description

Source

STC
ηsm
cbr
sm
ηmppt
ηprop
µchrg
bat
µdchrg
bat
ebat
fsm
ksm
kmppt
kprop
mav
mpld
Pav
Ppld
fmrc
ffrc
cl
σbat

0.237
0.97
0.95
0.62
0.95
1.03
251 Wh/kg
0.85
590 g/m2
0.422 g/W
1.1 g/W
1.22 kg
0.0 kg
6W
0.0 W
0.5
0.04
0.9

Solar module efficiency (at STC)
Solar module wing camber eff. factor
MPPT efficiency
Propeller, gearbox, motor & ESC eff.
Battery charge efficiency coefficient
Battery discharge efficiency coefficient
Battery specific energy (with cables)
Solar module fill factor
Solar module areal density
MPPT mass constant
Propulsion system mass constant
Avionics mass (with cables and fittings)
Payload mass
Avionics power consumption
Payload power consumption
Maximum relative charge power factor
Final relative charge power factor
State of charge to begin charge limiting

Measured
[101]
[101]
[101]
[101]
[101]
Measured
Estimated
Measured
[101]
[101]
User input
User input
User input
User input
Design choice
Design choice
Design choice
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2.2 Extension of the Conceptual Design Methodology
In this paper, we build upon the conceptual design tool described at the beginning of
this section but extend it as follows: First, we now provide the capability to perform
energetic simulations of multi-day solar-powered flight, whereas before only one daynight cycle was considered. Figure 4.3 shows the results for incoming solar power
Psolar , required power Pout , and remaining battery charge Ebat obtained for a flight
of two subsequent day-night cycles. Clearly, the initial charge condition Ebat at time
of sunrise tsr = min(t(Psolar > 0)) for the second day is different than on the first day
and thus significantly influences the re-charging process.
Second, and more importantly, the optimization criteria are extended to achieve energetically robust multi-day flight. A necessary and sufficient condition for perpetual
flight is that the excess time Texc > 0, where
Texc =

Ebat (t = teq )
nom
Pout

(4.12)
Psolar (t>tsr )=0

nom = P nom ) in the morning. This means that
with power-equality time teq = t(Psolar
out
remaining battery capacity has to exist at t = teq to continue flight for instance in
case of cloud coverage. An alternative performance metric stating the same fact is
the minimum battery state of charge


min
σbat
= min

Ebat (t)
max
Ebat


(4.13)

min > 0 throughout the whole flight but specifically at t = t
where we require that σbat
eq
in the morning. Previous literature and the authors in [78, 101] focus on maximizing
min ). However, a large T
Texc (or, equivalently, σbat
exc does not provide direct robustness
against decreases in Psolar e.g. due to cloud cover during the charging process. In
contrast, when optimizing purely for Texc , the methodology presented here would
select the largest battery size (due to the scaling of Plevel with mbat ) which can be
fully charged under optimal conditions, but every reduction in Psolar will directly
decrease Texc due to only partially charged batteries. Thus, we introduce the charge
margin
max
Tcm = T (Ebat = Ebat
) := tss
(4.14)
eq − tfc

as a safety margin that indicates how much unused charging time remains after reaching full charge before the battery discharge begins again. This also means that in case
of decreased solar power income, Tcm > 0 provides additional margin before a decrease
in excess time occurs. We calculate Tcm from the difference between the equality time
before sunset and the full charge time.
In this paper, the overall approach for increasing robustness with respect to local
power disturbances is thus to determine the lowest acceptable Texc satisfying the
user’s requirements on the UAV operation, and then to optimize the configuration for
Tcm . The exact procedure proposed for the design of solar-powered UAVs for robust
perpetual flight is:
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Step 1

Selection of nominal operating latitude ϕlat , day-of-year
δ nom and the outermost days where perpetual UAV endurance is required δ min,max

Step 2

min , T max from [37] for
Retrieval of the night durations Tnight
night
the range δ = [δ min , δ max ]

Step 3

The total required excess time is now
P

req
δ
clouds
level
= Texc
Texc
+ Texc
+ Texc
,

(4.15)

δ
max − T min is a margin for the changwhere Texc
= Tnight
night
clouds is a margin for clouds in the
ing night duration, Texc
Plevel
morning or evening, and Texc
represents a margin for
increased power consumption e.g. due to downdrafts or
uncertainties in Pout .

Step 4

Design analysis given the methodology in Section 2.3 for
min ). Pre-selection of the subset S of configδ(Tnight = Tnight
req
urations satisfying Texc > Texc

Step 5

Allowance for a set of intermediate configurations Si within
S while taking UAV-specific constraints on b, λ, or mbat
into account. Selection of the final configuration Sf from
Si in order to obtain the largest charge margin Tcm .

This conceptual design methodology is applied in Section 2.3 below. An alternative
conceptual design approach proposed by [93] utilizes a weighted — but to some extent
arbitrary — combination of Texc and Tcm . The advantage of our methodology is that
it explicitly guarantees the feasibility of perpetual flight over a range of operating
δ , T clouds
dates and environmental conditions by enforcing the energetic margins Texc
exc
Plevel
and Texc
which are directly derived from user and thus mission requirements.

2.3 Application of the Conceptual Design Methodology
For Step 1 of the conceptual design methodology of Section 2.2, we define that the
AtlantikSolar UAV shall operate at a nominal latitude of ϕlat = 47 ◦ N and shall
provide perpetual endurance within a ±2 month window centered around δ nom =June
min = 8.7 h (June 21st),
21st (April 21st–August 21st). Using [37] for Step 2, we find Tnight
max = 10.5 h (April 21st), and thus T δ = 1.8 h. In Step 3 we employ previous flight
Tnight
exc
clouds = 3.0 h to account for three hours of full cloud coverage
experience to choose Texc
Plevel
max = 2.1 h to
either on the evening or the morning and choose Texc
= 0.2 · Tnight
cover increased power consumption due to modeling errors, downdrafts or headwinds.
req
Using Eq. (4.15), we retrieve Texc
= 6.9 h as the minimum required excess time for
robust perpetual flight at the given dates and locations.
In Step 4, the conceptual design software framework of Figure 4.2 is now applied
over the design variables wing span b, battery mass mbat and aspect ratio λ. The
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technological parameters and user inputs are taken from Table 4.1. The initial analysis
of a range of aspect ratios λ indicates that optimum performance occurs around
λ = 18.5, for which Figure 4.4 shows the resulting performance margins versus the
design variables b and mbat . The excess time (top left) allows to quickly identify the
regions in which perpetual flight is possible. For the cases in which perpetual flight
is impossible, the endurance plot (top right) shows that the total achievable flight
times are still significant and often above 30 hours. The flight endurance Tendur is
herein calculated assuming launch with full batteries and landing when Ebat = 0.
The charge margin (lower left) shows the expected increase for smaller battery mass,
and the total airplane mass (lower right) scales with battery mass and wing span as
described in Section 2.1. The final element of Step 4 is to identify the subset S of
req
configurations satisfying Texc > Texc
. In Figure 4.4, this is the region within the
blue contour-line. In general, the optimum performance metrics occur at large wing
spans.

Figure 4.4: Conceptual design performance results for AtlantikSolar as a function of b
and mbat (calculation step size 0.1 m and 0.1 kg respectively), all at λ = 18.5. White
points in the plots indicate N/A or zero values. The configuration subset S satisfying
req
Texc > Texc
under our design requirements lies inside the blue contour line. The chosen
final configuration Sf = (S |mbat =2.9 kg,b=5.6 m,λ=18.5 ) is marked with a blue cross.

We begin Step 5 by enforcing the user- and design-specific UAV constraints. The first
is that for our aerial vehicle, we aim for a small-scale and hand-launchable configuration that allows easy transportation via disassembly of the main wing. Thus we
enforce the design constraint that each of our three main wing sections shall have less
than 2 m span and therefore choose b = 5.6 m. A second significant design constraint
affecting small-scale solar-powered UAVs is the need to seamlessly integrate the solar
cells (in this case 125mm-wide solar cells, see Section 3.1) inside both the wing chord
and the wing span. The final choice of b = 5.6 m and λ = 18.5 shown in Figure 4.4
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fulfills this design constraint and provides near-optimal performance over the range of
available aspect ratios. The last design choice is mbat , for which we seek to optimize
Tcm within the previously selected set Si = (S |b=5.6 m,λ=18.5 ). As visible in Figure 4.4, mbat = [2.8 kg, 7.0 kg] lies within Si . We choose mbat = 2.9 kg to optimize
Tcm and due to practical battery sizing constraints described in Section 3.1. The
selected final configuration Sf = (S |mbat =2.9 kg,b=5.6 m,λ=18.5 ) yields an estimated
Texc = 7.03 h and Tcm = 8.17 h at mtot = 7.12 kg and an expected required total
system power Pout = 41.8 W for the nominal operating date, latitude and altitude.

2.4 Initial Robustness Analysis
To perform an initial verification of the multi-day flight robustness provided by the
conceptual design and analysis framework in the form of the AtlantikSolar UAV, we
investigate its performance under deviations from its nominal operating point. The
most significant deviations are caused by local and often unpredictable meteorological
effects that alter the UAV’s energy balance. These deteriorations can be modeled by
a change in the average UAV power income and output over the day, namely
dist , as caused by clouds or fog. We
(a) The disturbed solar power income Psolar
define kCCF ∈ [0, 1] as a factor governing the cloud cover and thus the
clearness of the atmosphere. Lacking knowledge of the exact spatial and
dist (t) = P nom (t) · k
temporal disturbance distribution, we assume Psolar
CCF .
solar
dist . Wind downdrafts, head wind,
(b) The disturbed electric power output Pout
or gusts may require increased propulsion or actuation power. By indist (t) =
troducing kOPF as the Output Power Factor, we can define Pout
nom (t) · k
Pout
OPF

Figure 4.5 shows the excess time Texc as a function of these disturbances. The AtlantikSolar UAV configuration developed using our novel design approach (mbat =
2.9 kg) still provides perpetual endurance with less than 50% of the solar power income or if more than 50% increased power are required on June 21st (Figure 4.5a). On
April 21st, AtlantikSolar still provides solid robustness (Figure 4.5b), which verifies
the δ nom ± 2 month perpetual endurance requirement. In contrast, a configuration
optimized to give maximum excess time (mbat = 6.2 kg, Figure 4.5c) via previous
conceptual design approaches [78, 101] yields a higher maximum Texc of 10.1 h, but
the robustness with respect to clouds or higher required level power is greatly decreased. On April 21st, the mbat = 6.2 kg configuration (Figure 4.5d) cannot provide
reliable perpetual endurance anymore. Overall, through the extended optimization
criteria of Section 2.2, our design approach results in significantly higher energetic
robustness — and thus increased operational flexibility and safety in multi-day flights
— when compared to configurations that are purely optimized for maximum excess
time. Note that Section 5 provides a more detailed robustness analysis and performance outlook including operation at different latitudes and days of the year for the
final AtlantikSolar UAV.
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Figure 4.5: Texc under disturbed power input and -output for the b = 5.6 m, λ = 18.5
configuration: a) mbat = 2.9 kg on June 21st b) mbat = 2.9 kg on April 21st c) mbat =
6.2 kg on June 21st d) mbat = 6.2 kg on April 21st

3 Detailed Design

Three design characteristics are decisive for the application of perpetual-flight-capable
robotic aircraft in common sensing- and mapping missions. First, an efficient UAV
platform (Section 3.1) that maximizes the perpetual flight robustness while still providing good handling- and deployment-qualities (e.g. hand-launch through a single
person) is required. Second, as human intervention shall be minimal, robust and
reliable autopilot hardware and -software are required. Section 3.1 covers the developed sensor- and autopilot-infrastructure, and Section 3.2 contributes the simple yet
robust and effective estimation and flight control approaches that are optimized for
the challenging flight dynamics of solar-powered UAVs. Third, the UAV needs to
provide interfaces for modern miniaturized optical- and infrared imaging payloads.
The AtlantikSolar UAV combines all three aspects and thereby enables autonomous
long-endurance aerial sensing and -mapping applications as shown in [108].
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3.1 UAV Platform Design
3.1.1 Airframe
The AtlantikSolar UAV airframe (Figure 4.6) is of a conventional glider-like T-tail
configuration with two ailerons, an all-moving elevator and a rudder. The 5.69 m
wide wing consists of three pieces of similar span that can be disassembled before
transport. The wings are perfectly rectangular, i.e. neither swept nor tapered, to
house the two rows of solar cells over the whole wing span. They use a customdesigned MH139-F wing profile of 11.6% relative thickness, possess 3◦ of wing twist to
avoid stall at the wing tips and thus at the ailerons, and incorporate a dihedral angle
of 7◦ on the outer wings to increase the aircraft’s eigenstability around the roll axis.
The airframe characteristics are summarized in Table 4.2.

A6sm

A4sm

A2sm

A5sm

A3sm

A1sm

Figure 4.6: The AtlantikSolar UAV airframe. Dimensions are given in mm. The solar
module geometry of the surfaces Aism is given in light blue.

The wing and stabilizers of AtlantikSolar are built in a traditional rib-spar construction method (Figure 4.7). The whole structure is designed to withstand maximum
vertical loads of up to nmax
= 4 g, upon which — as usual for the design of carbonz
fiber based structural elements — a safety factor of 1.8 for a total of 7.2 g’s is added.
The wing’s main element is a cylindrical carbon-fiber spar that takes the torsional
loads and restricts the wing torsion to less than 1.5 ◦ per semi-wing-span under the
maximum vertical load nmax
to avoid solar cell damage. Four carbon-fiber belts of
z
trapezoidal and laterally-varying cross-section are attached above and below the spar
to optimally resist bending loads and to provide wing stiffness. The single fuselage is
constructed from aramid- and glass-fiber reinforced plastics and connects to the rear
T-tail via a carbon fiber spar. The all-moving elevator and the rudder use a Drela
HT14 profile with an increased relative thickness of 9.5%. The HT14 profile is specifically designed for tail surfaces, exhibits very low pressure drag, and its increased
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thickness provides the cross-sectional area to reach the required structural stiffness at
low mass.
Table 4.2: AtlantikSolar design characteristics. See Figure 4.6 for further details.

Parameter

Value

Wing span
Wing chord
Total mass*
Battery mass
Max. payload mass
Flight speed*

5.69 m
0.305 m
6.93 kg
2.92 kg
0.9 kg
8.6 m/s (cruise), 7.4 m/s (stall)

*With batteries, no payload

3.1.2 Energy Generation and Storage
The energy generation and storage system is at the core of AtlantikSolar’s multi-day
flight capability. The whole system is connected to one central power bus (Figure 4.8)
that runs through the aircraft central wing. Energy storage is handled by 60 cylindrical high energy density Lithium-Ion batteries (Panasonic NCR18650b, new cells
measured to provide 251 Wh/kg energetic density) that are fitted into the cylindrical
wing spars to optimally distribute the mass in a span loader concept. The cells are conmax = 733 Wh at m
nected in a 6S (21.6 V) configuration and provide Ebat
bat = 2.92 kg.
Energy is generated through solar modules that incorporate 88 SunPower E60 cells.
STC = 23.7%, an areal density of
They provide a measured module-level efficiency of ηsm
ksm = 590 g/m2 and a maximum power output of 275 W at ϕlat = 47◦ N on June 21st.
The solar modules are seamlessly embedded in the upper wing surface to avoid premature flow separation. To increase operational performance and safety, the complete
energy generation and storage system is operated and monitored via custom-made
Maximum Power Point Trackers (MPPTs) and a battery management system. These
are responsible for regulating the energy flow, providing detailed energy flow information (including Psolar , Pout and Pbat used in the later sections), and for monitoring
the overall and cell-level charge states.

3.1.3 Propulsion and Actuation
The actuation system consists of four Volz DA 15-N servos that drive the two ailerons,
the all-moving elevator and the rudder. The brushless servos provide contactless position feedback, IP67 splash water protection, Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
shielding, and a motor overload protection system. In order to assess the reliability of
the actuation system over a multi-day flight, the Volz actuators were successfully operated in a servo test-bed for 30 days under flight-equivalent loads [33]. The propulsion
system is driven by a RS-E Strecker 260.20 brushless DC motor with kV = 470 RPM/V
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Solar-modules
(with Kevlar support)

Telemetry link
(in the tail)

Wing skin

GPS

(Oracover foil)

Autopilot
IMU RC Receiver &

RC Multiplexer
ESC

Cylindrical Spar

Leading-edge

(Carbon fibre)

(Kevlar)

Ribs

Belts (x4)

(Balsa wood)

Batteries

(Carbon fibre)

(Li-Ion 18650 type)

Motor &
Gearbox

Airspeed Sensor
(in the wing)

MPPTs
(in the wing)

Backup Battery
Power Board

Figure 4.7: Left: Wing structure with integrated batteries and solar cells. Right: Fuselage
arrangement with the main avionics compartment. The foldable propeller is omitted for
clarity.

and a Kontronik Koby 55 LV motor controller. An all-steel planetary gearbox with
four pinion gears and a 5:1 reduction ratio and a foldable custom built carbon-fiber
propeller with diameter D = 0.66 m and pitch H = 0.6 m are attached to the motor
output shaft. The gearbox was selected for its good reliability characteristics after
other smaller-sized gearboxes showed in-air failures during long-endurance flights (see
Section 6). The maximum electric input power the propulsion system can handle is
burst = 420 W for up to 20 s and up to P max = 220 W continuously.
around Pprop
prop
3.1.4 Avionics
To allow reliable long-endurance robotic flight, the avionics subsystem (Figures 4.7
and 4.8) is designed for simplicity, robustness and low power consumption. It is
centered around a Pixhawk PX4 Autopilot [87] — an open-source software and opensource hardware project initiated at ETH Zurich — which provides a real-time operating system and features a 168 MHz Cortex M4F microprocessor with 192 KB RAM.
For attitude estimation (Section 3.2.1), an ADIS16448 10-Degrees of Freedom (DOF)
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), a u-blox LEA-6H GPS receiver, and a Sensirion
SDP600 differential pressure sensor have been interfaced to the autopilot. The airspeed sensing system exhibits less than 5 % total error at vair ≈ 8 m/s, which is essenopt
tial to closely track the low power-optimal airspeed vair
(see Section 3.3.3). Both a
433 MHz medium-range telemetry link and a long-range Iridium-based satellite backup
link are integrated. The airplane implements a fully manual RC-command fall-back
mode to deal with a severe case of autopilot failure. Night operations are possible due
to four onboard high-power indicator LEDs.
3.1.5 Payload
The AtlantikSolar UAV has been flown with payloads up to mpld = 900 g. More
specifically, the sensor and processing unit in Figure 4.9 (mpld = 480 g including
cameras, mounted beneath the wing) has been designed at ETH Zurich to allow
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Figure 4.8: Topological system overview over the AtlantikSolar UAV.

Figure 4.9: The sensing and processing unit that integrates optical imaging, thermal imaging and onboard processing. The unit can be mounted below the wing of the AtlantikSolar
UAV.
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environment perception and long-endurance aerial mapping. It incorporates a visualinertial sensor system [99] and a small form factor computer based on a quad-core
Intel Atom processor. The former consists of an ARM-FPGA system, an ADIS16448
IMU as well as two cameras — a FLIR Tau 2 for Long-Wavelength Infrared (LWIR)
and an Aptina MT9V034 for visible light imaging — and allows accurate real-time
SLAM [77]. The latter runs Ubuntu and the Robot Operating System (ROS) and is
intended for higher-level tasks such as path planning, high-level control and victim
detection [168]. Moreover, it is equipped with WiFi-communication to transmit a
video feed to the ground. Further details on the sensor pod and its operation in
multiple search-and-rescue research applications are given in [108].

3.2 UAV State Estimation and Flight Control
Perpetual endurance autonomous flight requires a robotic system that is robust to
failures of primary sensors, employs control methods that can handle the challenging
flight dynamics of solar-powered UAVs, and includes decision logic to react to disturbances or uncommon events (e.g. a thermal updraft that carries the system beyond
its altitude limits). The software methods that implement this behavior are described
in the following.

3.2.1 State Estimation
To provide reliable and drift-free long-term autonomous operation, a light-weight
EKF-based state estimator [79] is implemented on the autopilot. It fuses data from the
IMU with the magnetometer, GPS-Position, GPS-velocity and airspeed measurements
to successively estimate position, velocity, orientation, mean sea level static pressure
(QFF) as well as accelerometer and gyro biases. Robustness against temporal GPS
failure is provided through the inclusion of airspeed measurements from a differential
pressure sensor. To increase flight safety, the algorithm estimates the local threedimensional wind vector and employs an internal aircraft aerodynamics model to
estimate the current sideslip angle and Angle of Attack (AoA), which can then be
used by the flight controller to apply implicit flight regime limits [106].

3.2.2 System Identification
Towards aiding the control synthesis procedure, a simplified linear state-space representation of the UAV dynamics was derived based on recorded flight data and
frequency-domain system identification methods. For approximately level flight, linear models may capture the vehicle response for small perturbations around a given
equilibrium. Decoupling the longitudinal and lateral axis, the dynamics of a UAV may
take the form presented in [34] and used in the authors’ previous work [106]. Within
this work, the exact aforementioned lateral dynamics representation is employed, while
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the longitudinal dynamics are extended to account for the effect of throttle and are
expressed as
Mlon x̂˙ lon = A0lon x̂lon + B0lon ulon
(4.16)



x̂lon = û ŵ q̂ θ̂

T

where û, ŵ, q̂, θ̂ correspond to the predicted body x–, z–axis velocities, the pitch rate
and the pitch angle, respectively. ulon = [uelev uthrot ]T corresponds to the elevator
deflection and the throttle command, respectively. In



Mlon

mtot
0

=
0
0



A0lon

Xu
Z
= u
Mu
0

0
mtot
0
0
Xw
Zw
Mw
0

0
0
Iy
0





Xuelev
0
Zuelev
0
0

, Blon =
Muelev
0
0
1

Xq − mtot We
Zq + mtot Ue
Mq
1



Xuthrot
Zuthrot 
Muthrot
0

(4.17)

−mtot g cos θe
−mtot g sin θe 
0
0



We , Ue , θe are the trim points of u, w, θ and the elements of Mlon , A0lon and B0lon
form the stability and control derivatives of the longitudinal dynamics based on the
identified terms and the inertia term Iy .
Table 4.3: Estimated modes of the longitudinal and lateral system dynamics

Mode

Natural Frequency (rad/s)

Damping Ratio

Longitudinal Dynamics
Phugoid
0.586
Short-Period Pole 1
7.8
Short-Period Pole 2
8.1

0.789
-

Lateral Dynamics
Spiral
Dutch Roll
Roll

0.414
-

0.82
7.52
3.49

Towards high-fidelity system identification, a structured way of defining persistently
exciting signals, evaluating the quality of the flight data, conducting frequency-domain
identification and evaluating the derived model quality was employed. All four uelev ,
uthrot , uail , urud inputs that excite the vehicle longitudinal and lateral dynamics are
manipulated using chirp-like signals that cover a wide spectrum area expected to contain the dominant vehicle dynamics. For every recorded dataset, the quality of the
signals was evaluated using the coherence metric between every input ui and its correlated outputs yj . The employed frequency-domain system identification framework
is based on the objective function and guidelines outlined by [162], who state that a
coherence γui ,yj ≥ 0.6 indicates a good chance to identify a linear relationship between these two signals. Employing the same methods and their specific extensions
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Figure 4.10: Longitudinal dynamics system identification validation. The AoA α is computed based on the experimental and model-predicted values for u and w. Results for 1 h
are shown along with a closer look to 60 s of the flight and the coherence values γ between
the experimental α, q, θ and the predicted α̂, q̂, θ̂.

in our previous work [106], models of sufficient fidelity were derived for the AtlantikSolar UAV. The increased coherence values in Figure 4.10 indicate that the linearity
assumption within the respective flight envelope subset is effectively correct. Similar results are also derived for the lateral dynamics. The identified linear aircraft
model is then used for initial tuning of the linear inner-loop flight controller described
in Section 3.2.3. Note that the trim point was around level flight and specifically
Ue = 9.8 m/s, We = 0.5 m/s, θe = 0.056 rad, ve = 0 m/s, pe = qe = re = 0. Table 4.3
presents the main frequency characteristics of the derived approximate system dynamics.

3.2.3 Flight Control and Guidance
The AtlantikSolar UAV features autonomous navigation up to the level of loitering
and tracking of user–defined waypoints. The complete control structure (Figure 4.11)
is tuned offline based on the system model identified in the previous section, then
functionality-tested in an X–Plane 10 Hardware–In–the–Loop (HIL) simulation and
finally refined in extensive flight tests. For inner–loop control, our baseline–solution
corresponds to a set of cascaded and saturated PID controllers: The Stability Augmentation System (SAS) applies rate–damping to shape the airplane’s frequency response,
while the Control Augmentation System (CAS) applies proportional–integral feedback
to achieve roll (φ) and pitch (θ) reference tracking. All control actions are in their
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Figure 4.11: Cascaded control scheme implemented for ETH Zurich’s solar-powered UAVs.
2 which accounts
final stage adapted with respect to the dynamic pressure q = 12 ρvair
for the change of the effective moments created by the control surfaces. Due to the
specific design characteristics of solar-powered UAVs such as AtlantikSolar (high aspect ratio and thus high inertia especially in Iz and Ix , limited admissible structural
loads) the following extensions for the inner-loop controllers were implemented:

• Coordinated turn control: Smooths the adverse yaw behavior and tracks
the no–sideslip yaw (in body coordinates) rate r = g·sin(φ)/vair .
• Overspeed protection: Works through an integrator that slowly forces a
pitch up. The protection’s output uOvspd
is only added to the final output
elev
max and θ < 0, otherwise the integrator is zeroed to
uelev if vair > 1.2 · vair
avoid pitch overshoots after a recovery from an overspeed condition.
• Static output limiters: Applied on all outputs to avoid overload of the
structure.
• Dynamic overload protection: Constantly monitors the vertical aircraft
acceleration and limits the elevator command dynamically to guarantee
max = 4 g for AtlantikSolar, we choose
that nz < nlim
z . Given that nz
nlim
= 2.5 g. Note that the dynamic overload protection is not applied to
z
uOvspd
to not overrule the overspeed protection. The structural integrity
elev
is nevertheless guaranteed because the integrator behind uOvspd
only inelev
creases slowly, and the overload protection then dynamically adjusts the
remaining elevator command uelev to stay below nlim
z .
Once the inner–loops are well–tuned, waypoint guidance is enabled. AtlantikSolar
employs a nonlinear guidance law to generate the lateral acceleration reference as,ref
and corresponding roll references φref for the UAV. The process uses the current
ground speed and heading [124] along with a look–ahead distance L1 that is adapted
online as outlined in [125]. The guidance law is integrated into our control structure
as described in [106]. It is combined with an extended version of the Pixhawk [87]
open–source Total Energy Control System (TECS) which provides altitude and airspeed control. The following custom extensions were implemented in our own TECS
variant:
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• A slew rate constraint on the reference altitude href allows smoother altitude control at pre-definable climb and sink rates. This is especially
important for low propulsion-power to weight ratio UAVs such as AtlantikSolar.
• Passive thermal compliance has been implemented to cope with up- and
downdrafts. In an updraft, the standard TECS implementation will decrease the pitch reference θref to decrease the altitude if h > href . Instead
of actively working against thermals, we allow the UAV to gain potential
energy from an updraft: Our TECS variant can be configured such that
θref is fully and only used for airspeed control and uthrot only for altitude
control. When at h > href , the plane will thus keep θref = θref (t) such
that vair (t) = vair,ref (t) and will gradually reduce motor power, potentially
gaining altitude for strong thermals.
• Hard constraints have been implemented, i.e. full throttle is forced for
h < hmin , and at h > hmax the controller automatically engages the spoilers (upwards deflected ailerons) for increased descent rate and gradually
commands a pitch-down and thus maximum descent rate.
The inner PID-based pitch- and roll control loops are executed at a sampling period of TSAS,CAS = 0.01s, while the high-level (HL) nonlinear guidance and TECS
controllers run with THL = 0.05 s. The full controller requires less than 4% CPU
load, 9KB of RAM and 47KB Flash memory and is thus computationally lightweight
when compared to other Pixhawk applications [106]. The controller is designed to be
modular, and more sophisticated approaches like model predictive control [106] and
robust H∞ –based controllers [95] have been implemented and flown on test planes in
addition to the aforementioned PID–baseline inner–loop control solution.
The performance of the control scheme can be analyzed using Figure 4.12, which
shows an early-morning flight in relatively calm air. The first 320 s of the left plot
demonstrate fully autonomous (AP -mode = 5) aircraft operation in constant-altitude
loitering. The positive roll angle and yaw change indicate a right-turn, and the periodic variations in the roll angle reference φref are necessary to provide accurate circle
tracking via the nonlinear guidance law in the horizontal wind of vwind ≈ 2.5 m/s.
The automatic throttle variation by TECS keeps the altitude h within ±2 m of href .
The automatic pitch reference adaptation by TECS tracks the reference airspeed
ref = 8.29 m/s such that v
vair
air = 8.30 m/s with a very low standard deviation of 0.1 m/s.
Note that higher-level functions such as the passive thermal compliance and the automatic spoiler deployment are demonstrated in Section 4.1 and [107]. The exact
tracking performance of the inner loops can be seen best during the autopilot-assisted
operation (CAS, AP -mode = 2) in t = [320 s, 866 s]. In this mode, the altitude
and airspeed are not autopilot-controlled anymore, but only φref and θref given by
the human safety pilot are tracked. Therefore, at t = 320 s the altitude drops and
the fluctuations in vair increase. As shown by the right plot, the roll- and pitchtracking is very accurate, i.e. no significant bias, scale issue or delay can be noticed.
Two internal mechanisms of the controller are exposed in Figure 4.12: First, the
dynamic-pressure gain-scheduling is continuously applied to the control outputs via
the airspeed-dependent scaling factor fGS,q . Second, during the step-like banking
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Attitude [deg]

Status

commands, the aircraft still manages to achieve the coordinated-turn (body) yaw rate
rref = g · sin(φ)/vair without excessive adverse yaw. Achieving good turn coordination on aircraft with a small rudder, high wingspan and significant battery- and
solar-cell-mass distributed along the wing is a significant challenge because of the
weakly-damped yaw-dynamics and the strong adverse yaw tendency. On AtlantikSolar, we control this issue via an aileron differential of 60 % and via significant rudder
actuation based on feed-forward and proportional control that aims to track rref .
However, especially at very low airspeeds around 8 m/s a small adverse yaw effect persists due to the limited rudder authority. At t = 866 s, the pilot switches back to fully
manual control mode (AP -mode = 0). While the high bank angles were commanded
on purpose, both the pitch-variations and the significant deviation in airspeed were
not intended by the pilot. These deviations correlate with respective angle of attack
changes and are thus a major cause of performance losses.
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Figure 4.12: Autopilot-controlled flight of AtlantikSolar. The right plot provides more
details of the grey patch in the left plot, which (from left to right) shows operation in fully
autonomous mode (AP -mode = 5), CAS or autopilot assisted mode (AP -mode = 2) and
manual flight mode (AP -mode = 0).

Overall, Figure 4.12 shows that the cascaded control scheme of Figure 4.11 provides
very satisfactory guidance- and control-performance despite the inherently hard-tocontrol slow undamped dynamics of solar-powered high-performance aircraft. In addition to the calm flight conditions of Figure 4.12, the control scheme has also shown its
disturbance-rejection capabilities in long-endurance flights with significant turbulence,
thermal activity and horizontal winds (Section 4). As long as no higher-level intelligence is required and the operation happens close to the linearization- or tuning-point,
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the autopilot will also fly more economically than a human pilot: We have observed
that in both calm and turbulent flight conditions the autopilot’s better tracking of an
aerodynamically optimal reference state leads to a system power consumption decrease
of up to 40 %.

3.3 Preliminary UAV Design Verification
With the detailed system design completed, the perpetual flight performance predictions from the conceptual design of Section 2 can be verified using lab- or short flighttests. The decisive metrics verified individually in this section are the solar power
income Psolar and the required output power Pout , on which the aircraft mass mtot
has a decisive influence. The goal is to qualify and quantify the respective modeling
errors to — if the errors are systematic — allow correcting the very simple conceptual
design models to improve the performance prediction in the early design.
3.3.1 Solar Power Income Model
Two different solar power system verification aspects need to be answered: First, is
the UAV’s solar power system working properly, and second, how precisely can we
actually predict its performance during the conceptual design stage with the limited
information available then? Clearly, accurate models are required to answer those
questions. Given that this paper’s focus is not on solar power modeling, a separate
technical report [105] is released together with this paper to lay the basis for answering
these questions. The report introduces and discusses the following models:
• Full Solar Power Model (FM): Usable once the detailed design is complete
and the flight path is known, this fully time- and aircraft-state dependent model is accurate enough to detect, understand and mitigate solar
power system issues. The FM considers the full aircraft-attitude and geometry (e.g. wing dihedral and solar cell pitch offsets), considers directand diffuse-radiation separately, models the solar module efficiency ηsm
as a function of the irradiation level, solar module temperature and the
sun radiation’s angle-of-incidence (AoI), and models the MPPT efficiency
ηmppt as a function of Psolar .
• Conceptual Analysis Model (CAM): Usable in the later stages of the conceptual design once the solar module has been chosen, this model assumes
a single flat solar module surface and a constant ηmppt but keeps the
very important angle-of-incidence correlation of ηsm . It is thus of higher
fidelity than the Conceptual Design Model, but can still be used for a
detailed performance prediction (see Section 5) at a stage when the exact
mission conditions (e.g. flight path, wind conditions) are unknown because
it assumes a constant horizontal flight attitude.
• Conceptual Design Model (CDM): Usable and used already in the early
conceptual design stage (see Section 2.3), this model assumes a single, flat
and always horizontal solar module surface, a constant MPPT efficiency
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ηmppt and a constant solar module efficiency ηsm that is only a function
of a user specified constant temperature TC .
The main results from [105] that are of importance for this paper are, first, that
apart from rare MPPT tracking problems in low light conditions the AtlantikSolar
solar power system works properly: It satisfactorily matches the predictions of the
Full Solar Power Model, i.e. generates only 5 % less solar power during low- and 3 %
more solar power during high irradiation conditions. Second, the assessment shows
that the CDM overestimates Psolar by 17 %. It is suggested to add the angle-ofincidence dependence of ηsm by using the CAM as early as possible as this reduces
the overestimation to 5 %. The remaining difference to the FM is caused by horizontal
winds and a resulting difference in the aircraft attitude, which can be considered once
the flight path is available. On the incoming solar power side, the CAM- and FMpredictions can be considered verified satisfactorily. However, the CDM predictions
deviate significantly and cannot be considered verified using the single solar cycle used
in [105]. This is why Section 4.1.2 presents a brief re-assessment of these solar models
using the comprehensive 81-hour flight data.
3.3.2 Airplane Mass Model
The overall system mass mtot has, via Eq. (4.7), a decisive influence on Plevel and
Pout . As an intermediate verification step, Table 4.4 therefore compares the masses
from the automatic structural sizing approach of Section 2.1 to those measured for
the final AtlantikSolar configuration. Given that this paper and Table 4.4 focus on
characterizing the systematic modeling errors of our approach, but not the effects of a
user supplying wrong inputs, we have assumed — for both Table 4.4 and Section 2.3
— the user inputs mpld and mav to be known perfectly beforehand1 . Under this
assumption, the structural- and solar module mass estimates by the conceptual design model (CDM) deviate by less than 10% and the propulsion- and MPPT-masses
deviate by 30% at low absolute error. The batteries are manufactured according to
the specification from Section 2.3 and their mass is thus approximately correct. Overall, our conceptual design methodology overestimates the aircraft mass by 0.2 kg or
3%. Note that this level of prediction accuracy can only be reached through extensive
project experience [101] and the use of small-scale component level prototypes manufactured for feasibility analysis. In our example, downscaled prototypes of a solar
module (0.125 m×0.75 m size) and of a part of the wing structure (wing chord 0.3 m ×
wing span 0.5 m) were used to calibrate the scaling constants that determine mstruct
and msm as a function of wingspan, aspect ratio and battery mass.

1
Consider that, as an example of the consequences of a wrong user input, an avionics mass (autopilot, servos, sensors, redundancy battery, wires, mechanical fittings) of only 0.6 kg was estimated
during the very early conceptual design phase. The result is an underestimate of mtot by 0.49 kg
or 7.3 %. Through Eqs. (4.4) to (4.7) Pout would have been underestimated by 11.1% and Texc and
Tcm would have increased accordingly. This clearly underlines the mass-sensitivity of solar-powered
UAV performance and the importance of a precise iterative experience- and prototype-based mass
estimation process.
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Table 4.4: Aircraft subsystem masses for the AtlantikSolar UAV configuration with
mbat = 2.9 kg, b = 5.6 m, λ = 18.5 from the conceptual design step (Estimate) and
after the detailed design phase (Measured).

Measured

Estimate

Comment

Subsystems that are fixed user inputs
mpld
0.00 kg
0.00 kg
mav
1.22 kg
1.22 kg
592 g avionics, 628 g cables/fittings
Subsystems that are sized automatically
mstruct 1.52 kg
1.63 kg
Wings, fuselage, tail
mprop
0.28 kg
0.37 kg
Propeller, gearbox, motor with controller
msm
0.84 kg
0.85 kg
Encapsulated solar modules
mmppt
0.12 kg
0.16 kg
Three MPPTs
Subsystems that are manufactured to conceptual design specs
mbat
2.93 kg
2.90 kg
With insulation and connectors
mtot

6.92 kg

7.12 kg

3.3.3 Output Power Model
While the mechanical level flight power of Eq. (4.7) can be estimated through glide
rate tests, a way to incorporate the important propulsion efficiency contribution and to
thus directly retrieve the electric level flight power of Eq. (4.4) is to set the aircraft into
constant-altitude loitering mode while, as described in [107], performing an airspeed
sweep over vair = [7.4 m/s, 13.5 m/s] and measuring the Pout = f (vair ) relationship.
The measured power curve is depicted in Figure 4.13. To diminish the effects of
turbulent air, the data was gathered shortly after sunrise before the thermal updraft,
downdraft and gust activity usually sets in. Nevertheless, significant noise remains
in the raw data. For every vair -point, Pout was therefore averaged over an interval
of T = 200 s to remove errors due to noisy airspeed-, current- and voltage-sensor
readings and the coupling of altitude errors into the required motor power via the
altitude-control law of Section 3.2.3. An absolute minimum of Pout = 39.7 W at
opt
vair
= 8.3 m/s can be identified. However, winds and turbulence will cause airspeedtracking errors and will also generally require flight at increased airspeed. A more
appropriate airspeed interval to choose is thus vair = [7.9 m/s, 8.8 m/s]. In this interval,
the measured power consumption is still Pout ≤ 41.8 W, and thus equal to or below
the power consumption predicted by our conceptual design methodology based on
Eqs. (4.4) to (4.8). This confirmation of the power requirement via the measurement
means that — on the output power side — the predicted 24-hour flight capability and
excess time are verified. Note that once a measured power curve is available it can
be used as a direct user input in the analysis part of our design framework, thereby
increasing the framework’s performance prediction accuracy.
However, an important lesson learned was that the modeling through Eqs. (4.4)
to (4.8) only provides an absolute lower limit for Pout . These equations assume undisturbed flight at minimum sink airspeed, whereas in reality deviations in airspeed and
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Figure 4.13: Power curve, i.e. the total required level power Pout vs. the true airspeed
vair , measured in constant-altitude loiter mode and averaged over T = 200 s intervals for
each plotted point.

attitude or even downdrafts cannot be avoided, and the propulsion efficiency ηprop assumed in Table 4.1 is also not straightforward to reach. The low power consumption
from Figure 4.13 was for example only reached after significant propulsion system
optimization: The propeller was completely re-designed and wind-tunnel tested to
optimize it for AtlantikSolar’s specific level-flight conditions, and multiple hardwareiterations on the motor were necessary to select the best motor constant (e.g. kV ) and
to reach the predicted power requirement. A special challenge in this process is that
small-scale solar-powered UAVs often require a low level-flight power but an order-ofmagnitude higher take-off power to guarantee a safe hand-launch with sufficient thrust
max = 800 W (25 N
margins [101]. The initially chosen AtlantikSolar motor provided Pelec
maximum static thrust) for the hand-launch but only reached ηmotor ≈ 70.7 % (including motor controller and gearbox efficiency) in level flight. Field tests showed
that safe launches are also possible with reduced thrust. However, given the lack
of accurate models for brushless DC motors and motor controllers that operate significantly below their full-load duty-cycle, every new motor configuration required
extensive efficiency testing in the laboratory. The finally selected AtlantikSolar momax = 420 W and reaches η
tor with kV = 470 RPM/V provides Pelec
motor ≈ 80.6 % in
level flight.

4 Flight Results
During the challenging three years of design, development and sometimes perilous
flight testing, a total of 328 flight hours and 102 flights2 have been accumulated with
the three AtlantikSolar UAVs designed and built so far. The initial design and longendurance flights up to 12 hours with the AtlantikSolar prototype (AS-P) and first
version (AS-1 ) are presented in [107]. Typical real-world applications are covered
2
Note that these numbers were updated for the PhD thesis. The journal paper, which was
published earlier, stated 239 flight hours and 72 flights.
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in [108]. For example, the AtlantikSolar prototype is equipped with the sensor pod
of Section 3.1.5 and used for long-endurance search-and-rescue research projects via
aerial surveillance and its victim detection capabilities. In addition, long-endurance
aerial mapping in winter conditions is described. A more recent 28-hour continuous
solar-powered flight of AtlantikSolar AS-2 that represented its first perpetual flight is
discussed in [109].
This section discusses the culmination of previous work and the design efforts of the
previous sections: The continuous 81-hour solar-powered flight of AtlantikSolar AS-2
from July 14th – 17th 2015 that covered 2338 km of ground-distance3 . At the time
of writing, this flight represents the current world record in flight endurance for all
aircraft below 50 kg total mass. Although not filed as a record at the Fédération
Aéronautique Inernationale (FAI)4 , it is currently also the second-longest flight of
any Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, the third-longest flight of any solar airplane, and the
fifth longest flight of any aircraft both manned or unmanned. In conjunction with
this paper, the complete flight logs have been released at [102]. In comparison to
previous perpetual-flight-capable aircraft, we achieve perpetual flight at significantly
lower overall system mass and size than [127] and with significantly higher energetic
safety-margins than [26, 101].

4.1 A Continuous 81-hour Solar-Powered Flight
4.1.1 Flight Description
The continuous solely solar-powered flight of 81 hours 26 minutes 14 seconds was
performed by AtlantikSolar AS-2 from July 14th to July 17th 2015 at ϕlat = 47.6◦
in Rafz, Switzerland. The airplane was launched in manual mode and the landing
was executed in autopilot-assisted (CAS) mode. Overall 99.9 % of the flight were
performed in either fully autonomous or autopilot-assisted mode and 92 % in fully
autonomous mode5 . As common for LALE UAVs aiming for perpetual endurance,
the flight strategy was to fly low at constant altitude to reduce power consumption.
Because of the limited flight space available the aircraft was set into loitering mode.
The flight conditions are summarized in Table 4.5. The first three days showed excellent flight conditions, i.e. mostly clear sky or marginal high altitude clouds that
allow a direct comparison of the flight data to the models of Section 3.3.1. Horizontal
winds were calm on the second and third day, but the first day and especially the
thunderstorm on the third day posed significant challenges.

3
A video of the 81-hour flight is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8m4_NpTQn0E, and
a video summarizing aerial sensing and mapping applications is located at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=OUyHZUQXfPo. Further videos can be accessed through our YouTube channel at https:
//www.youtube.com/user/AtlantikSolar
4
A list of FAI-registered records is available at www.fai.org/records. However, many flights such
as the previous duration record in the sub 50 kg class [26] are not registered with FAI. The 81-hour
flight of AtlantikSolar AS-2 was not registered with FAI because of scheduling reasons.
5
A portion of the autopilot-assisted flight time was used for training an additional RC safetypilot
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Table 4.5: Clouds, horizontal winds and thermal activity during the 81-hour flight. The
wind direction indicates in which direction (North = 0 ◦ , clockwise positive, i.e. as for the
yaw angle) the wind is flowing. Morning represents 4am-10am, noon 10am-4pm, evening
4pm-8pm and night 8pm-4am local solar time.

Date

Time

Cloud cover

Horizontal wind
(65 ◦ )

Thermal activity

July
14th
(Day 1)

Morning
Noon
Evening
Night

Clear sky
Few cumulus
Few cumulus
Clear sky

5–7 m/s,
7–8 m/s,
4–6 m/s,
1–4 m/s,

NE
E(80 ◦ )
E(85 ◦ )
S(170 ◦ )

medium
strong
medium
Yes (11pm)

July
15th
(Day 2)

Morning
Noon
Evening
Night

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

1–3 m/s,
2–4 m/s,
1–3 m/s,
1–2 m/s,

SW (230 ◦ )
varying dir.
NW(-60 ◦ )
varying dir.

medium
strong
medium
none

July
16th
(Day 3)

Morning
Noon
Evening
Night

Clear sky
Few cirrus
Clear sky
Clear sky

1–2 m/s,
2–3 m/s,
3–5 m/s,
1–3 m/s,

W (250 ◦ )
varying dir.
E(110 ◦ )
varying dir.

weak
strong
medium
Yes (10pm)

July
17th
(Day 4)

Morning
Noon
Evening

Clear sky
Few cumulus
Thunderstorm

2–3 m/s, NE (50 ◦ )
3–8 m/s, NE(50 ◦ )
7–17 m/s, N(0 ◦ )

sky
sky
sky
sky

weak
medium
N/A

Figure 4.14 presents the results of the complete 81-hour flight. The power plot clearly
shows the three transitions between daytime and nighttime. After launch with σbat =
63 % at 8.00 h local solar time (9:32am local time) on the first day, the favorable
conditions (Table 4.5) and especially the strong north-east wind allow the measured
solar power income to exceed the prediction by the conceptual design and analysis
models. Due to the level-flight power consumption of Pout ≈ 50 W, the batteries are
exp
= 165 W. At t = 9.27 h local solar time and σbat = 88 %, the
charged with up to Pbat
MPPTs begin to reduce their output power to prevent battery damage. At t = 10.55 h,
the batteries are fully charged. The MPPTs do not charge the battery anymore but
do still supply the necessary motor power of up to Pout = 150 W to keep the altitude
e.g. during the thermal downdraft at t = 11.37 h. The battery discharge begins
exp
(σbat ≤ 99 %) at t = 18.48 h solar time, and the horizontal winds now cause Psolar
to
be below the conceptual design and analysis predictions. During the night, the solar
exp
exp
power income naturally decreases to zero and thus Pbat
= −Pout
.
The sunrise on the second day occurs at tsr = 28.4 h solar time (4.4 h on that day)
and the minimum state of charge is σbat = 41 % at t = 29.79 h. The first night was
completed with sufficient energetic margins. The tracking plot of Figure 4.14 however
reveals a partial MPPT failure between t = 30.97 h and t = 34.57 h that causes
exp
Psolar
to fall up to 35 W or 23 % below the full model prediction and also delays the
battery charging process. During the afternoon and evening, the solar power system
exhibits nominal behavior. As visible in Figure 4.15 (center), and despite beginning
exp
model [CAM] due to winds of 3–
shadowing of the solar modules, we have Psolar
> Psolar
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Figure 4.14: Results from the 81-hour continuous solar-powered flight of AtlantikSolar AS-2 from July 14th–17th 2015. The
data is sampled at 2 Hz and a two-sided moving average filter is applied to all data except for the Status and Shading plots.
The semi window length of the filters is 1000 samples for the power plot and 100 samples for all others. The three grey patches
represent the detailed plots of Figure 4.15. In the status plot, the AP mode flag is [0=MAN, 1=SAS, 2=CAS, 5=AUTO], the
Spoiler flag is [0=OFF, 1=ON(MAN), 2=ON(AUTO)], the LED flag is [0=OFF, 1=ON].
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Figure 4.15: Detailed flight results from the 81-hour continuous solar-powered flight. Left:
First night, Center: Second evening, Right: Fourth evening. The data is calculated or
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5 m/s in north west direction for t > 41.67 h. The second night, third day and night,
and the fourth morning show nominal system behavior in good irradiation conditions
and calm winds. The energetic performance for these days is shown in Table 4.7.
However, during the afternoon and evening of the fourth day significant cumulus and
thunderstorm clouds lead to a decreased Psolar . Figure 4.15 (right) also shows that
vwind has increased to up to 17 m/s. The airspeed vair (typically 8.6 m/s) is increased
to compensate vwind , throttle and thus altitude are increased to gain potential energy,
and the aircraft is flown in autopilot-assisted mode — all to avoid a drift-off of the
aircraft. Atmospheric turbulence close to the thunderstorm and flight at high airspeed
both challenge the flight controller. The flight conditions increase power consumption
and cause an earlier discharge at t = 88.67 h. However, during the autopilot-assisted
landing in calmer conditions at t = 89.44 h (6:58pm local time) on July 17th, the
batteries are still at σbat = 96 %. Note that the landing was initiated because the
flight endurance goals had been fulfilled, but from an energetic perspective the flight
could have continued even under these circumstances.
4.1.2 Flight Analysis
Before assessing the actual performance metrics in Section 4.2, this section performs
a separate analysis for each of the two components that determine the performance
metrics, namely the incoming power Psolar and the required power Pout . For the
power income assessment, we apply the same methodology as in [105] and just use
the three solar cycles of the 81-hour flight instead of just one solar cycle. When
omitting the intervals of MPPT tracking failure during the second day as well as the
phases of strong cloud cover on the fourth day, we obtain Table 4.6. The results for
the model accuracy found in Section 3.3.1 are largely confirmed: The average errors
are similar for the conceptual design and analysis models, but the full model now
slightly overestimates (êavrg
Psolar = 2.45 %) the power income instead of underestimating
it. The significant CDM prediction error again confirms that, as further discussed
in Section 4.2.2, the respective solar income performance results need to be handled
with care.
Having assessed the solar power income, we now focus on the required output power
Pout . Figure 4.14 shows that during phases of stable atmospheric stratification (nights
ref ,
and early morning) we have good reference tracking, i.e. h ≈ href and vair ≈ vair
and the required output power is very even. A more direct comparison is given in
Figure 4.16, which plots Pout against the solar time over multiple days. We find6 that
during the
avrg
=
• night and early morning (11pm–7am, all solar times), we have Pout
43.9 W at a standard deviation (computed from the unfiltered Pout ) of
only σ = 6.83 W.
avrg
= 54.37 W at σ = 26.5 W due to in• day (7am–7pm), we retrieve Pout
creased thermal activity that starts two hours after sunrise and is indicated
6
This observed daily development of the atmospheric turbulence and thermal activity also
confirms the daily stratification cycle found in typical boundary layer meteorology literature [155]
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Table 4.6: Estimation errors of the presented solar power models during the 81-hour flight.
The subscript F in Psolar,F again denotes that the underlying data is pre-filtered (using
the same filter as Figure 4.14) to allow a meaningful comparison between the attitudedependent FM and the attitude-independent CDM and CAM. The application of the filter
only influences the RMS errors.

Name
Application

CDM
Conc. Design

CAM
Conc. Analysis

FM
Full model

Flight Data

avrg
Psolar

89.99 W

79.55 W

77.13 W

75.29 W

êavrg
Psolar

19.52 %

5.65 %

2.45 %

—

RMS
ÊP
solar,F

18.68 W

8.7 W

4.08 W

—

24.81 %

11.55 %

5.42 %

—

êRMS
Psolar,F

by large altitude changes (not suppressed due to the flight controller’s passive thermal compliance, see Section 3.2.3).
• evening and early night (7pm–11pm), the small h- and vair -fluctuations
avrg
indicate low turbulence levels. However, an unexpected drop to Pout
=
35.7 W at σ = 9.97 W is caused by a significant evening thermal on the first
day (Figure 4.15, left) and a weaker one on the third evening. The former
updraft starts at t = 21.6 h while the UAV operates fully autonomously
and with position lights. It lifts the UAV to hmax , upon which the UAV
automatically engages its spoilers and even has to pitch down to obey
hmax . After one hour of unpowered flight h = href is reached again.
avrg
Overall, we retrieve Pout
= 41.6 W over the full nighttime flight from 8pm–6am solar
time. This very important result confirms that the early-morning power measurements of Section 3.3.3 also hold throughout the whole night, and thereby also confirms
the predicted Pout = 41.8 W of Section 2.3 again. During the day (7am–7pm), the
avrg
by 30.7 % with respect to the nighttime power
thermal activity thus increases Pout
consumption. This is despite the fact the vertical air movement in the atmosphere
has to obey mass conservation [155] and the fact that the aircraft makes passive use
of thermal updrafts (Section 3.2.3). The reason are the flight controller’s altitude restrictions, i.e. the fact that the passive thermal compliance cannot use updraft energy
that would lift the aircraft above hmax , but has to compensate the full downwards
air movement in a strong downdraft to guarantee that h ≥ hmin . The consequences
for solar-powered UAVs are in general not as severe as for non-solar-powered UAVs
because of the (excess) power income during the afternoon. However, downdrafts
that occur towards the evening at low Psolar often result in Pout > Psolar , and the
resulting battery discharge can then afterwards only be compensated with a limited
charge power at high σbat (Section 2.1). Two mitigations are possible: First, in flight,
an active thermal tracking algorithm that helps to avoid downdrafts and finds thermal updrafts is considered for future research. Second, for the conceptual design and
analysis environment, a simple factor that scales Plevel linearly with time towards
mid-day has been integrated and is assessed in Section 4.2 and Table 4.7 (CAM/T
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model). This factor models the changes in the charge margin Tcm due to the increased
power consumption under thermal activity.

Figure 4.16: Per-day power consumption Pout during the 81-hour flight. The 28-hour
flight data is also given. A two-sided moving average filter of window length 1 hour was
applied to the data.

4.2 Performance Metrics: Flight Testing and Model
The performance metrics introduced in Section 2.2 give a clear picture of the energetic
margins a solar-powered UAV provides with respect to perpetual flight. They are
summarized for AtlantikSolar’s 81-hour flight, the 28-hour flight and the conceptual
design and analysis models in Table 4.7.
4.2.1 Performance Metrics Achieved During Flight Testing
During the 81-hour flight, the minimum state of charge ranges between 35 % and
43.3 %. The deviations are mostly caused by evening thermals, where the first and
third day (Figure 4.16) are characterized by net updraft and the second day by net
min = 39.9 % (T
downdrafts in the evening. Thus, while the arithmetic mean is σbat
exc =
min =
6.82 h), we estimate the actual mean without evening thermals to be around σbat
37 % (Texc = 6.32 h). A similar σbat is retrieved for the 28-hour flight. Table 4.7
also shows that the sunrise and sunset times tsr and tss have slightly shifted and
min during the 81-hour flight. For both flights,
thus explains the moderately lower σbat
ss
tsr
eq occurs ca. 2 hours after sunrise, and teq occurs 1–2 hours before sunset. The
90%
and tfc as well as
charge margins Tcm and Tcm depend on the times of charge t90%
fc
the power equality time tss
eq , all of which heavily depend on the thermal activity and
thus vary significantly. As an example, the low thermal activity during the fourth
morning leads to a fast charging process, while the thermal downdrafts during the
second day lead to an early discharge. On average, the batteries are fully charged at
tfc = 11.91 h solar time (even earlier if one includes the 28-hour flight) and thus before
the solar maximum. Therefore, more than 50 % of the daily solar energy remains as
90%
a margin. The respective charge margins for the 81-hour flight are Tcm
= 7.53 h
and Tcm = 6.20 h. The charge rate to σbat = 90 % (at which perpetual flight is still
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4 Flight Results
Table 4.7: Performance metrics and characteristic solar times (Figure 4.3) for the two
multi-day endurance flights and the conceptual models without (CDM/CAM) and with
(CAM/T) the thermal-induced power consumption increase of Section 4.1.2. For the second
day of the 28-hour flight, the charge margins are calculated using tss
eq of the first day. Braces
indicate unreliable data, for t90%
and tfc because the aircraft was launched at arbitrary
fc
90%
state of charge σbat on that day, and for tss
eq , Tcm and Tcm because of the storm and intense
cloud cover on the last day. The calculated mean does not incorporate this less-reliable
data.
Performance Metrics
Characteristic solar times
90%
90%
min
σbat
[%] Texc [h] Tcm [h] Tcm
[h] tsr [h] tsr
[h] tss
eq [h] tfc [h] tfc
eq [h] tss [h]
Flight
(81h)

Sim.
(81h)
Flight
(28h)
Sim.
(28h)

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Mean
CDM
CAM
CAM/T
Day 1
Day 2
CDM
CAM
CAM/T

N/A
41.3
35.0
43.3
39.9
39.2
36.9
36.9
N/A
41.3
41.2
38.8
38.7

N/A N/A
N/A
6.96
5.46
6.80
5.93
6.22
7.40
7.57 (5.13 ) (6.61 )
6.82 6.20 7 7.53
6.63
7.74
9.12
6.27
6.01
8.04
6.27
5.86
7.93
N/A N/A
N/A
7.35
7.53
8.81
6.97
8.11
9.48
6.59
6.37
8.41
6.59
6.23
8.28

N/A
4.19
4.26
4.31
4.25
4.35
4.35
4.35
N/A
4.02
4.18
4.18
4.18

N/A
6.22
6.12
6.00
6.11
5.58
5.97
5.97
N/A
6.00
5.44
5.83
5.83

(10.55 ) (9.40 ) 18.48 19.70
12.21 10.87 17.67 19.76
11.95 10.77 18.17 19.76
11.58 10.10 (16.71 ) N/A
11.91 10.58 18.11 19.74
10.75
9.39
18.51 19.74
12.10 10.09 18.13 19.74
12.23 10.20 18.13 19.74
(12.59 ) (11.27 ) 18.80 19.92
11.27
9.99
N/A N/A
10.54
9.17
18.65 19.92
11.88
9.85
18.26 19.92
12.01
9.98
18.26 19.92

feasible) is higher than to full charge because of the implemented battery current
limitation at high σbat .
90%
Overall, the average performance metrics of Texc = 6.82 h, Tcm = 6.20 h and Tcm
=
7.53 h indicate solid energetic margins that provide increased perpetual flight robustness against clouds, atmospheric turbulence or downdrafts. The mean charge margin
(considering both the 28-hour and 81-hour flights) is nearly equal to the mean excess
time. This verifies that the novel conceptual design approach of Section 2 does not
only lead to higher, but furthermore to well-balanced energetic margins. In comparison to previous solar-powered UAV designs, the excess time, charge margin and
min = 39.9 % are nearly an order-of-magnitude improveminimum state of charge σbat
ment: For example the SkySailor UAV [101] provided less than 3 hours of charge
min = 5.8 % remaining. The
margin, and approached battery depletion with only σbat
SoLong UAV [26] on the other hand resorted to active tracking of thermal updrafts
[100] with human pilots to gather enough incoming energy. Despite not implementing
such techniques, AtlantikSolar clearly provides more robust perpetual flight than all
prior low-altitude solar-powered UAV designs. The central goal of the corresponding
research and this paper is thus fulfilled.

The significant step forward is made possible through various AtlantikSolar design
7
Note that in order to include data from three days instead of just two, the mean Tcm (and
90%
Tcm
equivalently) for the 81-hour flight are calculated as the difference between the mean characteristic times, i.e. T̂cm = t̂ss
eq − t̂fc , and not as the mean of the pre-calculated charge margins
over the different days.
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improvements. A first-order analysis can be performed by ‘transforming’ AtlantikSolar (AS) back to SkySailor’s (SS) technological parameters using the data in [101]:
Wh/kg, eSS = 240 Wh/kg) and solar modWithout the new battery system (eAS
bat = 251
bat
AS = 23.7 %, η SS = 16.9 %) only σ min = 32.5 % and T
ules (ηsm
sm
cm = 5.2h are reached
bat
(Figure 4.20). The thorough design process outlined in this paper also plays a key roll:
To analyze this, we plug the known mtot , Awing and level flight power consumption
AS = 41.8 W, P SS = 18.1 W) into Eqs. (4.4) and (4.7) and P
(Pout
prop = Plevel/ηprop .
out
Neglecting relative differences in Pav and Ppld , the comparison shows a 23.7 % lower
aerodynamic- (CL1.5 /CD ) or propulsion efficiency (ηprop ) for SkySailor. As Figure 4.20
indicates, such a propulsion efficiency change reduces Texc by 54 % and Tcm by 13 %,
min = 13.5 % and T
yielding σbat
cm = 4.4 h. The remaining difference to the SkySailor
performance margins is likely due to aircraft scaling effects, different atmospheric conditions or just measurement errors. Overall, the novel conceptual design process, the
specific design choices of Section 2 (e.g. aspect ratio of λAS = 18.5 vs. λSS = 12.5)
and the design approaches of Section 3 (e.g. a span loader concept and an extensively
optimized propulsion system) have resulted in a highly optimized system and are
thus responsible for a majority of the perpetual flight performance margin increases
achieved with the AtlantikSolar UAV.

4.2.2 Accuracy of the Conceptual Design and Analysis Models
The measured performance metrics provide the first opportunity to perform a systemlevel verification of our conceptual design and analysis framework. The CDM, CAM
min of -1.7 %,and CAM/T solar power models produce relative errors in Texc and σbat
min ) when compared to the
7.5 % and -7.5 % (0.7, 3.0 and 3.0 percent points for σbat
min = 39.9 %. However, as discussed in Section 4.1, the
measured arithmetic mean of σbat
true mean without thermal updrafts in the evening may very well lie lower, and thus
the achieved modeling errors can be considered very low. In contrast, the errors on the
charge margins are significantly higher: As indicated by Sections 3.3.1 and 4.1.2, the
CDM model overestimates Tcm by 24.8 % and the CAM and CAM/T models slightly
90%
underestimate Tcm (-3.1 % and -5.5 % respectively). The estimate for Tcm
shows
relative errors of 21.1 %/6.8 %/5.3 % respectively.
Overall, the verification shows that when using the conceptual design methodology
(the first component of our framework), the solar-powered UAV designer needs to
expect substantial prediction errors. These errors are not of conceptual nature, but
exist because central UAV characteristics are either uncertain (e.g. mass) or not available (e.g. angle-of-incidence-dependence of ηsm , exact Pout ) during this early design
stage. The design process of solar-powered UAVs is clearly of iterative nature, and
the assessments of this section show that while it has not been considered in previous
work such as [78], the above information should be considered as early as possible in
the design stage. Our conceptual analysis approach (the second component of our
framework) does exactly that: Used with the CAM/T model, it allows a prediction
min to within 1–3 percent points and T
— on the conservative side — of σbat
exc to within
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90%
show errors of less than 5.5 %8 . All in
0.55 h. The charge margins Tcm and Tcm
all, the prediction accuracy of the conceptual analysis framework is sufficient to accurately predict solar-powered UAV performance and their energetic margins with
respect to perpetual flight. That is especially true when considering the significant
min varies up
inter-day variation of the measured performance metrics in Table 4.7: σbat
to 8.3 percent points, Texc up to 1.64 h and Tcm up to 0.76 h. Our conceptual analysis
framework therefore allows performance metric predictions with an error on par or
even below the measured inter-day performance metric variations.

5 Performance Outlook
Given the significantly improved performance margins found before, this section provides an overview over what exact performance can be expected from the AtlantikSolar
UAV and similar solar-powered high performance UAVs over a range of realistic operating conditions and with first sensing payloads. In contrast to Section 2.4, we here
rely on the accurate conceptual analysis framework (the CAM) which uses flight data
such as Pout recorded during the AtlantikSolar 81-hour flight. The results discussed
here represent the current state of the art in small-scale solar-powered UAV perpetual
flight performance.

5.1 Varying Operating Date and Location
Figure 4.17 answers the question when and where perpetual flight is possible9 . The
results are shown for the northern hemisphere and use the axis-symmetry with respect
to the northern solstice on June 21st. At its design point of ϕlat = 47◦ N, AtlantikSolar
provides a ±3-month perpetual flight window around June 21st. This clearly verifies
and even exceeds the central requirement defined during AtlantikSolar’s conceptual
design process in Section 2.3. Year-round perpetual flight is possible at the equator
and up to ϕlat = 27◦ N. In summer, the excess time increases with higher latitudes due
to the increased daylight duration. For ϕlat > 80◦ N, the excess time is undetermined
because we always have Psolar > Pout and the battery is thus never discharged. In
theory, in many parts of the Arctic and Antarctic the aircraft could thus be flown
perpetually without batteries. Overall, the distribution between Texc and Tcm is well
balanced. This underlines that for all latitudes and days of the year, the design
process has lead to well-balanced robustness against both power income reductions
(e.g. clouds) and power consumption increases (e.g. turbulence and downdrafts).

8
Note that estimating Tcm is generally harder than estimating Texc because Tcm depends on
both the very uncertain Psolar and Pout over the day, while Texc only depends on the better-known
Pout at night.
9
For the following sections, we assume σbat = 10 % (Texc ≈ 1.5 h) a reasonable bound to
declare perpetual flight as feasible. Below that, the energetic margins are too low to guarantee
safe flight in significant turbulence or in a go-around during a landing. In addition, we assume
launch of the aircraft at tsr with σbat = 90 %. For Tcm and Texc , we give a steady-state value that
we approximate by giving the second-day instead of first-day performance metrics (see Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.17: Estimated excess time Texc , charge margin Tcm and endurance Tendur for the
final AtlantikSolar UAV configuration versus a range of latitudes and times of the year.
Note that the endurance contours fill exactly the area where Texc ≤ 0 and where perpetual
flight is thus not feasible.

When perpetual flight is not possible, the flight endurance is still up to Tendur =
48 h10 .

5.2 Varying Meteorological Conditions
Figure 4.18 focuses on perpetual flight robustness against deteriorated meteorological
conditions. The disturbances are represented by the ratios of Psolar and Pout to their
nom and P nom that are as before defined by the cloud cover factor
nominal values Psolar
out
and the output power factor of Section 2.4. The results are given for June 21st at
the design latitude ϕlat = 47◦ N. At nominal power consumption, perpetual flight is
nom , and at nominal power income, perpetual flight is
possible down to 40 % of Psolar
possible at up to 50 % increased power consumption. The result from the conceptual
design phase (Figure 4.5) is thus largely confirmed. The achieved energetic margins
are significant with respect to previous solar-powered UAV designs e.g. by [101]. Note
that the probability of long-term power consumption increases of the aforementioned
magnitude is low because it is mostly caused by local thermal downdrafts that can be
avoided by appropriate downdraft-avoidance algorithms. However, significant cloud
cover cannot be avoided, and given that clouds can quickly lead to considerable power
income reductions [85] the estimated margins can only be considered a first step
towards meteorologically-robust solar-powered perpetual flight.
10
The discontinuity in the endurance plot separates the case where the aircraft is able to cross
the first night (but does not fully recharge during the second day and thus cannot cross the next
night), or does not even manage to cross the first night.
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Figure 4.18: Estimated excess time Texc , charge margin Tcm and endurance Tendur for
the final AtlantikSolar UAV configuration versus increased power consumption Pout and
decreased power income Psolar . Note that the endurance contours fill exactly the area where
Texc ≤ 0 and thus perpetual flight is not feasible.

5.3 Applications With Payload
No solar-powered low-altitude robotic aircraft has ever been used in a real-world perpetual flight application before. AtlantikSolar has been used in search-and-rescue
applications [108], but not in a perpetual flight setting. However, the increased energetic margins of AtlantikSolar clearly allow first perpetual flight aerial sensing- and
mapping-applications. Figure 4.19 shows the estimated performance over a set of payload configurations for ϕlat = 47◦ N versus the day-of-year δ. When considering the
aforementioned σbat = 10 % as a limit for perpetual flight feasibility, the no-payload
configuration nearly yields a ±3.5-month perpetual endurance window around June
21st. A small optical camera payload (mpld = 0.2 kg, Ppld = 2.5 W) reduces that window to 3 months, and a heavier and more power-hungry infrared-camera combined
with a data-downlink or low-power onboard computer (mpld = 0.4 kg, Ppld = 5 W)
reduces it to around 2 months. The absolute perpetual flight payload limit for the
specific AtlantikSolar UAV configuration with mbat = 2.92 kg lies at mpld = 0.8 kg
and Ppld = 10 W, which already allows the integration of better onboard computers,
but only barely allows perpetual flight operation in mid-June. The flight endurance
is however still significant with this payload size [108].
Overall, solar-powered UAVs such as AtlantikSolar can already carry the mass of
camera-and-compute payloads (e.g. the sensor pod of Section 3.1.5 with mpld =
480 g) needed for both application-related sensing as well as onboard autonomy (map
generation, obstacle avoidance and path planning) during perpetual flight missions.
However, the power requirements for the full onboard autonomy are usually too high
max = 15 W for ETH Zurich’s
despite the use of power-efficient onboard computers (Ppld
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Figure 4.19: Estimated excess time Texc and charge margin Tcm for the AtlantikSolar
UAV with different payloads against the day-of-year at ϕlat = 47◦ N.

sensor pod). Figure 4.19 however also reveals that the payload decreases Tcm much less
than Texc because the payload power is small compared to the significant incoming
solar power. A correct battery sizing to the specific payload — e.g. through the
conceptual design framework of this paper — is thus a necessity to allow solar-powered
perpetual flight with large payloads. For example, the increase from mbat = 2.92 kg
to mbat = 3.8 kg in Figure 4.19 balances Texc and Tcm again, doubles Texc and brings
the perpetual flight window back to ±2 months.

5.4 Performance Perspectives and Sensitivity Analysis
The energetic margin improvements provided by AtlantikSolar over previous solarpowered UAV designs are significant, but as Section 5.2 explains, they are still only
an initial step towards actual energetically-robust solar-powered perpetual flight in the
lower atmosphere. Therefore, it is important to analyze where potential improvements
are most likely to come from. Candidates are the
• Low-level flight controller tracking performance. The expected improvements are small, because as shown in Section 3.2.3, even simple PID-based
flight control structures can achieve good stabilization close to the optimal
aircraft operating point.
• High-level aircraft intelligence. This includes large-scale energy-optimal
meteorology-aware (clouds, winds, precipitation) path planning [136, 176],
more local planning in dynamic wind fields [23], and tracking of single
thermal updrafts through in-situ climb rate measurements [39]. These
approaches promise significant improvements in perpetual flight performance, but require certain degrees of freedom in the mission trajectory.
Their applicability e.g. to a fixed-position aerial observation mission thus
needs to be assessed case-by-case.
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• Sensing capability per payload mass and power requirement. The on-going
miniaturization of sensors is a central element increasing the operational
value of solar-powered UAVs. The effects of payload miniaturization on
the perpetual flight performance are indicated in Figure 4.19.
• Aircraft technological parameters.
The aircraft technological parameters are the most probable source of improvement
because they affect the perpetual flight performance independent of the operating
conditions, mission type or payload. Figure 4.20 therefore investigates the sensitivity
of Texc and Tcm on a relative change (to the current AtlantikSolar configuration) of
the following technological parameters:
• A battery specific energy density ebat change of +10 % (251 Wh/kg →
276.1 Wh/kg) increases the total battery-powered flight time proportionally and thus Texc by +26 %. Due to the increased Ebat , Tcm is slightly
decreased. These improvements seem feasible given the historical growth
in Li-Ion specific energy density of 5.5 Wh/kg per year reported by [181] for
1990–2010. The same authors mention Lithium-Sulfur (Li-S) batteries, a
technology which was already used with ebat = 350 Wh/kg on the Zephyr
solar-powered HALE UAV [150].
• A solar module efficiency ηsm change of +10 % (23.7 % → 26.1 %) improves Texc by 1 % and Tcm by +5.3 %. Ways to achieve 26 % cell efficiency for the mono-Si cells used on AtlantikSolar have been identified
[151]. However, these efficiencies have not been achieved in laboratories
yet [98] and thus commercial availability lies years ahead. Thin gallium
arsenide (GaAs) cells with up to ηsm = 30 % have however already been
demonstrated on UAVs [161]. They also offer lower mass per area and
greater structural flexibility than mono-Si cells at an order-of-magnitude
price premium.
• A propulsion efficiency ηprop change has the largest positive effect: A
level : 36 W → 32.73 W, thereby
+10 % change (62 % → 68.2 %) results in Pprop
decreases Pout during both day and night, and thus increases Texc by
+23 % and Tcm by +5.5 %. The large sensitivity of the performance metrics on ηprop is the very reason why AtlantikSolar’s propulsion system has
been optimized that extensively (see Section 3.3.3). As a consequence,
further improvements in ηprop can only be achieved with significant effort.
Larger UAVs would however automatically benefit from scaling effects that
increase their propulsion system efficiency [101].
• Aircraft dry mass mdry reductions have a similarly significant effect: A
-10 % change (mdry : 4.0 kg → 3.6 kg) causes a 22 % increase in Texc and a
4 % increase in Tcm because of the resulting Pout decrease. However, of the
masses in Table 4.4, mstruct and mprop are already extremely optimized,
mav could only be reduced by 10–15% with significant effort, and msm
could be optimized by up to 40% only by switching to the much more
expensive GaAs technology. A mdry decrease of 0.52 kg (13 %) is thus
attainable, but only at a significant cost surcharge.
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Figure 4.20: Absolute- and relative change of Texc and Tcm per change in the aircraft
technological parameters.

Overall, the main headroom in solar UAV perpetual flight performance lies in battery
technology and, to a lesser extent, in decreased solar module weight and increased
efficiency. Especially the current focus on battery technology for electric vehicles and
mobile devices leads to incremental improvements through which solar-powered UAVs
will automatically benefit. The wide commercial availability of high energy density
battery technology such as Li-S would clearly represent a breakthrough for the performance and operational value of solar-powered UAVs in perpetual flight applications.

6 Lessons Learned
Developing robotic aerial vehicles is neither a risk-free nor a straightforward process.
This section summarizes the main lessons learned during the three-year AtlantikSolar
design process to help other solar-powered UAV designers avoid common mistakes.
Apart from the significant amount of experience and the iterative design approach
required during all development phases, the main lessons learned are:

Technology:
• Solar power income prediction: For accurate UAV performance prediction
and design, Eq. (4.11) should be augmented with an angle-of-incidence
dependent ηsm as early as possible (Section 3.3.1).
• Mass prediction: The conceptual design stage’s accuracy in predicting
the solar-powered UAV’s mass is greatly enhanced by using small-scale
structure- or solar-module samples (Section 3.3.2).
• Power consumption: Achieving a Pout that allows solar-powered perpetual flight is very challenging, as it requires (a) efficient aerodynamics (b)
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efficient propulsion and (c) a well-functioning autopilot. Initial manuallypiloted flights showed that Pout ≈ 70 W, which does not allow perpetual
flight. Using and optimizing the flight controller yielded Pout ≈ 55 W.
Significant propulsion system optimizations (Section 3.3.3) were required
AS-2 ≈ 42 W.
to yield the final Pout
Flight operations:
• Multi-stage flight testing process: The used and recommended test process
for each change to safety-critical avionics is (a) unit-level bench test (b)
system-level bench test (c) flight test on small test platforms (d) flight
test on the full-scale solar-powered UAV. Especially the tests on smaller
platforms with the same avionics [106] have uncovered flaws and avoided
unsafe situations onAtlantikSolar.
• Emergency situations: In-flight emergency situations included
– A seemingly spontaneous flight controller crash after four hours
of autopilot-controlled flight. This underlines the need for (a)
thorough long-term autopilot testing and (b) a manual RCoverride functionality, which in our case helped to save the airplane.
– Three propulsion system failures caused by malfunctioning gearboxes after 3, 6 and 28 hours of flight. The safety pilot landed
the plane without propulsion power. After the incidents, the
gearbox was changed to a heavier all-steel gearbox which has
lasted 15 days under nominal loads in lab-tests and was also
used for the 81-hour flight. In contrast, the control surface servomotors never failed. This may be a result of the extensive
30-day long-term test performed (Section 3.1.3).
• Crashes: During the extensive flight campaigns, the AtlantikSolar UAVs
faced three crashes (but could be repaired). The reasons for the two
crashes for which flight logs could be recovered were
– A complete RC transmitter failure. The crash happened at the
beginning of the project when no autopilot was installed yet.
The current autopilot would have initiated an autonomous loitering maneuver.
– A structural failure. While manually-controlled in windy conditions, the aircraft entered a dive, and when re-activated, the
autopilot attempted to correct using full elevator. The dynamic
overload protection of Section 3.2.3 was consequently added.
In general, successful solar-powered UAV flight testing requires a very systematic
and procedure-based (e.g. check lists) approach to flight operations and a proactive
approach towards detecting and correcting anomalies. The persistent implementation
of these elements was decisive for the achievements of AtlantikSolar.
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7 Conclusion
This paper has presented the development efforts behind the solar-powered handlaunchable AtlantikSolar, a UAV that recently demonstrated an 81-hour perpetual
flight that is currently the longest continuous flight of any aircraft below 50 kg mass.
The paper brings together aircraft design and robotic technologies to establish the
current state of the art in robotic solar-powered perpetual flight performance of small
UAVs.
More specifically, we have introduced and released [103] a conceptual design and
analysis framework to simulate, design and analyze solar-powered UAVs and their
precise energetic performance. The framework is applied to design the 5.6 m and
6.93 kg AtlantikSolar UAV. The vehicle is based on the most energy-dense battery
technology publicly available today, uses efficient yet affordable solar modules and
implements a custom-designed state estimation- and flight control framework that is
optimized for solar-powered UAVs but operates on top of an off-the-shelf Pixhawk
autopilot. Flight results from AtlantikSolar’s 81-hour continuous world endurance
record flight released at [102] are analyzed to retrieve the achieved performance metrics
and to verify the design approach. Two main conclusions can be drawn:
• Conceptual design and analysis methodology verified: Via the 81-hour
and 28-hour flight data, we provide the first in-depth error-analysis of
a conceptual design and analysis framework for solar-powered perpetualflight-capable UAVs in the literature. When the identified crucial physical
effects affecting the energy balance (e.g. the angle-of-incidence dependence
of the solar module efficiency) are considered, our design framework can
be used to design solar-powered UAVs to a performance metric accuracy
of below 7.5 %.
• Significant improvement of perpetual flight performance achieved: AtlantikSolar’s 81-hour and a previous 28-hour flight show that a minimin = 39 % (T
mum state of charge of σbat
exc = 6.8 h) and a charge margin of Tcm = 6.2 h are achievable in summer at mid-European latitudes.
These performance metrics are a clear improvement over previous recordbreaking solar-powered LALE UAVs such as SkySailor [101] with Tcm < 3 h
min = 5.8 %, and SoLong [26], which had to employ thermal updraft
and σbat
tracking [100]. Due to the novel conceptual design approach presented in
this paper, these performance margins are not only larger than for previous UAVs, but are also well-balanced and thus provide higher robustness
against deteriorated weather or changed operating conditions. As a result,
both year-round robotic perpetual flight at and around the equator as well
as robotic perpetual flight missions with small optical- or infrared-camera
systems become feasible on small-scale solar-powered UAVs for the first
time.
Overall, this paper has laid initial groundwork for future perpetual flight applications with payload-equipped solar-powered UAVs in real missions ranging from the
equator over medium latitudes to the Arctic and Antarctic. The respective design
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methodologies and knowledge are in place. While research questions in optimal control and -navigation remain, the future progress in the perpetual flight performance
of solar-powered UAVs now mainly depends on the progress in energy generation and
especially -storage technology.
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Abstract
Solar power models are a crucial element of solar-powered aircraft design and performance analysis. During the conceptual design phase, their accuracy directly relates
to the accuracy of the predicted performance metrics and thus the final design characteristics of the solar-powered aircraft. Likewise, during the operations phase of a
solar-powered aircraft accurate solar power income models are required to predict
and assess the solar power system performance. However, the existing literature on
solar-powered aircraft uses highly simplified solar power models. This paper therefore,
first, introduces a high-fidelity solar power model that takes into account the exact
aircraft attitude, aircraft geometry, and physical effects such as temperature and the
sun radiation’s angle of incidence that influence the overall solar power system efficiency. Second, models that require a reduced set of input data and are thus more
appropriate for the initial design phase of solar-powered aircraft are derived from the
high-fidelity model. Third, the models are compared and verified against flight data
from a 28-hour continuous day/night solar-powered flight. The results indicate that
our high-fidelity model allows a prediction of the average solar power income with an
error of less than 5% whereas previous models were only accurate to about 18%.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Solar-powered Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) promise significantly increased flight
endurance over conventional aircraft. This benefits applications such as large-scale
disaster relief, border patrol or aerial inspection in remote areas [27]. Designing and
testing solar-powered UAVs requires a solar power model which accurately predicts
the amount of power Psolar collected by the aircraft’s solar modules. More specifically,
in the conceptual design phase, the solar power is used to predict the central aircraft
performance parameters such as the flight endurance Tendur or, if perpetual flight
is feasible, the excess time Texc [112]. During the flight operations phase, the solar
power model is integrated into path planning algorithms [176] to plan safe paths with
sufficient solar power income and thus energetic margins. Inaccurate solar power
models lead to sub-optimal solar aircraft designs or unsafe flight operations.

Figure 5.1: ETH Zurich’s AtlantikSolar UAV, which holds the current world record in
flight endurance for aircraft below 50 kg mass, was designed with the solar power model
presented in this paper. Here, it is operating during a 230 km mission over the Arctic Ocean
in July 2017.

This paper extends our previous research [109] and presents a high-fidelity solar power
model for solar-electric UAVs. The model was used to design ETH Zurich’s AtlantikSolar UAV (Figure 5.1), a small-scale solar-powered aerial vehicle which has demonstrated an 81-hour continuous flight [112] that is the current world record in flight
endurance for all aircraft below 50 kg total mass. This solar power modeling paper is
released in conjunction with the aforementioned UAV design literature.

1.2 Contributions
To answer the need for higher-fidelity solar power income models during all stages of
solar-powered UAV design, testing and operations, this paper contributes by
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• Introducing the Full Solar Power Model (FM), a fully time-resolved highfidelity solar power model that takes into account the exact aircraft attitude, aircraft geometry, and physical effects such as temperature and the
sun radiation’s angle of incidence that influence the overall solar power
system efficiency.
• Deriving the Conceptual Analysis Model (CAM) and Conceptual Design
Model (CDM) from the high-fidelity model. The two models are more appropriate for the initial design phase of solar-powered UAVs because they
require less input data (such as certain technological aircraft parameters).
• Comparing and verifying all models against flight data from a 28-hour
solar-powered flight of the AtlantikSolar UAV. The systematic errors are
retrieved for each model. The systematic errors can be used by the solarpowered UAV designer to correct the design estimates such that a more
precise model-based performance prediction of solar-powered UAVs is possible even in the early design stages.
The contributions of this paper mean that a solar-powered UAV designer
• Can select the most appropriate model for a specific development stage
(conceptual design, detailed flight-test based analysis or flight planning).
• Knows what physical effects (e.g. the angle of incidence dependence of the
solar module efficiency or the solar module temperature) are driving the
solar power system performance.
• Knows the prediction accuracy that can be expected from each model.

2 Background
Stein [154] provides an excellent overview over the physical- and electrical-effects that
should be included in precise solar power models. However, the solar power models
employed in the current solar-powered UAV design literature are more simple. For
example, Shiau [147] considers only the average solar radiation over time. A second
group of papers [69, 93, 101, 107] does model time effects that arise primarily due to
the daily solar cycle. A common mathematical model for the instantaneously collected
solar power also used in our previous work [107] is
nom
Psolar
= Isolar (ϕlat , h, δ, t, ~
nsm ) · Asm · ηsm · ηmppt .

(5.1)

Here, Isolar (ϕlat , h, δ, t, ~
nsm ) is the solar radiation on a unit (1m2 ) area that is modeled
as described by Duffie [37]. It is a function of geographical latitude ϕlat , altitude h,
current day-of-year δ, local time t and solar module normal vector ~
nsm . For the conceptual design stage of a solar-powered UAV, the solar module area Asm = const
is mostly considered a horizontally-oriented area (~
nsm = [0, 0, −1] in an inertial
aircraft-centered North-East-Down coordinate system) given that the exact orientation depends on the specific mission profile which is unknown until shortly before
the flight operation. Thus, assuming an inertial aircraft-centered North-East-Down
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(NED) frame of reference, ~
nsm = [0, 0, −1] is chosen. The solar module efficiency
STC · cbr only includes a wing camber efficiency reduction factor cbr , and
ηsm = ηsm
sm
sm
the maximum power point tracker efficiency is ηmppt . While these assumptions are
acceptable for the very early solar-powered UAV design stages, they do not yield
sufficient accuracy for the later detailed design and analysis stages. As an example,
consider that a solar-powered UAV shows less-than-expected solar power income during a flight test. The above model is not accurate enough to analyze the issue. Instead,
we require a high-fidelity time-resolved solar power model to detect, understand and
mitigate these solar power system issues.

3 A High-Fidelity Solar Power Model
This section introduces a fully time- and aircraft-state dependent solar power model
— the Full Solar Power Model (FM). It allows to, first, more accurately predict
aircraft performance in a specific mission (day-of-year δ, time of day t, latitude ϕlat ,
chosen flight path), and second, to detect, understand and mitigate solar power system
anomalies. We also use the model to provide a categorization of physical effects that
degrade solar module and thus UAV performance, resulting in lessons learned for
future UAV designers.

3.1 Geometric Modelling
We first define an extended geometric representation to calculate the solar power
income separately for each of the aircraft’s non-horizontal solar modules. Note that
we use the AtlantikSolar UAV (Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, with further details given
in [112]) as an example for implementing the extended geometric model in this paper.
For each of the N solar module-covered areas Aism we define the orientation relative
to the aircraft body frame B through the surface-normal vector
i B
i B
] = [~
nsm
] (∆φdih , ∆θwing , ∆θAism ) .
[~
nsm

(5.2)

In lateral direction, the surface normal vector is determined by the wing dihedral
angle ∆φdih . In longitudinal direction, due to the wing upper surface profile every
Aism is mounted at an additional solar cell pitch angle ∆θAism with respect to the
wing chord line. The relative pitch orientation between the aircraft longitudinal or
x-axis (which is approximately aligned with the aircraft’s Inertial Measurement Unit
longitudinal axis) and the wing chord line is ∆θwing and is added on top. Table 5.1
summarizes the numerical values chosen for AtlantikSolar. Using the aircraft attitude
(Euler angles roll φ, pitch θ and yaw ψ) we can then express the orientation of each
Aism in the inertial frame I through
i I
i B
[~
nsm
] = RBI (φ, θ, ψ) · [~
nsm
] ,

RI

(5.3)

where B is the transformation or direction cosine matrix from the aircraft body
to the inertial reference frame. By rewriting Eq. (5.1) for all Aism and performing
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A6sm

A4sm

A2sm

A5sm

A3sm

A1sm

Figure 5.2: The AtlantikSolar UAV airframe. Dimensions are given in mm. The solar
module geometry of the surfaces Aism is given in light blue. Image taken from [112].

the corresponding summation, Eq. (5.4) yields the total incoming solar power Psolar .
i
Equation (5.5) furthermore allows to separate the global solar irradiation Isolar
into its
i,dir
i,diff
direct component Isolar
and diffuse component Isolar
with corresponding efficiencies
i,dir
i,diff
ηsm
and ηsm
:
Psolar =

N
X

i
Psolar
=

i

N
X

i
i
Isolar
· ηsm
· Aism · ηmppt

(5.4)

i

=

N
X

i,dir
i,dir
i,diff
i,diff
Isolar
· ηsm
+ Isolar
· ηsm
· Aism · ηmppt .



(5.5)

i

The extended geometric model also allows to consider shading effects which can, for
certain aircraft configurations, greatly degrade module performance at low sun inclination. It considers shading by the horizontal and vertical tail plane under a sun vector
~
rsun using a straightforward ray tracing method (see Figure 5.6) and yields the shaded
area per solar module Aism,shaded . The method does allow a first qualitative assessment, but it does not provide a quantitative measure for the power loss. Calculating
the actual power loss based on the model output is possible, but requires modeling
the cell-cell and cell-diode interactions within the respective solar module and thus
requires knowledge of the specific solar-cell and diode configuration on the airplane.
While no generic model can therefore be given here, solar-powered UAV designers
are encouraged to implement their own custom plugins to calculate the quantitative
power loss.

3.2 Solar Module Efficiency Modeling
The standard test conditions (STC) under which solar modules provide their nomnom are a total (direct + diffuse) irradiation I STC = 1000 W/m2 , a
inal efficiency ηsm
solar
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sm
sm

Figure 5.3: Geometric arrangement of solar module surfaces in the full solar power model
Table 5.1: Solar model geometric parameters for AtlantikSolar AS-2. Square brackets
denote sets of variables, in this case for the different solar modules distributed along AtlantikSolar’s wing.

Parameter

Value

Source

∆φdih
∆θwing
∆θAism
Aism

7.0 ◦

Aircraft specs
Aircraft specs
Measured
Aircraft specs

5.7 ◦
∆θA[1,3,5] = −0.5 ◦ , ∆θA[2,4,6] = 9.4 ◦
A[1,3,4,6] = 0.184 m2 , A[2,5] = 0.307 m2

STC = 25 ◦ C and an angle of incidence γ STC = 0 ◦ . Deviations from
temperature Tsm
sm
the STC or nominal conditions will cause efficiency changes that are modeled via the
three respective component efficiencies

Ism =
T
sm =
γsm =

ηsm
STC (I
STC
ηsm
solar = Isolar )

(5.6)
T,γ=const

ηsm
STC (T
STC
ηsm
sm = Tsm )

I,γ=const

ηsm
STC (γ
STC
ηsm
sm = γsm )

I,T =const

(5.7)
.

(5.8)

The exact correlation for Ism (Isolar ) is retrieved from Townsend [163] and is shown
in Figure 5.4a). It mostly results in a relative decrease of ηsm because the total
solar irradiation per unit area is usually lower than under standard test conditions.
Second, solar module efficiency losses at higher temperatures are represented through
the linear relationship
STC
(5.9)
T
sm = 1 − cl · (Tsm − Tsm ) ,
where the loss factor cl = 0.3 %/K, applicable to AtlantikSolar’s SunPower E60 solar cells, is extracted from solar cell manufacturer data sheets [157]. The resulting
correlation is shown in Figure 5.4b). The instantaneous solar module temperature is
approximated using flight test data and the linear relationship
Tsm = Tamb + ∆Tmax ·

Psolar
.
max
Psolar

(5.10)

Here, Tamb is the ambient temperature measured by the airplane, and ∆Tmax ≈ 12 ◦ C
is the temperature difference between solar module and ambient temperature that
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Figure 5.4: Component efficiencies used in the solar power model. Blue dots represent
standard test conditions (STC).

was measured in flight at cruise speed approximately at maximum insolation (i.e. for
max ≈ 265 W). Third, the exact angle of incidence component
AtlantikSolar at Psolar
i ) for the AtlantikSolar UAV modules is taken from Townsend [163]
efficiency γsm (γsm
and is given in Figure 5.4c). The data shows the expected relative loss of efficiency due
to increased reflection that can be of significant importance at high angles of incidence.
However, it should be noted that while Townsend and Wilson [163] consider the same
solar cell type, they provide data for a glass front cover and not the specific foil front
cover used on the AtlantikSolar UAV. The data thus has to be considered a first-order
i for each solar module surface,
approximation. To determine the angle of incidence γsm
i and ~
we use the unit-vectors ~
nsm
rsun from the previous section and define
i
i
γsm
= | arccos(~
nsm
·~
rsun )| .

(5.11)

cbr
sm

Together with the wing camber component efficiency
introduced before, we can
now express (omitting the surface-index i for legibility) the overall solar module efficiency used in Eq. (5.5) separately for direct and diffuse radiation as
γ,dir
dir
STC
· Ism · T
· cbr
= ηsm
ηsm
sm · sm
sm
diff
ηsm

=

STC
ηsm

·

Ism

·

T
sm

·

γ,diff
sm

.

(5.12)
(5.13)

Here, γ,diff
= 0.83 is a constant factor that approximates the respective component
sm
efficiency over the varying incidence angles in the diffuse radiation. It is retrieved
diff over the sky’s semiby assuming a uniform distribution of the diffuse radiation Isolar
sphere and by performing area-weighed averaging of γsm (γsm ) over that area. If
no separate calculation of direct and diffuse efficiencies is performed, then we use
dir .
Eq. (5.12) and ηsm = ηsm

3.3 Maximum Power Point Tracker Efficiency Modeling
The maximum power point tracker efficiency ηmppt is a function of the solar power
input Psolar to the MPPTs. The relationship was measured (Figure 5.4d) for the
AtlantikSolar MPPT in a laboratory test setup. The MPPT performance agrees well
max = 97% but drops to 70%
with the data sheet values. It reaches efficiencies of ηmppt
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efficiency at low solar power income. However, during the major part of the power
income range, the assumption ηmppt = 95% used for the conceptual design phase is a
good fit.

4 Derivation of Simplified Models for Conceptual UAV Design
The full solar power model (FM) of the previous section requires the current aircraft
and thus solar module attitudes ~
nism , the irradiation level Isolar and the current solar
module temperature Tsm as input parameters. However, quantities ~
nism and Tsm are
not available during the UAV conceptual design and analysis phase because the exact
operating conditions (e.g. the chosen flight path) are unknown. Therefore, Table 5.2
introduces models that run with a less extensive set of input data. These are the
• Conceptual Design Model (CDM), which is and was used in the conceptual design of AtlantikSolar in [112]. It assumes a single, flat and always
horizontal solar module surface, a constant MPPT efficiency ηmppt and
a constant solar module efficiency ηsm that is only a function of a user
specified constant temperature TC .
• Conceptual Analysis Model (CAM), which adds the angle of incidence
correlation of Figure 5.4c) to obtain a time-varying efficiency ηsm . It is
used for a more detailed performance prediction once technical parameters such as the γsm -correlation are known, but the exact conditions such
as the flight path, wind conditions and thus flight attitude are still unknown. This is often the case during the late conceptual design phase
and the detailed design phase. In [112] the CAM is used to provide an
accurate performance outlook after the design and flight verification has
been completed.

• Verification Model (VM), which compensates for offsets in the required
heading and roll angles (especially in a loitering mission) caused by horizontal winds. The VM approximates the aircraft geometry with a single
flat surface with the time-varying and wind-dependent orientation of the
central wing ~
nctr
sm . The VM is not used for actual solar-powered UAV design
or analysis, but only used internally in this paper to assess the magnitude
of the CDM/CAM modeling errors that are not caused by wind using
‘wind-disturbed flight test data’.

5 Solar Power Model Verification
This paper assesses the developed solar power models using flight data from the 28hour solar-powered flight performed by AtlantikSolar AS-2 [109] in 2015. Note that
this flight only includes a single day/night solar cycle. A verification that uses the
more comprehensive dataset from the three day/night cycles of AtlantikSolar’s 81hour flight is performed (though in less detail) in [112].
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Table 5.2: The solar power models proposed for different stages of UAV development. The
table indicates whether certain properties or variables are assumed constant (subscript C )
and if not, what their dependencies are.

Name
Scope

CDM
Design

CAM
Analysis

VM
Verification

FM
Full model

Surfaces
Geometry
Attitude
ηmppt
ηsm

Single
Flat
horiz.
const
f (TC )

Single
Flat
horiz.
const
f (γsm (~
nC ), TC )

Single
Flat
f (~
nctr
sm )
const
f (γsm (~
nctr
sm ), TC )

Multiple
Realistic
f (~
nism )
f (Psolar )
i ,I
f (γsm
solar , Tsm )

5.1 Full Solar Power Model Verification
Figure 5.5 compares modeled and measured solar power system data for three segments (early- to late-morning) of the aforementioned 28-hour flight. To assess the
accuracy of the developed solar power income model, we employ the standard definitions for the absolute average-, RMS- and maximum model error Êx (where a negative
error represents an underestimate by the model). In addition, we define the respective relative error of quantity x as êx = Êx/xexp
avrg . The three time segments of the
aforementioned flight exhibit characteristically different solar power system behavior.
More specifically, during
• Early-morning flight (Figure 5.5, left) at t = [5.71 h, 5.79 h] local solar
time, the low sun elevation causes a significant variation of the solar irradiation levels with the aircraft yaw angle. Both γsm and ηmppt therefore play
a significant role, while Ism and T
sm only have a minor effect. The resulting overall module efficiency ηsm is only 16-18% compared to the standard
STC = 23.7 %. The model errors are
operating condition efficiency of ηsm
avrg
RMS = 8.54 W, êRMS = 25.4 %, êmax
ÊP
Psolar
Psolar = 43.4 % and êPsolar = 5.14 %
solar
exp
model
(Psolar = 35.3 W and Psolar = 33.6 W). Two graphs help to explain this
overestimation by the model: First, the recorded MPPT voltages (Figure 5.5, bottom) indicate that in low irradiation conditions (i.e. the solar
panels face away from the sun), the employed MPPTs fail to track the solar panel maximum power point. This clearly indicates sub-optimal power
system behavior that, especially for flights in low total radiation or low sun
elevation conditions, needs improvement. Second, the power plots show
small notches shortly before the model predicts maximum solar power income. Our geometric airplane model indicates (Figure 5.5, bottom) that
shading of the center and right solar modules by the aircraft tail exactly at
t = 5.71 h can explain this. Figure 5.6 visualizes the output of the shading
calculations in the full solar power model at this time.
• Mid-morning flight (Figure 5.5, center) at t = [8.02 h, 8.12 h], the average
model = 140.5 W and
solar power income has increased considerably to Psolar
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of results from our full solar power model and test flight data collected during the second day of a continuous 28-hour flight of AtlantikSolar AS-2 on July 1st
2015. The three patches show early-morning (left), mid-morning (center) and late-morning
exp
model
(right) flight. The graphs show experimental (Pglobal
) and modeled (Pglobal
) global solar power income, measured aircraft orientation, modeled component and total efficiencies,
modeled shaded solar module area and the measured maximum power point tracker voltage
as an indicator of solar power system tracking behavior. The data is recorded at 2 Hz and
a two-sided moving average filter with a semi window length of 2 samples is applied. The
model efficiency and angle data is plotted as averages over the six solar module sections of
the UAV.
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exp
Psolar
= 142.1 W. The average error is only êavrg
Psolar = −1.1 %, and the
RMS = 11.3 W, êRMS =
RMS and maximum errors have decreased to ÊP
Psolar
solar
7.98 % and êmax
=
21.3
%.
Due
to
the
higher
sun
elevation, the variations
Psolar
in γsm , γsm and ηmppt are much less pronounced. Solar module shading
and sub-optimal MPP-tracking are not observed anymore.

• Late-morning flight (Figure 5.5, right) at t = [9.52 h, 9.62 h] local time
model = 204.7 W and P exp = 211.5 W. With an estimated
we retrieve Psolar
solar
T
sm ≈ 96 %, the elevated temperature of Tsm = 37 ◦ C at Tamb = 27 ◦ C
now noticeably reduces the solar module efficiency. Despite the approaching solar irradiation maximum, γsm remains between 31◦ and 49◦ , thus
underlining the importance of considering an exact γsm correlation (Figure 5.4) even at high sun elevation. The RMS and maximum errors are
RMS = 9.39 W, êRMS = 4.4 % and êmax
ÊP
Psolar
Psolar = 9.9 % respectively. The
solar
average error has increased in magnitude to êavrg
Psolar = −3.2 %. The full solar power model thus tends to underestimate the incoming solar radiation
for high irradiation conditions.

Figure 5.6: Full model geometry at solar time t = 5.71 h of AtlantikSolar’s 28-hour flight.
The black arrows are the surface normal vectors ~
nism and the orange arrows are the sun
i
. The grey and dark-orange
rays ~
rsun which can be used to infer the angles of incidence γsm
surfaces are the rudder and elevator shadows projected onto the solar-module covered wing.

A comprehensive assessment over a full day (Figure 5.7) confirms the overestimation of
Psolar during the early morning and the underestimation during the higher radiation
conditions of the late morning. The plots clarify that solar module shading occurs
from sunrise to around t = 6.26 h (or more generally until the sun elevation angle
is above 19 ◦ for this UAV geometry) and accounts for less than a 10% decrease in
Psolar even during the most significant shading problems around t = 5.71 h. Although
shading by AtlantikSolar’s T-tail is not significant over the full day in the presented
conditions, aircraft designed for optimum performance at low sun elevation conditions
could consider alternative tail configurations (e.g. an inverted T-tail) or optimized
path planning to reduce the effects of shading. In contrast to shading, the imperfect
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maximum power point tracking under low light conditions is found to occur until
7.77 h and thus plays an even more significant role. The discrepancies in the highradiation conditions around noon are expected to lie in the first-order approximation
for the γsm - and T
sm -correlations. Removing these deviations would require accurate
measurements of γsm with high-precision laboratory equipment such as solar flashers
that was not available for this paper. Note that to exclude errors in the underlying
solar irradiation Isolar , the model by Duffie [37] was compared to the Sandia National
Labs PV_LIB toolbox model [154] and found to agree well within 3% maximum error.
Overall, given all these uncertainties, the full model accuracy is satisfactory: The
average deviation over the domain in which the MPPTs operate without limiting
model
their output current (t = [4.17 h, 9.72 h]) is êavrg
Psolar = −1.75 % (Psolar = 97.9 W and
exp
Psolar = 99.6 W). The RMS error is, mostly due to the higher amplitude of the
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the solar power models of Table 5.2 and flight data. The data is
recorded at 2 Hz and, except for the shading and tracking plots, a two-sided moving average
filter with a semi window length of 800 samples is applied. The grey patches represent the
detailed plots of Figure 5.5. The model efficiency and angles are averages over all UAV
exp
solar modules. The decrease in Psolar
at t = 9.72 h is only because the batteries are nearly
full and the MPPTs thus reduce their power output.
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5 Solar Power Model Verification
RMS = 9.84 W or êRMS = 9.88 %. These
heading-dependent variations of Psolar , ÊP
Psolar
solar
model errors are relatively small compared to all other possible design errors (caused
e.g. by wrong user inputs for subsystem masses as described in [112]), and the full
model can thus be considered accurate enough for solar-powered UAV design and
performance analysis.

5.2 Comparison of Full- and Simplified-Models
Figure 5.7 and Table 5.3 provide a detailed performance comparison of all models. As
stated before, even the full model (FM) shows deviations from the flight test data.
The findings for the other models are:
• Verification Model: Over the full day, the difference between verificationand full model is small. The additional physical effects modeled in the FM
thus do not have a significant influence for the chosen aircraft and power
I mainly deviate from their nominal valsystem. Specifically, ηmppt and ηsm
ues in the morning, and the temperature dependence leads to a decreased
Psolar during noon. Consequently — and this is an important finding
— the conceptual design of solar-powered UAVs can be safely performed
without these additional effects of the FM.
• Conceptual Analysis Model: The relative error êavrg
Psolar differs by 7 percent
points between VM and CAM. The only difference between these models
is the inclusion of the current aircraft attitude through ~
nctr
sm . The deviation is caused by two effects: First, due the concave-downwards nature
of γsm (γsm ) in Figure 5.4c), oscillations of the instantaneous angle of inavrg
cidence γsm (t) around an average γsm
= const result in a lower average
avrg
Psolar than for γsm (t) = const = γsm
. Second, during the loitering turns,
a horizontal easterly wind of only 2 m/s causes the solar panels to face
away from the sun longer than towards the sun. Consequently, the CAM
overestimates Psolar during the morning. This confirms that wind has a
significant influence, and although wind data is usually not available in
the conceptual design stage, its effects especially during the morning and
evening need to be considered as early as possible.
• Conceptual Design Model: The large deviation between CAM and CDM is
explained by the inclusion of the γsm -dependence of ηsm in the CAM. The
respective component efficiency γsm is only 20 % around sunrise. Clearly,
γsm needs to be estimated and considered as early as possible during the
conceptual analysis stage.
Overall, the comparison shows that while the full model allows accurate solar power
income prediction, the less sophisticated conceptual design (CDM) and analysis models (CAM) show errors that are of significance during the conceptual design. The
two most important factors that a designer of solar-powered UAVs should consider
as early as possible to decrease these deviations are the angle of incidence correlation
γsm for ηsm and the related effects of changing aircraft attitude and horizontal winds.
Both effects increase in importance when operating in low sun elevation angles.
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Table 5.3: Estimation errors of the four solar power models. The RMS errors are calculated based on pre-filtered data (using the same filter as Figure 5.7) in order to allow
a meaningful comparison between the attitude-dependent VM and FM models and the
attitude-independent CDM and CAM models.

Name
Scope

CDM
Design

CAM
Analysis

VM
Verific.

FM
Full model

avrg
Psolar

117.35 W

êavrg
Psolar

17.81 %

RMS
ÊP
solar

êRMS
Psolar

Flight

104.89 W

97.65 W

97.87 W

99.61 W

5.31 %

-1.96 %

-1.75 %

—

19.95 W

6.99 W

3.94 W

4.17 W

—

20.03 %

7.02 %

3.96 %

4.19 %

—

6 Conclusion and Lessons Learned
Of the models derived in this paper and verified via AtlantikSolar’s 28-hour solarpowered flight, the Full Solar Power Model (FM) provided accurate solar power prediction results with an error in the average Psolar of -1.75 %. The FM however requires
input data that is not available during the conceptual design stage of solar-powered
UAVs. The models derived for these purposes, the Conceptual Design Model (CDM)
and Conceptual Analysis Model (CAM), have to make simplifications that result in an
overestimation of the average Psolar of 18 % and 5 % respectively. The lessons learned
that can be used by other solar-powered UAV designers are
• The Conceptual Design Model (CDM) should only be used in the very early
design stage of a solar-powered UAV. It needs to be taken into account that
the solar power income and thus overall flight endurance of the designed
UAV will be lower than predicted by the CDM.
• The Conceptual Analysis Model (CAM) should replace the CDM as soon
as possible, even in the early conceptual design phase of a UAV. The CAM
incorporates the angle of incidence sensitivity of the solar module efficiency
ηsm and thereby reduces the prediction error significantly, i.e. from 18 %
to 5 % in the specific 28-hour flight presented in this paper.
• The Full Solar Power Model (FM) shall be used in the flight operations
phase when the wind conditions are known and the flight path is planned.
With a modeling error of approximately 2%, the FM is sufficiently accurate
for a detailed performance analysis, i.e. it can also be used to verify that
a solar power system is working optimally.
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Robotic Technologies for Solar-Powered UAVs:
Fully-Autonomous Updraft-Aware Aerial Sensing
for Multi-Day Search-and-Rescue Missions
Philipp Oettershagen, Thomas Stastny, Timo Hinzmann, Konrad Rudin, Thomas Mantel, Amir
Melzer, Bartosz Wawrzacz, Gregory Hitz and Roland Siegwart

Abstract
Large-scale aerial sensing missions can greatly benefit from the perpetual endurance
capability provided by high-performance low-altitude solar-powered UAVs. However,
today these UAVs suffer from small payload capacity, low energetic margins and high
operational complexity. To tackle these problems, this paper presents four individual technical contributions and integrates them into an existing solar-powered UAV
system: First, a lightweight and power-efficient day/night-capable sensing system is
discussed. Second, means to optimize the UAV platform to the specific payload and to
thereby achieve sufficient energetic margins for day/night flight with payload are presented. Third, existing autonomous launch and landing functionality is extended for
solar-powered UAVs. Fourth, as a main contribution an extended Kalman filter-based
autonomous thermal updraft tracking framework is developed. Its novelty is that it
allows the end-to-end integration of the thermal-induced roll moment into the estimation process. It is assessed against unscented Kalman- and particle filter methods
in simulation and implemented on the aircraft’s low-power autopilot. The complete
system is verified during a 26-hour search-and-rescue aerial sensing mockup mission
that represents the first-ever fully-autonomous perpetual endurance flight of a small
solar-powered UAV with a day/night-capable sensing payload. It also represents the
first time that solar-electric propulsion and autonomous thermal updraft tracking are
combined in flight. In contrast to previous work that has focused on the energetic
feasibility of perpetual flight, the individual technical contributions of this paper are
considered core functionality to guarantee ease of use, effectivity and reliability in
future multi-day aerial sensing operations with small solar-powered UAVs.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Solar-powered fixed-wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) promise significantly increased flight endurance over aerial vehicles powered by electric batteries or gas alone.
Large-scale disaster relief, meteorological surveys in remote areas and continuous border or maritime patrol applications benefit in particular from the multi-hour or even
multi-day continuous flight capability provided by these robotic systems [27]. In contrast to their large-scale High-Altitude Long-Endurance (HALE) UAV counterpart [2],
small-scale solar-powered UAVs are mostly designed for Low-Altitude Long-Endurance
(LALE) applications. They have to deal with the more challenging meteorology of the
lower atmosphere (clouds, rain, wind gusts and thermals), but provide the advantage
of higher resolution imaging with reduced cloud obstruction at lower overall system
complexity. Motivated by recent advances in battery- and solar-technology, solarpowered non-perpetual-flight-capable LALE UAVs with targeted flight times of up to
14 hours have been studied [84, 172] and are currently being intensely investigated by
the industry [3, 20].

Figure 6.1: The aircraft- and robotic-technologies developed to achieve the first-ever fullyautonomous multi-day solar-powered Search-and-Rescue (SAR) flight: Autonomous launch
of the AtlantikSolar AS-3 UAV (top right), use of automated thermal updraft tracking
and solar-powered flight to replenish the batteries while performing a large-scale victim
search mission using the RGB+Infrared camera payload (left), continuation of the searchand-rescue mission under battery power during the night (middle- and bottom-right), and
autonomous landing (not shown) after a 26-hour flight without a single pilot intervention.

However, the deployment of low-altitude solar-powered UAVs which are energy-wise
capable of perpetual flight to real-world missions has been hindered by the operational complexities involved: First, the requirement for low power consumption but
significant battery and solar-module carrying capacity results in slow, undamped and
coupled flight dynamics that require very skilled pilots. Second, while the current
performance of solar- and battery-technology has resulted in demonstrations of perpetual flight, it has not allowed perpetual flight with a meaningful sensing payload at
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low altitude yet. More specifically, the first-ever solar-powered multi-day flight was
a 48-hour flight with the 12 kg SoLong platform by Cocconi [26]: Eight pilots were
required to perform the flight, thermal udprafts needed to be tracked manually to
restrain the power expenditure, no payload was carried except for an RGB video-feed
used for control by the pilots, and the aircraft crossed the night with only two hours
of reserve power in the batteries. A 27-hour flight with the 2.5 kg SkySailor UAV was
demonstrated by Noth [101]: The aircraft flew autonomously except for launch and
landing, carried no payload, and only had 5.8 % of battery energy remaining at the
end of the night. More recently, we have presented the 81-hour continuous flight of the
7 kg AtlantikSolar AS-2 UAV — the current unofficial flight endurance world record
for all aircraft below 50 kg total mass — in our own work [112]. The UAV operated
autonomously except for launch and landing and had 39 % of reserve power (6.8 h of
reserve time) remaining. However, it also relied on skilled pilots for the challenging
launch and landing and did not carry any payload although the energetic margins in
hindsight indicate that this was feasible. Clearly, today’s challenge in low-altitude
solar-powered perpetual flight lies in transferring the technology from the research
stage into real-life missions. In that context, UAV operators and end-users such as
search-and-rescue teams will require systems that, first, guarantee reliable day/night
operation with a meaningful sensing payload and, second, provide ease of use through
full autonomy from launch to landing. The robotic technologies presented in this
paper are developed to answer this end-user need.

1.2 Contributions
Our previous work [112] has focused on the platform design and low-level flight autonomy required for energetically-reliable solar-powered perpetual flight. The goal of the
research presented in this paper is to increase the ease of use and effectiveness of such
solar-powered UAVs in real-life aerial sensing missions. Therefore, we extend the existing low-level autonomy with more advanced robotic capabilities that are directly motivated by the goal to achieve the first-ever fully-autonomous energetically-perpetual
flight with a day/night-capable sensing payload on a small solar-powered UAV. This
goal was achieved with a 26-hour search-and-rescue mockup mission — which did
not require a single pilot intervention — performed from July 19–20th 2016 by the
AtlantikSolar AS-3 UAV (Figure 6.1). Results and field deployment experience from
this flight are presented.1 The individual research- and technological contributions
that were motivated by and developed for this specific search-and-rescue flight, but
with the greater goal of increasing both ease of use and effectiveness of solar-powered
UAVs in similar applications, are:
• Day/Night-capable SAR payload with automatic human-detection capability: The development of a lightweight, power-efficient yet day/nightcapable search-and-rescue payload consisting of a color camera, an infrared
(IR) camera, an onboard computer and WLAN for persistent data downlink is presented. Results from applying our existing human detection
algorithms [70] during the 26-hour SAR flight are discussed.
1

A video of the flight is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8m76Mx9m2nM.
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• Platform optimization for perpetual flight with the SAR payload: Our
previous work [112] suggested the feasibility of perpetual flight with the
aforementioned payload and assessed the theory behind adapting the solarpowered UAV’s energy-storage system to the specific payload weight and
power consumption. This paper applies and verifies these methods using
the 26-hour flight.
• Autonomous launch and landing framework: The existing control structure is extended with an automatic launch and landing framework that
addresses the fragility of solar-powered UAV platforms through preventive features (e.g. flare before touchdown) and a hierarchical chain of
safety checks and contingency measures (e.g. go-around on wrong landing
altitude).
• Autonomous thermal updraft tracking framework: As the paper’s main
theoretical contribution, a framework to optimize the power consumption by automated tracking of thermal updrafts is developed. First, the
framework extends previous approaches through a better sink rate model.
Second, it improves the estimation problem’s observability by introducing
a second measurement (the roll moment induced by a thermal) into the
Kalman filtering process. Our 26-hour mission also yields the first combined flight results of solar-electric propulsion and autonomous thermal
updraft tracking in the literature.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the design of
the baseline AtlantikSolar UAV platform. Section 3 introduces the theoretical background and presents first results for the platform, sensing system and flight autonomy
extensions implemented in this paper. Section 4 presents field deployment results
from the fully autonomous 26-hour search-and-rescue flight and analyzes the efficacy
of each individual technological contribution. Concluding remarks are provided in
Section 5.

2 System Baseline: The Solar-Powered AtlantikSolar UAV
The AtlantikSolar UAV is a solar-powered robotic aircraft designed for multi-day
continuous flight. Initial design and flight results were presented in [107], and first
aerial sensing missions with the UAV were described in [108]. The most comprehensive
description of the UAV’s conceptual design, detailed design, and flight results —
including an 81-hour continuous solar-powered flight that represents the current world
record in flight endurance for all aircraft below 50 kg total mass — is provided in [112].
The reader is referred to the above literature for an in-depth design review. The
following section briefly summarizes this baseline UAV design, i.e. the airframe and
control system of the AtlantikSolar AS-2 UAV used for the 81-hour flight. Section 3
then describes the specific optimizations implemented in this paper to achieve a fullyautonomous 26-hour search-and-rescue flight using AtlantikSolar AS-3.
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2 System Baseline: The Solar-Powered AtlantikSolar UAV
UAV platform hardware
The AtlantikSolar UAV airframe (Figures 6.1 and 6.2) is of a conventional glider-like
T-tail configuration with two ailerons, an all-moving elevator and a rudder. The wing
has a span of B = 5.69 m, a chord of cwing = 0.305 m, and consists of three pieces of
similar span that can be disassembled before transport. It is perfectly rectangular, i.e.
neither swept nor tapered, to house the two rows of solar cells over the whole wing
span. A dihedral angle of 6 ◦ on the outer wings provides basic roll axis eigenstability.
The UAV’s energy generation and storage system incorporates 88 SunPower E60 solar
cells that provide ηsm = 23.7% measured module-level efficiency. Energy storage is
handled by cylindrical Lithium-Ion batteries (Panasonic NCR18650b with 251 Wh/kg
energetic density) that are fitted into the cylindrical wing spars to optimally distribute
the mass in a span loader concept. For the AtlantikSolar AS-2 UAV, the 60 Lithiummax = 733 Wh at m
Ion cells provide Ebat
bat = 2.92 kg such that the total aircraft mass
stall = 7.4 m/s. The actuation system
is mAS-2
=
6.93
kg.
The resulting stall speed is vair
tot
consists of four Volz DA 15-N servos that have successfully completed 30 days of
continuous operation in reliability bench testing. The propulsion system contains a
RS-E Strecker 260.20 brushless DC motor, a Kontronik Koby 55 LV motor controller,
an all-steel planetary gearbox with a 5:1 reduction ratio and a foldable carbon-fiber
propeller with diameter D = 0.66 m and pitch H = 0.6 m. The avionics subsystem
(Figure 6.2) is centered around a Pixhawk autopilot [87] — an open-source software
and open-source hardware project initiated at ETH Zurich — running a real-time
operating system and featuring a 168 MHz Cortex M4F microprocessor with 256 KB
RAM. For attitude estimation, an ADIS16448 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), a
u-blox LEA-6H GPS receiver, and a Sensirion SDP600 differential pressure sensor are
used. A 433 MHz medium-range telemetry link is integrated. The airplane implements
a fully manual RC-command fall-back mode to deal with a severe case of autopilot
failure. Night operations are possible due to four on-board indicator LEDs.
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Figure 6.2: AtlantikSolar UAV airframe and avionics.
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UAV flight control architecture
The AtlantikSolar UAV flight control architecture emphasizes simplicity, robustness
and low-power consumption to fulfill the need for reliable long-endurance robotic
flight. The first stage of our flight control system employs a lightweight extended
Kalman filter (EKF) to generate a drift-free aircraft state estimate. The EKF fuses
data from the IMU with the magnetometer, GPS-position, GPS-velocity and airspeed
measurements to successively estimate position, velocity, orientation, mean sea level
static pressure (QFF) as well as accelerometer and gyroscope biases. The system
achieves robustness against temporal GPS failure through the inclusion of airspeed
measurements. Further details about the attitude estimation approach are provided
in [79].
The custom-designed flight controller (Figure 6.3) features autonomous navigation
including loitering and tracking of user-defined waypoints. For inner-loop control, our
baseline-solution is a set of cascaded and saturated PID controllers: The Stability
Augmentation System (SAS) applies rate-damping to shape the airplane’s frequency
response, while the Control Augmentation System (CAS) applies proportional-integral
feedback to achieve roll (φ) and pitch (θ) reference tracking. Due to the specific design characteristics of solar-powered UAVs (high aspect ratio and thus high inertia
especially in Ixx and Izz , limited admissible structural loads) the flight controller
implements numerous extensions to a common PID-based architecture: First, pretrim
cise aircraft trim curves for the elevator (utrim
ele = f (vair )), rudder (urud = f (vair ))
and aileron (utrim
= f (vair , φ)) reduce tracking offsets. Second, coordinated turn
ail
control smooths the adverse yaw behavior and tracks the no-sideslip yaw (in body
coordinates) rate r = g·sin(φ)/vair . Third, an overspeed protection mechanism is implemented. Fourth, a dynamic overload protection constantly monitors the vertical
aircraft acceleration nz and limits the elevator command dynamically to guarantee
that nz < nlim
z .
In its outer loop, the flight controller employs a nonlinear guidance law to track
waypoints by generating the roll angle reference φref . The process uses the current
ground speed and heading along with a look-ahead distance L1 that is adapted online
as outlined in [125]. Altitude and airspeed control are provided by an extended
version of the Pixhawk [87] Total Energy Control System (TECS). The most important
extension for the thermal updraft tracking implemented in this paper is the thermal
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Figure 6.3: Cascaded control scheme implemented for ETH Zurich’s solar-powered UAVs.
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compliance: In an updraft, the standard TECS implementation will decrease the
pitch reference θref to decrease the altitude if h > href . Instead of actively working
against thermals, we allow the UAV to gain potential energy from an updraft: Our
TECS variant is configured such that θref is fully and only used for airspeed control
and uthr only for altitude control. When at h > href , the plane will thus choose
θref (t) such that vair (t) = vair,ref (t) and will gradually reduce uthr , potentially gaining
altitude for strong thermals. When the aircraft has ascended such that h ≥ hmax ,
the controller automatically engages the spoilers (upwards deflected ailerons) and
gradually commands a pitch-down and thus maximum descent rate. This feature has
proven to be of significant importance to avoid fly-aways and to thus increase airplane
safety when operating in thermal updrafts (see Section 4). Note that our previous
work [112] contains a more in-depth description and verification of the flight control
system.

3 Robotic Technologies for Fully-Autonomous
Perpetual-Endurance Aerial Sensing
Fully-autonomous perpetual-endurance search-and-rescue support missions with a
small solar-powered UAV require novel contributions in platform design, sensing
system design and robotics. The central challenge lies in flying through the night
with the additional power consumption of a day/night-capable SAR payload. The
development of an effective yet lightweight and power-efficient SAR payload and
energetic optimizations of the solar-powered UAV platform are thus presented in
Section 3.1. The extended autonomous launch and landing functionality is presented
in Section 3.2 and the autonomous thermal updraft tracking algorithm is discussed
in Section 3.3. Together, these individual contributions result in novel solar-powered
UAV technology that can be used more easily, reliably and effectively in large-scale
aerial sensing applications.

3.1 UAV Platform and Sensing System
3.1.1 Payload Development
The specific purpose of the payload developed for this paper is to allow the realtime localization of victims from the altitude hnom ≈ 100 m above ground during
both day and night of multi-day SAR flights. To this end, the payload integrates
both a color camera and long-wavelength infrared (LWIR) camera with on-board
image processing capabilities, but is at the same time designed to be lightweight and
energy efficient. The camera types and optical characteristics chosen to fulfill these
challenging constraints are described in Table 6.1. The focal lengths are selected
to yield the same Field of View (FoV) for both cameras and the mounting angle
allows both human detection applications and aerial mapping tasks. For optimal
victim detection performance, the camera outputs are synchronously triggered and
time-stamped by an FPGA-based visual-inertial sensing system [99]. The two image
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streams are processed and stored on an onboard computer (UpBoard with an Intel
Atom x5-Z8350 processor running ROS [128]) and transmitted to the ground station
using wireless LAN. The whole sensing system weighs mpld = 0.35 kg and is fully
integrated into the airframe to avoid additional aerodynamic drag. The measured
payload power consumption during the day (with both cameras active) is 10.5 W.
The payload integrates electronics to switch off the RGB camera during the night,
thereby reducing the power consumption to 9.6 W. The payload can be monitored
and, in case of a failure, hard-reset over AtlantikSolar’s telemetry link.
Table 6.1: Camera characteristics of the search-and-rescue sensing payload.

Infrared camera
Manufacturer
Type
Resolution
Focal length
Ground resolution
Field of view
Mounting angle
Triggering

Color camera

FLIR
MatrixVision
Tau 2
mvBlueFOX3-M1020
640x512 px
1600x1200 px
19 mm
12 mm
92 mm/px
39 mm/px
32 ◦ x 25 ◦ (approximate)
75 ◦ (from horizontal plane)
1.5 Hz (synchronized)

3.1.2 UAV Platform Optimization
The perpetual-flight performance of solar-powered UAVs is assessed and optimized
in terms of the minimum battery state of charge SoCmin , the excess time Texc (the
reserve flying time guaranteed solely through battery energy at the end of the night)
and the charge margin Tcm (the time with sunshine that is not required for charging
because the batteries are already full). Clearly, these performance metrics and thus
the overall feasibility of perpetual flight depend on the payload. Carrying the mpld =
0.35 kg of the aforementioned SAR payload and especially providing the Ppld ≈ 10 W
for the image processing during the whole night is a notable challenge for a small-scale
solar-powered UAV that has to fly at constant altitude.
Figure 6.4 shows the payload-specific optimization performed in this paper for AtlantikSolar AS-3 based on the conceptual design and analysis framework presented
in [112]. Without payload, we expect a minimum state of charge of 39 % at June
21st and more generally a perpetual-flight capability until late September at mbat =
2.92 kg. With the SAR payload, Texc and SoCmin = 18 % are greatly decreased
while Tcm decreases only slightly. With the existing platform configuration (AtlantikSolar AS-2 ), the energetic margins for perpetual flight with this additional
payload are critically low. Applying the design optimization however shows that
at mbat = 3.8 kg we have reached an equilibrium between Texc and Tcm again and
retrieve SoCmin = 27.5 %. Considering practical battery sizing constraints2 we chose
2
First, batteries can only be added in 290 g packs due to the six-cell (6S) series configuration
and second, y-axis mass-symmetry has to be retained.
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mbat = 3.5 kg for AtlantikSolar AS-3. This configuration yields SoCmin = 24.9 % on
June 21st, and still yields SoCmin = 21.6 %, Texc = 3.0 h and Tcm = 3.87 h on July
20th when the 26-hour flight was performed (Section 4.1). The additional payload
mass and the 72 instead of 60 Li-Ion battery cells increase the overall system mass from
mAS-2
= 6.92 kg to mAS-3
= 7.73 kg despite additional mass optimizations (lighter
tot
tot
power electronics, redundancy battery pack and avionics) on AS-3. Consequently, the
stall ≈ 8.0 m/s.
stall speed increases to vair
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Figure 6.4: Expected excess time, charge margin and minimum battery state of charge
for different payload- and solar-powered UAV platform configurations at different days of
the year and a latitude of Φ = 47◦ N . When choosing the optimized configuration (green
curve, mbat = 3.5 kg), both excess time and minimum state of charge with SAR payload
increase significantly with respect to the original configuration (red curve).

3.1.3 Human Detection and Tracking Framework
Compared to our previous publications [70] this paper demonstrates that the human
detection and tracking framework also works in realistic search-and-rescue scenarios
and onboard the limited sensing payload of fixed-wing UAVs such as AtlantikSolar.
The framework can be split up into the four stages that are shown in Figure 6.5 and
are explained in more detail in the following.
EKF

Pose

Human Detection and Tracking Framework
Synchronized poses

Sensors
Infrared
Camera
Visual
Camera

Image
Image

Preprocessing

Human
Detection

Synchronized
images (IS, VS)

Human
Tracking
Human
Detections

3D Position
Estimation

Ground-based
first-aid team

Tracked
Humans

Figure 6.5: Overview over the complete human detection and tracking system with data
flow.
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Preprocessing
The preprocessing stage takes the raw sensor outputs and finds synchronized images
as well as the corresponding pose of the UAV. In addition, it converts the 14 bit-valued
infrared image (where each pixel corresponds to a temperature between −40 ◦ C and
+550 ◦ C) to an 8 bit image to guarantee compatibility with standard computer vision
algorithms.
Human detection
The human detection pipeline depicted in Figure 6.6 first detects all potential humans in the infrared spectrum (IS) and then uses additional visual spectrum (VS)
information to reduce the false positive rate.
Infrared Spectrum (IS)
Blob detector

HOG detector

Visual Spectrum (VS)
Matching

HOG detector

Figure 6.6: Overview over the complete human detection pipeline.

1. Blob detector (IS): The blob detector [18, 54, 158] aims to reliably
detect all potential humans in the infrared image. It is therefore configured
for a low miss rate rather than a low false positive rate. As humans often
appear as textureless blobs in the infrared spectrum detecting these blobs
results in a very high human detection rate. The brightness difference
between each detected blob and its surroundings is computed. Higher
brightness difference means higher contrast and therefore higher saliency.
The maximum number of detected blobs per image is limited to make the
framework’s runtime more predictable.
2. HOG detector (IS): In the second stage, a Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) detector [30] is applied to all first-stage candidates. At
every blob location, candidate bounding boxes with all relevant human
sizes are created (Figure 6.7a,b) and classified by the HOG detector. The
scores of candidates centered at the same location are compared to each
other. If the highest score is negative then the location is classified as
non-human, if it is positive the corresponding candidate is forwarded to
the next stage. To train the HOG detector infrared images from four infrared datasets [31, 32, 168, 177] with a total of 2400 positive and 24000
negative human samples3 were used. For the training of the linear Support
Vector Machine (SVM) the auto training function in [18] is employed. It
automatically finds good training parameters by optimizing over the crossvalidation (10-fold) error. For testing performance, a set of 400 positive
and 4000 negative samples3 was used.

3
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Score

Scoring threshold

Index

(a) Candidate bounding
boxes of different size
centered on a blob detection (marked by a cross)
on a human. The candidate with highest classification score is highlighted with green color.

(b) Classification score
for different candidates,
which are classified as
human or non-human
if they exceed (green)
or
stay
below
(red)
the
scoring
threshold
respectively.

(c) Sampling structure in the visual
spectrum image for a matched candidate (red rectangle). The centers of
the rectangles are marked by crosses.
The positions of the samples result
from horizontal and vertical shifting
of the red rectangle by fixed distances.

Figure 6.7: Sampling around human detections in the infrared- and visual spectrum.

3. Matching (IS to VS): The matching step maps the detections from the
infrared- to the visual spectrum. This is done by undistorting and vertically rectifying both images. The correspondence search is then trivially
solved by taking the pixels with same coordinates.
4. HOG detector (VS): The last stage consists of a visual spectrum HOG
detector. The candidate bounding boxes from the infrared HOG detector
are already converted to the visual spectrum image by the matching stage,
but due to inaccurate camera calibration the matching is not perfect in
practice. Therefore, not only the direct matching candidate but also further candidates sampled in its neighborhood (Figure 6.7c) are classified
by the HOG detector. The focus can be set on precision or runtime by
using small or large distances between the candidates respectively. The
final decision for a region is positive (human detected) if the classification
output y for any candidate in that region exceeds a user-specified threshold. Only if none of the candidates in a region is classified as human the
final decision is negative (no human detected). The training of the HOG
detector is done as described in step two. A new training dataset consisting of 3000 humans3 and 25000 non-human patches was collected from
various publicly available images.
Human tracking and 3D position estimation
The Human Tracking stage compares the human detections in the current frame to
the humans already tracked in previous frames. Those not tracked yet are registered
for tracking as of the next frame. For tracking several humans at the same time a
Kalman filter with a Binarized Normed Gradient (BING) objectness model [24] is
employed. Every detection creates a filter that tracks the human observations from
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frame to frame. This functionality is described in detail in our publication [70]. The
2D location of all tracked humans in the infrared image is then provided to the 3D
Position Estimation stage, which, based on pairs of UAV pose and 2D human position
calculates the respective 3D positions in world coordinates and forwards them to the
ground-based rescue teams.

3.2 Autonomous Launch and Landing
To expand applicability of small solar-powered UAV platforms, launch and landing
processes should be automated such that experienced pilots are not needed to safely
operate the aircraft. This includes operation in high winds and atmospheric turbulence, where an autopilot with proper environmental sensing has potential for improved safety during critical near-terrain flight. The fidelity of landing and take-off automation are especially pertinent for small, solar-powered UAVs due to their dynamics
(e.g. tight bank angle and sink rate constraints) as well as their relatively low structural robustness. Delicate handling of all procedures and contingencies is required.
The automatic launch and landing framework described in this paper is based on the
implementation in the Pixhawk autopilot [87]. In this section, we will describe our
extensions to this code base, i.e. additional launch criteria for hand-launch, landing
go-around logic, spiral-down paths, final approach entrance conditions/contingencies,
and integration of LIDAR-based terrain sensing.4
3.2.1 Automatic Hand-Launch
The most critical portion of an automated hand-launch is the detection phase. Handlaunchers may have a range of throwing strengths that, on the one hand, could trigger
a false positive detection that enables the motors and potentially results in injuries
to the operator, and on the other hand a false negative when the aircraft has in
fact left the hand of the launcher could result in damage to the platform itself. The
existing automated launch detection module in the Pixhawk autopilot waits for a
positive x-body axis acceleration ax (in line with the motor) crossing a threshold
is an important parameter
athres
over the time interval Tlaunch . Obviously, athres
x
x
that depends on both the strength of the given operator’s typical throw and, for lowspeed solar-powered UAVs, whether an excessive launch acceleration is even needed.
In the case of AtlantikSolar, nominal operating speed is 9.6 m/s, a speed achievable
with minimal throwing strength given a running start. To account for such factors,
a parallel launch detection criteria that monitors whether the airspeed vair exceeds a
given threshold vthres over Tlaunch was introduced. In high wind launches this criteria
should be carefully chosen and combined with the ax -threshold to avoid unexpected
motor activity during the running start.
Once a launch is detected, high-level guidance commands a climbout with maximum
allowed throttle set to full (cruise often has a maximum throttle value set much lower)
and level roll until such point the aircraft reaches sufficient altitude hφTO to allow
lim

4
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banking without fear of tip-strike, or loss of lift during the initial take-off. A small
TO also bounds pitch commands to remain in an ascent regime.
positive pitch limit θlim
Throttle resumes standard cruise controlled commands once some vertical tolerance
(climbout difference, ∆hclimbout ) of the first waypoint wp0 is reached. A detailed
take-off process diagram is shown in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8: Automatic take-off and landing process diagrams.

3.2.2 Automatic Landing
Automatic landing setup
The landing sequence can be constructed with the parameters in Table 6.2. Figure 6.9
shows an exemplary race-car pattern with spiral-down ends that guarantees that the
safety pilot is always in visual-line-of-sight of the aircraft. The segments of the path
can also be seen as Dubins Aircraft path segments. Note that, given an unobstructed
approach vector, a simple linear descent could also be executed; though, including
spiral-down logic extends practically to more general situations where trees or other
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structures may limit approach directions, or airspace allowing low-altitude flight may
be more constrained.
Table 6.2: Parameters for constructing the landing path.

Parameter

Description

hhome
(lat, lon)land
hdes
hfl
hvirt
happ
χapp
γslope
Rloit
dirloit

Home altitude (absolute)
Landing point
Start descent altitude (AGL)
Flare altitude (AGL)
Logarithmic virtual height*
Final approach entrance altitude (AGL)
Final approach bearing
Landing slope angle
Loiter down radius
Loiter down direction (1=clockwise, -1=counter-clockwise)

*see further details about the flare curve at https://pixhawk.org/users/fixedwing_autoland.

Height (AGL) [m]

150

100

50

Waypoint
Loiter-point
Landing-point

0
−200
Northing [m]
0
300

200

100

0

−100

−200

Easting [m]

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9: Visualization of an exemplary “race-car” landing descent sequence with (a) a
three-dimensional view and (b) a side view with relative altitude definitions.

High-level descent and landing guidance
The high-level descent and landing guidance uses time-independent path following
(as opposed to trajectory following) to improve robustness against atmospheric disturbances (static winds, gusts, thermals, ground-effects) that influence especially slow
solar-powered UAVs during landing. As in Figure 6.3, we employ a L1 -based approach
for lateral-directional path following and TECS for altitude and airspeed control. As
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glide paths for such a high-lift aircraft must be kept shallow to ensure tracking even
in potential vertical updrafts, we may assume this decoupled structure sufficient for
tracking these three-dimensional curves. A necessary modification to the standard
high-level logic is however position-based spiral-down logic: Inside a spiral-down segment, the TECS altitude reference is set based on the angular travel from the starting
waypoint at the top of the spiral until reaching the next waypoint, according to the
spiral height equation hslope = hlast-wp − Rloit ∆ξ/π. Note that we only consider 180 ◦
travel before entering the next straight segment of the descent.
The spiral-down logic switches to the next straight segment when the aircraft enters
the current waypoint’s acceptance radius. A simple constant vertical tolerance is used
to ensure proper vertical path tracking. If the acceptance radius or vertical tolerance is
missed (e.g. due to a wind gust), try again contingency logic is implemented such that
the aircraft circles around and attempts to rejoin the path, entering the acceptance
volume on a second try (Figure 6.10a). The altitude reference for any angular travel
beyond the current waypoint (e.g. in our case, anything greater than 180 ◦ ) is set to
that of the last waypoint, href = hlast-wp . Acceptance radius based switching also
induces a corner case when entering the spiral for the first time, when the aircraft
is still in front of the waypoint. Here, setting the altitude reference to the descent
slope is necessary to avoid step changes in the reference which may disturb the current
tracking of the slope (see the small blue region in Figure 6.10a).

(a) Spiral-down logic.

(b) Final approach definitions and
go-around logic.

Figure 6.10: Descent and landing logic with contingencies.

Tracking an inertially defined descent path with a high-lift vehicle is challenging when
thermal updrafts or turbulence are present. In addition, altitude controllers for solarpowered UAVs such as AtlantikSolar are usually only loosely tuned to allow a smooth
throttle behavior and thus efficient cruise. To guarantee good vertical tracking during
landing a separate set of TECS tuning parameters was thus implemented. For altitude
loop aggressivity the height rate feed-forward gain kḣ was increased significantly, the
ff
throttle time constant τT was set approximately an order of magnitude lower, and
the integral gain kI was increased in the landing parameter set to quicken altitude
offset regulation. Further, engaging spoilers during descent was required to increase
the glide-slope angle. Despite the more aggressive tuning, strong gusts and updrafts
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can still cause excessive tracking offsets. Especially during the final approach, it
is important to include contingencies if the aircraft is not heading for the desired
landing point. We, therefore, implemented go-around logic during the final approach
phase in the event either lateral or vertical track error tolerances, elattol and ∆hGA ,
respectively, are exceeded. The process diagrams shown in Figure 6.8 detail the goaround logic and Figure 6.10b shows the final approach definitions pictorially. Further,
roll limitations are set as a function of altitude (above ground) in all conditions to
avoid tip-strike. Note symbols vapp and vland are the airspeed setpoints (typically the
same value) for the landing approach and flare, respectively.
Altimetry
GPS, without the use of differential GPS (D-GPS), does not provide the level of
altitude accuracy necessary for autonomous precision landing (including altitudedependent flaring and motor shutoff) with small solar-powered UAVs. Another solution is the use of laser-altimetry. We employ a compact and lightweight LIDAR
altimeter5 with up to 40 m range that is integrated into AtlantikSolar’s fuselage pointing nadir. The LIDAR, which consumes approximately 1.5 W, is switched-off during
nominal operation and only turned-on when beginning the landing procedure. The
sensor’s reliable range starts at ca. 25 m. A typical final approach altitude for AtlantikSolar is happ = 18 m. We therefore limit use of the LIDAR measurements for
terrain estimation to the final approach, where roll and pitch angles typically remain
small enough to approximate altitude above ground. A simple outlier rejection is used
to handle erroneous sensor measurements, and a timeout on previous “valid" measurements is used for abort criteria. Specifically, if the sensor either gives no measurement
(sensor fault) or erroneous measurements (a deviation of greater than some threshold
from the last value) for some time, the final approach is aborted and a go-around is
initiated.

3.3 Thermal Updraft Exploitation Applied to Solar-Powered UAVs
The exploitation of thermal updrafts is a well-known method to extend aircraft flight
endurance and range. The origins of manned thermal soaring date back to the
1930s [167]. Autonomous soaring was only suggested by Wharington [174] much more
recently. Wharington adapted the simple heuristic rules for piloted soaring by Reichmann [132] with gain-scheduling approaches trained through reinforcement learning.
He was also the first to suggest the combination of autonomous thermal soaring with
solar-powered flight. Allen [4, 5] formulated a comprehensive altitude-dependant bellshaped thermal model, developed the well-known centroid method and provided first
extensive flight results for autonomous thermal soaring. Edwards [38, 39] refined
Allen’s batch method with the simultaneous iteration method. The computations
were performed on a ground-based computer, but up to five hour long soaring flights
were shown in a cross-country soaring challenge against manual RC-glider pilots. Recursive filtering approaches that can handle the non-linearities of thermal estimation
5
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were introduced through a lightweight Kalman filtering method [51] and a more general particle filter approach [12]. All these approaches share certain observability
issues, i.e. they need to estimate several quantities (thermal strength, radius, latitude
and longitude) from only a single measurement: The local updraft speed w. Authors
have therefore suggested to integrate updraft field gradient information. Fonseka [41]
actively used the roll acceleration. Li [81] employed the heading angle offset caused
when entering the thermal to determine the initial loitering direction, but not to
improve the estimation process itself. Bower [17] introduced the roll moment measurement into the estimation problem, but do not answer how to measure the roll
moment in flight. None of this work has deployed and analyzed a roll moment based
estimation scheme in actual flight tests.
The following sections implement a novel lightweight, Kalman filtering based approach
for autonomous thermal updraft tracking into the well-known Pixhawk autopilot. Our
main research contributions are: First, we present an end-to-end method to integrate
the thermal-induced roll moment. This additional measurement improves the problem’s observability and is especially suitable for solar-powered UAVs due to their
usually high wingspan. We provide the first analysis of the approach’s performance
based on actual flight results. Second, we extend the local updraft speed measurement with a term that considers the load factor nz and thus the increased sink rate
during turns. Third, 20 years after Wharington [174] first highlighted the benefits of
combining autonomous soaring techniques with solar-powered flight — especially to
enable perpetual flight applications — this paper marks the first field deployment of
such kind.

3.3.1 An Extended Thermal Model
The updraft model is based on the commonly used mathematical representation of
a single thermal updraft found in [51, 174]. A thermal updraft at time step k is
represented through its state vector
Xk = [W R rn re ]T ,

(6.1)

where W represents the thermal’s maximum or core updraft velocity, R the thermal
radius, and rn and re are the position of the thermal relative to the aircraft in northand east-direction (Figure 6.11). The thermal dynamics presented by Hazard [51]
have been extended to account for the effects of wind: The thermal is assumed to be
a thermal tube that starts at a fixed location on the ground and drifts along with the
wind as altitude increases. Combining aircraft movement and wind drift, the thermal
dynamics in the aircraft-relative coordinate system are





0
0

Xk = f (Xk−1 ) = Xk−1 + −vn + vnwind ·



−ve + vewind ·

vd
vd,th
vd
vd,th

 · ∆t .


(6.2)
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North

γ1
ψ

γth

r

rn

re
p

Thermal (strength W, radius R)

East
Earth-fixed inertial frame

Figure 6.11: Coordinate systems and horizontal thermal geometry.

Here, vn , ve and vd represent the components of the aircraft ground velocity vector
and vnwind and vewind represent the wind vector components (direction where the air is
flowing to) in the inertial North East Down (NED) reference frame. The variable vd,th
corresponds to the vertical velocity of the whole thermal structure (so usually vd,th < 0
because the thermal structure ascends). It is implemented as a parameter because its
magnitude is not necessarily equal to the updraft core velocity W . Finally, the updraft
speed distribution within the thermal is assumed to be normally distributed:


w(rn , re ) = W · e

2

2

r +r
− n 2e
R


.

(6.3)

The local updraft
p speed w and the resulting updraft gradient dw/dr are shown versus
rn2 + re2 in Figure 6.12. Note that we do not include a sink term in the
the radius r =
model because calculating the average sink speed requires solving the vertical air mass
conservation equation, which in turn requires knowledge of the updraft distribution
over the full area and not only that of a single thermal.
The non-uniform updraft velocity distribution in a common thermal induces a moment around the aircraft pitch- and roll-axes. The influence of the latter is easier
to determine because of, first, the high aspect ratio wings and thus larger lever arm
found on typical soaring aircraft and, second, the fact that the pitch dynamics are
frequently manipulated by the autopilot to control the airspeed. This paper therefore
focuses on the roll moment induced by a thermal. It is retrieved by integrating over
the non-uniform pressure distribution change ∆p(b) along the span-wise position b
due to the thermal updraft

Z

B/2

Lth = −

∆p(b)cwing b db

(6.4)

−B/2

1 dcL dw
=−
(W, R, rn , re )ρvair cwing
2 dα db
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=−

1 dcL dw
(W, R, rn , re )ρvair cwing B 3 .
24 dα db

(6.6)

Here, B is the wing span and cwing is the wing chord length. To expand Eq. (6.4)
2 ∆c (b) where ρ is the air density and ∆c is
we use the relationship ∆p(b) = 21 ρvair
L
L
the local lift coefficient change. The dependence of the lift coefficient on the angle of
attack α can (in normal cruise flight and thus at sufficiently small α) be linearized
L · ∆α(b). The wing or aircraft lift-curve slope dcL can be
such that ∆cL (b) = dc
dα
dα
determined from standard aerodynamics literature [121, 131] or through aerodynamic
modeling tools6 . To retrieve ∆α(b), we (again for small α) note that the updraft
speed ∆w(b) causes a change in local α according to Figure 6.13a. If B  R, which is
always the case for thermals that are large enough to be exploitable by a specific UAV,
then ∆w(b)  vair (for the AtlantikSolar UAV in Figure 6.12, max(∆w) = 0.077 m/s
and vair ≈ 9 m/s) and thus tan(∆α(b)) ≈ ∆α(b) = ∆w(b)/vair . Furthermore, it is then
permissible to linearize the updraft distribution such that ∆w(b) = dw
·b. Substituting
db
these relationships, rearranging and then executing the integration over the wing span
(see Figure 6.13b) yields Eq. (6.6).

Figure 6.12: Model representing a thermal updraft with W = 3 m/s and R = 120 m.
Thermals with these characteristics are typical at low altitudes above ground and European
latitudes in summer. Left: Isometric view of the updraft velocity w(rn , re ). Right: Local
updraft speed w(r) and updraft gradient dw/dr.

All terms of Eq. (6.6) except for the updraft distribution gradient dw/db are independent of the thermal state. As shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.13, dw/db depends both on
the thermal state and aircraft attitude (yaw angle ψ and roll angle φ). It is retrieved
by calculating the gradient of Eq. (6.3) along the wing span:


dw
dw
2W
=−
cos(φ) sin(γth ) = 2 e
db
dr
R

2

2

r +r
− e 2n
R


cos(φ) [cos(ψ)re − sin(ψ)rn ] .

(6.7)

Here, γth = γ1 − ψ = arcsin( rre ) − ψ is the horizontal angle between the aircraft
longitudinal axis and the thermal center. Using the vector cross product between
6

E.g. XFLR5, available at http://www.xflr5.com.
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a)

b)
vair

Δw(b)
Δα(b)

Δw(b)
ф
b

B/2

Figure 6.13: Left: Angle of attack change ∆α(b) due to the thermal-induced local updraft
velocity ∆w(b). Right: Rear-view of the aircraft and the assumed linear distribution of
∆w(b) along the wing. The aircraft is in a clockwise turn around a right-hand sided thermal.
In this example, Lth is thus negative.

aircraft yaw and thermal direction we can find the alternative expression
sin(γth ) =

1
(cos(ψ)re
r

− sin(ψ)rn ) ,

(6.8)

which together with the evaluated dw
results in Eq. (6.7). Note that the trigonometric
dr
terms are not a function of the thermal state anymore, thus avoiding the otherwise
cumbersome differentiation in the implementation of the EKF update (Section 3.3.3).
Combining Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7), we retrieve the final form of the expected induced
roll moment in a thermal


Lth = −

1 dcL
W
ρvair cwing B 3 2 e
12 dα
R

2

2

r +r
− n 2e
R


cos(φ) [cos(ψ)re − sin(ψ)rn ] .

(6.9)

3.3.2 Thermal Sensing Onboard the Aircraft
Local updraft speed sensing
The estimation of the local updraft speed w is based on the total specific energy
ε = E/mg = h + v2/2g. Defining the vertical speed vz = −vd as positive upward for
simplicity, the aircraft change in total specific energy is
ε̇ = vz +

v̇v
.
g

(6.10)

In contrast to existing literature (e.g. [51]), we are not just interested in determining
the location of the thermal center (where ε̇ has a maximum), but we require a physically correct estimate of w and thus W to later infer the induced roll moment Lth .
Therefore, this paper extends existing approaches by adding a correction term for the
expected sink rate to retrieve the measured 7 local updraft speed
ŵ = ε̇ˆ − vz (vair , nz , uthr ) .

(6.11)

Here, vz (vair , nz , uthr ) represents the expected aircraft vertical velocity caused by drag
minus propulsion system contributions. It is visualized in Figure 6.14. To identify
7
This paper always applies the ∧-superscript to highlight that the quantity is — in that specific
context — a measurement.
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the vair -dependency, i.e. the well-known aircraft sink curve, the sink rate is measured
min ,v nom and v max
in calm air at three different airspeeds (the default parameters vair
air
air
of the Pixhawk autopilot) and then interpolated to retrieve vz (vair ) in later flights.
The load factor nz correction accounts for higher drag in maneuvering- or turningflight (such as during thermal centering) where the roll angle φ causes a load factor
nz = 1/ cos(φ) under a coordinated turn assumption. The expected vz at airspeed
vair and load factor nz is derived in Appendix A and results in



3/2

vz (vair , nz ) = nz vz

vair
√
nz


,

(6.12)

where vz (vair ) is the vertical speed from the sink curve evaluated at nz = 1. To correct
for throttle effects, we again use standard Pixhawk parameters to perform a simple
nom ) = 0
piecewise linear correction of vz . The parameters are specified such that vz (vair
nom ) = v max at umax . Our approach crudely approximates the
at ucruise
and
v
(v
z air
thr
climb
thr
strong non-linearities of the throttle to climb-rate response visible in Figure 6.14.
Depending on uthr , we apply one of the following expressions to retrieve the final
vz :

(
vz (vair , nz , uthr ) =

uthr
ucruise
thr
cruise
max · uthr −uthr
vclimb
cruise
umax
−u
thr
thr

nom ) ·
vz (vair , nz ) − vz (vair

if uthr ≤ ucruise
thr

vz (vair , nz , ucruise
)+
thr

if uthr > ucruise
.
thr
(6.13)

max
vclimb

vz @uthr =0
vz @uthr =0
vz @uthr =ucruise
thr
max
v z @uthr =u thr

max
uthr

1.2

vz [m/s]

0.8

cruise
uthr

0.4

v nom
air

-0.5
min
v air

-0.6

0
-0.4

-0.4

v

max
air

-0.7

-0.8
1
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nz [g]
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Figure 6.14: The proposed aircraft sink rate model, i.e. the expected vertical speed vz as
a function of airspeed vair , load factor nz and throttle uthr visualized exemplarily for the
AtlantikSolar UAV8 . The colored surface shows vz at uthr = 0 %, the blue and red lines
max
indicate vz at unom
thr and uthr respectively.

8
max
min
nom
max
m
For AtlantikSolar we set unom
= 9.6 m/s, vair
=
thr = 40 %, uthr = 61 %, vair = 8.2 /s, vair min
13.5 m/s and measure corresponding sink rates at uthr = 0 and nz = 1 of vz (vair
) = −0.36 m/s,
nom
max
vz (vair
) = −0.33 m/s and vz (vair
) = −0.77 m/s.
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Induced roll moment sensing
The uncoupled, 1-DOF aircraft rotational dynamics [131] about its longitudinal (x-)
axis are mainly governed by the moment of inertia Ixx , the roll angle φ, the roll rate
and acceleration p and ṗ, and the aileron deflection uail . When the roll motion is
linearized about the trimmed flight condition (φ0 = p0 = 0, uail,0 = utrim
ail ), then the
roll rate dynamics can be expressed using the first-order differential equation



Ixx ṗ = L = CLp p + CLail uail − utrim
+ Lth .
ail

(6.14)

The left-hand side represents the roll moment L. The term CLp p with CLp = δL/δp <
0 represents roll rate damping by the wing. The roll moment generated by the ailerons
is considered by the control derivative CLail = δL/δuail . Finally, Lth is the thermalinduced roll moment. The components of Eq. (6.14) can be used in different ways
to gain information about the thermal. Human glider pilots usually focus on ‘which
wing tends to be lifted’ [167], i.e. they observe φ, p and ṗ when entering the thermal
and then turn to the opposite side of the induced roll motion. For unmanned gliders,
Fonseka [41] proposes a similar technique that focuses on the thermal-induced roll
acceleration. However, atmospheric turbulence and the fact that common autopilot
IMUs only provide ṗˆ via numeric derivation of p make the roll acceleration signal
very noisy. Therefore, this paper focuses on the long-term effects of the induced roll
moment. We assume a quasi-steady state, i.e. we neglect ṗ in Eq. (6.14) — which is
valid because our autopilot constantly stabilizes the roll angle such that the average
ṗ over our long measurement horizon tends to zero — and only use the roll rate and
aileron command to measure
L̂th = −CLp p − CLail uail − utrim
ail



.

(6.15)

Given that the roll rate p is small in coordinated turns at low pitch angle, our main
indicator of Lth is uail . As an example, the thermals in Figures 6.11 and 6.13 both
induce a roll moment to the left (Lth < 0) such that the aileron attempts to stabilize
by rolling right via (uail − utrim
ail ) > 0. A central question to determine measurability
is what typical maximum Lth and thus corrective uail we can expect in a thermal.
By taking the derivative of√
Eq. (6.7) we find that the maximum updraft gradient and
thus Lth occurs at r = R/ 2. For the characteristic thermal in Figure 6.12 and our
specific AtlantikSolar UAV configuration at vair = 9.6 m/s, the maximum roll moment
|Lth | = 2.95 Nm occurs at r = 84.9 m. To convert Lth to an expected corrective aileron
action and vice-versa, the control and stability derivatives in Eq. (6.15) need to be
determined. Linear system identification methods [162] were applied to Eq. (6.14)
for that purpose because they provide good estimation accuracy and allow to identify
both CLp and CLail simultaneously and directly from flight data.9 The flight test
data needs to be carefully selected such that no thermal updrafts or winds bias the
measurements, the aircraft shall be stabilized at the steady-state attitude (e.g. φ =
9
Note that many other methods exist: First, the aileron can be modeled as a deflected flat plate
with αplate = δail , second, airfoil- and wing-simulation tools such as XFLR5 (http://www.xflr5.com)
allow a better (yet still first-order) consideration of the lift distribution along the wing, and third,
empirical methods [121, 131] that include correction factors for the wing and aileron geometry
exist. However, all these methods only provide crude initial approximations.
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const and p ≈ 0) around which Eq. (6.14) is linearized, and low-amplitude stepinputs in uail shall be used because the aileron required to correct for the thermalinduced moment is also relatively small. Using this method, we retrieve CLp =
nom . For p ≈ 0 Eq. (6.15)
−52.1 Nm and CLail = 51.1 Nm for AtlantikSolar at vair
shows that this specific UAV needs less than 6 % aileron deflection to counter the
maximum roll moment induced by the thermal of Figure 6.12. Less aileron is needed
in weaker thermals (smaller W ), larger thermals (larger R), when not flying in the
maximum updraft gradient region, or when the wings are not aligned with the updraft
gradient.
Consequently, the estimation of L̂th requires a very accurate model for utrim
ail . Moti2 we, first, consider the airspeed’s effect on trim:
vated by the proportionality FL ∝ vair
The utrim
that leads to φ = φref = 0 at uail ≈ 0 is measured in autopilot-stabilized
ail
min , v nom and v max such that utrim (v
flight at vair
air ) can then be interpolated. Second,
air
air
ail
solar-powered UAVs usually employ a small wing dihedral (only 6 ◦ on AtlantikSolar) to achieve a solar module surface that is inclined equally to the sun everywhere.
This increases the instability of the aircraft’s spiral mode such that more corrective
aileron needs to be applied inside a turn than in wings-level flight. As discussed in
Section 4.4, utrim
ail (φ) is best approximated by a sinusoidal with parameters a, b such
that overall
trim
utrim
(6.16)
ail (vair , φ) = uail (vair ) + a · sin (b · φ) .
3.3.3 Implementation
The thermal updraft tracking architecture consists of the three submodules shown in
Figure 6.15. The Measurements module and its outputs ŵ and L̂th were described
in Section 3.3.2. The State Machine module uses the local updraft speed ŵ for thermal latch/unlatch decisions. The Kalman Filter module uses both measurements to
estimate the current thermal state Xk . The whole framework is a plug-in module for
the Pixhawk autopilot, i.e. it provides the current thermal state, suggested loitering direction and radius, and a data validity flag via a publish/subscribe-pattern [87]
but does not change the higher-level guidance of the autopilot. Instead, Pixhawk’s
L1 guidance decides independently whether and how a published thermal waypoint
should be centered. Therefore, while executing standard missions (e.g. loitering, scanning or simple A → B missions) as usual, the framework can latch into a thermal to
gain altitude and return to the previous mission e.g. once the maximum altitude is
reached.
State machine
The state machine has the task to switch between the four modes CRUISE/SEARCH,
PRESOAR, SOAR and AVOIDSOAR based on the boolean variable blatch : If the local updraft velocity is larger than the user-specified limit wlatch , the altitude is below the
maximum altitude hmax minus a margin, and the aircraft is not too far away from
home, then blatch = true. Note that the latch decision uses the strongly low-pass
filtered ŵff to provide robustness against the significant noise in ŵ (e.g. to avoid
unnecessary and inefficient turning maneuvers) while the Kalman filter uses the less
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State Machine
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Figure 6.15: Architecture of the thermal updraft tracking framework.

filtered ŵf because it provides robustness against this (approximately Gaussian) noise
by design. When no thermal updraft is present, the aircraft executes its standard
mission in the CRUISE/SEARCH mode. As soon as blatch = true for Tlatch seconds10 ,
the aircraft enters PRESOAR. The Kalman Filter module is initialized and begins estimating the thermal state, however, the thermal is not actively tracked yet. The
resulting advantage is that the state uncertainty has already decreased when the aircraft begins to actively track the thermal. This is the case in the SOAR mode (where
bfollow = true), which is engaged when blatch = true for another 5 · Tlatch seconds.11
The aircraft determines the loiter direction based on the side at which the thermal
is located and actively starts loitering around the thermal center at a user-specified
radius Rloiter . If, while tracking the thermal, the aircraft exceeds the maximum allowed distance from home dmax
home , then the CRUISE/SEARCH mode is activated to fly the
aircraft back into the operating area. If ŵff is significantly below wlatch for a specified
time, then CRUISE/SEARCH is also activated to either continue the previous mission or
to search for other thermals. If the thermal updraft is however strong enough such
that the altitude h reaches hmax , then the aircraft engages the AVOIDSOAR mode. This
mode activates the spoilers and instantaneously directs the airplane back to its last
10
Table 6.3 gives numeric values for the parameters wlatch and Tlatch for medium-turbulence
conditions during a mid-European Summer day for AtlantikSolar. The values are conservatively
chosen and thus provide robustness to different atmospheric conditions. If truly optimal (e.g.
faster) switching behavior is desired, then only wlatch and Tlatch need to be adapted to the current
atmospheric turbulence, the average thermal updraft diameter, and — to a lesser extent — the
aircraft configuration.
11
min
nom seconds
Note that the SOAR mode stays active for at least Tlatched
= 0.8 · 2πRloiter/vair
because when it is activated the aircraft might have already passed the thermal center and then
needs sufficient time to turn and fly back to the thermal core.
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nominal waypoint to get out of the thermal updraft. This functionality is of significant
importance to avoid fly-aways.
Table 6.3: Parameters chosen for the thermal updraft tracking approach.

Name

Value (Sim.)

Value (Flight)

Description

vd,th
Rloiter
wlatch
Tlatch
QW
QR
Qr
Rŵ
RL̂
th
P0,W
P0,R
P0,r
X0,W
X0,R
D0

-2.5 m/s
80 m
0.6 m/s
1.5 s
(0.01 m/s)2
(0.25 m)2
(0.3 m)2
(0.2 m/s)2
(0.5 Nm)2
(2 m/s)2 (*)
(80 m)2 (*)
(140 m)2 (*)
1.5 m/s
80 m
30 m

-2.5 m/s
80 m
0.6 m/s
1.5 s
(0.01 m/s)2
(0.03 m)2
(0.2 m)2
(0.4 m/s)2
(3 Nm)2
(2 m/s)2
(80 m)2
(100 m)2
2.5 m/s
150 m
30 m

Downwards vel. of thermal bubble
Loiter radius around thermal
Latch updraft velocity
Latch time
Process covariance for W
Process covariance for R
Process covariance for rn and re
Measurement covariance for ŵ
Measurement covariance for L̂th
Initial covariance for W
Initial covariance for R
Initial covariance for rn and re
Initial state component W
Initial state component R
Long. distance to thermal on init

*Only for the UKF, P0,W = (0.5 m/s)2 , P0,R = (20 m)2 and P0,r = (30 m)2 was set.

Kalman filter
The extended Kalman filter is a well-known recursive method to estimate the state
of a system with a non-linear process- or measurement-function [171]. This section
therefore only describes the specifics of applying an EKF for thermal updraft estimation. First, the filter is initialized once a thermal is detected (i.e. the PRESOAR mode
is activated). We define the initial state X0 = [X0,W , X0,R , D0 cos(ψ), D0 sin(ψ)]T
such that the thermal is located at distance D0 (set as a function of the average thermal radius) straight ahead of the aircraft. This guarantees good observability while
the aircraft subsequently passes through the thermal. The initial covariance matrix
P0 = diag(P0,W , P0,R , P0,r , P0,r ) is assigned large individual values (see Table 6.3)
to represent the high initial thermal state uncertainty.
To propagate the thermal estimate in time, we use the process dynamics of Eq. (6.2)
and assume that these are subject to additive, uncorrelated, time-independent zeromean Gaussian noise u with process covariance matrix Q = diag(QW , QR , Qr , Qr ).
The state-prediction12 and covariance-prediction equations become

12

X˜k = f (Xk−1 )

(6.17)

P˜k = Pk−1 + Q .

(6.18)

Note that this paper always applies ‘ ˜ ’ to denote a forecasted quantity.
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Note that due to the process dynamics f (Xk−1 ) given by Eq. (6.2), the process Jacobian Jf = df /dX = I (where I is identity) and thus the covariance prediction has
the simple form in Eq. (6.18). The EKF’s update (or correction) step now corrects
the predicted state X˜k and covariance P˜k using the difference between the actual
measurement z and the expected measurement h(X˜k ) as well as the Kalman gain
Kk :


Xk = X˜k + Kk zk − h(X˜k )
(6.19)
Pk = P˜k − Kk Jh (X˜k )P˜k

(6.20)



Kk = P˜k JhT (X˜k ) Jh (X˜k )P˜k JhT (X˜k ) + R

−1

.

(6.21)

Here, we have used the definition of the on-board measurement vector
z=

h i

h

ŵ
z1
=
z2
L̂th

i

,

(6.22)

which we again assume is subject to the additive, uncorrelated, time-independent zeromean Gaussian noise v with measurement covariance matrix R = diag(Rŵ , RL̂ ).
th
The measurement expectation function h(X) is defined by
h(X) =

h

i

h

h1 (X)
w
=
h2 (X)
Lth

i

.

(6.23)

In both Eq. (6.22) and Eq. (6.23) we can use the results from the previous sections,
i.e. Eqs. (6.11) and (6.15) and Eqs. (6.3) and (6.9) respectively. The measurement
Jacobian Jh = dh/dX in Eqs. (6.20) and (6.21) can be obtained via straightforward
derivation. The analytical form of Jh is given in Appendix B.
3.3.4 Observability Analysis
To analyse the information gain of the two measurements ŵ and L̂th observability
analysis can be leveraged. Assessing the observability of non-linear systems in a formal
manner is however not trivial [159] and beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we use
a more qualitative graphical approach. Note first that if only ŵ is available, then we
rely on only a single measurement to estimate four state variables. If ŵ is measured at
a fixed location relative to the thermal core, not all states are observable at the same
time. However, measurements at different well-placed locations make the problem
observable. To determine how observable each thermal state variable is from one
specific location (instead of a full trajectory), we employ a graphical approach based
on the linearized measurement update equations: Figure 6.16 plots the measurement
Jacobian Jh used by the EKF. The Jacobian Jh is chosen because it determines
whether the state covariance Pk in Eq. (6.20) stays bounded over time, of which
observability is a sufficient condition [173]. More specifically, if Pk in Eq. (6.20) stays
bounded over time, then for Q > 0 the term ∆Pk = Pk − P˜k = −Kk Jh (X˜k )P˜k < 0
averaged over time. Plugging in Eq. (6.21) yields



∆Pk = −P˜k JhT Jh P˜k JhT + R
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Jh P˜k .

(6.24)
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Figure 6.16: Thermal observability in the form of the measurement function h(X) in
subplots a) and f) and the measurement Jacobian dh/dX in subplots b-e) and g-j) over rn
and re . High magnitudes of those quantities mean good observability. The data is plotted
for the thermal of Figure 6.12 with W = 3 m/s and R = 120 m (visualized by the green
circle), the measurement noise R of Table 6.3 and the (already somewhat converged) state
covariances PW = (0.5 m/s)2 , PR = (25 m)2 and Pr = (25 m)2 . The Lth -related subplots
f-j) are only valid for an aircraft heading north, i.e. they assume ψ = 0 ◦ . The black dashed
lines indicate hypothetical aircraft paths.

The limits of this expression are lim|Jh |→0 ∆Pk = 0 and lim|Jh |→∞ ∆Pk = −P˜k < 0
because R > 0. To reduce the estimate’s uncertainty, we therefore require a large
magnitude in Jh . A similar analysis for Eq. (6.19) shows that we also aim for Jh  0
to achieve a large Kk and thus a fast state correction p
(in the scalar case the maximum
R/P ).
Kk does however not occur as Jh → ∞ but at Jh =
With this information, we can infer from Figure 6.16 that even when only using
ŵ the observability of the state component W is high in the thermal center where
dw/dW ≈ 1. Effectively, we are directly measuring the core strength W of the plotted
typical thermal with W = 3 m/s and R = 120 m. In other words, at dw/dW = 1
a ∆W = W − W̃ = 0.4 m/s or 16 % error in the state variable already causes a
measurement deviation of ∆w √= ŵ − w = 0.4 m/s that is statistically significant
(i.e. |∆w| ≥ |σŵ | with σŵ = Rŵ from Table 6.3) when assuming a 1-σ or 68 %
confidence level. The EKF can thus easily observe and correct this error according to
Figure 6.16b: Given ∆w > 0, the EKF increases the estimated W because dw/dW > 0
in the thermal. The observability of the thermal radius R is highest at r = R, where
we have dw/dR = 0.015 (a ∆R = 26.7 m or 22 % error causes ∆w = σŵ = 0.4 m/s).
The p
observability of the position rn and re is of the same maximum magnitude at
r =
R/2 (also see Figure 6.12), but the actual observability depends not only on
the distance but also on the direction to the thermal core γth . As expected, for r  R
the Jh components decrease for all state variables and thus state estimation errors
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are not easily observable anymore.
However, even when measuring close to the thermal, paths that do not yield full
observability using only w-measurements exist. Figure 6.16a) visualizes the following
typical examples of paths that can be augmented using the Lth -measurement:
• Case A: Circular path a1 → a1 centered at the thermal core. Assume
the aircraft has perfectly encircled the thermal core t1 in Figure 6.16a.
On this path, ŵ is ambiguous in the sense that multiple combinations of
thermal-strength and -size (e.g. large R / small W or small R / large
W ) can cause this w-measurement. The Lth -measurement removes this
ambiguity because the mapping (W , R)→(w, Lth ) is unique.13
• Case B: Straight-line path b1 → b2 through the thermal core. When the
estimated thermal position is initialized at t1 , the w-measurement does
not yield any information about re because dw/dre = 0 along the path
(Figure 6.16e), and thus the respective state covariance does not decrease.
Using L̂th allows the EKF to confirm that re = 0 and to reduce the state
covariance.
• Case C: Straight-line path c1 → c2 passing by the thermal core. When
the thermal is initialized at t2 , ŵ cannot provide a unique re -estimate
(location t2 mirrored at b1 -b2 is another solution). The EKF expects
Lth = 0 (Figure 6.16f) in this situation, measures Lth < 0 because the
thermal is to the right, therefore retrieves ∆Lth = L̂th − Lth < 0 and
because dLth /dre < 0 at that location (Figure 6.16j) the EKF correctly
increases re and shifts the estimated thermal right.
• Case D: Straight-line path c1 → c2 with wrong initial thermal estimate.
Assume that, e.g. due to atmospheric turbulence, the thermal is wrongly
initialized at t3 . The fact that L̂th is negative while Lth is positive indicates that the estimated thermal lies on the wrong side of the aircraft.
However, due to the linearization of h(X) the EKF cannot benefit from
L̂th . Instead, with ∆Lth < 0 and dLth /dre > 0 (Figure 6.16j), the EKF
incorrectly shifts the thermal more to the left. This demonstrates the
drawbacks of linearization-based filters such as the EKF and UKF. Fully
non-linear filtering techniques that can return the correct solution are presented in Section 3.3.5.
Of course L̂th continuously adds information into the estimation process and not just
in these four cases. When comparing ŵ and L̂th over all regions of Figure 6.16 the absolute magnitude of their Jh -components and thus their contributions to observability
seem similar. However, this is solely a result of our assumptions: While our observability analysis is global over the shown rn - and re -range, it is local in the aircraft
parameters chosen to calculate Lth and also local in the assumed W and R. Therefore,
|wmax | ≈ |Lmax
th | cannot be generalized. In addition, the individual noise characteristics need to be considered. As shown in Table 6.3, AtlantikSolar UAV flights in typical

13
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weather yield σŵ ≈ 0.4 m/s and σ L̂th ≈ 3 Nm. The measurement deviation ∆Lth required for statistical significance is thus much higher than ∆w. Also, because ∆Pk is
inversely proportional to R in Eq. (6.24) the respective state covariance will decrease
slower for the same Jh . Overall, the analysis indicates that the Lth -measurement is —
primarily due to its noise characteristics — of slightly less overall value than ŵ. As a
secondary measurement it can however significantly augment the thermal estimation
process e.g. by resolving the ambiguities of a solely ŵ-based estimation process.
3.3.5 Simulation Results
To quantitatively assess the benefits of the induced roll moment measurement a Matlab-based simulation environment was set up. It is based on previously available
open-source work14 for EKF-based thermal tracking. In our work, it was extended
with the measurement of the induced roll moment Lth and both an unscented Kalman
filter [171] and particle filter [47]. The extended framework is also published as opensource software.15 The EKF is the standard thermal estimation approach in this paper
because it handles the measurement non-linearities in Eqs. (6.3) and (6.9) through
a computationally efficient 1st-order linearization and thus allows seamless integration on today’s low-power autopilots. However, the linearization problems discussed
in Section 3.3.4 motivated the implementation of the 2nd-order UKF and the fully
non-linear particle filter using standard Matlab-libraries. Results for these filters are
presented solely to analyze the benefits of considering higher order terms when using
L̂th , but the filters were — in the PF case due to high computational demands — not
implemented on the aircraft’s low-power autopilot.
In the simulation, the typical Gaussian thermal of Figures 6.12 and 6.16 with X real =
[3 m/s, 120 m, 0 m, 0 m] (location in global coordinates) is used. The simulated Atnom = 9.6 m/s. The initial state X and more specifically
lantikSolar UAV flies at vair
0
X0,W and X0,R were purposely assigned a noticeable offset (Table 6.3) from their
true value to allow analysis of the filter convergence. To exclude any influence of
bad tuning on the results each filter was tuned individually: First, the filter performance was tuned in open-loop mode (i.e. thermal-tracking not active such that the
aircraft trajectory and observability for each simulation are the same) over the space
max
min
max
min , Qmax ]. Then, with fixed Q, the same simula[Qmin
r
W , QW ] × [QR , QR ] × [Qr
min , P max ] × [P min , P max ] × [P min , P max ]. The performance was
tion was run over [P0,W
0,r
0,r
0,W
0,R
0,R
compared using the accumulated overall residual
ζ=

t=T i=4
real |
X
X |Xt,i − Xt,i
t=0 i=1

real
Xt,p

,

(6.25)

where t is the simulation time, i represents the i-th component, and p indicates with
which thermal parameter in X real the respective residual is normalized. We chose
p = 2 for i ≥ 2 and p = i otherwise. Comparing ζ shows that the filters yield the best
14

Released by Samuel Tabor at https://github.com/samuelctabor/Soaring_simulation.
15
Pushed to https://github.com/philipoe/Soaring_simulation and also back into the original repository (see the previous footnote).
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performance for approximately the same Q, but the UKF’s performance is optimized
at a lower P0 than for the other filters (Table 6.3). The UKF is configured with
α = 0.1, β = 2, κ = 0. The PF uses N = 5000 particles, and to avoid impoverishement of the particle set the roughening method by Gordon [47] is implemented with
K = 0.05.16 No process- or measurement-noise is applied to the internal simulation
states. The measurement covariance R is not zero, but represents a best-case estimate of a calm flight day outside. Overall, the following evaluation is not set up to
represent a typical flight day, but to demonstrate the best-case filter performance as
deterministically as possible.
Figure 6.17 shows simulation results for the test cases A, C and D of Section 3.3.4.
In Test Case A, the aircraft approaches from the bottom left and starts tracking as
soon as the thermal is detected. The purely w-measurement-based approach yields
acceptable tracking performance, but when using both the w- and Lth -measurements
the EKF centers the thermal faster and the residuals and 1-σ confidence intervals
(representing the state covariance) also converge much more quickly. In fact, when
only ŵ is used both the W - and R-residuals stay constant (with a 35 m radius error)
as soon as the thermal is centered because they are not simultaneously observable
anymore. The accumulated residuals are ζŵ ≈ 813 and ζ ŵ+L̂th ≈ 185. Test Case C
represents an open-loop (i.e. no active thermal tracking) thermal fly-by. The EKF can
directly estimate the relative thermal location using the Lth -measurement, but using
only the w-measurement it cannot deduce any information in the re -axis and therefore
falsely assumes that the thermal always lies directly ahead or behind the aircraft
(which is why the trajectory of the thermal estimate is not visible). The re -residual
and its covariance do not decrease at all, the other residuals decrease similarly fast.
An advantage with the Lth -measurement is that the aircraft can quickly turn to the
correct side. The accumulated residuals are ζŵ = 274 and ζ ŵ+L̂th = 235. Test Case D
is also an open-loop test and shows the disadvantages of the EKF’s linearization step.
We assume that the aircraft approaches from the bottom and that the thermal is (e.g.
due to turbulence) initialized on the wrong side of the aircraft. Neither the EKF nor
the UKF manage to correct this wrong initialization using L̂th , instead, the EKF even
shifts the thermal center further away from the true position because of the Jacobianproperties explained in Figure 6.16. Employing the 2nd-order UKF also does not help
given the high degree of non-linearity.17 In contrast, the particle filter succeeds to
find the true thermal position, radius and core strength. The accumulated residuals
are ζ EKF,L̂th ≈ 5900, ζ UKF,L̂th ≈ 5500 and ζ PF,L̂th ≈ 900. The test case demonstrates
that the full potential of the induced roll moment measurement can only be exploited
with a fully non-linear filtering technique such as the particle filter.
Figure 6.18 provides an overall performance comparison of the w- and w + Lth measurements for all three filters. To cover all possible ways of encountering a thermal,
the figure is based on N = 1000 runs of each filter/measurement-combination in which
16
The filter-specific parameters for both UKF and PF were either obtained from standard literature, or, if in doubt, also optimized within a specific range through running multiple simulations.
17
To show these issues with the EKF and UKF the w-measurement had to be disabled completely
(Rŵ → ∞) as it would otherwise correct and eventually allow the filters to find the true thermal
position. With the default Rŵ of Table 6.3 such a situation thus does not occur, but the L̂th -based
corrections will of course occasionally be counterproductive in an EKF/UKF.
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Figure 6.17: Estimation performance with different measurements (ŵ only, L̂th only, or
ŵ + L̂th ) and filters (EKF/UKF/PF — see top legend) in a simulation of the test cases A,
C and D of Section 3.3.4. The top plots show aircraft and estimated thermal position over
time. The middle plots show the magnitude of the state residuals, i.e. |X real − X|, and the
bottom plots contain the 1-σ (68 %) confidence intervals. Adding the induced roll moment
measurement speeds up the filter convergence in all test cases.

the aircraft starts with random initial position, heading and pre-programmed trajectory (straight lines, zig-zag, circles). However, because the thermal tracking is active
the aircraft soon begins to center the thermal. For the EKF with the w-measurement
all residuals decrease at first, but as soon as the thermal is centered sufficiently the
W - and R-residuals — as discussed before — do not decrease anymore. With the
additional Lth -measurement, the residuals decrease faster and are not subject to any
unobservability-issues. The state uncertainty of the filter is also lower. The same
qualitative result is obtained for the UKF. The particle filter shows a number of
particularities: First, in the short period after the thermal detection the residuals
converge much quicker than for the EKF and UKF because, due to the high initial
uncertainty, the PF spreads its particles over the whole four-dimensional state space
and then quickly rejects those that do not fit. However, in the long term the residual
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Figure 6.18: Thermal estimation performance with different measurements (ŵ only or
ŵ + L̂th ) and filters (EKF/UKF/PF). The figure shows the residuals |X real − X| and 1-σ
confidence intervals averaged over N = 1000 randomized runs of each filter/measurementcombination. All data is plotted from thermal detection (t = 0 s) until the first simulation
run has finished (after 100 s of simulation time). All filters converge faster if the induced
roll moment measurement is added.

convergence slows down. This is explained by the implemented particle roughening
which constantly and randomly disturbs the particles and thus also the estimated
mean. Due to the relatively large roughening constant K, the particle filter in this
paper is designed for thermal estimation robustness rather than precision. Also note
that when only using ŵ the R-estimate diverges18 . When the Lth -measurement is
added, the radius and core strength become observable again and the residuals and
the uncertainty converge satisfactorily.
Table 6.4 summarizes the thermal tracking results in the form of the accumulated
residuals ζ. When using the simulation parameter configuration from Table 6.3 and
only the w-measurement, the UKF performs slightly better than the EKF whereas
18
As an explanation, assume that in the particle weighting step the PF needs to match a ŵ =
3 m/s measurement to all thermal particles. It will give a large weight to strong close thermals
independent of their radius (see Figure 6.12), however, thermals that are further away are only
considered if they have a sufficiently large radius R to induce a large w at the aircraft’s position.
The mean radius R therefore increases. The roughening process contributes by constantly spreading
out the particles.
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the diverging R-estimate causes the highest overall residual for the PF. Adding the
induced roll moment measurement approximately reduces the accumulated residuals
by half. While the EKF and UKF show a similar overall residual19 , the particle filter
benefits most from the Lth -measurement and clearly shows the lowest accumulated
residual overall. For the higher yet more realistic measurement noise of the flight
parameter configuration the convergence is slower. The accumulated residuals are
around 5 % higher if only the w-measurement is used, and because the increase of
RL̂th between the simulation- and flight parameter sets is higher than that of Rŵ ,
the overall residuals increase by approximately 10 % for the ŵ + L̂th case. The main
conclusion from the simulation results is that if the model structure — in this case the
Gaussian thermal model — is known well, then the Lth -measurement provides very
significant potential to speed up the convergence process and to avoid ambiguities in
the thermal estimate. Due to the non-linearity in both the w- and Lth -measurements
fully non-linear estimation techniques such as a particle filter should be used if the
computation power is available.
Table 6.4: Thermal tracking simulation results in the form of the accumulated residuals
ζ. The parameter configuration can be retrieved from Table 6.3.

Measurements

Sim. parameters
EKF
UKF
PF

Flight parameters
EKF
UKF
PF

ŵ
ŵ+L̂th

1423
760

1459
808

1272
780

1850
551

1327
867

1987
653

4 Flight Results
The goal of the fully-autonomous multi-day flight presented in this section was to
test the solar-powered UAV platform and the individual technical contributions of
Section 3 under the simulated conditions of a large-scale search-and-rescue mission. To
this purpose, the AtlantikSolar AS-3 UAV was launched autonomously on July 19th
2016 at 16:31 solar time (18:02 local time) at latitude Φ = 47◦ N (Hinwil, Switzerland).
The mockup mission assumed that one or more humans got lost during an incident.
During the whole day and night the aircraft therefore performed low-altitude loiteringand scanning-patterns over the test area (confined to ca. 2 km2 by flight regulations) to
find the humans using its color- and infrared-cameras. Live-imagery was streamed to
the ground via WLAN. At the same time, the automatic human detection framework
estimated and transmitted the GPS location of the humans to the ground station
for forwarding to first-aid relief teams. The two crucial mission challenges were,
first, to fly through the night with the continuously operating SAR-payload, and
second, to guarantee fully autonomous flight in challenging environmental conditions
19
The slightly worse UKF results are unexpected, i.e. literature suggests that the UKF should
be superior to the EKF. However, the difference is small and the two filters are actually implemented differently (the EKF was implemented by hand, whereas the UKF uses the Matlab-internal
implementation), so the difference is considered to lie within the simulation uncertainty.
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during day and night. Both objectives were achieved. After crossing the night with
sufficient energetic margins, the battery recharging process was supported by enabling
autonomous updraft tracking. The aircraft landed autonomously at 18:40 solar time
(20:11 local time) on July 20th after 26 hours and 9 minutes of flight and a covered
ground distance of 869 km. Not a single pilot stick was moved during the whole flight.
The field deployment represents the first time that a low-altitude solar-powered UAV
has demonstrated perpetual endurance while operating a day/night-capable payload,
and is also the first time since suggested by Wharington [174] that an aircraft has
combined solar-electrical propulsion and autonomous thermal tracking in flight. A
video of the flight is available.20

4.1 Energetic Results
Figure 6.19 visualizes the complete 26-hour flight. The aircraft is launched in clearsky conditions at 16:31 solar time with fully charged21 batteries (SoC = 100 %).
At t = 17.81 h (all solar times unless stated otherwise), while the aircraft is in lowaltitude loitering mode, the solar power generation drops below the required level
flight power and the battery discharge begins. Sunset occurs at tss = 19.53 h. The
mean power consumption during the night (19.57 h – 28.32 h) is Pout = 61.3 W, of
which the payload consumes Ppld = 9 W (and 10 W if the RGB camera had not been
switched off). In addition, from around t = 26 h on, steady but severe winds of up to
vwind = 9 m/s force the aircraft to fly at vair ≈ 10.5 m/s instead of its power-optimal
opt
≈ 9.2 m/s. Sunrise occurs at tsr = 28.19 h. The minimum state of charge
speed vair
of SoCmin ≈ 26 % is reached at t ≈ 30.23 h (7.76 h local time) despite carrying and
operating the SAR-payload through the complete night. Due to the combined use
of solar power and autonomous thermal updraft following, the batteries again reach
%
SoC = 90 % at t90
= 36.64 h, then gradually start limiting the charging power
fc
to reduce battery wear, and finally reach SoC = 100 % at tfc = 37.87 h solar time.
Energetically-perpetual flight is thus achieved. Due to upcoming cloud cover, the
discharge on the second day starts at t = 41.45 h and thus a bit earlier than on
the first day. The charge margins are therefore only a rough estimate, but yield
90 %
Tcm
≈ 4.81 h and Tcm ≈ 3.58 h. While the autonomous thermal updraft tracking
has helped to reduce the recharging time (Section 4.4), the higher aircraft power
consumption and larger batteries lead to a significantly increased recharge time with
respect to [112]. The aircraft is landed autonomously at t = 42.66 h solar time with
SoC = 95 % and the hypothetical capability to continue the flight through another
night.
Overall, the energetic margins confirm or even slightly exceed those obtained via
our conceptual design and analysis framework in Figure 6.4 (SoCmin = 22 % and
Tcm = 3.9 h). The small errors lie within the expected uncertainty due to atmospheric
disturbances, the simplifications in our analysis framework and SoC measurement errors. As expected, the energetic margins are significantly lower than those retrieved
20

See www.youtube.com/watch?v=8m76Mx9m2nM and www.youtube.com/user/AtlantikSolar.
The full-battery launch was not planned, but the aircraft had quickly recharged its batteries
while waiting for launch.
21
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Figure 6.19: Visualization of the 26-hour continuous solar-powered search-and-rescue
model
flight of AtlantikSolar AS-3 in local solar time. The modeled solar power Psolar
is derived
from the Full Solar Power Model in [105]. The data is sampled at 3 Hz and a two-sided
moving average filter with semi window length 200 samples is applied to all data except
for the Status plot. In the status plot, the Autopilot mode flag is [0 = manual flight, 1
= assisted flight, 2 = autonomous flight] and the Auto-Soar, Spoilers and LEDs flags are
[0=OFF, 1=ON]. Note that the solar-power income drop at t = 31.31 h is due to one of the
Maximum Power Point Trackers (MPPT) failing to track the optimum solar panel voltage.

for the 81-hour flight without payload in our previous work. However, due to the payload development and the platform and flight-autonomy optimizations performed in
Section 3, the multi-day search-and-rescue flight with payload could be demonstrated
with sufficiently high energetic safety margins.

4.2 Aerial Sensing and Human Detection
Operating over the full 26 hours of the mockup search-and-rescue flight, the aerial
sensing system’s color- and infrared-camera were used for both aerial mapping and
automatic human detection. The aerial mapping results of Figure 6.20 show a reconstruction from a single circle of a loiter-path via the a) color camera during the day
and b) the infrared camera during the night. The mapping process uses the UAV’s
state estimator output to georeference the captured images and an accurate 3D repre-
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Figure 6.20: Orthomosaics in RGB taken during the day (left) and pseudo-colored thermal
images taken during the night (right). The images were recorded during one circle flown
with the AtlantikSolar UAV.

(a) The blue circles symbolize all blob detections in the IR spectrum. The red rectangles
show positive human classifications based on
the HOG/SVM-IS.

(b) The IR-detections are mapped to the visual spectrum and classified using HOG/SVMVS. Purple rectangles show the final human detections.

Figure 6.21: Output of blob and HOG detector applied to an infrared image.
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Figure 6.22: Classification results for the candidates in the infrared spectrum image (Figure 6.21). The candidates are classified as human if their classification output y is above
the threshold (red line).

sentation of the terrain is then computed using Pix4D.22 The 3D map reconstruction
is not a novelty per se and not the focus of this paper, but it is provided for completeness and to highlight the benefits of long-endurance day/night aerial sensing. In
SAR missions after landslides, earthquakes or fires these maps could easily be used to
identify the fire’s extent or obstructed roads during both day and night.
The primary focus of this section is to briefly present human detection examples and
the algorithm’s performance in flight. A sample infrared image and the corresponding
visual-spectrum image, showing three humans, is presented in Figure 6.21. The images
were recorded onboard AtlantikSolar at 100 m altitude above ground at 11:46 local
time. As described in Section 3.1.3, in the first step of the human detection pipeline
the blob detector detects potential humans in the infrared image. These detections
are visualized as blue circles in Figure 6.21a. In the second stage of the detection
pipeline, the HOG/SVM-IS is used to classify the potential humans. The corresponding threshold and classification results are shown in Figure 6.22. All detections with
a classification output higher than the threshold of 0.5 are classified as humans. The
four positive detections correspond to the four red rectangles in Figure 6.21a. In stage
three, the human detections from the infrared spectrum are mapped into the visual
spectrum, samples around the detection centers from stage two are generated and
the corresponding image patches are classified using HOG/SVM-VS. The final human
detections are shown as purple rectangles in Figure 6.21b. Overall, fusing the visual
spectrum with the infrared spectrum results in a considerable improvement. The
flight data confirms the findings of our previous publication [70], in which a detailed
quantitative analysis showed that an improvement of almost 10% in miss rate in the
relevant false positive per image (FPPI) can be achieved.

4.3 Autonomous Launch and Landing
4.3.1 Launch Results
Results from the autonomous hand-launch procedure described in Section 3.2.1 and
applied during the 26-hour flight are shown in Figure 6.23. Higher noise can be seen
22

Pix4D is a commercially available software. See http://www.pix4d.com.
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Figure 6.23: Flight data during hand-launch. Region R1 is prior to engaging the launchdetection module, R2 shows the throttle ramp-in to idling motor (uidle
thr = 100 % for AtlantikSolar) and when the hand launcher began his running start, R3 extends from start of
running until the launch itself, and R4 is post-launch.

in the x-body acceleration data during the running start (region R3), pointing to the
importance of a sufficiently high acceleration threshold. On the other hand, it can be
seen at the beginning of region R4, that the highest spike in x-body acceleration, at
launch, may not have passed the acceleration threshold.23 We observed the threshold
of 10 m/s2 to be just exceeded in most launches; setting a lower threshold risks false
detection during the running start. This motivates the additional launch-detection
metric of the airspeed threshold vthresh , which is exceeded even earlier than the actual
launch in region R3. At this point, the take-off procedure was initiated in the autopilot,
commanding level roll, and using climbout TECS logic with the small minimum pitch
TO , seen in the pitch plot.
angle command, θmin
4.3.2 Landing Results
At the end of the flight, the landing procedure described in Section 3.2.2 was implemented, starting with generation of the race-car/spiral-down landing path, and
a closely monitored descent within line-of-sight of the ground station until touchdown. The path with entrance/exit waypoints for each segment as well as the UAV’s
position and terrain estimate for the final approach are shown in Figure 6.24. Lateraldirectional (L1 -based) tracking on straight segments showed, at times, several meters
offset during the descent. Though, performance on spiral-down tracking, remained
23
Note that in all automatic launch and landing results the logging sample rate was 3 Hz due
to the limited onboard space for storing logs over the 26 hours of flight. Some higher frequency
effects could thus be missed within the data.
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Figure 6.24: Position tracking during automatic descent and landing (top view - left, 3D
view - right). In the right figure, the hter -curve (green) is the estimated terrain altitude
and href (purple) is the altitude reference generated by shifting the path (black) up by the
terrain altitude. The landing waypoint is shown in red with a touchdown radius of 10 m.

up to typical standards with less than 1 m tracking error. The discrepency in performance between curved vs. straight segments could be due to the nature of the guidance algorithm itself, suited originally for circle tracking in a nonlinear sense [125].
However, straight segment tracking during level-flight did not experience the same
steady state errors. Most likely, the degraded high-level performance during descent
is due to the roll tracking loops’ changed trim characteristics and less reactive tracking due to the deployed spoilers (see for example the sporadic roll tracking offsets in
Figure 6.25). The loop should be retuned to use a different set of gains when the
spoilers are engaged. While high-level controllers should typically remain agnostic to
low-level functionality, requiring low-level loops to perform well enough to adhere to
the hierarchical control paradigm of “sufficient low-level tracking of high-level commands“, additional improvements could be incorporated through specific L1 gains for
landing/descent or the inclusion of an integral term into the L1 algorithm.
Longitudinal tracking of the landing path also saw some offset during parts of the
descent, in this case, conversely to the lateral-directional tracking, more so during
the spiral-down segments. Again, the likely culprit, despite updated TECS gains, is
that the gain-set for the lower level CAS and SAS loops was tuned only for nominal
flight but was used for a flight regime outside of its trim condition — i.e.descent
with engaged spoilers. TECS also operates on a level-roll assumption, where spiraldown trajectories introduce effects not modeled within the controller. In Figure 6.25,
altitude tracking can be seen to have settled well during the straight segment on final
approach. However, the fast change in the landing curve during the flare portion
(starting at hfl = 1 m, t = 145.1 s), without more aggressive pitch tuning, resulted
in the aircraft continuing along the landing slope for the remaining second of flight
before touching down 10 m in front of the landing point. Finally, the importance of the
altimeter can also be seen in Figures 6.24 and 6.25, where the terrain height estimate
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Figure 6.25: Visualization of the outer loop (left) and inner loop (right) tracking behavior
during the final landing approach. Flaring just before touchdown (t = 145.8s) is shown in
the blown up superposed figure on altitude. The graphs show that despite a solar-powered
UAV’s challenging flight dynamics and susceptibility to horizontal and vertical gusts, a
tracking behavior that allows safe autonomous landings can be achieved.

hter measured the ground a couple meters higher than the original home waypoint
altitude would have predicted. The discrepancy was likely due to GPS-altitude error,
commonly within 4 m, though slight rises or falls in terrain from the point near the
ground station where the home waypoint altitude is initialized are also often present.
Further, the propeller spin-up seen in the throttle curve at t = 136 s is due to the
LIDAR’s measurement of a slight increase in terrain height (some small bushes) at the
edge of the landing strip. Overall, despite minor performance degradation in position
tracking during descent, our current configuration allowed precise autolanding within
10 m of the target point. It is expected that integration of the additional functionalities
discussed in this section, particularly flight-regime specific low-level tuning, would
improve both precision and accuracy further, especially in lateral tracking.

4.4 Thermal Updraft Following
The autonomous thermal updraft tracking described in Section 3.3 was enabled at
10:24 local solar time during the second day of the 26-hour SAR demonstration mission (Figure 6.19). The aircraft performed constant-altitude loitering while taking
advantage of the thermal updrafts that developed over noon and afternoon using
the flight parameters in Table 6.3. Thermal tracking was active for 4.9 h until 17:19
local solar time. The algorithm latched into 26 detected updrafts and was able to
perform 16 climbs24 with an altitude gain of ∆h > 50 m.25 The average and max24
A perceived thermal in Figure 6.19 can contain multiple climbs (e.g. the large thermal at
t = 36.5 h contains four climbs of ∆h > 50 m).
25
For AtlantikSolar, this represents a no-motor glide time of ca. 2 minutes.
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imum altitude gain per climb were ∆hmean = 88 m and ∆hmax = 178 m (in the
large thermal at t = 36.5 h). The UAV climbed in thermals for 1827 s and accumulated 1406 m of unpowered total altitude gain while continuing its loitering mission.
Note that the altitude gain per climb was limited by the stringent maximum altitude
limit hmax applied because of both camera ground resolution requirements and local
airfield restrictions. This altitude limit was reached seven times, in which case the
aircraft engaged its spoilers automatically and unlatched from the thermal (see also
Figure 6.26), but consequentially left a significant part of the strong thermals that
brought it up to hmax unused. Overall, inside a thermal the average climb rate was
v̂z = 0.77 m/s and the average updraft speed was ŵ = 1.20 m/s. The maximum climb
speed and updraft speed averaged over one single thermal were v̂z = 1.32 m/s and
ŵ = 1.65 m/s (thermal at t = 36.5 h). These four values seem low for a mid-summer
day at the given latitude. However, the thermals were generally weak (v̂z < 1 m/s) in
the morning and afternoon, and even over noon the aircraft climb speed measurement

Figure 6.26: Top-view (top) and side-view (bottom) of the aircraft trajectory (black
dotted-, solid-, dashed-lines represent SEARCH/CRUISE-, PRESOAR/SOAR-, AVOIDSOAR-mode respectively) and estimated thermal center trajectory (green) in autonomous updraft tracking. The labels indicate the time in seconds. The aircraft trajectory color represents the
local updraft velocity ŵf . The colored surface is retrieved from spatial interpolation of ŵf .
The blue arrow represents wind speed and direction.
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is mostly v̂z < 2 m/s and contains no indication that any strong consistent updrafts
with W > 2.5 m/s were present. Nevertheless, overall the thermal tracking allowed
1.45 h of unpowered (uthr = 0) flight — about 32 % of the total time in which thermals were tracked autonomously. Unfortunately, these performance metrics for the
active thermal tracking cannot be compared in a quantitative way against passive
thermal compliance flights as for example the 81-hour [112] and 28-hour [109] flights.
In general, the thermal updraft situation varies too significantly from day to day to
draw reliable performance conclusions, and in addition both the aircraft configuration
and environment for the aforementioned flights were different.
To allow an in-depth thermal tracking analysis, Figure 6.26 shows the aircraft- and
thermal-trajectories in a single thermal climb and Figure 6.27 visualizes the corresponding measurements, states and state covariances. Note that this specific thermal
was not part of the 26-hour flight but from a later flight at a different airfield: As
this airfield allowed for a larger altitude band (hmax – hmin ), the filter had more time
to converge and thus a better analysis of the tracking algorithm’s convergence can be
performed. During t = [0, 106] s, the aircraft performs a standard constant-altitude
loitering mission in SEARCH/CRUISE mode. Both v̂z and ŵf indicate downdrafts and,
through their fluctuations, also the high level of atmospheric turbulence that makes
the multi-step low-pass filtering of the updraft speed (unfiltered ŵ, mildly filtered ŵf ,
and heavily filtered ŵff ) necessary. At t = 90 s the aircraft approaches an updraft,
and the increase of ŵff triggers the PRESOAR mode at t = 106 s. The Kalman filter
initially estimates the thermal center north of the aircraft. After verifying the latching conditions it activates the SOAR mode at t = 113 s and engages into a left-turn.
The turn however leads the aircraft into a region of lower ŵf , and the EKF therefore
correctly shifts the estimated thermal center south. Note that despite the first part
of the unlatch condition (ŵff < 1/4wlatch for 5 · Tlatch ) being fulfilled at t = 130 s, the
tracking algorithm does not unlatch, i.e. it provides robustness against wrong initial
min ) shown in Figure 6.15.
estimates through the second condition (Tlatched > Tlatch
The interplay of the autopilot following the estimated thermal center towards the
south and the increasing ŵf there leads to a quick convergence of the thermal position. At t = 175 s, the algorithm has lead the aircraft into the vicinity of the thermal
core where v̂z ≈ 1.3 m/s at ŵf ≈ 1.6 m/s. The EKF’s prediction error or innovation
(see Eq. (6.19)) is low and the state uncertainty (represented as 1-σ confidence bounds
in Figure 6.27) has decreased significantly. As a result, the EKF now also predicts the
induced roll moment well: Over t = [175 s, 293 s] we on average predict Lth = 0.77 Nm
and measure L̂fth = 0.61 Nm. A significant amount of noise that motivates the choice
of σ L̂th = 3 Nm in Table 6.3 is however present due to turbulence and the neglected
roll acceleration in Eq. (6.15). In the context of Eq. (6.2) it is also visible that the
horizontal thermal shift over time and altitude aligns with the wind vector vwind .
However, the available data does not permit a final conclusion on whether this is
due to wind shift or just a result of the estimation process. Finally, after a climb
of 189 s the aircraft reaches the user-specified altitude limit hmax . It consequentially
deploys its spoilers and unlatches from the thermal by engaging the AVOIDSOAR mode.
After gaining ∆h = 259 m (enough for a 13 minute unpowered glide) using its autonomous thermal updraft tracking functionality, the aircraft automatically returns
to its loitering circle and continues its aerial sensing mission.
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Figure 6.27: Current updraft tracking mode (0=CRUISE, 1=SEARCH, 2=PRESOAR, 3=SOAR,
4=AVOIDSOAR), measurements, estimated thermal state, uncertainty in the form of the 1σ (68%) confidence intervals and aircraft states during the autonomous tracking of the
thermal updraft in Figure 6.26. The data was recorded at 3 Hz. Note that L̂fth is the
roll moment measurement used on-board the aircraft, and L̂ff
th is further low-pass filtered
a-posteriori (using a two-sided moving average filter with semi window length 100 samples)
to allow direct comparison to Lth .

The quantitative assessment of the filter convergence improvements due to the induced
roll moment Lth cannot be performed using the state residuals (as in Section 3.3.5)
because no ground truth data exists. Instead, the effect is assessed more qualitatively
by comparing measurements and measurement residuals from flights inside and outside
of thermals: Figure 6.28 plots the required aileron command uail to keep the reference
roll angle φref inside a turn (left) and the expected and measured induced roll moments
Lth and L̂th (right). To take the strong noise and different environmental conditions
into account, the data is averaged over seven AtlantikSolar flights that contain nine
sufficiently large and distinct thermal updrafts (six to the left and three to the right
of the aircraft). For every thermal, we first wait for filter convergence and thermalcentering such that Lth can be estimated from the state X reliably, and then only
the remaining interval until h ≥ hmax is used (e.g. t = [175 s, 293 s] in Figures 6.26
and 6.27). The 969 seconds of data in which the filter is converged comprise ∆h =
1053 m altitude gain. The comparison data stems from 20 h of flight in calmer air
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without thermal updrafts. The required aileron command uail in Figure 6.28 (left)
confirms Section 3.3.2, i.e. the low dihedral does indeed make AtlantikSolar unstable
around the roll axis and requires to apply the aileron trim equation (Eq. (6.16),
visualized by the black sine wave) to counteract the tendency to lean into the turn
— both inside and outside of thermals. Second, the aircraft clearly requires less
counteractive aileron while loitering around a thermal, an effect that is caused by the
thermal-induced roll moment. Averaged over both left- and right-turns, 1.5 % less
counteractive aileron are required. As expected, this is less than the maximum of
6 % calculated for the typical thermal in Section 3.3.2. While subject to significant
noise due to atmospheric turbulence, the Lth -plots in Figure 6.28 (right) show that
the aileron-trim works: When not in a thermal the average L̂th is very close to zero,
right
i.e. it is only L̂left
= −0.01 Nm when averaged separately for
th = 0.04 Nm and L̂th
left- and right-turns. Inside thermals, the induced roll moment is clearly visible again.
right
The respective measurements are L̂left
= −0.65 Nm. Averaged
th = 0.47 Nm and L̂th
over both left- and right-turns the thermals thus cause an induced roll moment of
|L̂th | = 0.56 Nm that can be exploited to improve the thermal estimation process.
However, this L̂th amounts to only 40 % of the |Lth | = 1.41 Nm expected by our
framework.26

Figure 6.28: Roll behavior and induced roll moment in AtlantikSolar flight testing:
Aileron command uail (where uail > 0 indicates a roll-right command) vs. roll angle φ
(left) and induced roll moment Lth vs. roll angle (right). The raw data is recorded while
the aircraft tracks different roll angle references φref outside of thermals (grey) and with an
estimated thermal on its left (cyan) and right (green) side. The solid lines represent a fit
to the raw data according to the trimming relationship in Eq. (6.16). The dotted lines are
piece-wise averages that are calculated separately for thermals to the left and right side of
the aircraft. The plots clearly indicate that the roll moment induced by a thermal exists,
but is weaker than expected.

26
This measurement residual of course only persists because the noise in L̂th required to chose
a high RL̂
and the results thus resemble an open-loop filtering approach with respect to Lth .
th
However, for perfect aircraft-parameter and thermal-model knowledge we still expect that the wmeasurement causes limt→∞ ∆Lth = 0. This is clearly not the case here.
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Figure 6.29 provides further details by plotting the measurements and states as a function of the distance r to the estimated thermal core. The induced roll moment is again
clearly visible but is subject to significant deviations from its mean. Averaged over r
right
we retrieve L̂left
= −1.05 Nm for thermals on the aircraft’s left
th = 1.10 Nm and L̂th
and right side respectively. This represents 78 % of the expected induced roll moments
right
Lleft
= −1.40 Nm and confirms that the induced roll moment
th = 1.36 Nm and Lth
is weaker than predicted. A first explanation may be that the assumed Gaussian
updraft speed distribution is a significant simplification. The gradient-based induced
roll moment measurement is of course very sensitive to errors in this distribution,
which is a general drawback of the proposed method. However, in this particular case
Figure 6.29 (top) shows that the average ŵ over the nine thermals does fit a Gaussian
distribution with W = 2.3 m/s and R = 100 m very closely. Another potential reason
are errors in the prediction- and measurement-parameters of Eqs. (6.9) and (6.15).
We expect only minor errors in C Lail and C Lp because they stem from system idenL neglect a) the
tification processes. However, the methods proposed to calculate dc
dα
non-linearities of the lift-curve at the high αnom of our solar-powered UAV and b)
L over the wing and thus neglect e.g. that the additional
calculate only the mean dc
dα
lift ∆cL due to ∆w may at the wing tips be reduced due to wing tip vortices. Third,
the data from the nine analyzed thermal updrafts may — given the high- and lowfrequency noise in L̂th — not even be enough to allow a final conclusion on the exact
magnitude of the induced roll moment. More specifically, the small admissible hmax
limits the time t available for filter convergence and results in state estimate X errors
that can cause equivalent errors in Lth . The flights were also performed at low altitude for which thermals are not fully developed yet [4]. To remedy these issues, longer
flights at higher altitudes are required. The corresponding w-measurements can then
3
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Figure 6.29: Estimated thermal states (W ,R), measurements (v̂z ,ŵ,L̂th ) and predictions
(Lth ) vs. the current estimated distance r to the thermal core. The data is averaged over
nine different thermal updrafts. The lower figure shows the induced roll moment separately
for left- and right-turns around thermals. The dashed red line represents a fit to ŵ using
Eq. (6.3) with W = 2.3 m/s and R = 100 m. The plots show that the updraft speed
measurements match the assumed updraft speed distribution closely. The thermal-induced
roll moment is again visible, however, it is subject to significant measurement noise.
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be used to verify and potentially fit more elaborate updraft speed distribution models
L.
[4] and the Lth -measurements can be used to correct dc
dα
To conclude, on one hand, the induced roll moment measurement leads to much faster
filter convergence and is thus highly advantageous if good aircraft- and thermalmodels are available. The induced roll moment has been demonstrated to exist in real
flights and can be exploited for updraft tracking. Our thermal estimation framework
allows the end-to-end integration of this Lth -measurement in flight. On the other
hand, the approach assumes a high-fidelity aircraft model and is thus mostly suited
for advanced users. Due to its gradient-based nature, the Lth -measurement is sensitive
to errors in the updraft distribution model and to turbulence — which together result
in noticeable noise. The flight tests show that the magnitude of the Lth -measurement
is lower than predicted. Further flight campaigns to better identify uncertain aircraft
parameters and the thermal updraft distribution are suggested. Because of these factors, the induced roll moment measurement should mainly be employed as a secondary
measurement that extends the primary updraft speed measurement by resolving its
demonstrated ambiguities.

5 Conclusion
This paper has presented and assessed the technological contributions that have
enabled the first-ever fully-autonomous perpetual endurance flight of a small solarpowered UAV with a day/night-capable sensing payload. In the context of a 26-hour
long search-and-rescue mockup mission it is demonstrated that, first, the developed
sensing system and algorithms can detect humans automatically and reliably during day and night despite stringent weight- and power-requirements from the UAV
platform. Second, the solar-powered UAV platform optimizations have allowed to
achieve this day/night flight with payload with sufficient energetic margins. Third,
despite the challenging flight characteristics of solar-powered UAVs, this paper has
extended existing functionality for autonomous launch and landing and applied it
to a perpetual-flight-capable solar-powered UAV for the first time. Fourth, an autonomous thermal updraft tracking framework that allows the end-to-end integration
of the thermal-induced roll moment has been formulated and implemented on the aircraft’s low-power autopilot. The main Lessons Learned in each of these areas are:
• Payload development and platform optimization: Despite recent technological advances in batteries and solar cells, energetic considerations are
still dominant if perpetual flight with payload shall be achieved. Day/night
sensing operations as demonstrated in this paper still always require, first,
the use of lightweight but even more importantly power-saving payloads
and, second, the explicit optimization of the UAVs battery system to that
payload.
• Automatic launch and landing: The highly optimized aerodynamic design
of solar-powered UAVs inherently comes with a susceptibility to environmental factors such as gusts or thermal updrafts. These disturbances
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cannot easily be predicted and, as seen multiple times during the extensive flight testing for this paper, often also cannot be corrected in time
due to the slow dynamics of solar-powered UAVs. Every automatic launch
and landing framework for solar-powered UAVs thus requires comprehensive safety checks and contingency measures (e.g. go-around functionality
during landing if safety-tolerances are exceeded) as detailed in this paper.
• Autonomous thermal updraft tracking framework: Due to their efficient
aerodynamics, solar-powered UAVs can greatly benefit from autonomous
updraft tracking algorithms. Their usually large wing span also allows
them to benefit more than other UAVs from fusing the thermal-induced
roll moment measurement L̂th . The simulations performed for this paper
clearly demonstrate the benefits of using L̂th and flight tests prove that
the effect exists in reality. However, the effect is weaker than expected and
subject to significant noise. The Lesson Learned is that the updraft speed
should remain the primary measurement, but it should be augmented with
the induced roll moment as a secondary measurement.
All combined, the contributions in this paper have allowed a 26-hour aerial sensing
flight in which the safety pilots did not need to touch the control sticks once. The
individual technical contributions of this paper are considered core functionality to
guarantee ease of use, effectivity and reliability in future multi-day aerial sensing
operations with small solar-powered UAVs.
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Appendix
A Derivation of Load-factor Correction
We designate the measured aircraft sink-curve or descent-rate in level flight with
1 g vertical acceleration as vd (vair )28 . Let’s assume our current flight condition is
n0 = 1 at the fixed airspeed vair,0 and descent rate vd,0 = vd (vair,0 ). Then, the
lift force FL = mg where m is the total aircraft mass and g is the gravitational
27

A list of project partners is available at http://www.atlantiksolar.ethz.ch/?page_id=187
For the following derivation, the index 0 represents a specific value not yet corrected for load
factor, the index 1 represents a specific value that is corrected for load factor, and without index
a variable represents a general functional relationship.
28
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constant. Combining the standard lift- and drag-force equilibrium equations and
FD = PD /vair = mgvd /vair (where PD is the power loss to drag) we can formulate
cL (vair ) =

2FL
2mg
=
2 S
2 S
ρvair
ρvair

(6.26)

cD (vair ) =

2mgvd (vair )
2FD
=
,
2 S
3 S
ρvair
ρvair

(6.27)

where ρ is the air density and S is the wing area. In other words, we have converted
the sink curve vd (vair ) which is specific to the n = 1 level-flight condition to a cD (cL )
relationship that is an aerodynamic characteristic of the wing and valid for every
aircraft mass or load factor. To retrieve cD,0 and cL,0 for the current airspeed we
plug vair = vair,0 and vd (vair ) = vd,0 into the right-hand side (RHS) of Eqs. (6.26)
and (6.27). Now assume the aircraft enters a coordinated turn. Our framework
assumes that the airspeed is held constant (vair,1 = vair,0 ), but then the load factor
must increase to n1 such that cL,1 = n1 · cL,0 . We plug cL,1 into the left-hand side
√
0
(LHS) of Eq. (6.26) and solve for the virtual airspeed — i.e. vair,0
= vair,0 / n1 —
for which this cL,1 occurs. Inserting this virtual airspeed into the RHS of Eq. (6.27)
yields
v
2mgvd ( √air,0
)
vair,0
n
(6.28)
cD,1 = cD ( √ ) = 
31 .
n1
v
S
ρ √air,0
n
1

We by now know both the lift- and drag-coefficient for the changed load factor. Finally,
we can retrieve the new descent rate vd,1 by plugging cD,1 (i.e. the RHS of Eq. (6.28))
into the LHS of Eq. (6.27) — but now using the actual airspeed vair,1 = vair,0 instead
0
of the virtual airspeed vair,1
— and solving for vd,1 :
vd,1 =

3
cD,1 S
ρvair,1

2mg

vair,0
3/2
= n1 vd ( √ )
n1

(6.29)

B Derivation of EKF Measurement Jacobian
We employ the already introduced r =


ζ = exp
Ω=

−

p

rn2 + re2 and in addition define

rn2 + re2
R2



1 dcL
ρvair cwing B 3 cos(φ)
24 dα

(6.30)
(6.31)

for simplicity. Using the definition of the measurement Jacobian Jh = dh/dX and
the definitions of the measurement function h(X) in Eq. (6.23) and the thermal state
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X in Eq. (6.1) we retrieve


Jh =

2ζ
R2

1 2
R
2
W r2
R


at − W rn
−W re

T

−Ω [cos(ψ)re − sin(ψ)rn ]
2

2

R −r
2ΩW
[cos(ψ)re − sin(ψ)rn ] 
R3

n (cos(ψ)r − sin(ψ)r )
ΩW sin(ψ) + 2r
e
n
R2



ΩW − cos(ψ) +

2re
(cos(ψ)re
R2

 .


(6.32)



− sin(ψ)rn )
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Abstract
Solar-powered aircraft promise significantly increased flight endurance over conventional aircraft. While this makes them promising candidates for large-scale aerial inspection missions, their structural fragility necessitates that adverse weather is avoided
using appropriate path planning methods. This paper therefore presents MetPASS,
the Meteorology-aware Trajectory Planning and Analysis Software for Solar-powered
UAVs. MetPASS is the first path planning framework in the literature that considers
all aspects that influence the safety or performance of solar-powered flight: It avoids
environmental risks (thunderstorms, rain, wind, wind gusts and humidity) and exploits advantageous regions (high sun radiation or tailwind). It also avoids system
risks such as low battery state of charge and returns safe paths through cluttered
terrain. MetPASS imports weather data from global meteorological models, propagates the aircraft state through an energetic system model, and then combines both
into a cost function. A combination of dynamic programming techniques and an A*search-algorithm with a custom heuristic is leveraged to plan globally optimal paths in
station-keeping, point-to-point or multi-goal aerial inspection missions with coverage
guarantees. A full software implementation including a GUI is provided. The planning methods are verified using three missions of ETH Zurich’s AtlantikSolar UAV:
An 81-hour continuous solar-powered station-keeping flight, a hypothetical 4000 km
Atlantic crossing from Newfoundland to Portugal, and two multi-glacier aerial inspection missions above the Arctic Ocean performed near Greenland in summer 2017. It
is shown that integrating meteorological data has significant advantages and is indispensable for the reliable execution of large-scale solar aircraft missions. For example,
while the nominal no-wind flight time across the Atlantic Ocean is 106 h, the correct
selection of launch date and flight path allows to reduce the flight time to only 52 h.
Published in:
Journal of Aerospace Information Systems (JAIS, submitted), 2017
Pre-print available at https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.10328
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1 Introduction
Motivation
Solar-powered Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) promise significantly increased flight
endurance over conventional aircraft. This greatly benefits applications such as largescale disaster relief, border patrol or aerial inspection in remote areas [27]. Research
and development of solar UAVs is ongoing in both academia [84, 172] and industry
[3, 20]. Since 2005, multiple solar aircraft have been able to demonstrate multi-day
continuous flight [19, 26, 101], with the current world record being a 14-day continuous
flight [127]. In our own work [112], we have previously shown an 81-hour continuous
solar-powered flight with the AtlantikSolar UAV (Figure 7.1) which set the current
world record in flight endurance for aircraft below 50 kg total mass.
However, all solar-powered aircraft necessarily require suitable weather conditions for
such long-endurance operations. Thunderstorms, rain and wind gusts can quickly become elementary threats to the aircraft’s integrity. Moreover, clouds and strong winds
can significantly reduce the solar power income or increase the required propulsion
power such that a landing is required. Solar aircraft, or more generally speaking all
aerial vehicles that are sensitive to weather e.g. because they are flying slowly or are
structurally fragile, therefore require careful pre-operational planning. Safe and efficient flight requires the consideration of terrain, the internal system state (e.g. battery
state of charge), and major weather phenomena (thunderstorms, rain, winds and wind
gusts, radiation and clouds). A model-based path planning framework (Figure 7.1)
allows to integrate these effects in a structured manner and is thereby able to generate
globally optimal paths for the aerial vehicle.
State of the art
Literature on path planning for solar-powered aircraft is sparse. The necessary elements (e.g. wind-dependence, sun-dependence) are only considered separately in relatively unrelated fields of research. On one hand, when focussing only on wind-aware
planning a comprehensive body of research is available. For example, Sridhar [153]
presents optimal-control based path planning in 2D winds to avoid creating condensation trails. Rubio [136] proposes evolutionary approaches and considers forecasted
3D wind fields in a large-scale Pacific crossing mission. A planner for oceanic search
missions, which employs meteorological data such as temperature and humidity to
predict icing conditions, is presented in subsequent work [137]. Chakrabarty [23]
presents a sampling-based planning method for paths through complex time-varying
3D wind fields. All these contributions focus on either fuel-powered or non-solar gliding aircraft. On the other hand, research which does incorporate solar models mostly
neglects wind and thus solves a very simplified problem. Rather theoretical approaches
are proposed: For example, Klesh [68, 69] uses optimal control techniques to generate paths maximizing the UAV’s final energy state in small-scale point-to-point and
loitering problems. The sun position is however assumed constant. Spangelo [152]
investigates optimal climb and descent maneuvers during loitering. Hosseini [58] adds
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Figure 7.1: Large-scale aerial sensing missions with solar aircraft such as AtlantikSolar
(top left) require careful planning. MetPASS, the Meteorology-aware Trajectory Planning
and Analysis Software for Solar-powered UAVs presented herein, plans optimal point-topoint and multi-goal routes that allow inspecting multiple areas of interest — for example
Arctic glaciers — in one flight. These routes are safe and efficient given the consideration
of terrain and meteorological risks such as wind, rain, thunderstorms and clouds.

sun-position time dependence, but assumes perfect clear-sky conditions instead of considering meteorological data. Dai [29] avoids the clear-sky assumption by deriving an
expected solar radiation income based on local precipitation and humidity forecasts.
The path planning problem is then solved by a Bellman-Ford algorithm. Overall, there
is no literature that covers all the system-related or meteorological aspects that can
affect solar aircraft. In addition, there is a clear lack of flight test based verification
of planning approaches.
Contributions
This paper presents the Meteorology-aware Trajectory Planning and Analysis Software for Solar-powered UAVs (MetPASS), the first path planning framework in the
literature that considers all safety and performance relevant aspects (terrain, system
state, meteorological environment) of solar-powered flight. It is able to optimize largescale station-keeping, point-to-point and multi-goal missions (Figure 7.1) and focuses
on real-world applications. The relevant contributions discussed in this paper are:
• an optimization approach that yields cost-optimal aircraft paths by combining an extended A*-algorithm for multi-goal order optimization, a Dynamic Programming (DP) based point-to-point planner and a local scan
path planner that guarantees area coverage using a simple camera model.
• a cost function for safe and efficient solar-powered flight. It considers
the terrain collision risk, system state (time since launch, battery state of
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charge, power consumption and generation) via a comprehensive energetic
model, and up-to-date global weather data (thunderstorms, precipitation,
humidity, 2D winds, gusts, sun radiation and clouds).
• a full software implementation that features ease of use through a GUI
and is optimized for computational speed via a custom-designed heuristic,
parallelization and caching. As a result, the framework allows detailed
mission feasibility analysis, pre-flight planning and in-flight re-planning.
• an extensive flight-test based verification of the planning results using
the 81-hour flight endurance record of AtlantikSolar [112], a hypothetical crossing of the Atlantic Ocean from Newfoundland to Portugal, and
two multi-goal glacier inspection missions above the Arctic Ocean near
Greenland.
The point-to-point path planning approach was already presented in our previous
work [176]. The novel aspects extended in this paper are the terrain avoidance, the
local scan path planning, the multi-goal path optimization and the flight test results.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the dynamic programming based
point-to-point path planning and the A*-based multi-goal optimization. Section 3
describes the software implementation. Section 4 presents the planning results and
the flight test based verification. Section 5 provides concluding remarks.

2 Design
MetPASS plans safe and efficient large-scale aerial inspection missions for fixed-wing
aircraft and solar-powered UAVs in particular. The MetPASS architecture is shown
in Figure 7.2. The input data is loaded first. Then, in the multi-goal mission case,
the multi-goal path planner performs the scan path optimization within each area of
interest. Using the scan paths, the inter-goal path optimization then determines the
order to visit the areas of interest. This process internally calls the point-to-point
planner to optimize the individual routes between areas of interest.

2.1 Environment-Aware Point-to-Point Path Planning
The optimization problem solved by the MetPASS point-to-point planner (Figure 7.2)
can be stated as follows: Given fixed departure and arrival coordinates, find a path
which minimizes the total cost as defined by a cost function. The departure time can
either be a fixed or free parameter. The cost function includes a term for the proximity to terrain, environmental conditions such as solar radiation or precipitation,
and aircraft states like power consumption or State of Charge (SoC). Environmental conditions are estimated based on time-varying meteorological forecast data in a
three-dimensional grid. The system model includes flight kinematics with respect to
horizontal wind, power generation through the solar modules and the power consumption of the aircraft.
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Figure 7.2: MetPASS architecture. Using input data such as meteorological forecasts,
MetPASS can calculate optimal point-to-point as well as multi-goal paths.

2.1.1 Optimization Algorithm
The optimization is based on the well-known dynamic programming [9, 11] technique
and extends the implementation by Ambühl [7] with the altitude as an additional
optimization variable. The working principle can be shown on a basic example, where
the goal is to find the shortest distance between Bell Island, Canada and Lisbon,
Portugal (Figure 7.3). In a first step a three-dimensional grid between the departure
and arrival points is generated. The grid is horizontally divided into i slices of j
vertices, and vertically into k levels. Starting from the departure node, the cost (in
this example the travel distance) to each subsequent node is calculated and stored.
Then, starting from the nodes in the third slice of the grid, the DP algorithm
di,j,k =

min
n∈slicei−1

di−1,n + ∆i,j,k
i−1,n





(7.1)

is applied to find the shortest total distance di,j,k from the departure point to each
node of the grid. This is done by minimizing the sum of the a priori known distances
di−1,n and the additional travel distance ∆i,j,k
i−1,n . A decision tree consisting of globally optimal sub routes is thus built up which finally reaches the arrival point. The
optimal path can then be extracted by going back up the tree from the arrival point.
In contrast to this simplified example with a Euclidean distance cost, the real aircraft
cost function depends on high-resolution time-varying forecast data and a comprehensive system model. Each path segment thus needs to be simulated using numerical
integration, which is a main expansion compared to Ambühl [7].
2.1.2 Cost Function
For solar-powered aircraft in particular, an optimal path is not necessarily the shortest
path, but the one with the highest probability of mission success and thus the lowest
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Figure 7.3: Exemplary route optimization from start (Canada) to goal (Portugal) on a
rectangular grid. The dynamic programming algorithm of Eq. (7.1) is applied to the grid
points i,j in horizontal and k in vertical direction (not shown). The thick red line is the
optimal path.

accumulated risk exposure. The cost function mathematically considers risk through
cost terms which can be grouped as follows:
• Flight time. This mainly becomes of importance if all other costs are small.
• Environmental costs: The environmental (or meteorological) costs indicate
an environmental threat to the airplane. This includes strong wind, wind
gusts, humidity, precipitation and thunderstorms.
• System costs: Includes SoC, power consumption and the radiation factor,
which is the ratio between current and clear-sky solar radiation and thus
indicates clouds. Flight states with low SoC, high power consumption or
low radiation factor are avoided by flying at the power-optimal airspeed
and evading clouded areas.
• Distance to terrain: Based on a Digital Elevation Model (DEM), this term
helps to avoid terrain collisions while flying in cluttered terrain. The cost
term has been extended with respect to our previous work [176].
The instantaneous flight time cost is simply the so called flight time cost factor, i.e.
Ċtime = ctime . All other costs Ċk need to be normalized to allow for a consistent
summation and weighting via
−αk
 exp ( βxkk −α
k ) − 1
k

Ċk = H sgn(βk − αk ) · (xk − αk ) ·

exp (k ) − 1

.

(7.2)

As illustrated in Figure 7.4, αk and βk define the lower threshold and the upper limit
where the generated cost is bounded. Due to the Heaviside function H(x) values
xk below the threshold generate no cost because they are not in a critical range.
Values above the limit are considered too dangerous for the aircraft and thus cause a
cancellation of the corresponding path. The exponent k determines the cost function
curvature.
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Figure 7.4: Visualization of a cost function and the parameters available to adjust its
sensitivity. The precipitation cost is shown as an example.

The accumulated overall cost for a path segment is finally calculated by summing up
all 10 costs to a total cost and integrating it over the flight time:

Z

t2 10

C=
t1

X

Ċk dt .

(7.3)

k=1

2.1.3 Meteorological Forecast Data
Accurate meteorological data is essential to plan safe and efficient paths for solar aircraft. The weather data used in MetPASS consists of the parameters in Table 7.1.
Both historical data for mission feasibility analysis and forecast data to pre-plan or
re-plan missions on site are supported. The data is obtained from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) global deterministic IFS-HRES
model (horizontal resolution of 0.125 ◦ ) or the European COSMO model (resolution
up to 2 km). Data time steps range between 1–6 hours and altitude levels between
0 m and 1600 m above mean sea level. The characteristics of all weather data sets are
Table 7.1: Forecast parameters received from the ECMWF and COSMO models.

Parameter

Unit

Temperature
Relative humidity
Horizontal wind
Wind gusts
Total precipitation
Convective available
potential energy
Total solar radiation
(direct + diffuse)
Direct solar radiation

◦C

Description

Type

%
m/s
m/s
mm
J/kg

Lateral and longitudinal winds
Max. wind gust over last time step
Accumulated over last time step
Causes updrafts and thunderstorms

3D
3D
3D
2D
2D
2D

J/m2

Accumulated over last time step

2D

J/m2

Accumulated over last time step

2D
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given in Table 7.2. The data can be linearly interpolated in time as well as in all three
spatial dimensions. More details are presented by Wirth [175].

2.1.4 System Model
The system model (Figure 7.5) simulates the flight along a route and thereby calculates
the states required for the cost function. The model and the underlying weather data
are fully deterministic. Given the mission time scales of hours or even days, aircraft
flight dynamics are neglected. The flight kinematics are handled by the Aircraft
Kinematic Model, which updates the aircraft position using the airspeed and the
calculated wind angle and ground speed. The airspeed is determined by the Flight
Planner module, which is a representation of the UAV’s decision logic. The airspeed
may be increased, first, in presence of strong headwind to maintain a certain ground
speed or, second, if excess solar power is available, the battery is fully charged and
the aircraft is already at the maximum admissible altitude. The flight planner can
also increase the altitude once SoC = 100 % to store solar energy into potential energy
or to use more favorable winds at higher altitude. The power balance is estimated
by the Aircraft System Model. The incoming direct and diffuse solar radiation are
considered separately: The incidence angle ϕk is calculated using solar radiation
models [28, 40, 175] and the geometry of the aircraft and all solar modules k. The
radiation is then calculated using the cosine of the incidence angle. For the diffuse
radiation, the surface is assumed to be horizontal and thus the incidence angle is
neglected. With the solar module areas Ak , the solar module efficiency ηsm (which
is temperature dependent) and the Maximum Power Point Tracker efficiency ηMPPT ,

Figure 7.5: The MetPASS system model and the interactions with the Flight Planner
module that determines the current optimal airspeed and altitude.
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the total incoming power is



Psolar,k = Idiff + Idirect · cos(ϕk ) · Ak · ηsm · ηMPPT
Psolar =

P
k

(7.4)

Psolar,k

(7.5)

The overall level-flight power consumption depends on airspeed vair and altitude and
thus air density ρ. It is generally given by
Plevel (ρ, vair ) =

Pprop (ρ, vair )
+ Pav + Ppld ,
ηprop (ρ, vair )

(7.6)

where Pprop/ηprop determines the required electrical propulsion power, and Pav and
Ppld are avionics and payload power respectively. In our case, the dependence of Plevel
on the airspeed vair is modeled through
2
Plevel (ρ0 , vair ) = C2 · vair
+ C1 · vair + C0

(7.7)

which is identified directly from AtlantikSolar power measurement test flights performed at constant altitude and thus air density ρ0 . The scaling to different altitudes
or air densities is done according to [121] using

r
Plevel (ρ, vair ) =



ρ0
2 ρ
· C2 vair
+ C1 vair
ρ
ρ0

r

ρ
+ C0
ρ0


.

(7.8)

With regard to the climb rate ḣ, the total flight power Pflight is given by
Pflight (ρ, vair ) = Plevel (ρ, vair ) +

mtot g ḣ
,
ηclimb

(7.9)

with the airplane mass mtot and the climb efficiency ηclimb . The SoC is updated
based on the power balance given by
˙ = Psolar − Pflight ηcharge ,
SoC
Ebat

(7.10)

with the total battery energy Ebat and the battery efficiency ηcharge . Note that
0 < SoC < 1 and a charge rate limit for large SoC’s is enforced.

2.2 Environment-Aware Multi-Goal Path Planning
The multi-goal path planning problem can be stated as follows: Given fixed start and
goal coordinates S and G as well as a set of convex polygonal areas of interest (also
called nodes N hereafter), find the order to visit all nodes and thereof derive the path
that minimizes the cost function in Eq. (7.3) globally over the whole mission. The
two sub-functionalities mentioned in Figure 7.2, i.e. the scan path optimization which
calculates the scan path inside each area of interest and the inter goal path planner
which determines the order of and the trajectories in between the areas of interest,
are visualized in more detail in Figure 7.6 and described in the following.
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Multi-Goal Path Planner
Scan path
optimization

Inter-goal path (order) optimization
Preparation
Convert Traveling Salesman
Problem to decision tree

Heuristic

Decision tree

Optimization loop (adapted A* algorithm)
Update decision tree

Determine next parent node

Check path metrics

MetPASS point-topoint path planner

Optimal scan
paths & metrics

Optimal node order & optimal global path

Figure 7.6: The MetPASS multi-goal path planning module, which is part of the overall
architecture shown in Figure 7.2.

2.2.1 Scan Path Optimization
The scan path optimization is carried out independently for each area of interest.
The problem can be stated as: Given a) the extent of the convex polygonal area of
interest, b) fixed scan parameters such as flight altitude, airspeed, camera field of view
and desired image overlap, and c) weather data, find a scan path that guarantees
complete coverage of the area of interest at minimum cost. For simplicity lawnmower scan patterns (Figure 7.7), which are widely used in robotics, are employed.
The main parameter to be optimized is the course angle. For constant wind, both
simple geometric calculations and simulations [42] show that for lawn-mower patterns
with equal outward/backward-distance a course perpendicular to the wind direction
results in minimum flight time. However, first, in our case the wind is not constant
in space, and second, the polygon can be of arbitrary but convex shape such that the
Flight direction
(course angle)

sun
wind
Area of interest

Figure 7.7: Schematic lawn-mower scan path covering an area of interest. The black arrow
is the flight direction (course), the rectangles are selected camera images and the red dots
are turn points. The optimization considers environmental factors such as wind and sun.
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outward/backward-distances can differ. Third, we aim for minimum cost instead of
minimum flight time: Therefore, the sun position and resulting solar power income
over all course angles need to be considered. The course angle can not be calculated
analytically, but has to be optimized via simulating scan paths over a range of course
angles using the system model of Section 2.1.4. The optimal polygon corner to start
from is found in the same process. Details on the optimization process are presented
in [42]. The final results are the optimized scan path (Figure 7.7) and the metrics
path length, flight time, cost, and state of charge change ∆SoC. These metrics are
inputs for the inter-goal path planner.
2.2.2 Inter-Goal Path Optimization
The inter-goal path optimization finds the optimal order to visit all areas of interest
and thereof derives the overall path between them and the base. When aiming only
for minimum flight distance, then the trivial circular path in Figure 7.1 is likely a
good solution to this well known Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [56]. Instead of
minimum distance our goal is minimum path cost. In addition, weather changes make
this problem time-dependent. The problem is also asymmetric because, for example
because of wind, flying from node A to B can cause a different cost than flying from
B to A. We are therefore trying to solve a Time Dependent Asymmetric Traveling
Salesman Problem (TDATSP). Both the TSP and TDATSP are NP-hard problems
and thus computationally expensive to solve. The brute-force approach to solving
the standard TSP is of order O(N !), where N is the number of nodes excluding the
start/goal node. For our applications we mostly have N < 10, however, each calculation of a point-to-point path requires MetPASS to solve a dynamic programming
problem that takes between 3 seconds and 10 minutes for typical grid resolutions and
distances (Table 7.4). The algorithms used to solve the TDATSP should therefore
aim to decrease the number of required edge cost calculations.
Solving the time-dependent asymmetric traveling salesman problem
A number of algorithms to solve the TSP and TDATSP exist. Dynamic programming approaches for the TSP were introduced early-on by Bellman [10]. More recently, Malandraki introduced an optimal DP approach [82] and a faster restricted
DP method [83] for solving the TDATSP. However, the former requires the computation of all edge costs, while the latter does not guarantee optimality. Similarly,
the Simulated Annealing approaches by Schneider [142] do not provide optimality
guarantees. The genetic algorithms introduced for the TDATSP by Testa et al. [160]
tend to provide lower computational performance than the DP methods. They are
asymptotically optimal, i.e. cannot guarantee to find the optimal solution in finite
time.
Finally, efficient label correcting methods can be applied if the TDATSP is converted into a Time-Dependent Shortest-Path Problem (TDSPP) as described by Bertsekas [13]. This approach is chosen for this paper. An exemplary conversion and
resulting tree is shown in Figure 7.8. While the original TSP graph contains the
N = 3 nodes N = {1, 2, 3} excluding the start/goal nodes, the SPP graph contains
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the V = 21 vertices V = {S1, S2, S3, S12, . . . , S312G, S321G} excluding the start
vertex S but including those vertices1 that finish with the goal node G. The root of
the SPP graph represents our start node S, and every branch is a valid (though not
necessarily optimal or even feasible) solution path that covers all areas of interest and
ends at the start node (called goal G for clarity) again. The cost for traversing an
edge in the new graph, i.e. for going from vertex v to a child vertex w, is equal to
the cost of going from the node n represented by the last digit in the parent label
to the node m represented by the last digit in the child label. These costs are time
dependent. Finally, of the many methods that can be applied to the TDSPP graph,
a modified version of the A*-algorithm by Hart et al. [49] was selected. When used
with a properly designed heuristic, A* can significantly reduce the amount of required
edge cost calculations while still providing globally optimal paths.
S
S1

3

S/G

S2
1

1

S 12

S 13

S 21

S 23

S 123

S 132

S 213

S 231

2
...G
Traveling Salesman Problem

0

S3
6

S 31
5
3
S 312
2
2
4

2
S 32
7
32
S 321
4

Shortest Path Problem

Figure 7.8: Traveling salesman problem and the equivalent shortest-path problem that
label correcting methods can be applied to. With the notation of this paper, i.e. excluding
the start/goal in the node count and only the start vertex in the vertex count, the TSP has
N = 3 nodes and the SPP graph has V = 21 vertices. The SPP graph contains exemplary
point-to-point heuristics (red) and cost-to-go heuristics (black).

Heuristic calculation
For every vertex v ∈ V in the SPP graph of Figure 7.8, the heuristic hv describes an
estimate of the cost to fly to the goal G via all yet unvisited nodes. The heuristic
has to be a lower bound on the path cost to avoid discarding optimal paths and to
thus retain the optimality guarantees of A* [49]. However, the closer it is to the
actual optimal path cost the larger the reduction in edge cost evaluations will be.
The calculation of the heuristic is performed in two steps:
• First, a lower-bound cost estimate hnm for a path from TSP node n to m is
computed2 . As for the edge cost calculation we use Eq. (7.3), however, for
the heuristic we assume that a) the path is a straight line (or orthodrome),
b) we start with full batteries and c) have optimal weather conditions (e.g.
tail wind, low cloud cover) during the whole flight. The optimal weather
conditions are searched over all grid points of the point-to-point mesh
(Figure 7.3) and all times within a user-specified time horizon.
1

The indices n, m ∈ N always refer to nodes while the indices v, w ∈ V always refer to vertices.
2
hnm can be calculated between the nodes N of the TSP graph instead of the vertices V of the
SPP graph because the point-to-point heuristic is time-independent.
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• Second, the cost-to-go heuristic hv is calculated for each vertex v ∈ V by
summing up the point-to-point cost estimates hnm from the SPP graph’s
lowest level vertices (where hv = 0) inside each tree to vertex v. If multiple
paths are possible (e.g. vertex S1 → S12 and S1 → S13 in Figure 7.8)
then the lower-cost heuristic is chosen for the summation.
Optimization loop with an extended A*-algorithm
The A*-algorithm in Algorithm 1 uses the following notation: The current lowest cost
to go from S to vertex v ∈ V is gv and the cost to go from vertex v to vertex w is cvw ,
where w is a successor of v and pv is the parent of v on the shortest path from S to v
found so far. In contrast to the standard algorithm by Hart [49], the implementation
in MetPASS is extended to consider
• The time dependence of the edge costs due to changing weather. Each
vertex v is therefore assigned a departure time tv .
• The SoC dependence of the edge costs. Each vertex v is assigned a departure state of charge SoCv . The inter-vertex edge costs cvw already
include both the SoC and time dependency of the inter-node costs cnm ,
i.e. cvw = cnm (tv , SoCv ).
• The scan path metrics, i.e. the time and state of charge changes T and
∆SoC when inspecting an area of interest. Note that both are assumed
time-independent for the optimization. The scan costs are thus the same
for every branch in the SPP Graph and don’t need to be considered in the
optimization. This speeds up the planning significantly. However, it also
means that if the ratio between the time spent on the scan paths and the
time spent on the inter-goal paths exceeds a certain value, then the global
multi-goal path looses its optimality properties.
The extended A*-algorithm starts with the initialization, in which all vertices are
labeled as “unlabeled” and all gk where k ∈ V are set to ∞. Only the start vertex is
labeled “open” and gS is set to 0. Time and SoC are set to user-specified defaults.
Next, in each iteration, the algorithm picks the vertex with the lowest total expected
cost gv + hv among all “open” vertices. When a vertex v is selected, the following two
equations are checked for each child w of v (note again that the edge cost time and
SoC dependency are already incorporated in cvw ):
gv + cvw < gw

(7.11)

gv + cvw + hw < gG

(7.12)

If the two checks are passed, gw and pw are updated and w is labeled “open”. In addition to this standard A*-behaviour, our algorithm also updates the time tw and state
of charge SoCw at the vertex using the scan path metrics Tw and ∆SoCw (which are
both time-independent and can thus be replaced by the Tm and ∆SoCm of the corresponding node). Otherwise, nothing happens and the next successor vertex is considered. Once all successor vertices of the current parent vertex have been processed,
the parent vertex is labeled “closed” and the next iteration starts. The algorithm is
terminated once the terminal node G is part of the selected parent vertex.
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Algorithm 1 Extended A*-algorithm to find the best path between start S and goal
G. The cost cvw and travel time tvw already incorporate the (tv ,SoCv )-dependency
gS , t S ← 0
lS ← "open"
SoCS ← initial SoC specified by user
gk ← ∞ ∀k ∈ V
lk ← "unlabeled" ∀k ∈ V
v←S
while
G∈
/v
for each w ∈ children(v)

if g + c < g and g + c + h < g


v
vw
w
v
vw
w
G







gw ← gv + cvw




lw ← "open"

do
tw ← tv + tvw + Tw
then
do





SoCw ← SoCv + ∆SoCvw + ∆SoCw






pw ← v




lv ← "closed"
v ← "open" node with smallest value gk + hk
This adapted A*-algorithm is still guaranteed to find the optimal multi-goal path
under the assumption that the areas of interest are small compared to the total path
length. First, the principle of optimality in the direction of execution (forward in our
case) has to hold [48]: For the optimal path PSG (t) from S to G and an arbitrary
intermediate vertex v, the optimal path PSv (t) needs to be contained in PSG (t). This
does not hold for arbitrary paths [48], but it holds in our case because our TDSPP
graph is an arborescence (a special case of a polytree) and there is thus only a single
path from S to any other vertex. Second, many comparable A*-extensions for timedependent shortest-path problems [22] require satisfying the first-in-first-out (FIFO)
property t1 ≤ t2 =⇒ t1 + tvw (t1 ) ≤ t2 + tvw (t2 ). In our case this is not required
because the graph is a polytree and waiting at nodes is not allowed.

3 Implementation, Verification and Preliminary Results
3.1 Implementation
MetPASS is not only an abstract path planner, but provides a comprehensive software environment including a Graphical User Interface (Figure 7.9) for large-scale
environment-aware mission planning. Extensive analysis tools give the operator the
confidence that the usually fragile and expensive solar aircraft can follow the path.
Using MetPASS usually involves the following steps:
• Setup of the aircraft and mission parameters via standard text files
• Pre-inspection of the overall meteorological situation through the GUI
• Flight path planning via the algorithms of Section 2
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• Post-processing and visualization of the flight path, the terrain, the environmental risks (rain, wind, thunderstorm, etc.) and the system state
(power income and consumption, state of charge, speeds) via the GUI.
• Upload to UAV: The path’s waypoints can be exported and uploaded to
the vehicle autopilot via any compatible ground control station3 .
Due to its fully parametrized system model, MetPASS can not only be used with
solar but with any battery-powered aircraft. For a typical mission, it will usually be
leveraged for, first, mission feasibility analysis using historical data, second, to find

Figure 7.9: MetPASS Graphical User Interface. Top left: Visualization controls used to
configure all plots. Top right: Sun, wind and path angle indicator. Center: Main visualization with the areas of interest (black), proposed path (red), current aircraft position
(white dot), a terrain altitude map (color bar) and wind vector overlay (grey). Bottom:
Expected wind speeds/gusts and solar radiation at the aircraft position over the full flight.
MetPASS is implemented in Wolfram Mathematica.
3

e.g. QGroundControl, http://www.qgroundcontrol.org
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the optimal launch time and pre-plan the mission on-site using weather forecast data,
and third, to re-optimize the waypoints in flight once updated weather forecasts are
available (see Section 4.2). To reduce the computation time when planning complex
missions on-site, MetPASS integrates a number of performance optimizations: First,
previous calculation results, e.g. the heuristics or pre-planned scanned paths, are
cached. Second, compiled C-code instead of much slower Mathematica-code is used
for the computationally expensive point-to-point planner. Third, parallel computation
with theoretically up to j · k cores (j vertices, k altitude levels, see Figure 7.3) is
supported. In addition, to save edge cost evaluations, discretizing edge costs both with
respect to time as well as state of charge is integrated. However, while interesting,
these concepts were found [42] to only yield negligible improvements in computational
performance. They are thus not further elaborated on here.

3.2 Validation and Preliminary Results
This section presents preliminary results to validate the point-to-point planner. To
independently verify the system model and the optimization with respect to individual
cost components, unit tests that only use a subset of costs and weather parameters
are performed. The departure and arrival points are the same as in Figure 7.3.
In the first unit test (Figure 7.10), flight time is the only active cost. All weather
parameters are set to default values (no wind and clear-sky solar radiation). The
system model produces the expected results and the dynamic programming algorithm
finds the fastest path (an orthodrome projected onto the grid) successfully. The flight
planner increases the airspeed once the battery is fully charged and excess solar power
is available. The flight time under this zero-wind condition is 106 h, the distance is
3650 km. In the second unit test (Figure 7.11), the flight time is still the only active
cost, but historical ECMWF wind data is now considered. The three-dimensional
path optimization under time-varying wind conditions can be observed: The planner
optimizes the altitude to exploit the stronger winds at higher altitude such that,
overall, vgnd > vair . The flight time reduces from 106 h without wind to only 53 h.
The third unit test (Figure 7.12) combines only power balance costs, namely solar
radiation and power consumption, and flight time. The applied weather parameters
are only direct and total solar radiation. The optimal path follows highly radiated
areas during the day and the shortest path at night. The altitude changes show
that the power and flight time cost interaction works: At night, the lowest altitude
is chosen to minimize the power consumption. During the day, once SoC = 100 %
and excess solar power is available, the top altitude level is chosen to store potential
energy and to increase the airspeed at a given power consumption.
After successful unit testing, the cost parameters were refined to balance the influence
of individual costs on the overall planning outcome. The process starts with initial
values that were either recommended by meteorologists or the aircraft operators.
Then, multiple historical test cases were used to iteratively fine tune the parameters.
As shown in Section 4, the final cost parameter sets (Table 7.2) allow the planner to
exploit advantageous winds and regions with low cloud cover. More details on the
unit testing and parameter tuning process are presented by Wirth [175].
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Figure 7.10: First unit test: 2D, i.e. no altitude changes allowed, only time costs, default
weather parameters. The iso-cost points form a circle around the start point. SoC and
power income fluctuate with the day/night cycle. The flight planner increases the airspeed
when SoC = 100 % and excess solar power is available.

Figure 7.11: Second unit test: 3D, i.e. altitude changes allowed, only time costs, wind
conditions taken into account. The flight time is minimized by exploiting winds (including
those at higher altitude) such that vgnd > vair . The flight time reduces from 106 h without
wind to only 53 h.
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Figure 7.12: Third unit test: The costs are solar radiation, power consumption and flight
time. Only the radiation weather parameter is applied. Both altitude and airspeed are
increased when SoC = 100 % and excess solar power is available. The iso-cost points
illustrate the influence of the radiation.

4 Results
In the context of ETH Zurich’s solar-powered UAV development efforts, MetPASS was
used to plan a demanding set of missions (Table 7.2 ) for the AtlantikSolar UAV: First,
the 81.5-hour stationkeeping mission [112] that represents the current flight endurance
world record for aircraft below 50 kg mass is described and used to verify the MetPASS
system model. Second, planning results from a hypothetical autonomous crossing of
the Atlantic Ocean are presented. A feasibility analysis is derived. Third, results
from planning two large-scale multi-goal glacier monitoring missions above the Arctic
Ocean, which were performed by AtlantikSolar in summer 2017, are discussed.

4.1 Loitering Mission: An 81-Hour Solar-Powered Flight
As described in our previous work [112] and a video4 , AtlantikSolar performed its
record 81-hour continuous flight in summer 2015 to demonstrate that today’s UAV
technology allows multi-day solar-powered flights with sufficient energetic safety margins. By demonstrating multi-day station-keeping, an example for telecommunications
relay or aerial observation missions as later on shown in [114] was set. Clearly, such
long-endurance missions require careful planning. While the trajectory is fixed, the
optimal launch date needs to be found and the mission feasibility under the given
4
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4 Results

Table 7.2: Overview over the missions planned using MetPASS. The airplane parameters
differ because three UAV versions (AS-1, AS-2 and AS-3) are used: ηsm and ebat improve
over time (but ebat was decreased for the Arctic because of the low temperatures), and
Pflight only increases because payload (e.g. cameras, satellite communication) was added.
The cost parameters also vary: For example, the Atlantic mission (which was planned first,
i.e. in 2014) had higher wind thresholds than the other two missions because constant winds
were not considered as dangerous over the open ocean, much lower SoC limits because the
AS-1 UAV performance was lower, and a lower time cost factor to put more emphasis
on being safe rather than fast. In the Arctic missions, (A) represents Bowdoin and (B)
represents the six-glacier mission.

Mission

Mission type
Grid points (LxWxH)
Altitude range (MSL)
Simulation time step

81h-flight
(Sec. 4.1)

Atlantic
(Sec. 4.2)

Arctic
(Sec. 4.3.1/4.3.2)

Path, grid and simulation parameters
Loitering
Point-to-point
1x1x1
40x113x5
600 m
100–1600 m
600 s
600 s

Multi-goal
A:30x25x1, B:12x9x1
800 m
600 s

Data type
Model type
Long. resolution
Lat. resolution
Time resolution

Meteorological parameters
Forecasts
Historical
COSMO-2
ECMWF HRES
2 km
0.125◦
2 km
0.125◦
1h
6h

Forecasts
ECMWF HRES
0.2◦
0.1◦
3h

Aircraft (Year)
mtot
mbat
ebat
ηsm
opt
Pflight (vair
)

Airplane parameters
AS-2 (2015)
AS-1 (2014)
6.9 kg
7.0 kg
2.92 kg
2.92 kg
240 Wh/kg
230 Wh/kg
23.7 %
20.0 %
42 W
47 W

AS-3 (2017)
7.4 kg
2.92 kg
222 Wh/kg
23.7 %
57 W

State of charge
Radiation factor
Exc. power cons.
CAPE
Wind
Wind gusts
Precipitation
Humidity
Altitude AGL
Time cost factor

α
0.4
0.8
0
100
6
9
0.1
80
0.05

Cost parameters
β

α
β
0.2
3
0.2 0.05
0.05 3
0.8 0.05
200 1
0
200
2000 3
100 1000
12
3
20 40
15
3
5
20
10
3
1
10
100 5
80 100
0.01


3
3
1
3
3
3
3
5
-

α
0.4
0.8
0
100
6
9
0.1
80
600
0.05

β
0.2
0.05
200
1000
12
15
10
100
170


3
3
1
3
3
3
3
5
5
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environmental conditions needs to be assessed. MetPASS was used to perform both
tasks. Using the weather forecast available before the flight, MetPASS showed that a
4-day weather window could be leveraged. Launch was performed on June 14th 2015
at 9:32 local time (8.00 solar time) at Rafz, Switzerland. The flight was completed
successfully 81.5 hours later on July 17th at 18:58. While the weather forecasts were
accurate for the first three days, they did not predict the thunderstorms and severe
winds on the last day. To analyze and verify the system models of Section 2 using correct weather data, Figure 7.13 thus shows flight data and the MetPASS output based
on historical weather data (i.e. an a-posteriori weather analysis of the COSMO-2
model with 2 km spatial and 1 h time resolution).
model close
Given the clear-sky conditions MetPASS predicts a solar power income Psolar
model [FM] [105]. The
to the theoretical maximum of the full solar power model Psolar
decreased solar power income on the last day due to clouds is captured correctly.
The measured Psolar also closely follows the MetPASS predictions. It only deviates
when SoC ≈ 100 % because Psolar is throttled down as per design to protect the
batteries. The solar power therefore only covers the fluctuating propulsion demands.
The power to sustain flight during the night is Pbat = 41.6 W whereas MetPASS
model = 42.4 W using the measured power-curve fitted to Eq. (7.8). The
estimates Pbat
predicted and measured minimum SoCs averaged over all three nights are 39 % and
40 % respectively. Notable deviations are only caused by unexpected evening thermals
that cause altitude fluctuations and a decrease in Pbat during the first and third
night. Overall, the MetPASS predictions represent the measurements accurately. Note
however that given the mostly excellent weather conditions, these energetic results
would not even have required taking weather forecasts into account.

The wind and airspeed plots show more variety due to the current weather: Strong
winds are measured and modeled for the first day. In accordance with the ground
operators on the field, at t = 15.4 h solar time MetPASS suggests to increase the
airspeed to assure vgnd > 0. The winds decrease for the following nights, but then
reach up to 11.4 m/s (model) and 16 m/s (measurement) during the last two flight
hours. With a nominal airspeed of only vair ≈ 9 m/s, both MetPASS and the ground
operators increase the airspeed to assure vair ≥ vwind and to avoid the vehicle’s driftoff. In contrast to MetPASS, the ground operators increase the UAV’s altitude to later
convert it into more speed if the wind picks up even more. This is a possible reason
why the UAV measures higher wind speeds. In addition, as clearly indicated by the
convective available potential energy (CAPE), thunderstorm clouds develop. Overall,
the costs for wind and thunderstorms are close to their normalized limit (Ċk = 1).
The costs correctly represent the significant danger the UAV is in, both because of
a possible drift-off and a structural overload in the strong wind shear and gusts. As
mentioned before, these environmental conditions were unfortunately not predicted
by the initial weather forecast from four days earlier and the ground crew did not
exploit updated weather data. The main lesson learned from this flight is thus that
— especially for multi-day missions during which the weather can change significantly
— MetPASS’s re-planning capability is key and needs to be used to avoid all unsafe
situations for solar aircraft. In this case, the UAV could have simply been landed
before the high winds and thunderstorm clouds arrived.
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Figure 7.13: Flight data from AtlantikSolar’s 81-hour continuous solar-powered loitering
mission compared to the MetPASS planning results. The historical weather data used here
correctly recovers the clear weather for days one to three and strong winds and thunderstorm clouds for the last day. The top plot shows solar power income Psolar (measured),
model
model
Psolar
(MetPASS), the clear-sky full model Psolar
[FM] from [105], and battery power.
The remaining plots show the state of charge, airspeed, wind conditions, the thunderstorm
indicator CAPE and the individual MetPASS costs that especially the strong winds and
high CAPE cause. Overall, the MetPASS predictions closely fit the flight data. Used with
accurate weather data, MetPASS can thus predict and avoid unsafe situations such as the
high winds close to thunderstorms on the last day.
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4.2 Point-to-Point Mission: Crossing the Atlantic Ocean
An Atlantic crossing is a feat that not many small-scale UAVs can accomplish. It
is therefore an excellent demonstration case for long-endurance UAVs. The 4000 km
route from Newfoundland, Canada to Lisbon, Portugal was selected as AtlantikSolar’s5 prime — and design-driving — mission. Clearly, such a flight requires an
efficient yet robust system design, extensive ground infrastructure, careful regulatory
planning and a thorough pre-assessment of the feasible flight conditions and times.
Continuous in-flight weather monitoring and route re-planning are also required.
Historical weather data: Determining optimal and marginal flight conditions
Optimal and marginal border-cases for an Atlantic crossing and their performance
metrics total cost, minimum SoC and flight time were identified by applying MetPASS to historical ECMWF weather data from 2012 and 2013. Figure 7.14 shows an
exemplary optimal case from July 13th, 2012: The chosen route closely follows the orthodrome, with tailwind reducing the flight time by more than 50 % to 52 h. Because
the planner chose the launch time correctly, significant cloud cover can be avoided
clear-sky
and Psolar ≈ Psolar
. Therefore, SoC> 17.2 %. The accumulated cost is C = 2200
and mainly consists of the time cost because all other costs usually stay below their
threshold. Marginal conditions from June 4th, 2013 are shown in Figure 7.15. To
avoid unsuitable areas (cross and headwind, humidity and low solar radiation), the
planner chooses a path that deviates significantly from the orthodrome. The resulting flight time is 86 h. The minimum state of charge is only 7.1 %. Although no cost
reaches the critical limit βk , the total accumulated cost is C = 17800. Launch is not
recommended under these conditions. As described below, a more optimal nearby
launch date can easily be determined using MetPASS.
Historical weather data: Determining the seasonal dependency of feasibility
Due to the variety of weather conditions above the Atlantic it has to be assessed systematically when and how many launch windows for such a flight exist. The seasonal
dependency of the performance metrics was thus assessed via MetPASS trajectory
optimizations that were run in 6 h steps for the whole range from May 31st to August
8th for which historical ECMWF data was available. Figure 7.16 shows the minimum
SoC and total accumulated cost for each date. It can be inferred that even the first
version of the AtlantikSolar UAV (AS-1 [107]) provides sufficient feasible launch dates
from mid-May to end-July when requiring a state of charge margin of 10 %. Obviously, the later versions of AtlantikSolar (AS-2 [112] and AS-3 [114]) would improve
the performance metrics. Additional analysis yields a minimum and average flight
time of 52 h and 78 h respectively versus the 106 h for the no-wind unit test of Section 3.2. Figure 7.16 can also be used before a flight to decide how optimal a certain
launch date is relative to all other launch dates of the season.
5
The Atlantic crossing inspired the name AtlantikSolar UAV. While technically feasible, the
mission was not executed because of regulatory reasons: The 4000 km Beyond Visual Line Of
Sight (BVLOS) flight would not have received regulatory approval because human-like sense-andavoid capabilities are required by the aviation authorities, which is not feasible on today’s UAVs.
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Figure 7.14: A transatlantic flight in excellent conditions: MetPASS exploits the eastwards
winds and retrieves an orthodrome-like path with only 52 h flight time. The SoC barely falls
below the threshold. Except for the time cost, all costs are small. The Atlantic crossing is
thus feasible if the launch time is chosen well.

Figure 7.15: A transatlantic flight in unsuitable conditions, i.e. unfavorable winds, cloud
cover and thus critically-low SoC during the first night. The costs are a magnitude higher
than for the excellent weather case. A feasible path is found, but the result clearly encourages to choose a different launch date using MetPASS.
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Figure 7.16: Feasibility assessment for the Atlantic crossing over the summer seasons of
2012–2013. Minimum SoC (left) and total accumulated cost (right). Solid lines indicate
the average of 20 surrounding days. As expected, feasibility is highest around June 21st.
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route is replanned periodically using updated weather forecasts (right) and the waypoints
are re-sent to the vehicle.

Using forecasts: Launch-time optimization and in-flight route re-planning

Figure 7.17 shows MetPASS’s ability to perform launch time optimizations as well as
in-flight route-corrections using periodically-updated forecast data. For the success of
a mission, the optimal launch time is as important as the path itself. In Figure 7.17,
the total cost was therefore calculated for a 50 hour time window around April 21st,
2014. The time with minimum total cost is chosen as the launch time and the corresponding path can then be checked and executed by the aircraft. Given the significant
weather fluctuations during long-endurance missions, 9 hours after launch the path
optimization is restarted with updated weather data but the current aircraft state
(retrieved via telemetry) as initial values. This path correction, also illustrated in
Figure 7.17, is repeated whenever new weather data arrives (every 24 hours in this
specific case) until the destination is reached.
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4.3 Multi-Goal Missions: Inspecting Arctic Glaciers
Large-scale missions that inspect multiple areas of interest optimally leverage the
long-endurance capabilities of solar aircraft. For example, the persistent aerial monitoring of Arctic glaciers and the analysis of their flow and calving characteristics is
key to understanding global climate change. Previously, glaciologists needed to use
expensive on-site transport (e.g. helicopters) and needed to operate in remote places
with limited infrastructure (tents without internet) next to the glaciers [63]. The
goal for AtlantikSolar’s deployment to the Arctic in 2017 was thus to demonstrate
a new paradigm for glacier research: The operation of a complete scanning mission,
i.e. take-off, inspection of one or more remote glaciers, and landing, from an easilyaccessible home base. The home base was Qaanaaq, a village at latitude 77 ◦ N in
Northwest-Greenland (Figure 7.1). A number of scanning missions with increasing
complexity were performed, two of which are described below. MetPASS performed
both the feasibility assessment as well as the launch date and route optimization.
4.3.1 Two-Glacier Mission: Bowdoin Glacier
The inspection mission from Qaanaaq to Bowdoin glacier was performed on July
3rd 2017. Using weather forecasts from 15 h before takeoff, a clear-weather window
was identified, a path was generated and take-off was performed at 16:26 local time
(13.76h solar time). The mission objective was to perform two different scans: One
higher altitude lawn-mower scan to observe possible glacier calving events at Bowdoin
glacier, and one low-altitude station-keeping scan at base.
Figure 7.18 shows the corresponding path planned with the parameters of Table 7.2
(i.e. 30 slices and 25 vertices per grid). In contrast to previous work [176], the
planner was extended with the ability to avoid complex terrain: Our simple method
loads a Digital Elevation Model (in this case with 30 m horizontal resolution), applies
horizontal terrain exaggeration to guarantee a certain horizontal distance from high
terrain and then calculates the distance-to-terrain cost as described in Section 2.1.2.
In addition, by default the departure and arrival points are initialized at the center
of the first and last slice of the grid (see Figure 7.3). Given that this can lead to
large amounts of grid points over inaccessible terrain, automatic grid shifting that
maximizes the amount of grid points over accessible areas such as the open ocean
was implemented. The optimized path is a shortest-time path that avoids terrain. In
other words, the cost components time and terrain dominate the path optimization.
This is due to, first, the narrow fjord-like terrain which severely limits the path choices
because a maximum altitude has to be obeyed due to airspace restrictions. Second,
due to the small scale of the planning problem (compared e.g. to Section 4.2) the
weather is rather homogeneous over the whole area and exploiting these small weather
differences yields less cost advantages than following a time-optimal path.
Figure 7.19 compares AtlantikSolar’s flight data to the MetPASS predictions. The
solar and battery power Psolar and Pbat are again represented accurately. We only
model for t = [13.8 h, 15.6 h] because SoC ≈ 100 % and P
measure Psolar < Psolar
solar
is again throttled down by design. The battery discharge starts around 18.0 h solar
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Figure 7.18: The AtlantikSolar glacier inspection mission above the Arctic Ocean planned
by MetPASS. The small scale of the problem and the narrow fjords clearly reduce the path
choices. The result is thus a compromise that yields the shortest path and avoids terrain.
model because of clouds. In contrast, the wind forecast is
time, where Pbat < Pbat
subject to significant errors: At t ≈ 16.8 h, the measured and predicted winds are
model = 8.0 m/s (at the northern scan path section at Bowdoin,
vwind = 13.3 m/s and vwind
Figure 7.18). The measured and predicted time to complete each flight phase thus
differ. More importantly, such wind speeds are a significant threat to the aircraft.
While the predicted maximum winds had already been accounted for by flying at
opt
vair ≈ 11 m/s > vair
, MetPASS would have marked the flight as infeasible had the real
wind speeds been known. Again, the higher wind speeds would have been predicted
by the forecasts available 3 h before launch. As before, the lesson learned is that the
most up-to-date weather data needs to be used. More generally speaking, only high
quality weather data brings tangible benefits when planning such missions.

Overall, using the MetPASS flight plan, this first-ever glacier inspection mission with a
solar UAV in the Arctic could be executed successfully (Figure 7.20). As predicted, the
main costs or threats for the airplane were the high wind speeds at t = [15.5 h, 17.0 h]
and the high terrain (t = [15.8 h, 16.8 h]), which MetPASS avoided where possible.
Other environmental costs were not significant. The total flight duration was 4:52 h
during which 230 km were covered. Even after that, the batteries were still almost full
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Figure 7.19: The 4:52 h and 230 km glacier inspection mission performed by AtlantikSolar
on July 3rd 2017 above the Arctic Ocean. The flight phases are indicated in blue for the
flight data and in red for the MetPASS plan. They include start at the base in Qaanaaq,
traveling to and scanning Bowdoin glacier and returning to base to perform a second aerial
scan before landing. The MetPASS plan uses weather forecasts from 15 h before launch.
The energetic states are represented well, but erroneous wind forecasts cause significant
differences in the time required to complete each individual flight phase. To preserve
comparability, the MetPASS plan was therefore adapted to the same duration as the actual
flight (only through shortening the second scanning phase a-posteriori).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.20: Left: The AtlantikSolar UAV operating over the Arctic sea ice next to
Bowdoin glacier. Right: The 3D reconstruction (made with the commercial Pix4D software)
of Bowdoin and the scan path planned by MetPASS. The scan area of 7 km2 was covered
with 75 % lateral overlap from 700 m AGL, which took 53 minutes and covered 47.7 km.

(SoC = 97 %). The whole mission was performed fully autonomously, i.e. without
any pilot intervention. The scientific results provided to glaciologists were a full 3D
reconstruction of Bowdoin glacier (Figure 7.20b) which showed a developing crack
that led to a significant glacier calving event only days after the flight. Overall, the
objective of demonstrating a fully-autonomous end-to-end aerial scanning mission of
remote glaciers from a local home base could be fulfilled successfully.

4.3.2 Six-Glacier Mission
MetPASS was also leveraged to plan a multi-goal inspection mission involving the six
Arctic glaciers A–F in Figure 7.1. As listed in Table 7.2 the point-to-point grid was
reduced to 12 slices and 9 vertices to guarantee low calculation times. The mission was
started at 2:30 local time (4:30 UTC) on July 6th 2017. Two glaciers (Heilprin North
and Heilprin South) were scanned successfully, but due to state estimation issues that
started after 7 hours of flight the aircraft had to be sent back to base. Although the
mission could not be completed, the topology of such a solar-powered multi-glacier
mission in the Arctic is still instructive and is thus described below.
Figure 7.21 shows the optimized path. It covers 580 km distance in 16.3 h flight time.
The aircraft position is shown both at 6:36 UTC and 17:00 UTC, once overlaid with
a total cloud cover map and once with a terrain map. The cloud cover and thus sun
radiation situation is very favorable, however, significant winds are indicated next
to the glaciers. The operators therefore increase the flight speed from the optimal
opt
vair
= 8.6 m/s to vair = 9.8 m/s while traveling and vair = 11 m/s inside the areas of
interest. The optimized path is near counter-clockwise and clearly exploits the fact
that the meso-scale winds rotate counter-clockwise. In addition, when the straightline path between two glaciers would result in headwind, then an alternative path
(e.g. at t =6:36 UTC in Figure 7.21 (top left) a path south of the straight line
path) that avoids the headwind is chosen. The flight speed and wind plots therefore
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Figure 7.21: The six-glacier scan mission in the Arctic optimized with MetPASS. The path
is shown against cloud cover (top left) and terrain (top right). The weather conditions are
favorable: The environmental costs are close to zero and the main costs are excess power
consumption (due to winds), altitude above ground and time. Despite strong winds the SoC
never dips below 68 %, indicating the potential of solar-powered flight in Arctic regions.
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show that the aircraft is progressing fast. More importantly, the path manages to
completely avoid dangerous high-wind areas (except at t=11.2h after launch). The
power income is high but is, as before, heavily influenced by the aircraft heading
due to the low sun elevation. The state of charge never drops below 68 % despite
launching around solar midnight, thus confirming the potential of solar-powered flight
in Arctic regions. The largest cost components are time, excess power consumption
opt
), and altitude AGL (due to flight above high terrain next
(caused when vair > vair
to the glaciers). Overall, the favorable weather and optimized path allow to avoid
environmental risks and only result in acceptable costs that either increase flight safety
(increased airspeed and thus power consumption) or cannot be avoided (altitude AGL
costs next to the glaciers and time costs).
Table 7.3 compares this optimized path versus more naive clockwise and counterclockwise solutions. As expected, the MetPASS path is cost-optimal. Although it
is very similar to the counter-clockwise path, the fact that it visits the nodes in the
order EF... instead of FE... allows it to better avoid certain bad weather phenomena
(in this case wind) and altitude AGL costs. However, the total cost difference is
only < 1 % because the weather is favorable and no critical environmental risks (e.g.
thunderstorms or precipitation) exist that would be avoided by MetPASS but that
would incur high costs in a naive path. The overall distance is also similar. In
comparison to the clockwise path, which commands the aircraft to fly against the
global winds, the MetPASS path however features a 5 % shorter flight time. Note
that in such good weather conditions other less trivial paths (i.e. those not strictly
clockwise or counter-clockwise) always result in additional flight time and thus cannot
be cost-optimal.
Table 7.3: The path optimized by MetPASS against the naive solutions.

Cost
Time
Distance
Order

MetPASS

Clockwise

Counter-clockwise

5595
16.3 h
580 km
EFDCBA

5634 (+0.7 %)
17.1 h (+4.9 %)
579 km (-0.2 %)
ABCDEF

5650 (+1.0 %)
16.2 h (-0.6 %)
572 km (-1.4 %)
FEDCBA

4.4 Computational Performance Analysis
MetPASS shall be usable for fast pre-flight and in-flight mission planning. The required computation time therefore plays a crucial role. As shown in Table 7.4, first,
even multi-day station-keeping missions such as the 81h-flight are calculated within
seconds because they do not require actual route planning but only straightforward
system state propagation. Second, large-scale point-to-point missions such as the
4000 km Atlantic crossing naturally require point-to-point route optimization, which
takes below 10 minutes with the parameters of Table 7.2. Third, multi-goal inspection
missions require the scan path optimization, heuristics calculation, and an inter-goal
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Table 7.4: Computation times with a 2.8 GHz quad-core Intel Xeon E3-1505M CPU with
16GB RAM and the parameters from Table 7.2. The total computation time ttotal consists
of the scan path and heuristic computation times tscanpaths and theuristic and the route
optimization time topt (which includes the inter-goal and point-to-point optimization).
The six-glacier mission benefits significantly from using the heuristic.

Mission
ttotal , of which
• tscanpaths
• theuristic
• topt
nheuristic
nnaive
nheuristic/nnaive

81h-Flight

Atlantic

Arctic
Two glaciers

Arctic
Six glaciers

16 s
16 s
-

462 s
462 s
-

690 s
1s
579 s
110 s
6
6
1.0

1010 s
3s
538 s
469 s
161
2676
0.06

optimization that includes either nheuristic or nnaive point-to-point route optimizations depending on whether the heuristic is used or not. The two-glacier scan mission
is optimized within 11 minutes. Here, the heuristic does not provide an advantage
because a) it takes much longer to calculate the heuristic than all point-to-point optimizations and b) it does not reduce the number of edge cost evaluations. In contrast,
for the six-glacier mission, the 9 minutes invested to calculate the heuristic allow to
reduce the required edge cost calculations by 94 %. The calculation time ttotal with
heuristic is 17 minutes6 and is thus, based on a simple extrapolation, 8 times less than
if all edge cost evaluations were performed.
Figure 7.22a analyzes the heuristic quality between vertices v and w
qheuristic =

hvw
heuristic value
=
.
cvw
actual cost

(7.13)

Here, qheuristic ≤ 1 must hold for hvw to be a valid heuristic, but the closer qheuristic
gets to one the earlier suboptimal paths can be sorted out. In this work, qheuristic
was computed by calculating hvw and cvw for 600 randomized point-to-point route
finding problems. The departure time (and thus the weather) was chosen randomly
within a 3-day window. The departure and arrival coordinates were chosen randomly
across Europe but within 10–50 km of each other. Overall, the mean heuristic quality
is only 20 %. Recall however that the heuristic is calculated as the straight line
path under the best weather conditions in the whole time interval and area in which
the flight happens. Often, there will be a tiny area with good weather in otherwise
much worse weather such that hvw is small but cvw is large. Figure 7.22b evaluates
the influence of the heuristic quality on the number of edge cost evaluations: For
each combination of qheuristic and the number of areas of interest N , ten randomly
generated problems are solved using Algorithm 1. The resulting averages show that
with increasing N the heuristic becomes significantly more effective at reducing the
6
Note however that, compared to the two-glacier mission, the grid resolution was reduced in
return for a fast computation.
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required edge cost calculations. While the number of edge cost function evaluations
is heavily dependent on the problem statement and the weather data, it is clear that
especially large problems can be sped up if future research improves the heuristic.
For example, for N = 7 improving qheuristic to 70 % allows an order-of-magnitude
reduction of edge cost computations. All in all, as shown in Table 7.4, MetPASS
however already calculates station-keeping, point-to-point and large-scale multi-goal
missions at sufficient grid resolution in below 20 minutes. The approach is thus
sufficiently fast for mission analysis, pre-flight planning and in-flight re-planning.
4
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Figure 7.22: Heuristic quality and the resulting performance gains.

5 Conclusion
This paper presented MetPASS, the Meteorology-aware Trajectory Planning and
Analysis Software for Solar-powered UAVs. Using dynamic programming techniques
and an A*-search-algorithm with a custom heuristic, optimal paths can be generated for large-scale station-keeping, point-to-point and multi-goal aerial inspection
missions. In contrast to previous literature, MetPASS is the first framework which
considers all aspects that influence the safety and efficiency of solar-powered flight:
It avoids environmental risks (thunderstorms, rain, humidity, strong winds and gusts)
and exploits advantageous regions (high sun radiation and tailwind) by incorporating
historical or forecasted meteorological data, avoids system risks such as low battery
charge through an energetic system model, and returns safe paths through cluttered
terrain by using digital elevation models. The loop to actual flight operations is closed
by allowing direct waypoint upload to the aerial vehicle.
The planning results are analyzed based on three different missions: AtlantikSolar’s
2338 km and 81 h endurance record flight, a hypothetical 4000 km Atlantic crossing
from Newfoundland to Portugal, and a 230 km two-glacier and 580 km six-glacier
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remote sensing mission above the Arctic Ocean near Greenland. These missions clearly
show that frameworks such as MetPASS, which combine an aircraft system model
with meteorological data in a mathematically structured way, are indispensable for
the reliable execution of large-scale solar-powered aircraft missions. For example,
while the nominal no-wind flight time for the Atlantic crossing is 106 h, the correct
selection of launch date and flight path via MetPASS yields a flight time of only 52 h.
Further results and lessons learned are:
• Quality of weather data: Only high quality weather data brings tangible
benefits in mission planning. High confidence in the weather forecasts is
thus required and the most up-to-date forecasts always have to be used.
Wrong weather data can even lead to higher costs than a naive path.
• Optimality: The MetPASS point-to-point paths are cost-optimal. Due to
the scan path assumptions, the multi-goal paths are cost-optimal as long
as the scan areas are small.
• Cost advantages to naive solutions: The cost advantages generated by
incorporating weather data decrease with
– Less weather variability, because less areas with above-average
weather conditions exist and can be exploited by MetPASS. This
especially applies to good macro weather situations.
– Smaller planning area, which also decreases weather variability.
– High or cluttered terrain, which limits the valid path choices.
The main area of future work is to actually apply MetPASS to many other missions
and conditions such that not only a qualitative analysis (as done in this paper) but
a statistically significant quantitative analysis of the planning quality and the benefits of planning with MetPASS can be performed. In addition, to acknowledge the
importance of the weather forecast and the related uncertainty, upcoming ensemble
weather forecasts [91] should be considered. These can be integrated via stochastic
dynamic programming [11].
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Abstract
Today, low-altitude fixed-wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are largely limited
to primitively follow user-defined waypoints. To allow fully-autonomous remote missions in complex environments, real-time environment-aware navigation with respect
to terrain and wind, which can easily exceed the aircraft maximum airspeed or vertical speed, is required. This paper presents two relevant initial contributions: First,
the literature’s first-ever local 3D wind field prediction method which can run in real
time onboard a UAV is presented. The simple downscaling approach retrieves lowresolution global weather data, and uses potential flow theory to adjust the wind field
such that terrain boundaries, mass conservation, and the atmospheric stratification
are observed. Synthetic test cases show good qualitative results. A comparison with
1D LIDAR data shows an overall wind error reduction of 23% with respect to the
zero-wind assumption that is often used for UAV path planning today. However,
given that the vertical winds are not resolved accurately enough further research is
required and identified. Second, a sampling-based path planner that considers the
aircraft dynamics in non-uniform wind iteratively via Dubins airplane paths is presented. Performance optimizations, e.g. obstacle-aware sampling and fast 2.5D-map
collision checks, render the planner 50% faster than the Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL) implementation. Synthetic and simulated test cases in Alpine terrain
show that the wind-aware planner performs up to 50x less iterations than shortestpath planner and is thus slower in low winds, but that it tends to deliver lower-cost
paths in stronger winds. More importantly, in contrast to the shortest-path planner,
it always delivers collision-free paths. Overall, our initial research demonstrates the
feasibility of 3D wind field prediction from onboard a UAV and the advantages of
wind-aware planning. This paves the way for follow-up research on fully-autonomous
environment-aware navigation of UAVs in real-life missions and complex terrain.
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1 Introduction
Motivation
The aerial scanning capabilities provided by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are of
significant benefit in search-and-rescue support, agricultural sensing, industrial inspection or border patrol [27]. However, today’s UAVs are largely limited to a primitive set
of waypoint-following tasks and have little awareness of the environment in which they
fly. As a result, today, low-altitude UAV missions are mostly performed on a small
scale. To penetrate into applications that can be of pivotal societal and commercial
use, UAVs need to be capable of fully autonomous large-scale operations including
Beyond Visual Line Of Sight (BVLOS) conditions. In such missions, cluttered terrain
poses a significant risk to a UAV not only because of a potential terrain collision but
also because of local meteorological effects: While rain, thunderstorms and global
winds are large-scale effects that are predictable using Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) systems, local turbulence or updrafts and downdrafts are not resolved.
However, unexpected turbulence or downdrafts behind ridges can either damage the
UAV directly or exceed its climb speed and thereby cause collision with terrain. Especially slow, fragile and low propulsion-power-to-weight vehicles such as solar aircraft
(Figure 8.1) are susceptible to such weather effects.

Cliff & slope winds

ds

in

yw
lle
Va

Flight path

Figure 8.1: Cluttered terrain and strong winds pose a significant risk to a UAV. A realtime 3D wind field prediction method and a terrain- and wind-aware path planner are
therefore presented in this paper. AtlantikSolar’s flights next to the mountains and strong
winds above the Arctic in summer 2017 are a prime application for such a framework.

Safe operations in such environments require three technologies that do not exist on
today’s small-scale UAVs: First, a Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM)
system to map the environment, second, a method to predict the local 3D wind field
around the UAV, and third, a path planner to calculate a collision-free path with
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respect to the terrain and 3D wind field. The focus of this paper is on real-time wind
field prediction and path planning from onboard the UAV. In contrast, the current
path planning literature uses wind fields that are pre-calculated on ground-based computers or supercomputers. The UAV can therefore neither react to weather forecast
changes nor to terrain features that were not considered by the NWP computer.
Contributions
This paper presents a path planning framework which integrates local 3D wind field
predictions to guarantee the safe and efficient operation of fixed-wing Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles in cluttered terrain. The framework runs in real time1 on the limited
computational resources of the UAV’s onboard computer to, first, allow the UAV to
rapidly react to new terrain information, and second, to guarantee that safe paths
can be generated independently of local infrastructure at all times, i.e. even during
remote missions in cluttered terrain where the telecommunications link is degraded.
Two central research contributions are presented:
• Local 3D wind field prediction: Our downscaling method receives lowresolution NWP data as an input via low-bandwidth data links (e.g. satellite communication) and then leverages potential flow theory to generate
a high-resolution 3D wind field close to the UAV. The method is assessed
in simulations and with LIDAR wind profiles from Swiss Alpine regions.
• Real-time wind-aware path planning: A sampling-based path planner that
plans shortest- or time-optimal collision-free paths in the presence of the
predicted non-uniform winds is presented. The planner is based on the
Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL), but is extended to consider wind
and vehicle dynamics through iterative Dubins aircraft primitives and is
sped up via obstacle-aware sampling, heuristics for faster nearest neighbor
search and fast collision checking on a pre-processed 2.5D map.
This paper is the first in the literature to implement real-time 3D wind field predictions
from onboard a UAV. It is therefore considered initial work and it is not expected that
all the different flow patterns in complex terrain are captured correctly. Instead, the
paper seeks to give a first insight into UAV environment awareness and path planning
by assessing, first, how accurately our simple downscaling method can predict the
wind field when running onboard a UAV in real time, and second, what path cost
advantages and computational demands result.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the 3D wind
field prediction method. Section 3 presents the wind-aware path planning framework. Both are assessed in synthetic and real-terrain test cases. Section 4 presents a
summary and concluding remarks.

1
We define real time as follows: Assume a UAV is flying and mapping previously unknown
terrain at distance d in front of it. The wind prediction and path planning need to be fast enough
to react to potential dangers (obstacles, dangerous winds) at distance d. For example, if d = 300 m
and the flight speed is 10 m/s, then calculation times t  30 s are considered real time. Real time
capability is easier to reach when flying far away from terrain, where d tends to be larger.
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2 Prediction of 3D Wind Fields from a UAV
This section investigates the feasibility of predicting the local 3D wind field in high
resolution and real time on the limited computational resources of small UAVs. Given
that large-scale weather models are too computationally expensive, we instead tradeoff, implement and assess downscaling-based methods. The model has access to lowresolution Numerical Weather Prediction data and terrain information as inputs. Its
output, a local 3D wind field, is used by the path planner of Section 3.

2.1 State of the Art
The current UAV literature does not discuss UAV-based wind predictions, but only
in-situ wind measurements: Filtering approaches that fuse the information of an
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), Global Positioning System (GPS) and airspeed
sensor are mostly used [73, 126]. Approaches that estimate the wind vector without
an airspeed sensor also exist [120]. In addition, formations of UAVs have been used
to cooperatively measure wind fields [74]. To find suitable methods for the online
prediction of 3D wind fields from UAVs, downscaling methods that historically come
from meteorology and flow simulation are investigated. These methods are of three
types:
• Statistical methods use previously measured wind data in a certain region
and thereof derive wind expectations for the same region using statistical
methods. Given that we aim to predict the wind over unvisited terrain,
these methods are not suitable for our application.
• Prognostic models solve Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) differential
equations. They can reproduce small-scale weather effects, but are computationally expensive. ARPS, the Advanced Regional Prediction System [178, 179], has been applied to complex terrain [60, 96, 97, 129] and is
free2 . GRAMM, the Graz Mesoscale Model [166], considers mass, momentum, potential temperature and humidity conservation and is often used
with the dispersion model GRAL (Graz Lagrangian Model), e.g. in Oettl
[116]. It is free3 and provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI).
• Diagnostic methods do not have a proper physical background but return a physically consistent wind field with respect to mass or momentum
conservation. They are less computationally demanding than prognostic
models but cannot predict local effects such as slope winds [130] or the
time-dependency of the flow. MATHEW [145, 146] is a diagnostic mass
consistent model which adds a potential field to an initial wind field to
make it divergence free. The source code of a modified model is available [170]. CALMET [144] additionally models kinematic terrain effects,
slope flows and blocking effects and can incorporate observational data
though at increased computational cost. The use of CALMET coupled to
2
3
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NWP data showed a significant improvement with respect to NWP outputs [92, 165]. Software licences are available for free4 . WindNinja [43]
provides two different models: A mass-conserving model which resembles
MATHEW, and a mass- and momentum-conserving model that uses commercial computational fluid dynamics software. Near surface winds are
improved especially for high-wind events [169]. The software with GUI is
available for free5 .

2.2 Method Selection
Based on the overall goal postulated in Section 1, the following specific requirements
are derived for the wind prediction framework: It shall
• be able to calculate a sufficiently accurate 3D wind field for an area of
1 km3 (with the UAV at its center) and 25 m grid resolution in less than
30 s calculation time on the UAV’s onboard computer6 , which we assume
corresponds to 10 s on a standard laptop computer.
• have a robust and fully automated execution that does not require any
human intervention.
• be usable on UAVs operating remotely or in cluttered terrain where the
communication bandwidth to the ground station is limited.
• be modular and easily modifiable.
Five different models were traded off against the requirements presented above. First,
ARPS, GRAMM/GRAL and the mass- and momentum-conserving version of WindNinja were discarded because they violate the computation time constraint, i.e. usually require far more time to guarantee that a numerically stable solution is reached.
Of the remaining models, CALMET is considered slower and has a less modular code
base. The two remaining models are MATHEW and the mass-conserving WindNinja,
which essentially solve the same mathematical problem. Finally, MATHEW is selected
because it has a slim and modular source code and can, as shown by Walt [170], solve
similar meteorological downscaling problems within the calculation time requirements.
In addition, it solves the internal Finite Element Method (FEM) using FEniCS, an
open-source library that already provides many different solvers and preconditioners,
has both Python and C++ bindings, and supports various grid types.

2.3 Fundamentals
Mathematical derivation
MATHEW calculates the divergence-free wind field ~
u from an initial wind field ~
uI
(retrieved from a NWP system), a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and the stability
4

http://www.src.com/calpuff/calpuff_eula.htm
https://www.firelab.org/document/windninja-software
6
Such as an INTEL UP Board, http://www.up-board.org/up/
5
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matrix S. The problem domain Ω is an open set in 3-dimensional space and its
boundaries are the Dirichlet boundary ΓD , which covers the open-flow boundary,
and the Neumann boundary ΓN defining the terrain (Figure 8.2). The central hard
constraint enforced by MATHEW is that the resulting ~
u needs to be divergence free
over the domain Ω, i.e.
∇·~
u=0.
(8.1)
This essentially means that the flow is incompressible. The main soft constraint is
that the adjustments between the initial wind field ~
uI and the final wind field ~
u shall
be minimal. This expresses the assumption that the initial wind field observation
~
uI contains valuable information collected through sensing or a prior model — and
is thus to some degree correct (see Section 2.5.1 for a violation of that assumption).
Mathematically, MATHEW reduces the accumulated error between ~
u and ~
uI over the
domain in a least-squares sense by minimizing the functional

L(~
u; λ) =

Z 



1
S ~
u−~
uI · ~
u−~
uI + λ∇ · ~
u dV ,
2


(8.2)

Ω

with velocity potential λ and stability matrix S (explained in the following subsection).
The Euler-Lagrange equations for vector functions
∂L
d
−
∂fi
dx



∂L
∂fi0



=0

(8.3)

are applied to Eq. (8.2) in order to minimize the functional. The problem definition
now has the form
~
u=~
uI + S −1 ∇λ .
(8.4)
Note that while the added potential flow field S −1 ∇λ in Eq. (8.4) is vorticity-free, the
final wind field ~
u can still contain vorticity (for example recirculation behind a ridge)
if it is already present in ~
uI . Two boundary conditions are now applied: The no-flow
through terrain assumption, which translates to ~
u ·~
n = 0 where ~
n is the normal vector
at the terrain, and the assumption of no adjustment of the tangential velocities at the
ГD

open-flow boundary

Ω

ow
o-fl

bou

ry

nda

ГN

n

Figure 8.2: Computational domain and boundaries of MATHEW on a 2D grid: The red
lines and dots represent the open-flow boundary whereas blue is used for the terrain. The
black dots are the grid points within the domain Ω and the black lines illustrate the cells.
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open-flow boundaries, which translates to λ = 0. The resulting system of equations
is
~
u=~
uI + S −1 ∇λ in Ω
∇·~
u=0

in Ω

λ=0

(8.5)

on ΓD

~
u·~
n=0

on ΓN .

These equations can be expressed as a Partial Differential Equation (PDE) for the
velocity potential λ by taking the scalar product with the gradient operator on both
sides of Eq. (8.5):



−∇ · S −1 ∇λ = ∇ · ~
uI
λ=0
−S

−1



in Ω
on ΓD

I

∇λ · ~
n=~
u ·~
n

(8.6)

on ΓN .

Equation (8.6) is an elliptic PDE. For the transformation into a FEM problem, the
first line in Eq. (8.6) needs to be post-multiplied with a test function F satisfying its
boundary condition (F = 0 on ΓD ) and integrated over the problem domain Ω:

Z
−

∇· S

−1

Z



∇λ F dV =

Ω



∇·~
uI F dV

(8.7)

Ω

With the use of Green’s Theorem the left-hand side of Eq. (8.7) evolves to:

Z
−



∇ · S −1 ∇λ F dV =

Ω

Z

Z



ΓD ∪ΓN

Ω

=

Z



S −1 ∇λ · ∇F dV +



S −1 ∇λ · ∇F dV +

Ω

Z

|



−S −1 ∇λ · ~
n F dS

{z

=~
uI ·~
n

}



~
uI · ~
n F dS .

ΓN

(8.8)
When plugging the result of Eq. (8.8) into Eq. (8.7) and rearranging the terms, the
so called weak formulation of the problem is derived:

Z
|Ω



S −1 ∇λ · ∇F dV =

Z



∇·~
uI F dV −

Ω

{z

a(λ,F )

}

|

Z



~
uI · ~
n F dS ,

(8.9)

ΓN

{z

l(F )

}

with bilinear form a(λ, F ) and linear form l(F ). As described by Walt [170], the
procedure is then to solve for the velocity potential λ using the Ritz-Galerkin discretization, and to finally re-insert λ into Eq. (8.4) to retrieve the final 3D wind field
~
u.
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Stability matrix
The stability matrix is defined as

S=

α2h
0
0

0
α2h
0

0
0
α2v

!
,

(8.10)

where αh and αv are weights for the horizontal and vertical component. In contrast
to the work by Sherman [145], they are herein defined as α2i = 1/σi2 , where σi are the
observation errors or deviations of the observed and desired wind field. The weights
αh and αv are used to define the stability parameter α as
α=

α2h
=
α2v

 2
w
u

,

(8.11)

where u and w are the magnitudes of the expected horizontal and vertical wind speeds,
respectively. Inserting α into the definition of the stability matrix, its inverse becomes
!
1 0 0
−1
.
(8.12)
S
=c· 0 1 0
0 0 α
Note that the constant factor c can be and is neglected (c = 1) [90, 170] because it,
first, does not have an effect on the final wind field ~
u as during the solution of Eq. (8.9)
λ would automatically be scaled by 1/c, and second, it cannot be used to adjust
the atmospheric stability. This is however possible using the stability parameter α.
Sherman [145] assesses multiple test cases and determines a typical value of α ≈ 10−4 .
A larger α implies that the wind field is mainly corrected in vertical direction, a smaller
one that the correction is principally applied to the horizontal direction.

2.4 Implementation
Architecture
Figure 8.3 presents the data sources and steps in our MATHEW-based framework,
which is implemented in Python with Robot Operating System (ROS) support. The
input data are the model parameters, a DEM and coarse NWP data (wind profiles
around and within the region of interest). The input data is monitored at 0.5 Hz
and the model is initialized when the inputs have changed. The initial wind field
~
uI is calculated by linearly interpolating the coarse NWP data to the vertical layer
heights of the high-resolution grid. Afterwards bilinear interpolation is used within
each vertical layer. The mathematical operations described in Section 2.3 are then
executed to solve for the velocity potential λ and finally the adjusted wind field ~
u.
The requirement to have wind forecasts available at all times, i.e. even when flying
remotely with reduced communication bandwidth, motivates the onboard implementation of the framework: For the 1 km3 high-resolution wind field of Section 2.2,
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NWP and model parameters
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create grid and interpolate NWP data to its nodes
set up weak formulation
of FEM problem (8.9)

solve for velocity potential λ

adjusted
wind field

flight planner

add potential field to
initial wind field (8.4)
Data
Wind model calculation
External/administrative process

Figure 8.3: Wind downscaling architecture: Input data changes trigger the wind field
downscaling calculation, which then publishes its outputs to ROS and the flight planner.

the onboard implementation requires transmitting less than 9 horizontal grid points
plus their vertical levels by leveraging the ground-based client computer to only
extract NWP data (provided by the European Consortium for Small-Scale Modeling (COSMO) [88] at 1–7 km horizontal resolution and up to 80 vertical layers) at
the specific time and region of interest. This is feasible even on degraded line-of-sight
telemetry or satellite communication systems. In contrast, an offline implementation requires transmitting 1681 horizontal grid points plus their vertical layers from a
ground-based computer. The DEM, which is generated onboard the UAV by a SLAM
node [55], also needs to be sent to the ground station. Transmitting the data required
by an offline implementation is therefore usually not possible in real time.
Parameter optimization
The framework’s accuracy and required computation time depend on three critical
parameters: The vertical grid point spacing and the preconditioner and solver used
by FEniCS. These are optimized by comparing the model to the analytical results for
flow around a hemisphere with radius 0.25 m (Figure 8.4). It is placed at the origin
of the domain [−1, −1, 0] × [1, 1, 1] (in m) with 1 m/s inflow in positive x-direction.
Nx = Ny = 41 horizontal grid points are used. The stability parameter is α = 1.
While the horizontal spacing is constant, the vertical spacing is not: The vertical
position z of a grid point at vertical index n and position x, y is defined as



z(x, y, n) = h(x, y) + t(x, y) − h(x, y) · γ(n) ,

(8.13)
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where h(x, y) is the terrain height and t(x, y) is the top vertical domain boundary
at the x, y position. The discrete function γ(n) needs to be strictly monotonically
increasing and fulfill γ(0) = 0 and γ(Nz ) = 1, where Nz is the number of vertical grid
points. Equidistant, square-root, linear and squared spacing functions γ(n) are tested.
The error at a location is defined as the length of the difference vector between the
model output and the analytic solution. The weighed total error sums up the product
of each local error with the ratio between the height of the respective cell and the
average cell height of the entire domain. The median weighted error for all vertical
spacings is nearly the same, i.e. about 0.005 m/s. The linear vertical spacing is selected
because it exhibits a low maximum weighted error of only 0.14 m/s and a low standard
deviation.

Figure 8.4: Non-weighted local errors, i.e. the magnitude of the difference between the
wind field vectors predicted by the model and the analytical solution for the hemisphere.
The linear vertical spacing, ILU preconditioner and CG solver are used. The largest errors
occur in a small region with abrupt terrain change at the bottom of the hemisphere.

The elliptic PDE of Eq. (8.6) was previously solved [170] using a direct solver. In order
to fulfill the stringent computation time requirements, different FEniCS preconditioners and iterative solvers were assessed using the aforementioned hemisphere test case.
The best combination is found to be the FEniCS Incomplete LU-decomposition (ILU)
preconditioner with the Conjugate Gradient (CG) solver. Averaged over 10 runs, this
combination reduces the computation time for λ from 81.8 s for the direct solver to
only 6.3 s. The calculation time requirements of Section 2.2 are thus fulfilled. The
additional errors introduced into the wind field have a norm of less than 10−4 m/s and
are deemed acceptable given that a time reduction of 92 % is achieved. Figure 8.4
shows the overall non-weighted errors of the framework. More detailed information
on the implementation and parameter optimization is presented by Müller [90].

2.5 Results
2.5.1 Synthetic Test Cases
The steep and narrow valley (Figure 8.5) tests how mass conservation is achieved for
different stability parameters. At the center of the valley (x = 0, y = 0) the width
is one fourth of the inflow width. The initial wind field ~
uI = [5, 0, 0]m/s is constant
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over the entire domain. While ~
uI is divergence free over Ω, it violates the terrain
boundary conditions. The model output ~
u is shown in Figures 8.5b and 8.6. The
ratio of the average inflow speed to the average valley wind speed is roughly 1/4,
thus mass conservation is fulfilled. Given that the valley is approximately 35 m at the
bottom but 45 m at the top, the flow is faster at the valley bottom. However, the
average wind speed in the domain is slightly reduced (Table 8.1). For α = 1.00, the
flow is also able to avoid the orifice represented by the valley by rising in front of the
valley and sinking again afterwards. Given the open flow boundary above the valley
this behavior is expected. Overall, the test case shows that ~
u is made divergence
free, terrain following and mass consistent. However, it also shows a peculiarity and
potential drawback of the model: As indicated in Section 2.3, the initial wind field
~
uI is assumed to be a rather close representation of the final flow field. In this case
~
uI inside the valley was however way too low. The model does not have a physicallyintuitive way to deal with this (e.g. inflow boundary conditions that constrain the
problem). Instead it strictly applies Eq. (8.2) to minimize the total least squares error
between ~
u and ~
uI , which is smaller if ~
u is decreased in the inflow than if it is kept
constant at the inflow but significantly increased inside the valley.
The synthetic ramp (Figure 8.7) is calculated for 160 m and 600 m domain height
with ~
uI = [5, 0, 0]m/s in the entire domain. The geometry again represents a flow
orifice, and the wind magnitudes are therefore decreased at the inflow and increased
at the outflow. The ratio between inflow and outflow velocity is lower than in the
valley test because the geometry narrows less and more mass is expelled through the
the open-flow top domain boundary. The flow field at the top of the ramp — where
soaring flight is optimal — is represented well. However, for 160 m domain size, the
vertical component w is still relatively large and barely decreases from z > 130 m
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Figure 8.5: Synthetic valley. Left: Terrain. Right: Adjusted flow (black arrows) at
z = 40 m and α = 1.00. As expected, the wind speed in the valley is roughly four times as
high as at the in and outflow.
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Figure 8.6: Adjusted wind field ~
u for α = 0.01 (left) and α = 1.0 (right) for the synthetic
valley in the cross section at y = 0. As expected, the wind speed is higher inside the valley.
For α = 1.0, the flow is also adjusted vertically.
Table 8.1: Characteristic wind speeds for the valley test and two stability parameters α.

Stability parameter

α = 0.01

α = 1.00

2.32
11.86
4.48

2.75
11.55
4.62

Mean valley inflow [m/s]
Maximal wind speed [m/s]
Average domain wind [m/s]
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(a) Domain height 160 m: 3.85 m/s average inflow, 5.59 m/s average outflow, 1.26 m/s min.
wind, 9.74 m/s max. wind.
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(b) Domain height 600 m: 3.79 m/s average inflow, 5.79 m/s average outflow, 1.23 m/s min.
wind, 9.69 m/s max. wind.

Figure 8.7: Adjusted wind field for the synthetic ramp: Both the observed flow acceleration
and the vertical component w correspond well to an intuitive solution.
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to the domain boundary at z = 160 m. In contrast, the 600 m domain height case
represents the fact that w should decrease with altitude: w is already slightly smaller
and decreases much faster at z = 130 m such that w ≈ 0 m/s can easily be reached at
the top domain boundary of z = 600 m. Generally speaking, MATHEW requires a
sufficiently large domain height to avoid artificial orifices between inflow and outflow.
For the remaining analysis the domain factor, i.e. the ratio of domain height to
the height of the tallest obstacle, is therefore set to 3.5. Overall, the results again
emphasize that a good initial wind field ~
uI is required. However, in a qualitative sense
the results agree very well with the intuitive solution.
2.5.2 Experimental Validation
Measurement and simulation setup
To compare the model output to measured wind data, an extensive literature review
for measured multi-dimensional wind fields in complex terrain and at typical UAV
flight altitudes was performed. Unfortunately, even after searching multiple weeks no
such measurements could be found. Therefore, 1-D LIDAR measurements of wind
vectors at multiple altitudes are used. Figure 8.8 visualizes an exemplary LIDAR
profile. The LIDAR data was recorded by the Zurich University of Applied Sciences
at three different locations and time periods (Table 8.2). It was filtered and averaged
to exclude invalid raw data, missing measurements, or excessive changes within consecutive time steps. More details about the instrumentation and measurements can
be found in [72] and [50]. Figure 8.9 visualizes the terrain, the computational domain
and the LIDAR, which is always positioned at the center of the computational domain
with side length 2.2 km. A grid with 20 vertical layers and 50 m horizontal resolution
is used. Note that for San Bernardino and Bivio only COSMO-2 weather data is
available, while the higher-resolution COSMO-1 data can be used for Vorab.
Table 8.2: LIDAR measurement sites in Switzerland, time periods and amount of valid
data (in days and valid LIDAR profiles). The days with valid data are less than the time
period because data had to be filtered out e.g. when clouds decreased the data quality.

Site

Lat. ◦ N/ Lon. ◦ E

Year

Period

Valid data

San Bernardino
Bivio
Vorab

46.46357 / 9.18465
46.46251 / 9.66864
46.87398 / 9.18186

2015
2015
2016

Jun.2–Jun.17
Jun.17–Jul.21
Mar.22–Apr.4

2 days/30 prof.
2 days/36 prof.
6 days/70 prof.

Measured and estimated wind fields
To show how the downscaling model can improve the wind field estimate, but to
also show its limitations with respect to modeling small-scale thermally induced wind
phenomena, this section exemplarily compares the model output and measured winds
for Bivio. As visible in Figure 8.9b the LIDAR is located in a steep east-west valley
but the corresponding COSMO-2 terrain is basically flat. As a result, as shown in
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Figure 8.8: An exemplary LIDAR profile, i.e. wind vectors at different heights, from
Vorab. While we’d expect w > 0 due to the left-to-right winds and increasing terrain
altitude in that direction, the LIDAR shows w < 0 for most altitudes. Such unintuitive
measurements occur regularly. They are likely caused by factors outside the computation
domain (e.g. mountain waves), which the downscaling model can of course not represent.

25 m resolution DEM

25 m resolution DEM

25 m resolution DEM

COSMO-2 terrain height

COSMO-2 terrain height

COSMO-1 terrain height

alt[m]
1650 1950 2250 2550
(a) San Bernardino

alt[m]
1800 2100 2400 2700
(b) Bivio

alt[m]
1600 2000 2400 2800
(c) Vorab

Figure 8.9: Terrain (5x5 km), downscaling domain (2.2x2.2 km, dashed line) and LIDAR
locations (red diamond). North is up. The COSMO-2 terrain is not able to resolve the cluttered terrain in San Bernardino and Bivio. The initial wind field ~
uI provided by COSMO-2
will thus not be a good approximation for ~
u. The COSMO-1 terrain represents the terrain
at Vorab better. DEM data: c 2016 swisstopo (JD100042), free for educational purposes.
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2 Prediction of 3D Wind Fields from a UAV
Figure 8.10, on July 8th 9:00 UTC the interpolated COSMO-2 wind field indicates
flow coming from south-east and therefore violates the assumption of no flow through
the terrain boundaries. The downscaling model is able to rotate ~
u in the correct
direction such that the winds satisfy the terrain boundary conditions. The measured
wind direction agrees well with the downscaled wind field. However, the wind speed
is significantly underestimated both by the initial and the adjusted wind field. The
overall observed situation is a so called mountain breeze, i.e. a cold air mass that
moves from the mountain into the valley during the night and early morning hours.
One hour later, at 10:00 UTC, the wind direction has changed and wind is flowing
from the valley to the mountains. This valley breeze situation is shown in Figure 8.10.
The interpolated wind direction again does not respect the terrain boundaries and also
differs significantly from the measured wind direction. The downscaling model again
predicts the correct wind direction. The wind magnitude is overestimated in both the
interpolated and adjusted wind fields, but the latter has a much smaller error.
To analyze the reason for the underestimated wind speed at 09:00 UTC, Figure 8.11
plots the measured, interpolated and modeled wind profiles. The measured horizontal
wind profile shows a distinct maximum 40 m above ground. This small-scale pheAdjusted wind field (9:00 UTC)
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Figure 8.10: Initial and adjusted wind fields ~
u (black arrows) at 1900 m AMSL at Bivio
for 09:00UTC (top) and 10:00UTC (bottom) on July 8th 2015. The red arrow is the LIDAR
wind measurement.
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nomenon is called low-level jet and is not represented in the interpolated wind profile.
Given that the downscaling model has no deeper physical understanding of thermallyinduced effects, it also cannot predict this behavior. At 10:00 UTC, the interpolated
wind is again too high but the downscaling model can partially correct for this. In
both cases, the downscaling model clearly improves the wind direction such that the
overall agreement between the modeled and measured wind vectors is improved.
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Figure 8.11: Wind profiles at Bivio on July 8th 2015 at 9:00 UTC (top) and 10:00 UTC
(bottom). In the top plot, the LIDAR measures a so-called low-level jet. The downscaling
model significantly improves the wind direction and tends to improve the wind speed.

Statistical evaluation
To quantitatively assess the wind field improvement, a comparison of the downscaling
model against LIDAR measurements is performed over all test cases of Table 8.2.
Given that we only want to investigate modeling errors but not errors due to a badly
selected stability parameter, we always first run the model for α = [10−6 , 10−5 , ..., 101 ]
and select the run with the optimal α, i.e. the one which yields the minimum Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the modeled and measured wind profile. This
approach of course has a certain risk of overfitting such that the following results have
to be considered best-case results. In the future, the wind field downscaling model
will automatically select the best α by assessing the current atmospheric stratification
using the temperature profiles in the NWP data.
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2 Prediction of 3D Wind Fields from a UAV
Given that only 1D measurement data exists, the wind fields can only be compared
locally at the LIDAR’s position. We compare the downscaled wind field ~
u, the initial
wind field ~
uI and a zero-wind field ~
u0 = 0 to the LIDAR measurements. The comparison metric is the root mean square error. It is calculated for two newly introduced
variables: First, the weighted horizontal vector error7 is

p
ehor =

(up − um )2 + (vp − vm )2
vair

.

(8.14)

Here, the subscripts p and m stand for the predicted and measured components, and
vair is the nominal airspeed of 9 m/s for AtlantikSolar. The variable ehor therefore
normalizes the horizontal wind estimate error with the aircraft speed. If ehor > 1, the
wind is too strong to overcome the wind and collision with terrain can occur. The
second variable is the weighted vertical error

 wp −wm
ever =

wsr
wp −wm
wcr

if wp − wm ≤ 0,
if wp − wm > 0 ,

(8.15)

where wsr is the maximum sink rate (positive) and wcr the maximum climb rate.
For AtlantikSolar these are 3 m/s and 1.5 m/s respectively. This error is especially
important for fragile or low-propulsion-power aircraft: For example, if the predicted
vertical wind is wp = 0 m/s and ever < −1, then the aircraft sink rate is exceeded when
altitude hold is required and the aircraft structure may get damaged. Equivalently,
when wp = 0 m/s but ever > 1, then the actual downwards wind magnitude is higher
than the aircraft climb rate and the aircraft is in risk of colliding with terrain. Overall,
if any of the error magnitudes exceed unity, the aircraft is in danger.
Table 8.3 shows the final results. The root mean square horizontal errors, vertical
errors, and — given that they were already properly normalized with the aircraft
nominal speed, climb rate and sink rate — their sum are presented. In Bivio, the
vertical error is reduced by neither the initial nor the downscaled wind field but the
horizontal error is reduced by 38 % by the downscaling model. In San Bernardino, the
vertical error is slightly reduced by both ~
uI and ~
u. The horizontal error is reduced
by 27 % by ~
uI and by 31 % by ~
u. In Vorab, the initial wind field yields a much
larger vertical error than the zero-wind assumption and the downscaling model can
only marginally compensate for that. The horizontal error is however reduced by
46 % by ~
uI and by 48 % by ~
u. Averaged over all three test cases (with equal weight
for each), it becomes clear that both COSMO-2 and the higher-resolution COSMO-1
model provide initial wind fields which have similar or higher vertical errors than the
zero-wind assumption. The low-quality terrain representation (Figure 8.9) is certainly
contributing to this issue. The downscaling model then does not have the leverage to
significantly improve this: On average, ~
uI increases the vertical error by 30 %, and the
error increase after downscaling is still 26 %. However, the horizontal error is reduced
by 31 % by the initial wind field and by 41 % for the downscaled wind field. The
7
It would make more sense to compare the horizontal wind speed and direction instead of
combining them in one variable. But given that the zero wind field u
~ 0 has no proper wind direction,
the above introduced variable is considered the best solution.
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Table 8.3: Horizontal and vertical wind estimate root mean square errors for the zerowind assumption ~
u0 , the NWP-based interpolation ~
uI and the adjusted wind field ~
u with
optimal stability parameter. The LIDAR measurement serves as wind ground truth. The
percentage values are the relative changes with respect to the zero-wind assumption.

Type

RMSE(ever )

RMSE(ehor )

Sum

Bivio
Zero wind
Interpolated wind
Optimal adjusted wind

0.130
0.159 (+22%)
0.142 (+9%)

0.541
0.522 (-4%)
0.339 (-38%)

0.671
0.681 (+1%)
0.481 (-28%)

San Bernardino
Zero wind
Interpolated wind
Optimal adjusted wind

0.299
0.268 (-10%)
0.272 (-9%)

0.713
0.517 (-27%)
0.493 (-31%)

1.012
0.785 (-22%)
0.765 (-24%)

Vorab
Zero wind
Interpolated wind
Optimal adjusted wind

0.466
0.737 (+58%)
0.713 (+53%)

1.200
0.643 (-46%)
0.627 (-48%)

1.666
1.380 (-17%)
1.340 (-20%)

All test cases combined
Zero wind
Interpolated wind
Optimal adjusted wind

0.298
0.388 (+30%)
0.376 (+26%)

0.818
0.561 (-31%)
0.486 (-41%)

1.116
0.949 (-15%)
0.862 (-23%)

sum of both errors reduces by 15 % with the initial wind field and by 23 % with the
presented downscaling method.
The error histograms are displayed in Figure 8.12. For the horizontal error distribution, the no wind assumption shows a wide distribution with two peaks at approximately 4 m/s and 12 m/s. The interpolation of NWP data already performs better and
the respective error distribution has only one peak at slightly below 4 m/s. The output
for the model with optimal stability parameter performs even better, the respective
peak is around 3 m/s. For the vertical error distribution, the zero wind assumption
leads to the smallest RMSE. The interpolated wind field shows a much higher vertical
RMSE and thus more spread in the error distribution. The adjusted wind field distribution is similar. As visible in Table 8.3, the large variance mainly comes from the
measurements in Vorab, which show vertical winds that cannot be described by simple phenomena (see for example Figure 8.8) and are therefore not covered in COSMO
data. It should be noted that modeling local anomalies such as mountain waves or
thermal flows is also very challenging for more complex (e.g. prognostic) meteorological models. In addition it is also possible that imperfections in the LIDAR data
due to clouds, fog or precipitation remain. All in all, the adjusted wind field however
has a 23% and 8% smaller RMSE than the zero-wind and interpolated wind fields
respectively.
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Figure 8.12: Error histograms: The horizontal error distribution is clearly improved by
the downscaling model, but the vertical component is worse than the no wind assumption.

3 Real-Time Wind-Aware Path Planning for UAVs
This section presents a wind-aware path planner that runs in real time on a UAV’s
onboard computer and incorporates the real-time 3D wind field predictions from Section 2. It uses near-optimal Dubins aircraft paths to represent the vehicle dynamics
and terrain information from a SLAM system to generate safe and efficient paths
through wind and cluttered terrain.

3.1 State of the Art
Motion planning can be performed using grid-based approaches [49], Artificial Potential Fields [67] or sampling-based methods. Rapidly-exploring Random Trees
(RRT) [75] are a well-known non-optimal sampling-based planning technique for high
dimensional problems or vehicles with nonholonomic constraints. The non-optimal
RRT has been extended to the asymptotically optimal RRT* [64]. Other optimal
sampling-based planners include BIT* [46], PRM* [65], or FMT* [62]. Gammell et al.
[45] introduce IRRT*, a planner that uses information from already known solutions
to improve the convergence to the optimal path. Sampling-based planners have been
applied to time-optimal planning in uniform wind by Ceccarelli et al. [21], Hota and
Ghose [59], and Schopferer and Pfeifer [143]. Time-optimal planning in non-uniform
wind is presented by Lawrance and Sukkarieh [76] and Otte et al. [119]. The approach
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presented by Chakrabarty and Langelaan [23] computes a time-optimal path in nonuniform time-varying wind fields. In previous work [113] we have presented a similar
approach that plans optimal paths considering extensive non-uniform time-varying
weather data, but does not run in real time. To our knowledge, no approach that can
plan cost-optimal aircraft paths in non-uniform 3D wind fields in real time has been
demonstrated.

3.2 Fundamentals
Motion planning is the problem of finding a path from start state qstart ∈ Qfree to
the goal configuration qgoal ∈ Qfree through the free space Qfree = Q \ Qobs while
obeying additional constraints (e.g. vehicle dynamics). Here, Q is the set of all
possible robot configurations and Qobs is the set of robot states that are infeasible e.g.
due to obstacles. While the states can be selected using grid-based approaches [49],
this paper focuses on sampling-based planning methods and more specifically the
asymptotically optimal RRT* [64] and its informed counterpart IRRT* [45].
3.2.1 Sampling-Based Path Planning Methods
RRT*
Sampling-based planners are advantageous because their computational complexity
stays manageable for higher-dimensional problems and Qfree does not have to be
constructed explicitly. Such planners are probabilistically complete, i.e. are guaranteed
to find a solution if one exists and infinite time is available. RRT* (Algorithm 2) is
also asymptotically optimal, i.e. it converges to the optimal path over time. After
initialization of the motion tree T , RRT* randomly selects a configuration qrand from
Q. The configuration qnearest ∈ T which has the smallest distance to qrand is then
found. The actual new state qnew is selected such that it lies on the path between
qrand and qnearest and is no further than dmax away from qnearest . This capping step
in the so-called steering function avoids excessively long path segments in T because
they have a higher probability of collision and therefore yield only few valid motions.
Next the motion from qnearest to qnew is checked for validity, i.e. that it does not
collide with any obstacle. If that is the case, then either the k-nearest neighbors of
qnew or all states within a distance r from qnew are determined and stored in Qnear .
The values of k and r are dependent on the number of nodes in the motion tree n:
k = krrg ln (n)
r=

p

dim

rrrg · ln(n)/n ,

(8.16)
(8.17)

where krrg and rrrg are variable parameters and dim is the state space dimension. The
neighbor in Qnear with the lowest cost-to-go to qnew (with respect to a cost function
fcost ) is selected as parent qparent . The edge from qparent to qnew , which is part of the
currently best-known path from qstart to qnew , is added to the motion tree T and qnew
is added as a vertex. The rewiring step is one of the main differences to RRT as it
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Algorithm 2 RRT* Algorithm: A motion tree T is generated from the initial configuration qstart until the terminationCondition is fulfilled.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

procedure solve
T .init(qstart )
while (terminationCondition == false) do
qrand ← sampleRandomState ()
qnearest ← getNearestNeighbor (qrand , T )
qnew ← Steer (qnearest , qrand , dmax )
if motionValid (qnearest , qnew ) then
Qnear ← getNeighbors (qnew , T )
qparent , cost ← getBestParent (qnew , Qnear , fcost )
T .add_edge(qparent , qnew , cost)
T .add_vertex(qnew )
rewireTree (qnew , Qnear , fcost )
end if
end while
end procedure

provides the optimality-properties of RRT*: It checks whether any of the paths from
qnew to the elements of Qnear is more optimal than the previously known respective
path. If so, then that path is rewired, i.e. the parent of q ∈ Qnear is set to qnew .
Informed RRT*
The Informed RRT* algorithm [45] proceeds exactly like RRT* until a first feasible
path is found. After that, it leverages the information on the initial solution to speed
up the convergence towards an optimal solution: First, it only samples the informed
subset Qinf , i.e. the solutions which are known to be able to improve the solution:
Qinf = {q ∈ Q|h(q) ≤ cbest } .

(8.18)

Here, cbest is the cost of the current best solution and h(q) is a heuristic function
which returns a lower limit for the cost of a path from start qstart to goal qgoal which
is constrained to go through q. As an example, for shortest-path planning problems in
Rn the Euclidean distance is a valid heuristic such that the informed subset becomes
Qinf =



q ∈ Q kqstart − qk2 + kqgoal − qk2 ≤ cbest

.

(8.19)

This informed subset is an n-dimensional prolate hyperspheroid (a special form of a
hyperellipsoid) with focal points qstart and qgoal . For simple cases such as an ellipsoid,
states from the informed subset are sampled directly [45]. For more complicated cases
such as general cost functions or differential constraints, indirect sampling based on
rejecting all samples q 6∈ Qinf has to be used. Given that this process becomes very
inefficient for high-dimensional problems, Kunz et al. [71] propose the hierarchical
rejection sampling method. Second, Informed RRT* performs tree pruning, i.e. after
a new solution is found all states in the motion tree T that cannot improve the
solution anymore are removed. Overall, the combination of informed sampling and
tree pruning significantly speeds up the planner’s convergence.
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3.2.2 Dubins Airplane Paths Without Wind
The Dubins path [36] is the shortest path between two states in an obstacle-free world
for a car which can only drive forward at constant velocity and turn at a bounded
turning rate. The shortest path consists of three segments which are either straight
(S), left turn (L), or right turn (R) with the maximum turn rate. Six optimal maneuvers exist: RSR, LSL, RSL, LSR, RLR, LRL. For certain cases, the classification
scheme by Shkel and Lumelsky [148] can determine the optimal maneuver type without explicitly computing the length of all six maneuvers. The Dubins airplane [25] is
the extension of the Dubins car to 3D. The aircraft state q is subject to the dynamics
vair · cos(γ) · cos(ψ)
ẏ   vair · cos(γ) · sin(ψ) 

,
q̇ =
=
ż
vair · sin(γ)
uψ
ψ̇

 ẋ 





(8.20)

where x, y, and z represent the position and ψ the heading. The aircraft airspeed vair
is assumed to be constant. The two inputs of the system are the path angle (climb
and sink angle) γ and the turn rate uψ . The inputs are subject to the constraints
γ∈





− γmax , γmax ,


g
g
uψ ∈ −
· tan (φmax ) ,
· tan (φmax ) ,
vair
vair

(8.21)
(8.22)

where γmax is the maximum allowed path angle, g the gravitational acceleration, and
φmax the maximum allowed bank angle. The bank angle limit can also be expressed
in terms of the aircraft’s minimum turn radius
rturn =

2
vair
.
tan (φmax ) · g

(8.23)

The Dubins airplane path is the shortest path under these dynamics between two
states in an obstacle-free environment without wind. The calculation method [25]
relies on projecting the start and goal states into a horizontal plane, solving the
respective Dubins car problem, and then expanding the path back to three dimensions
by computing the climbing angle and adding a climb/sink helix if necessary. The so
called low- and high-altitude Dubins airplane paths are calculated optimally. However,
no closed-form solution for the medium altitude case exists. To speed up the planning,
this paper therefore uses the approximation described in [141] for the < 5% mediumaltitude cases that occur in usual planning problems. The error with respect to the
optimal solution is bounded, but strictly speaking, not all Dubins airplane paths are
optimal. More generally, standard Dubins airplane paths have two main limitations:
First, they are only a very rough approximation of the aircraft dynamics because
the discontinuities in the turn rate make them dynamically infeasible. Scheuer and
Laugier [140], Richter et al. [133], or Askari et al. [8] therefore present the generation
of curvature continuous paths. Second, they are only valid in zero-wind. However,
McGee et al. [86] extend them to uniform wind, and Section 3.5.1 extends McGee’s
work towards Dubins airplane paths for non-uniform wind.
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3.3 Implementation and Testing Setup
The path planning framework is implemented in C++ and is deeply integrated with
the Robot Operating System (ROS), which provides the interfaces to load the octomap [57] or DEM and the wind field data from the downscaling method described
in Section 2. The planning framework is based on and extends OMPL [156]. A variety
of planners, among them RRT*, FMT*, PRM* and the informed planners IRRT* and
BIT*, are supported. The path’s waypoints are exported to a MAVLink8 compatible
autopilot via Mavros9 . The whole framework can therefore be tested in a Hardware
in the loop (HIL) simulation using Gazebo/RotorS [44] (Figure 8.13). In the following sections, the planning performance is assessed with an Intel i7-6500U dual-core
processor with 16 GB RAM using the OMPL benchmarking tools. If not mentioned
otherwise, each test case is run 100 times with the aircraft and planning parameters
in Table 8.4. More implementation details are presented by Achermann [1].
Table 8.4: The default parameters used for the planner benchmarking.

Parameter

Variable

Value

Planner parameters
Planner
Maximum planning time
Terrain altitude source
Obstacle aware sampling
Custom nearest neighbor search
Pre-evaluated height map
Bounding box side length
Terrain height map resolution
Meteo map resolution
Max. Dubins motion length

sbb
rhm
rmm
dmax

IRRT*
2 s/15 s
2.5D map (height checking)
true
true
false
30 m (all sides)
30 m
30 m
0.2 · map size

Airplane parameters
Minimum turn radius
Maximum climbing/sinking angle
Airspeed

rturn
γmax
vair

25 m
0.15 rad
9.0 m/s

3.4 Improving Shortest-Distance Path Planning Performance
This section contributes computational performance improvements for shortest-distance aircraft motion planning with RRT*-like methods. Two different test cases in
Alpine terrain are used: The Dom mountain range (Figure 8.14a) with start and goal
on opposite sides of the mountain and the Kandertal Low test case (Figure 8.14c).

8
9

http://mavlink.org
http://wiki.ros.org/mavros
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Figure 8.13: The time-optimal planner running in real time in a HIL simulation: RVIZ
(left) and Gazebo/RotorS [44] (right) visualizations. The aircraft (yellow arrow) avoids the
Alpine terrain and leverages favorable winds that, as indicated by the black arrows, blow
from start (green circle) to goal (red circle) in the lower section of the valley.
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Figure 8.14: The test scenarios with the optimal path after 2 hours of planning. Left:
Terrain height (blue equals low terrain, red high terrain) and the path (red). Right: Terrain
and path along the total path length fraction.
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3.4.1 An Improved Informed Subset for a Dubins Airplane
The Euclidean distance is always shorter than the Dubins aircraft [25] path between
two states. It is thus a valid heuristic h(q). However, due to the constrained path
angle (and thus climb and sink rate) the aircraft has to fly a helix or lengthen its
horizontal path if the goal altitude is too high or low. This fact is used to clip the
informed sampling ellipse in z-direction. Defining
deucl (q1 , q2 ) = kq1 − q2 k2
dclimb (q1 , q2 ) =

(8.24)

|q1 .z − q2 .z|
,
sin |γmax |

(8.25)

where q1 , q2 ∈ Qfree , then the resulting cost heuristic h(q) for the airplane path length
from qstart through q to qgoal is
h(q) = max deucl (qstart , q), dclimb (qstart , q)





+ max deucl (q, qgoal ), dclimb (q, qgoal ) .

(8.26)

This formulation of h(q) results in the informed subset Qinf shown in Figure 8.15.
The size of Qinf is reduced as a function of γmax . Only informed planners (i.e. IRRT*
and BIT* in this framework) benefit from this improved heuristic.

Figure 8.15: The left ellipsoid visualizes the informed subset Qinf if h(q) is the Euclidean
distance only. The right ellipsoid represents the heuristic of Eq. (8.26), which is capped in
positive and negative z-direction. Here, a maximum path angle of γmax = 0.25 rad is used.

3.4.2 Collision Checking
In Algorithm 2, MotionValid checks whether a motion lies in Qfree . In addition to
the initial and final states q1 , q2 , all intermittent states are checked by discretizing the
motion with the intermediate collision check distance dicc . This distance should be
small enough so that all collisions are detected but large enough to not slow down the
motion checking excessively. Our framwork implements both the Flexible Collision
Library (FCL) [122] and 2.5D map height checking. For flight at medium to high
altitude in outdoor environments, the full 3D collision checking of FCL is however
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not needed. The overhanging geometry of certain obstacles (bridges, power lines,
trees) can simply be modeled as 2.5D features to speed up the collision checking. The
standard 2.5D height checking considers the space below the terrain altitude hter (x, y)
as obstacle space Qobs . The map is collision-checked against the vehicle’s bounding
box, whose size is chosen to fully contain the vehicle in all attitudes. A margin for the
minimum desired distance to terrain is added. In our implementation, the 2.5D-map
is internally stored at the bounding box resolution. This approach is conservative but
efficient because a maximum of four cells of the 2.5D map have to be checked.
The pre-evaluation of 2.5D maps can yield further height checking performance improvements: As shown in Figure 8.16a, the bounding box can generally intersect with
the eight surrounding cells of the current aircraft position. The pre-evaluation calculates the relevant collision area for a cell with center xc , yc and any arbitrary aircraft
position inside that cell
xc − 0.5 (rhm + sbb ) ≤ x ≤ xc + 0.5 (rhm + sbb )

(8.27)

yc − 0.5 (rhm + sbb ) ≤ y ≤ yc + 0.5 (rhm + sbb ) .

(8.28)

Here, rhm is the height map resolution and sbb is the bounding box side length. The
largest hter in the relevant area is determined and filled into the corresponding cell
of the pre-processed height map (Figure 8.16b). As a result, instead of checking four
cells, only the single cell the aircraft actually is in has to be checked. The downside
is that the pre-evaluated collision checking is more conservative, i.e. it effectively
increases the horizontal bounding box size with a virtual safety margin ∆sm ≤ rhm .
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Figure 8.16: Left: Standard collision checking with exemplary cell (red) and relevant
collision area (orange). Right: Pre-evaluated collision checking with corresponding preevaluated cell (red). The numbers represent the terrain height hter . The figure assumes
sbb = rhm . An exemplary path (red solid line) is shown together with the bounding box
swath (red dashed lines) and the cells that need to be checked (grey).

Preliminary results
Whereas FCL-based collision checking requires 20–30% of the total planning time,
both the original and pre-evaluated height map collision checking require ≤ 0.1 %
of the planning time for rhm ≈ sbb . Figure 8.17a plots the number of completed
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Figure 8.17: Comparison of original 2.5D-map (o_), pre-evaluated 2.5D-map (pe_) and
FCL (fcl_) height checking with respect to number of iterations and path cost after 2 s of
planning for rhm = [1 m, 50 m] and sbb = 30 m.

iterations after 2 s of planning in the Kandertal Low scenario. FCL clearly completes
the lowest number of iterations. The pre-evaluated height map checking is always
faster than the original approach because it only checks one cell per planning iteration.
The difference is most significant around 1 m map resolution. The path cost is shown
in Figure 8.17b: Interestingly, the pre-evaluation only yields lower costs for rhm = 1 m.
Two separate reasons can be identified: First, the pre-evaluation virtually increases
the size of obstacles such that the path around obstacles has to be longer. While
this might not be desired, it is no disadvantage per se because it also makes the path
more conservative. Second, the increased obstacle size also leads to more sampled
states being invalid such that, despite the same number of planning iterations, less
valid states can be used for path planning. To conclude, the pre-evaluated height map
should only be used if the height map resolution is small compared to the bounding
1
box (ca. rhm < 30
sbb ).

3.4.3 Obstacle-Aware Sampling
In Euclidean space, an optimal path stays as close as possible to the straight line path
and passes obstacles at small distance. As a result, samples close to obstacles have
a higher likelihood to improve the solution path than samples in large open space.
Amato [6] presents obstacle-aware sampling for generic configuration spaces. Here,
we extend Amato’s work by using the specific structure of the aircraft path planning
problem, i.e. that start and goal pose are known and the obstacles are represented by
min = min(z
max
a 2.5D map. Let zs,g
start , zgoal ) and zs,g = max(zstart , zgoal ). Then for
Dubins airplane shortest-path planning in a 2.5D map, the optimal path always stays
min and, if no obstacle blocks the direct path, even within z max > z > z min .
at z > zs,g
s,g
s,g
The obstacle-aware sampling algorithm is:
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1. Draw a uniform sample q = (x, y, z, ψ) from the state space Q (or from
Qinf in the informed case).
min , resample the z-component from a uniform distribution with
2. If z < zs,g
min , z max ].
the boundaries [zs,g
s,g

3. If q ∈ Qobs , shift the state q in positive z-direction with dzshift until
q ∈ Qfree . If q is outside the state space Q (for the uninformed case) or
the informed subspace Qinf (for the informed case), return to Step 1.
min which cannot improve the path
This sampling approach avoids samples below zs,g
cost. It increases the sampling density in the regions which contribute most to immin and z max , or if this band is fully
proving the path cost, i.e. the band between zs,g
s,g
or partially occupied by terrain, the band with height dzshift above the terrain. For
example, in Figure 8.18b there are no samples in the valley but many samples at the
top of the hill crest where the optimal path from qstart to qgoal would pass.

a)

b)
max
zs,g

goal
start

goal

start
min
z s,g

Figure 8.18: Obstacle unaware (left) and aware (right) sampling. The obstacle-unaware
samples are generated over the full map and also inside obstacles. Applying the obstacle
aware shifting algorithm results in no states inside obstacles and more states close to terrain.

Preliminary results
The iterative z-shift is dzshift = k · dicc , where dicc again denotes the intermediate
collision check distance and k is a design parameter that is varied for this analysis.
The Dom scenario is chosen. Note that due to the significant altitude changes in
this scenario, the optimal path consists exclusively of maximum climb or sink rate
operation (Figure 8.14b). As a result, the planner does not chose the most direct
path in the horizontal plane (Figure 8.14a), but could instead choose any path that
allows constant maximum climb and sink rate. Figure 8.19a compares the number
of valid states in the motion tree after two seconds of planning. The number of
valid states is lowest for obstacle-unaware sampling. It increases asymptotically with
k for obstacle-aware sampling. The path costs in Figure 8.19b clearly show that
the obstacle-aware sampling results in lower path costs. The median cost errors of
the worst configuration (obstacle-unaware sampling) and best configuration (obstacleaware sampling with k = 5) to the optimal cost are 1080 m (4.5% error) and 430 m
(1.8%) respectively. The error has thus been reduced by more than half, which due
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Figure 8.19: Comparison of obstacle-unaware and obstacle-aware planning (with k =
[2, 30] given as a postfix) in the Dom scenario after two seconds of planning. The right
plot includes the cost after 2 hours of planning (optimal) as a reference.

to the asymptotic convergence of the planner means that the obstacle-ware planning
leads to significantly reduced time to reach a certain solution accuracy. For larger
k and thus dzshift , the path cost increases again because the shifted samples have a
higher distance from the terrain and the path can thus not follow the terrain as closely.
The obstacle-aware sampling benefits are high in the Dom scenario because the terrain
Qobs is a significant part of the state space Q. Achermann [1] presents further test
cases with flatter terrain. Overall, the results suggest to choose k = [5, 10].
3.4.4 Nearest Neighbor Search
The nearest neighbor search identifies the closest neighbor or the k-nearest neighbors
of a state. RRT* performs each of these computations once per planning iteration.
The neighbor search makes up 90 % of the planning time because it involves multiple
Dubins path calculations. Two improvements are therefore outlined below.
Speeding up the nearest neighbor search via a Dubins path approximation
When reusing the definitions of deucl from Eq. (8.24) and dclimb from Eq. (8.25), one
can define the Dubins distance approximation



dˆdubins (q1 , q2 ) = max deucl (q1 , q2 ), dclimb (q1 , q2 ) .

(8.29)

Computing dˆdubins is around ten times faster than computing the Dubins distance
ddubins itself. The Dubins approximation can be used to define an upper bound for
the actual Dubins distance:
ddubins ≤ dˆdubins +

(4π + 2) · rturn
,
cos(γmax )

(8.30)
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where rturn is the aircraft minimum turn radius. Both rturn and γmax are fixed aircraft
parameters and the term on the right hand side is thus constant. It is derived by
considering the worst case difference between Dubins distance and Euclidean distance:
When the start and goal position are equal but their heading ψ is offset by 180◦ , then
the path offset is (2π + 2) · rturn . The division by cos(γmax ) accounts for climb or
sink operations. An additional 2πrturn / cos(γmax ) needs to be added because the
sub-optimal Dubins airplane path is used for the medium altitude case [141]. The
proposed method to compute the nearest neighbors then is:
1. Compute the approximation dˆdubins from the input state to every state in
the motion tree and order them from smallest to largest dˆdubins .
2. Set the threshold distance to dthres = dˆdubins [1] and dthres = dˆdubins [k],
i.e. 1st and k-th element, for the nearest/k-nearest neighbors respectively.
3. Identify the index i of the first element in the list for which dˆdubins [i] >
dthres + ((4π + 2) · rturn ) / cos(γmax ).
4. Compute the actual Dubins distance ddubins from the input state to all
states in the sorted list up to i − 1 and return the nearest or k-nearest
states, i.e. those with the smallest value ddubins .
We expect that the planner’s convergence is sped up because the Dubins distance is
only calculated for the first i − 1 states and not all states in the motion tree. This
should apply especially for the late planning stages when the motion tree is large.
Considering Dubins path asymmetry during the nearest neighbor calculation
The standard RRT* in OMPL (version 1.1.1) is only designed for symmetric paths.
However, the Dubins airplane path is not symmetric, i.e. the distances q1 → q2
and q2 → q1 are generally not equal. Therefore, the k-nearest neighbors from input
state to motion tree (required in the RRT* rewiring step) might differ from the knearest neighbors from motion tree to input state (required to initially connect the
motion tree to the new input state). However, the standard RRT* planner [64] and
its OMPL-implementation only compute a single and thus potentially wrong set of
nearest neighbors. We therefore adapt the OMPL RRT* to compute the k-nearest
neighbors in both directions. While this is the correct way for asymmetric motions, it
of course requires twice the amount of k-nearest neighbor calculations per iteration.
Preliminary results
The assessment uses the Kandertal Low scenario and the nearest/k-nearest neighbor
search configurations in Table 8.5: First, the RRT* standard neighbor search which
calculates the Dubins distance to all neighbors but is still called linear 10 in OMPL,
and second, the Dubins approximation of Eq. (8.30). Figure 8.20a shows the iterations
completed in 15 s planning time, which generally decreases for the custom neighbor
search implementation: While ompl_lin computes the distance from the input state
10
Linear describes the computational complexity of the search method and not how the distance
is computed, see http://ompl.kavrakilab.org/classompl_1_1NearestNeighborsLinear.html
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Table 8.5: The nearest-neighbor search configurations. Dub. means the standard OMPL
implementation, which calculates the Dubins path to all neighbors. Dub.Appx. means the
Dubins approximation of Eq. (8.30) is used. The 1-way calculation in a Dubins case always
represents the motion from the state to the motion tree.

ompl_lin
1way_both
2way_both
1way_onlyk
2way_onlyk

Nearest neighbor
Method
Direction

k-nearest neighbors
Method
Direction

Dub.
Dub.Appx.
Dub.Appx.
Dub.
Dub.

Dub.
Dub.Appx.
Dub.Appx.
Dub.Appx.
Dub.Appx.

1-way
1-way
1-way
1-way
1-way
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Figure 8.20: Comparison of the OMPL and custom nearest-neighbor search methods in the
Kandertal Low scenario after 15 s planning time. The optimal path is shown for reference.

to every state in the motion tree once (complexity O (n)), our custom implementation
involves sorting dˆdubins and thus has complexity O (n log (n)). Hence, the custom
implementation is slower because the nearest neighbors are calculated twice per iteration. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 8.20b, the path cost tends to improve. The
2way_both and 2way_onlyk configurations decrease the remaining error with respect
to the optimal path by 20% because they always select the correct neighborhood and
therefore the optimal connection between every state in the motion tree is found. Note
that Achermann [1] presents further test scenarios. The overall conclusion is that the
2way_onlyk configuration yields the largest improvement and should thus be used.

3.4.5 Code Optimization
The Dubins path computation is a bottleneck because it makes up 80 % of the planning time. Code optimizations were therefore implemented: First, trigonometric and
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square-root evaluations for constant angles (e.g. γmax ) were replaced by pre-computed
values. In addition, trigonometric functions are only evaluated with single instead of
double precision, giving a speed up of factor four per evaluation at negligible precision
loss (on the order of millimeters). Second, the Dubins path interpolation is improved.
Generally, the segment type (left, right, straight, helix), length, and climbing angle
for the up to six segments uniquely define the Dubins airplane path. Previously, for
interpolating a state in the i-th segment, as required numerous times during collision
checking, all previous i−1 segments were recomputed. Our implementation calculates
the segment ends for a path only once and then caches them for further reuse.
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The performance improvements are evaluated in the Dom, Kandertal Low, and Kandertal High scenarios (where Kandertal High uses the same map as Kandertal Low
but a higher-altitude goal state). The number of iterations after two seconds of planning (Figure 8.21a) increases by around 10 %. The motion tree is therefore also 10 %
larger. Due to the asymptotic convergence of the planner the path length reduction is
much smaller (Figure 8.21b). The largest performance gain is seen for Kandertal Low
where the cost is decreased by about 0.5 percent points (7% of the remaining error to
the solution after 2 hours of planning). Nevertheless, any Dubins path interpolation
speed up is important because the time-optimal planning of Section 3.5 requires even
more Dubins path calculations than the shortest-path planning.
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Figure 8.21: Iterations and path cost before and after the code optimization when planning
2 s. The scenarios are Dom (dom_), Kandertal Low (kanl_) and Kandertal High (kanh_).

3.4.6 Performance Results
This section assesses the combined RRT* performance improvements resulting from
Sections 3.4.1 to 3.4.5. The selected optimum configuration is a) obstacle-aware sampling with k = 5, b) height checking with the original 2.5D map, and c) custom
nearest neighbor search only for k-nearest but in both directions. The number of
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motion tree states after two seconds of planning (Figure 8.22a) is increased by 30–
60 %. Figure 8.22b shows that the path length errors with respect to the optimal
path are reduced from 5.2 to 1.9 percent points (63% reduction), from 10.4 to 7.0
percent points (33% reduction) and from 2.9 to 1.7 percent points (41% reduction)
respectively in the Dom, Kandertal low and Kandertal high scenarios. Overall, the
error relative to the optimal path is approximately cut in half. Figure 8.23a shows
that a 5% error with respect to the optimal path is reached 10x, 5x and 20x faster
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Figure 8.22: Number of motion tree states and path cost after two seconds of planning
time before and after the improvements implemented in this paper. The scenarios are
Dom(dom_), Kandertal Low(kanl_), and Kandertal High(kanh_).
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Figure 8.23: Performance metrics before and after the implementation of the new methods.
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than without the optimizations in the Dom, Kandertal High and Kandertal Low scenarios respectively. The presented methods thus significantly improve the planning
performance. Figure 8.23b visualizes the convergence of the planner: For the map
sizes, resolution and the informed RRT* planner used here, solutions with < 8% error
to the optimal solution are on average available after one second and a < 5% error
is reached within two seconds. This is a main reason why we consider the framework
capable of real-time path planning for a UAV.

3.5 Wind-Aware Path Planning
To extend the shortest-path planning to time-optimal planning in 3D wind fields,
first, Section 3.5.1 describes the iterative Dubins airplane path calculation in wind.
Second, Section 3.5.2 presents the adapted motion cost heuristic. Third, the obstacleaware sampling of Section 3.4.3 is still partially possible, however, given that in wind
min this assumption is removed. Fourth, the
the path does not generally fulfill z > zs,g
standard OMPL neighbor search is used given that Eq. (8.29) is not valid in wind.

3.5.1 Computing the Dubins Airplane Path in Presence of Wind
Airplane motion planning in wind fields is discussed by numerous authors [21, 23, 119].
McGee et al. [86] present an algorithm to compute the Dubins airplane path for a
uniform wind field. Given that this paper also employs Dubins airplane paths, we
extend McGee’s approach for spatially varying wind fields. Algorithm 3 presents our
iterative approach: First, the Dubins path without wind is computed as described in
Section 3.2.2. Second, the resulting path is simulated with wind and the resulting
wind is determined (Figure 8.24a). Third,
goal pose error due to the wind drift ∆qgoal
virt = q
wind
the new shifted virtual goal state qgoal
goal − ∆qgoal is determined. The three
steps are then repeated iteratively with the new virtual goal state until the groundrelative Dubins path end point and the original goal state have converged to within
1 m Euclidean distance.
Algorithm 3 Computing the Dubins airplane path in spatially-varying wind
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
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procedure computeDubinsPathWithWind(qstart , qgoal , windfield)
virt ← q
qgoal
goal
while (converged == false) do

virt
airpath ← computeDubinsPathWithoutWind qstart , qgoal
wind ← computeWindDrift (airpath, windfield)
∆qgoal



virt ← shiftState q
wind
qgoal
goal , ∆qgoal
converged ← isConverged (airpath, windfield)
end while
end procedure

3 Real-Time Wind-Aware Path Planning for UAVs
Algorithm 4 describes the wind drift computation. The aircraft position is retrieved
through interpolating the air-relative Dubins path and adding the current wind drift.
GetWindData determines the wind at the current ground-relative position. The
wind drift over the time segment ∆t is accumulated and the process repeated until the
Dubins path is complete. A small ∆tmax increases the calculation accuracy but also
the computation time because more Dubins path interpolations are required (which
is why the improvements of Section 3.4.5 are important).
Algorithm 4 Computing the wind drift through numerical integration.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

procedure computeWindDrift(airpath, windfield)
t ← 0.0
wind ← (0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
∆qgoal
while t ≤ 1.0 do
∆t ← min (∆tmax , 1.0 − t)
qair ← interpolate (airpath, t)
wind
qground ← qair + ∆qgoal



winddata ← getWindData windfield, qground
wind ← incrementWindDrift (∆t, winddata)
∆qgoal
t ← t + ∆t
end while
wind
return ∆qgoal
end procedure

Preliminary Results
To analyze the convergence of the Dubins path calculation in wind the following
scenarios are calculated 100’000 times each with random start and goal states:
1. Synthetic a-d): Wind field of Figure 8.26b with size 3500 m x 3500 m x
3000 m and wind magnitude a) 1 m/s, b) 4 m/s, c) 8 m/s, and d) 12 m/s.
2. Vorab a/b): Vorab map with a 3000 m x 3000 m x 2000 m wind field calculated by the meteo node (Section 2). The maximum wind is 37 m/s, i.e.
vwind  vair . Case a) uses uninformed sampling, case b) uses informed
sampling such that the start/goal states are closer to each other.
3. Kandertal a/b): Kandertal map with, for Kandertal a) the same wind field
as Synth. b), and for Kandertal b) the same wind field as Synth. c).
Figure 8.24b visualizes the percentage of successful Dubins path calculations in wind
versus the maximum number of allowed iterations. The success rate increases somewhat asymptotically. In Synth. d) and Vorab a), where vwind > vair , the success
rates stay below 30%. In Synth. c) and Kandertal b), where vwind is only slightly
below vair , the success rate increases slowly and only reaches 95% after 100 iterations.
Such a slow convergence can slow down the overall planner significantly. A maximum
number of 12 iterations is therefore chosen. Obviously, finding feasible Dubins paths
in strong wind is harder and may even become infeasible at vwind > vair . McGee et al.
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Figure 8.24: Approach and performance of the Dubins airplane path calculation in wind

[86] explain that for a convergence rate of 1.0 the path may need to be lengthened
artificially. Given that, first, this method is not implemented yet, and second, the
number of iterations is limited, the optimality property is violated in strong winds
and only near-optimal paths are returned.
3.5.2 Motion Cost Heuristic
To allow informed planning and tree pruning in 3D wind fields, the heuristic needs to
be extended to account for wind: First, dˆdubins between the states q1 , q2 is computed
via Eq. (8.29). Then, to make sure that the heuristic is a lower bound, the maximum
components of the wind in x-, y-, and z-direction are determined separately for each
axis over the whole wind field. The magnitude of this vector projected onto the vector
proj
from q1 to q2 is identified and denoted vwind
. Then the time heuristic h is
h(q1 , q2 ) =

dˆdubins (q1 , q2 )
proj
vair + vwind

.

(8.31)

Preliminary results
The heuristic must be a lower bound for the actual path cost, but should approximate
it as closely as possible such that the heuristic quality l(q1 , q2 ) = h(q1 , q2 )/c(q1 , q2 ) →
1. Figure 8.25 assesses the distribution of the heuristic quality in four different cases:
a) zero wind b) uniform 4.0 m/s horizontal wind, c) uniform 1.0 m/s vertical wind and
d) Vorab a) from Section 3.5.1. For each setup 1’000’000 different start and goal states
are sampled from a 4000 m x 4000 m x 500 m cuboid. The heuristic approximates the
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zero-wind test case, which is equivalent to a shortest-path problem, best. On average,
l = 0.979. In the time-optimal case, for a vertical wind of 1 m/s the average quality
is l = 0.940. In the 4.0 m/s horizontal wind the heuristic quality drops to l = 0.664,
and for the wind field from Vorab a) it drops to l = 0.189. The reason is that one
small map region has strong wind of 37 m/s. By taking the maximum wind magnitude
over the whole wind field, this small region impacts the heuristic over the whole wind
field. The very simple heuristic presented here is valid (i.e. h(q1 , q2 ) < c(q1 , q2 )) and
very fast to compute because it only needs to be calculated once a new wind field is
available. It is clearly better than not using a heuristic at all, but it underestimates
the cost especially for wind fields with large spatial variations.
35
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Figure 8.25: The distribution of the heuristic quality, i.e. the fraction of the motion
heuristic divided by the actual motion cost, in four different wind fields.

3.6 Results
The wind-aware and shortest-path planning are compared by running each of them
100 times for 15 s. After each run the planned path is simulated with wind and checked
for terrain collisions. Both synthetic and real terrain and wind fields are used:
• w0 : No obstacles, horizontal wind of 4.5 m/s (Figure 8.26a).
• w1 : No obstacles, horizontal wind of 6.0 m/s (Figure 8.26b).
• w2 : No obstacles, vertical wind with 1 m/s ( Figure 8.26c).
• w3 : Kandertal low terrain (Figure 8.14c) with a synthetic wind field that
contains horizontal wind of 6 m/s from qstart → qgoal for z > 1850 m and
wind in the opposite direction below this plane.
• Vorab 1/2 : Vorab 1 is the same as Vorab a) in Section 3.5.1. The maximum wind is 37 m/s but close to the ground the wind speed is much lower.
Vorab 2 uses an even stronger wind field with a maximum wind of 59 m/s.
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(a) Scen. w0, top down view.
4.5 m/s wind in the x-y plane.

(b) Scen. w1, top down view.
6.0 m/s wind in the x-y plane.

(c) Scen. w2, side view. 1.0 m/s
wind in z-direction.

Figure 8.26: Synthetic test scenarios for planning in wind. The arrows represent wind,
the green and red dot start and goal. The shortest and time-optimal path are shown.
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As shown in Figures 8.26a and 8.26b, in scenarios w0 and w1 the time-optimal planner
chooses the tailwind areas of the map whereas the shortest-path planner flies through
the significant headwind. The time-optimal planner therefore cuts the path cost of
the shortest-path planner in half (Figure 8.27a). Similarly, in scenario w2 shown in
Figure 8.26c, the time-optimal planner leverages the rising air to gain altitude more
quickly and thereby decreases the path cost by a factor of three. For real missions the
planner can thus exploit thermal updrafts as described in our previous work [114]. The
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(b) Percentage of feasible paths. Paths are infeasible if the wind causes a terrain collision or
if the Dubins path in wind cannot be computed.

Figure 8.27: Cost and percentage of feasible paths for the time-optimal (_to) and shortestpath (_sp) planner in wind after planning 15 s. The TO-planner always produces feasible
paths while the SP-planner causes terrain collisions in many non-synthetic scenarios.
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w3 scenario (Figure 8.28a) also shows how the planner leverages favorable horizontal
winds in real terrain: It stays at higher altitude and thus in tailwind longer than the
shortest path and thereby reaches its goal in less time. More importantly, as shown in
Figure 8.27b, in scenarios w3 and Vorab 1/2 the time-optimal planner finds feasible
paths in 100% of all cases whereas the shortest-path planner only finds 46%, 27%
and 91% feasible paths respectively. The other paths result in terrain collisions due
to the neglected wind. While in Vorab 1 the shortest-path planner finds paths with
lower cost, these costs are only calculated using the 27% feasible paths. In addition,

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.28: A vertical slice along the path of the w3 (left) and Vorab 2 (right) scenarios
after 2 h of planning. The x-axis is the fraction of the ground-relative path length. The high
altitude winds (e.g. z > 1850 m for w3 ) are more favorable. In contrast to the indicated
shortest path, the time-optimal planner leverages the favorable winds at high altitude.
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Figure 8.29: Number of iterations (left) and cost convergence (right) for the time-optimal
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cost after planning 2 h. The SP-costs do not converge because they are not optimal in wind.
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in Vorab 2 the time-optimal planner finds lower cost paths by again exploiting the
favorable winds at high altitude (Figure 8.28b). The reason why the feasible shortest
paths can be of lower simulated cost than the feasible time-optimal paths is that the
iterative Dubins path calculation in wind is slow. As shown in Figure 8.29a, after 15 s
the time-optimal planner has completed up to 50x less iterations in a typical nonsynthetic test case. Its convergence is thus also much slower (Figure 8.29b). While
the shortest-path planner requires only milliseconds to converge to below 10% error
with respect to the path after 2 h of planning, the time-optimal planner needs several
seconds. Especially in large maps it may thus be advantageous to first plan a shortest
path and, once more time is available, to then create the wind-aware path.
Influence of the bounding box
Given that many shortest paths result in terrain collisions, it is investigated whether
simply choosing a larger bounding box can mitigate the problem. As shown in Figure 8.30, with a larger bounding box size more feasible paths are found and only a
slight increase of the solution cost is observed. Therefore, while no feasibility guarantees for the path can be given, increasing the bounding box size is an efficient way to
increase the robustness of the shortest-path planner in wind when the time-optimal
planner cannot be used (e.g. on very large maps).
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Figure 8.30: Percentage of feasible paths and path cost with different bounding box sizes
in the Vorab 1 scenario. The time-optimal (to_) and shortest-path planner (sp_) run for
15 s. The new sbb is a multiple (appendix of the experiment name) of the original sbb .

Effect of the wind magnitude
Figure 8.31 shows the cost and percentage of feasible paths for the w3 scenario versus
wind magnitudes of 0–8 m/s. Whereas the time-optimal planning results in 100 % feasible paths, stronger wind decreases the percentage of feasible paths for the shortestpath planning. For 0–4 m/s wind speed the time-optimal planner yields higher-cost
paths than the shortest-path planner because, as also shown by the larger variance
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Figure 8.31: Path cost (left) and feasible paths (right) after 15 s of planning in the w3
scenario for the shortest-path (sp_) and time-optimal planning (to_) and different wind
magnitudes. The wind magnitude in m/s is the number in the experiment name.

of the costs, it has converged less due to the slow iterative Dubins path calculation in wind. However, for wind speeds above 4 m/s, the time-optimal planner returns lower-cost paths by exploiting the more favorable winds at higher altitude (Figure 8.28a). More generally speaking, there exists a both scenario- and computationtime-dependent break-even point for the wind speed above which the time-optimal
planner yields lower-cost paths than the shortest-path planner.

4 Conclusion
This paper has presented initial work on a complete real-time environment-aware UAV
navigation system: It combines the literature’s first 3D wind field prediction system
that runs onboard a UAV and a path planner for non-uniform 3D wind fields.
3D wind field prediction from onboard a UAV
The 3D wind field prediction downscales low-resolution global weather forecasts.
These are first interpolated to retrieve the initial wind field ~
uI . Using simple potential
flow theory, ~
uI is adjusted to observe the terrain boundaries in a high-resolution 2.5D
height map, mass conservation and the atmospheric stratification. Due to the model’s
simplicity, typical flow fields (i.e. 1 km3 with 25 m resolution) are calculated in below
10 s on a standard laptop computer, thus allowing near real time execution on a UAV
onboard computer. Synthetic test cases show good qualitative results: The flow accelerates within orifices such as a steep valley and both rises and accelerates over a ramp.
However, given that the model has no actual physical understanding the quantitative
results are less accurate, i.e. the wind speed is often underestimated. The comparison
to 1D LIDAR profiles collected in the Swiss Alps shows an average horizontal wind
nom to only 0.49 · v nom for AtlantikSolar) over the
error decrease of 41 % (from 0.82 · vair
air
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zero-wind assumption that is mostly used for small-scale UAV path planning today.
This clearly improves flight safety by helping to avoid dangerous high-wind areas.
However, the vertical wind error is increased from 30 % for the zero-wind assumption
to 38 % (relative to the aircraft climb or sink rate). All in all, the method decreases
the overall error with respect to purely interpolated global weather data by 8% and
with respect to a zero-wind assumption by 23%.
Still, significant uncertainties in this initial assessment remain. For example, the
increased vertical wind error is mostly caused by the Vorab LIDAR measurements,
which occasionally contain local anomalies such as mountain waves or thermal flows
and might also contain imperfections caused by clouds or fog that were not filtered
out. The following future work is therefore proposed:
• Weather data: The current LIDAR data is not extensive enough for a final
conclusion on the method’s accuracy. Given the lack of comprehensive 3D
wind field data in the literature, such data should be collected by UAVs
with accurate airspeed probes.
• Short-term improvements: The vertical wind prediction accuracy of 0.8 m/s
may be enough for standard UAVs, but is not enough for unsupervised
flight of fragile low-propulsion-power UAVs in cluttered terrain. Proposed
short-term solutions are an increase of the computation domain to resolve
large-scale effects (e.g. mountain waves), or to — for now — only use the
horizontal wind prediction that delivers improvements of 41%.
• Future work: A central problem is the often low quality of ~
uI , which can
not be corrected sufficiently by the simple potential-field based method
because its very assumption is that ~
uI is already a decent estimate. Two
very different solutions are:
– Improve ~
uI : UAVs usually measure the wind vector along their
trajectory. Fusing this information into the initial wind field can
augment ~
uI substantially. For example, such a method could
easily detect the wind direction errors in ~
uI in Figure 8.10.
– Neglect ~
uI : Methods which do not only adjust the initial wind
field ~
uI , but which completely recalculate the wind field should
be investigated. Such methods are more complex and closer
to Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) approaches, and may
require machine learning techniques to speed up the calculation.
Real-time path planning in non-uniform wind
The OMPL-based wind-aware path planning framework supports a variety of noninformed (e.g. RRT*) and informed (e.g. IRRT*) planners. It approximates the
aircraft dynamics via Dubins airplane primitives and retrieves terrain information
from 3D octomaps or 2.5D height maps. Performance improvements that allow realtime path planning are presented: Obstacle-aware sampling, fast 2.5D map based
collision checks and optimal nearest neighbor search are implemented and, for a given
planning time of 2 s, cut the average error with respect to the optimal path in half. For
planning in non-uniform wind fields, a motion cost heuristic and an iterative Dubins
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airplane path calculation are implemented. The iterative approach however also makes
the time-optimal planner converge more slowly because up to 50x less iterations than
the shortest-path planner can be executed. If sufficient computation time is available,
then the time-optimal planner exhibits a cost advantage over the shortest-path planner
which increases with wind speed. However, more importantly, while the wind-aware
planner always produces collision-free paths in wind, the shortest path often results
in terrain collisions. For safe flight through cluttered terrain and complex wind fields,
there is therefore no alternative to using a wind-aware path planner.
While the slow convergence of the wind-aware planner is acceptable for high altitude
flight, it is a hindrance when new solutions are required rapidly, such as when flying
into previously unmapped terrain where new obstacles need to be avoided. To speed
up the local planning and collision avoidance, two methods are proposed:
• Wind-aware planning, but with the computational area decreased to the
direct vicinity of the airplane (e.g. the area reachable within 20 s).
• Shortest-path planning with an enlarged bounding box yields, in weak
winds, a feasible solution within milliseconds. Once more computation
time is available, this path can be improved with the wind-aware planner.
To also speed up the wind-aware planning for large computational domains, Probabilistic Roadmaps (PRMs) [65, 66] should be investigated. These multi-query planners
store the graph of wind-aware Dubins airplane edge costs, and replanning tasks are
then performed much more quickly by reusing the stored graph instead of recalculating the Dubins motions. Similarly, when exploring new terrain, the graph only has to
be extended with new nodes in this area while the rest can be reused.
Overall conclusion
This paper has contributed initial research on fully-autonomous environment-aware
UAV navigation by providing a real-time terrain- and wind-aware path planner and
the literature’s first method for 3D wind field prediction from onboard a UAV. The
path planner finds feasible collision-free paths even in strong wind and the wind
prediction achieves an important accuracy improvement over the currently employed
no-wind assumption. However, significant future work remains: As a result, based on
the research challenges outlined in this paper, ETH’s Autonomous Systems Lab has
recently acquired an INTEL-funded project on machine-learning-based 3D wind field
prediction in complex terrain. In addition, a research proposal incorporating windaware planning in Alpine environments was recently submitted to the Swiss National
Science Foundation (SNF). This paper has therefore laid the groundwork for follow-up
research on first fully-autonomous real-life missions with UAVs in complex terrain.
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9

Conclusion
This chapter summarizes and evaluates the results of this thesis and outlines prospective research directions. Note that we only review the main contributions while more
technical details are found in the individual papers.

9.1 Summary
This thesis has contributed models, design methods and algorithmic frameworks
which increase the energetic robustness, ease of use and versatility of solar-powered
perpetual-flight-capable UAVs. Papers I+II presented novel solar aircraft models
and design methods as well as their application to the 7 kg AtlantikSolar UAV.
In comparison to previous UAVs, the minimum battery state of charge during the
night is improved from around 10% to 39% and significantly increased perpetual
flight robustness is thus achieved. After three years of development, AtlantikSolar
demonstrated an 81.5-hour (4 days and 3 nights) continuous solar-powered flight and
thereby broke the world record in flight endurance for all aircraft <50 kg. It was also
used extensively in international field deployments (Table 3.2). Paper III extended
both the airplane itself and its onboard estimation and control algorithms to achieve
the first-ever fully-automated multi-day flight of a low-altitude solar-powered UAV
with a day/night-capable payload and, furthermore, the first-ever combination of
automatic thermal updraft tracking and solar-electric propulsion in flight. The
fact that this 26-hour mockup search-and-rescue flight did not require a single
pilot intervention demonstrates the improved ease of use of the vehicle. Paper IV
presented MetPASS, the literature’s first both terrain- and fully meteorology-aware
large-scale mission planner for solar aircraft. Thanks to MetPASS, not only the
81-hour world record flight and a hypothetical Atlantic crossing could be planned,
but first real-life deployments such as a large-scale glacier scanning mission above the
Arctic Ocean could also be performed successfully. The increased versatility is thus
demonstrated. Paper V contributes a wind-aware real-time path planner and the
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literature’s first method for real-time prediction of local 3D wind fields from onboard
a UAV. This framework is considered initial work towards the fully-autonomous
operation of UAVs in cluttered terrain and complex wind fields.

9.2 Contributions
This thesis has made a wide range of contributions to the design and operation of standard and solar-powered UAVs. This section summarizes to what extent the individual
contributions have helped to solve the open research challenges of Section 1.3 and to
thereby reach the goal of Section 1.4. The suggested way forward is also presented.
Design of Solar-Powered UAVs for Robust Multi-Day Flight (Papers I–III)
• Goal: Increased energetic margins and perpetual flight robustness.
• Results: The presented conceptual design methodology, the derived software
framework and the meticulous detailed design process have allowed to significantly increase the energetic margins in perpetual flight: While SoLong [26]
had 2 h of excess time and SkySailor [101] had 5.8% minimum state of charge,
AtlantikSolar achieved 39% minimum state of charge and 6.8 h excess time. As
shown in Paper I Figure 4.17, in suitable weather AtlantikSolar can fly perpetually for 6 months at European latitudes and during the whole year at |ϕ| ≤ 27 ◦
latitude. Even if perpetual flight is impossible, the flight endurance is between
15–48 h. Paper III presents a multi-day flight with a day/night-capable payload.
• Conclusion: The goal is achieved. The robustness to deteriorated weather,
different operating conditions or larger payloads is significantly increased. This
is an important step towards more real-life missions. Nevertheless, in the long
term, further improvements are required because even energetic margins of 39%
are not enough to sustain flight in significantly deteriorated weather.
• Way Forward: The AtlantikSolar UAV presented in Paper I is already so highly
optimized with respect to airframe weight, system weight and propulsion efficiency that, at the same scale, further significant improvements are unlikely.
However, the current intense battery and solar module research for renewable
energy and electric vehicle applications will, as shown in Paper I Figure 4.20,
allow solar UAV performance to increase automatically in the next years. For
example, NREL’s research cell efficiency chart [98] shows that technologies such
as thin-film crystal deliver higher cell efficiency at less weight than AtlantikSolar’s mono-crystalline silicon cells selected in 2012.
The central question is how such technological gains should be invested. In
our view, for low-altitude solar UAVs it does not make sense to aim for even
higher flight performance and endurance than AtlantikSolar. Instead, our extensive field experience (Table 3.2), including operations in strong winds and
gusts, suggests that the Way Forward is to mainly invest these gains into improved usability: Based on the AtlantikSolar research platform, in a 3–5 year
time frame, a platform with the same energetic performance but with improved
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handling (e.g. smaller 4 m wingspan) and structural robustness (e.g. 5 g instead of 4 g design load factor) could be produced. This UAV would still be
perpetual-flight-capable, could fly for a minimum of 15 h or 500 km throughout
the whole year (which is sufficient for 95% of all applications, especially given
the currently restrictive flight regulations), would be less expensive, and would
thus be a strong asset for various real-life applications.

Fully-Automated Multi-Day Solar-Powered Flight (Papers I+III)
• Goal: Increased ease of use.
• Results: Paper I presented a PID+L1 /TECS-based flight control infrastructure
which is specifically optimized for the challenging flight dynamics of solar UAVs
by including airspeed-dependent gain scheduling and trims, coordinated turn
control, overspeed protection, and both static and dynamic structural overload
protection. With proper tuning, very good reference tracking is achieved. Paper
III extended automatic launch and landing functionality and a novel method for
fully autonomous thermal updraft tracking based on the thermal-induced roll
moment. A fully-automated multi-day flight with AtlantikSolar, in which the
pilot did not have to intervene even once, was demonstrated.
• Conclusion: The goal is achieved. The fully-automated 26-hour flight shows
a significant increase in ease of use: Before, pilots with multi-year experience
were required, but with the developed control framework the pilot is technically
not needed at all or at least requires much less training.
• Way Forward: The PID+L1 /TECS-based framework presented in this thesis can easily run onboard the UAV autopilot and still allows reliable fullyautomated flight from launch to landing. For typical solar UAV missions no
further flight control research is required. However, if fast dynamics for maneuvers in cluttered terrain, for steep approaches or for obstacle avoidance during
landing are required, then model predictive control should be investigated.

Environment-Aware Navigation for UAVs via Offline Computation (Paper IV)
• Goal: Increased versatility.
• Results: The Meteorology-aware Trajectory Planning and Analysis Software for
Solar-powered UAVs (MetPASS) was presented in Paper IV. It is the literature’s
first planning framework that considers all safety and performance relevant aspects (terrain, system state, meteorological environment) of solar-powered flight.
Due to MetPASS, AtlantikSolar’s hypothetical point-to-point mission across the
Atlantic Ocean, its record 81-hour station-keeping flight and the first multi-goal
glacier inspection mission above the Arctic Ocean with solar aircraft could be
planned and often performed successfully.
• Conclusion: The goal is achieved. With MetPASS, a reliable infrastructure
that extends the versatility of solar-powered long-endurance UAVs by allowing
remote aerial sensing operations in cluttered terrain and weather is in place.
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• Way Forward: No significant research challenges remain. The most important
engineering task is to actually apply MetPASS to many other missions and conditions such that not only a qualitative analysis (as done in Paper IV) but a
statistically significant quantitative analysis of the planning quality and the benefits of planning with MetPASS can be performed. In addition, to acknowledge
the importance of weather forecast accuracy and uncertainty, ensemble weather
forecasts could be integrated via stochastic dynamic programming.

Environment-Aware Navigation for UAVs via Online Computation (Paper V)
• Goal: Increased versatility.
• Results: Paper V presented two contributions: First, a wind-aware time-optimal
path planner which, in contrast to a non-wind-aware planner, always yields feasible paths without terrain collisions. It can run onboard the UAV, but is
much slower (10–50x less iterations) than a shortest-path planner: Therefore,
its paths are only of lower cost than the shortest paths if sufficient computation
time is available. Second, the paper presents the first-ever 3D wind field prediction method that runs onboard a UAV. The predicted wind fields agree well
with intuitive results. Compared to 1D LIDAR measurements, the total (horizontal+vertical) wind error improvement is 8% over purely interpolated global
weather data and 23% over the zero-wind assumption that is often used in UAV
path planning today. However, the vertical errors are still significant.
• Conclusion: The goal is only partially achieved. While a real-time framework
for wind-aware navigation of UAVs in cluttered terrain now exists, the wind
prediction method is not yet mature enough for flights in complex terrain. Given
that the wind prediction was considered initial work, this result is expected.
• Way Forward: The wind-aware path planner is ready to use. The main research
challenge is to speed up the wind-aware Dubins path calculation. For the wind
field prediction, a two-step approach is suggested: First, UAVs with accurate
airspeed sensors should measure comprehensive 3D wind fields over terrain to
reassess the wind model. Second, if the limited accuracy of the current method
is confirmed, then other approaches (fusing current wind measurements into the
model in real time or using Machine Learning methods to speed up more conventional Computational Fluid Dynamics approaches) need to be investigated.
Overall, real-time environment-aware navigation of UAVs in cluttered terrain is
clearly a prime area of future UAV research.

9.3 Conclusion and Way Forward
Low-altitude solar-powered perpetual flight UAVs have already come a long way since
the first perpetual flight by SoLong [26] in 2005. This thesis has presented a wide
range of contributions to both the design and the advanced flight autonomy of solar
UAVs. Due to these contributions, both a new world record in flight endurance and
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their first-ever application in a complex real-life mission — a glacier scanning deployment in the harsh winds and cluttered terrain of the Arctic — could be achieved
by a team of experts of ETH Zurich. Nevertheless, such UAVs are not yet ready
for widespread use by non-experts in complex real-life applications. In addition to
flight regulation and airspace traffic management considerations that were not the
subject of this thesis, significant technological challenges remain: First, the engineering challenge is to achieve more platform robustness and better handling without
noticeably compromising the performance. Second, the continuous solar module and
battery technology improvements need to be leveraged and persistently transferred to
solar-powered UAVs. Third, the research challenge is to implement reliable real-time
weather-aware navigation in cluttered terrain. To make the widespread use of solarpowered UAVs by non-expert users in complex multi-day missions a reality, all these
areas require further progress beyond the contributions of this thesis.
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